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PREFACE

WHETHER any book needs a Preface as well

as an Introduction is a question that may

fairlv be debated. But I have ever had a kindness

for Prefaces, have, from my earliest acquaintance

with books, always read them carefully; and so,

although the first part of this book that was written

was the Introduction, when all else was finished I

felt that I could not let it go forth to the world

without a Preface as well.

There were several reasons why I should write a

Preface, not the least of which was that I could

now see how f r my execution of a pleasant task

had corresponded with my desires. Alas ! Upon re-

reading that Introduction I feel that I have indeed

fallen short of my ideal—that I have done very much

less than bare justice to my marine friends, far less

than I had hoped. But still, I do feel that in many

instances I have been enabled to bring before my
readers some first-hand glimpses into that intimate

life of the sea which is so little known, and accounts

of which may be sought lor in vain in natural
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^ Preface

histories. Here I have great hopes that some
measure of success has attended my sincere efforts
to depict life in and upon the ocean as it has been
personally known to me.

Another reason for writing this short Preface is
that it enables me to call attention to the artistic
and sympathetic work of Mr. Theo. Carreras, my
artist coadjutor. The liberality of the Religious
Tract Society has enabled us to give no less than
forty of these reaUy beautiful iUustrations, and I
cannot feel too grateful to them for having thus
assisted me. For the making of those drawings has
been a labour of love. Mr. Carreras having brought
all his artistic knowledge to back up and reproduce
my recollections of the attitudes of the various
creatures, and the result is to me most gratifying.
I feel confident that it will not be less so to my
readers.

"^

And so I leave my book in your hands, friendly
reader, with pleasant remembrances of your kind-
n^s to me to buttress my hopes that this latest
effort will meet with the same appreciation.

FRANK T. BULLEN.
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CREATURES OF THE SEA

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

THERK has of recent years grown up a very
pleasant pra«:tice with certain writers, notably
the lamented Richard Jefiferies, the inimitable

Kiphng, and Ernest Thompson-Seton, not to go
further m cataloguing names, of supplementing the

perj.onal details of the cvery-day lives of wild
animals from the highest to the lowest, not ex-dudmg .nsccts. I said pleasant practice, but wouldadd profitable to the reader of whatever age. for
I thmk no one except some dry-as-dust. blear-eyed
professor groping amid the dry bones of his museum
S p",^'^^:,,^°"'^ »^»1 to agree that a story like
K.phng's White Seal, for instance, must convey to
the average reader, whether young or old. more
retamable knov;ledge of the creatures it tr;atrofha^ a whole weighty volume of dry facts, mostly
in dead languages, even supposing it was rtad. Of
course, the desideratum is that the information pre-
sented m this narrative form shall be correct, thatwhere the imagination is called in to supply the
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i"il^#

flT!"" 1
.""" ''•'"' " ••''" ""' •* »''•»"<> <» commit

W,tl, ,l,i. objcc. b^for. my .y„. I „»« .«,„ ,»ne. o( hvc. of .he Decp-Sca People ba«a ver^

wcu <„„. HOW r^i-iotr?.:';,, r'ru::r.h.:
I have «,me .maU qualificatioD, for he work l„dknow ,oo how much room there i, for a Zk' of fhek^nd. A mmor d,n,c„l.y confront, me at the outit

hoK Tu'^Z^' t"""'
"' "" «—"--•

Monarch of h'. 7i^^^ *""" *" "» ""doutted

I hlT w° J„ "^P' 'I" 'lupendous Whale. But

a, a .h!^ •.l^.T'''.*'
""-""ivoly about him

ffiri^ttrmy'XXe:r,.rr„',t
«c. wr.i'

"""""y' '"" ""« «'™'l«^ aCint«nc« with them .i regard, thei- everyday life R,

,

i™«" :rth1d
'*"""', "'"'"^ put^. Ich ™^"e^aenuen of the deep «a forward first if I mieht wilpropriety do ». However, I feel that to b! ouTlVtl» question, « the Whale come, fir,t

'

Agam, 1 beg to observe that this Krini o/ i.i^

eacH"- sec;roV ht^orrra-r-r •^t'^-

y w u IS possible to make it. Of necessity.
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Introduction IZ

hit I m.tat ant. can know practually nothing. Bu
I do hope to include all the fauna o( the tea hkclv tomake interaiting and ,x,pular ttudle^no.^ot tt^.^

aitog, tlier. If it smclU of the lamp I shall be irreativUmppouued and «, vv.ll rny readers. It should read

I ^r? ',"*""**" »>«o«raph.e, of »riod and trusted
rie..dt, whose lives, though passed on a different planefrom ours, are no less full of interest

^

.h.ln'fn'"^*^'*'*
^•'" "' ^•^'*'"" '^"»^^t« u« fromthe full ellowsh.p with tho lower anim. wh.ch n^Vnyof U3 feel would add a new .est to l.fe. Now anXhen

t gets low and thin, as in the case of the dog. the hor^he elephant, the cat . but even with th^ doS
fiiends there always meets us the baffling barrier
preventing the contact of our minds with 'what mis'

rrgard to those closely associated creatures, how muchmore is it m regard to the wild ones, and ho^ immeTsurably greater m the - ase of those interesting being «fwhom we only catch fleeting glimpses as it w'ere. Heremagmation aided by experience is the only iuterprSer
t may mistranslate, it may fail to understand^many
hings at all. but on the other hand it may-it ha,^often does-b.t upon the exact truth as to the inne

than any statistical compilation can ever do
To conclude this brief introduction, let me say that

sketch an apparent autobiography as it were-to let^e creature written about tell his own story in our

wofrA'' T t^""
^'' P^'"^ °^ ^'^^^ This, I feewould hardly be appropriate to all the. hfe^historii
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of the sea-folk, but in some cases it will b*. n*^«i;- i
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CHAPTER II

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A SPERM
WHALE

MY earliest recollections are rather hazy, but
principally centre themselves around pleasant
sensations. I was bom, as nearly as I can

remember, at high noon in the Indian Ocean near
the Equator. You must excuse me from being more
exact, for while we whales know the oceans down
to a depth of five hundred fathoms from North to
South within the frigid zones, and all the watery
world around, we do not pretend to the jrupulous
accuracy with regard to exact position that humans
do. Why should we ? We always know where we
are, we never miss one another, and although we
keep no log-books we never forget anything that
we ought to remember.

So to come back to my birthplace, it was, as I have
said, in the Indian Ocean near the Line, and my first
feeling was, * How pleasant everything is !

* The sea
was like warm mUk, the softest, most delicious cradle
tl.it ever babe was rocked in. Overhead, the glorious
sun like a gloU of molten fire that was bursting its
bounds on every part of its rim, poured down a flood of
life-giving heat. Not a cloud in the stainless blue,
not a fleck of foam on the peaceful waters, only great
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14 Autobiography of a Sperm Whale
glowing breadths of colour ever chinom» in 1, j-
to some mysterious law r iZ

5"""«'"« '" obedience

by my mother's side mv blun't ,?r"' 1' '^ "^PPy'
the water about a fo^Mhe flat in2 """"'.'"^ '^-^

in which the immature ,cethwe?e,t,,f°
'"^'''"'

the rich milk streamine swoeilv t
' "''""''"K^ and

unmixed with ^ny"'7JZ:' tu" ^Vt^V"'''
aTeSt':u7p:;rrt7"™'r"''-'^^»"^o"'
the^sealraJSr„X' .' 'tufru^^r

""*

the biggest'ptt c1r "
VSd'oX-

-'" ™y h-d!
tWn lower jaw sticking out in ,™m of l^f "^ '""«

a big sphnter had nin in.^ i "" almost as f

But my mother did nifthZ "
"u*^

""""^"^ ""»•
of me, and we both t

' ""' '** *"' ^-^ P™"<»
supremely happy '"'^ "P™ "" "^a-tiful couch.

fortfcoTefrtt'or^
*" "" "' "•« ^^hool. thirty or

going mund the famity t^sLTat''!?
'"*' "' ""

did some six times a dav°.^ u
^ ^'^ *'"• "s he

where I nestled a1 my'L'er.s's&r «!""' """ •°
the mightiest of our mighty «cetith» I.

"^T °^

promontory and a i.n„.l < ' "" * nead hke a

« he surged slowly unth
°'/™'' ^™"'y '«t. And

quiet sea^ sawtte whoYe^f h"' ?"
*I"

""^""^ »' ">=

(You must untotandl".? " ^'=a''y and trembled,

owing to the posTtion „, * '*" ""'^ =« behind us

littleilowVerrtrsh'ldi;^''' *'''''' "' P'''^"' a
in the middle o/the W^?fS^'r Se' i

""^ ?""°''

^rtrJrfir X^'^' -"»"'-"
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Pleasant Days at Home 15
her., graciously, as became a monarch towards hisadoring consort, with whom he was well pleased

For many days we remained in this mid-ocean
solitude chosen by our wise ruler as being where noneof he hateful monsters of man's making ever camea place not too far from rich plateaux not too deTpwhose intncac.es swarmod with our proper food, wherethe sea-s reams ran wannly and the sun rose ;nd set

of all the sea-folk haci ao foes to fear. This proud
pre-eminence above all our fellows had not long been

shor;.
''''\^''''^^^ chronology it seemed\7ashort time past smce in every part of the sea we were

liable to pursuit harassing wounds, and death at thehands of men. Alone among the tribes of earth and air

eniTh?
^'^''\'^'''' ^^' we knew by bitter experi-ence that our utmost rage, strength, and couVage

availed nothing against these feeble oLs. who neverthe'
less were so wise that they were bound to overcome
us. True we did them terrible damage on 00^^and some of our warriors, notably the head of my family'had mvanably come out of conflicts with the earth-
people without deadly injury, although bearing allover their vast body-surfaces wide white scars wherethe crue wounds dealt them by men had healed. And

Y.'t .H aT ^f V°"^ '°" °^ ^^^*°"«^ t« his credit.

.T K . !,^
/""^ T^^ *^'"' tyrannous or over-bearing

t but added to their wisdom and ability to command
the younger generations.

fhi!^^"^ \T "°* ^ ^^og^nt as to suggest that all
this knowledge was mine as soon as I was bom. I dobut ell you these things as a sort of introduct/on to

s7l St th'^'^'i'
^"i^ghtily proud, yet not more

ZL . r *^'y ^"'"'^^- No. lik* aU young
creatures, for the early days of my life I was contenf



I

t^ be alive and full of inu p
everything was entirely deLtfur^'V''"^ ^^' "«>-.
weaned, for among our ^on^l Iv

^ ^"» ''^'y «oon
there does not exist^'thatinSt: f'

"P^"""^ ^^''^^e^-
which characterises the o hlr ktd^ ^'i'''""'

^'^^^^'O"
one exception. We reaUv do "t °^ '1^''^'' ^'^^ ^n^y
easy to obtain, and of a ni^. "°* "^^^ '*. for food is
baby to eat. ko that whe„

T'
'"V''^'>'

^"^^ ^^^^ a mere
^had taken n^y place nt ^^o" a? '""'V

'"^"^'^ °"^

members, and my early relaHnn !u°"'
°^ '*^ °^dinary

entirely
forgotten-^fnf^eti^^^^^^^ ^''t'^y "^^^^er were

her and any other memb of the "h 'f""^^ ^*-«en
dunng all that period I Lh k

^.°°^ °'" ^^'"'^y- But
imitation, as weiU by ytldinfto

'"^""^ "^^ ^^°-"
promptings impelling me o dofh

.""^ '*'""^^ »"^^rd
done before, in emulatio^ of th,^^^ ' ^^^ never
performed by those around me ^^l ^ ^^^ ^eing
independent I was, al^hoL? A

'"^ ^^^" ^ ^ecamf
member of the school fXtpfbl/ T.

'"^'^"'fi^ant

^alo
^^^'"

'
^""^"^^^"^^^^^ -7? "ai.;?;;

a
f-tlTry^rav'e "S'and^^^^^^ 'f ^^°™« of half

but vividly as on that first davl' °'''' ""^ ^^^^•my mother's side closelv folW
"^^ I remember when by

J
sank into the cool, trai^^f

°:"!^ ^^
^or the first time. I shrank clo.','"^

^"''^^'"^ ^^P^^s
bosom as we left the warm su-f^^^

'" *" "^>' "^other's
been basking. I noticed Jht"^:,^ .^^^^^ we had
admiration the stately gSce7Jltr"*^f"l wonder and
arched her back, loS her ,>^i"

^^ich my mother
broad fans of her taillto.h'^ ^"^ ^^^^^ted the
then all else was swaUowed L'

^^ ''' '^^^^"^«<^' -"d
we sank through the incrtasL Tf'"'^"*- Slowly
^-er and dimmer .^ewrSlhr^^a^^:^^^^^^



I Earn Experience 17
after what seemed a day. but could only have been a
few minutes, we stopped our descent and began tomove horizontally.

*

At first I was dreadfuUy distressed. I felt as if Iwas being squeezed flat, I wanted to breathe, but I
found that my nostril was as securely sealed as if itwas never to be opened again, certainly I could notopen It. My lower jaw hung down, leaving my mouth
wide open, and presently a delicious quivering morsel
went gilding down my throat, giving me a most ex-
quisite . :-ling of satisfaction. The gloom which had so
troubled me at first gave way to a tender, greenish light

^nnVn H ^/ T'^^'. °^ '^^"'"6 """6« that glowedand faded as they floated about apparently without anywiU of their own. The cold. too. which at first had felt
unbearable, chilling my blood and making it feel as if
It was thickening so n.uch that it could not flow
became less unpleasant. And presently, tiny as I was,
I realised that this was my proper realm, that here
our people were supreme, and that of aU tiie myriads
of diverse creatures in the sea we were the undoubted
heads and leaders. All other sea-citizens but ourselves
preyed upon and were preyed upon by other denizens of
the deep, we alone took toll where we would, ourselves
secure from all assault by any of the sea-folk. It was a
high and elevating thought to feel oneself a lineal
descendant of such a mighty and ancient line of ocean
royalty.

AU around me glided in utter silence amid the
varying gleams, like vast shadows, the members of
the schoo

. Occasionally in hasteless, dignified fashion
one would rise perpendicularly with some palely
g.owmg mass between his jaws, and reversing his
position let the great saw of his lower mandible
divide whatever it was he held into sizeable fragments
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for swallowing. These pieces were upon the snme
coossal scaJe as himself, and slipped down his gulletwith an easy celcnty that was pleasant to see Noone was selfish. The prey of one was the prey of alland a certain gigantic courtesy prevented any in'
dividual from appropriating more than his actual
share. But suddenly into the midst of these mys-
terious delights there thrust itself an imperatfvecommand to seek air. We can and do remain in thedepths for as much as one hour, according to our si^ebut the length of time we stay down is'always ca el
fully calculated according to the need of the youngestmember of the party. Ah I the swift rush'upwfrd

beneath. Ah
! the blissful emergence into brightnessmost dazdmg. and the simultaneous openir/ of aU

sp^acles. Oh I the sweet rush of heaven' airfhrougl
the quivenng nostril mto the labouring lungs. Indeed
.t IS good to endure privation of air fofa seLn if only
to real.se how lavish of His choicest gifts is thePower tnat sways us all.

Then to lie basking again, feeling that sweet breath,he true essence of life, coursing through every arten^
tingling .n every muscle, making one feel as if nothingbut action, swift, tremendous, exhausting, couldsa isfy the exuberant needs of the body. Oh ' thedelight of just being alive. Is it any wonder* t^a

ZllZ "^"V '•'':'' ^'^^^'"S *° the overmastering
needs of such an influx of life, suddenly forgot hi!
dignity, rushed like a tidal wave along the glowing
surface o the ocean, and hurled his whole vaf 2towards the sky by the exercise of a force beyond
calculation After that one stupendous exhibkion
of power all lay in almost utter quiet, content so to heThe sun went down, the moon rose up and the pleasani



Exuberant Youth ^9
stars peeped out from the purple curtain nt th • w

Setter r„«o'r.h':f t'^."" '^""'y '"y 'h"'

which weTsiT the cS'.
•'"."?"'•'"' "' ^P««"'

ward, foUowiW him v„
* '° P"'"''''' ""'!'-

its only .x4nent. A, wdl Jlv/" T '^IT
^"^

ability to olw^ M hi, h^kT .
* qiirationed our

great sunCL thrhorizon" r"'u'- /° " ""=

overflowing, we WdTn. "ra„h ^tA""'f "
speed of about six mile, »„ i,?, j * uniform

»pot of ocean Uereltsrk„riift''''rh/°'"
"""

mental regrets, the whole S la wa,"" "T"'

bulls of th- ^rhnJ .« * . .
*^ ^^^^ 01 the young

desire to tp'r; TZZT^^'^^^r£
of it with the c*mnei fhatZt", '""" '° *"""'

impeUed to assert thaHn'thleX.^'haTbu tw'

S:S rsayTlcnrtt^^T'" °^^- -^
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promptings to strike out a way of my own but nn*
glance at him quenched all such^spil^ItionsId made

Very pleasantly passed a space of six days andthen a whole wide area of new pleasures met mydehghted senses Whither we were bound iTd Hknow, but now I can tell you that we made the Bab dMandeb. no gate of tears to me. but a veritable doth I

the lid^^H "^ '^'' ^'°^* P^^'^^'^' soTht liK^arlthe tepid Indian Seas, even my small body had become

a^TmoT'dt- "f P"^^'"'^^ growtrba^nlTeand moss and tiny limpets. They worried my tender

Red Sea iTl^ J^""^
'"'"^ "* *^« S^*« <>' the

i>ritaf.H iL?^ f •

^' ^"' '">' ^^"°^«' to chafe myirritated body along those gratefully corn.l^J
.urnmits of the edifices below' Ah I Lothe^Toyto drag oneself luxuriously over those myriad neil-'Zm """'f'

'""''y *""^^ ^"d'"g - thrill of SeS^from fluke-edge to spiracle-yes. indeed, it was wo? hall the miserable days of annoyance p eceZgT oknow the sweetness of the relief
^''^"^'"e^ >t to

And then the food. Here was found in fullestabundance aU that the sea had to offer us Masslshoals of lazy fish that, needing no inducer^ent W
cuTtll^sT"'!^

'°"" *'^ «^P-« caverns ofTr -aw/

any a tem'I^^^'r
'''' *^"* ^'* ^^ ^^P'^' that without

peUed to g,ve the shallow shores a wide bertTX
ii
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Happy Days 91
m the midden th«T«» wi« n« ~.

And whrn I ,.!«, „„e „,
5
'"Y,

*'' """ntrate there.

busincM or pl,.a,„ro „f .h
"

„ „^ ** ,«""" "P «o the

•h"
-;.. wore „„/„','. To^Vr hJL";'

""'•"^•^' "'
most nf my (^||„ ,

"^" "' "'"I i>y men. Like

" it came: never 'ti a^t c tr ™,' ,'°,'-^''' "" ^"^
by m»tinctive prcKJence bn, . i

"'""" '^""'P'M
P-«.ng day, .akinV no Ihol,

"' T" '"'"^ ""
coming. * '"ought for what might be

~' %l«^l':tZJ''r '""'•"^ "^ "-»ny
"» so long a, we kent to .

'"'""y'nce came near
'.nc drawn doI'theMiddTe ",7' "' ' ''"'-<''«"«'

Iu.Miriatcd in the rich JT,1 . ^^ ""• ^"^ ''V «nd
reef-barrier,, tr •^'

roSrandt» " "" "'"'"'"«
never-faihng jtores of rich L!>

'^""""g "pon the
but to lie still, open wide ou ^„ T""" "" "'^ ^ad
What wonder that we nir/r. ,"!'

'"'' '" "'em fill,

'hnt i,. who had at,a7ned hf,?ft,i
" '"", "<"•"•"• «".

youngster, and mysilf „!„ ' 1 ^T"'' '^'« o'her
did wc eat all that w7clf'ciT"''''y' '"' "o' only
"ungs, -ioicing n our ~rf rT r,'"'

*"'.' ""' '" ^^us
we gambolled, we raced ?^dd,, nl'"'

'"" '""^"'"'
vitaluy within us pmmnted t\ [,""' "'<^ '"'"'"l»nt
none to say us nay. Zd1o „e"l ' ""^1 """^ '^"'
none taking count of t?,Z •

'*'''' ''''>'= P^^ed,
"-.of the prcscnfto L o ThrJ':'

"P™ '"'"y
"ormng our great chief gave .he^',t'I'L™'" "^

o- >-iuig Signal,
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22 AotoblogMphy of a Sperm Whale

IJ . r ,
*' •"""• """ "I'y arc fit lo rule uiand we dehght ,„ obey. And wl«„ ,hey are. by ?««„'of advancing age or wcknew or luiy inftrmitv unfirTnumlam ,he,r proud po„.,„n .nyMg™ ^^Tl^

he,,, u„he,,tal,ngly. We know w. mu?"^ M3^have . chief, but we know thai he mu.T be bert'onhln ^'„ ^V "" '" "''''' "(» portion o^e day iftirhe has fallen from our high .ta jTrd

curl.*„'.'l!f b'?;" "^y- «' '-" "« Pl"«antpurheui o( the Red S«,m. and without devialiL fromour direct cour«, «,c.pt to dear Sokotr. w" mT,2our way «,uthward. Now I began to feel hrbeneflt

.„ .. f >

,"'• "' *° P""^ "•""'8h 'h« blue depth,m 5talely rank, an occa.ional shoal of f„|, wou d !wlJ™„ our gap.„g throat,, or a pacingtlZ „fZ
cMtr, But tl,c« were incidental only. Nothing

Uo'n'ot'lot i'Tf"«.''"y
""" O-^y. w"W° haS

V* icaai wuen occasion offered, we could al^n

^^."*Kr"b^ur?urc^:?rwx;-r^^^

iirb^rirrj;rz^-tH
were concerned.

so lar as we

Without haste, yet resting not day nor nidit we

anything to g.ve us pause, and that was. as the water
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I Meet Man 23
began to chill, when we met one of th.Mie mighty fabricimade by me„ and dr.vcn by hro «c ro*. the Scein VVehad been so long .mmune from pursuit, or md-^jd
nterfercnce of any kind, that wr took I, tie heed 0Iher except ju.t to avo.d her great onward r« h andtbe deadly .w.rl of her tad. Full of cuno,Uy 'o^what th,. wondcrfiU ^urfuce-.uonster m.ght be^ r^

It to get a good view of it. when suddenly I heard acurjous no,^ d,no.t l.ke the sound we make on a c;dm

wth our tails, and immcdutdy I felt a burning.Ungmg pam run through me."^ I swerved in mycourse, and sought my companions, all of whom as
I joined them put on their utmost speed in our originad.r.^,on. For a time ,t seemed I. if th-^y avoidedme. but. gradudly. as the hcalmg of the ^./exercId
fJr»T'"' "fr' r" '^' P'^« »" ^y ^^<i- vvhere

I fdt the pain, they closed in upon me again and I wasno longer shunned.
^

tn u.u^'
** '*'''' "'7'''* '*°*"' ''"^ «'"*'^t ^hief deigned

He ^ d"trr,r'"
''" ""' "'"* '^'^ ^^''"y ''^H>1H-L!rHe sa d that idle men and women (how I wonderedwhat they were I) on board of thc^ land-monsters

l'T',^'^'T^. ^"^^^y things able to kill a longuay off, did not hesitate to try and deprive of hfe iust
or amusement, any of the sea- ik they saw. At ^hich
I wondered very much

; for the earliest knowledge Iabsorbed was. never to kUl but for food, and the newsthat there were creatures who killed for amusement-
lor pleasure-was very terrible to nie

has^Z'T;.^'^°"^^
*^' "''"^"'y °' *^^* <^«'-""nternas never left me, my wound healed so rapidly that Inever once faltered in our southward rush, feelingstronger .n.d more fit evcr>- day. as the good Ua gavf
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24 Autobiography of a Sperm Whale
me of its strength, and the long feasting in the Red Seacame to ,ts predestined and proper effect. The wat.

'

around me cooled and brought huneer-fi,rr. L
hunger, y^t there was litfle or nfthingrea^^^c;:?

Mrf .,'"7,""' •
"'""'"' '""'ring or straggling we

w. J,Z 'J
°" !;"'" ""' "^y. following our chir«e settled down, down. down. Deeper than eve fhad dreame. of we went unt.l, skirting^he black ^^j

H„ nrfrTn*
^ "'T'"*"

'™8e. we found our 1?Hundreds upon hundreds of enormous cuttle-foh'helplessly, sl.mily crawling about on the rocky floor'or clmgmg w„h their myriad tentacles toThe piHa™

proaclnng. There was no escape for them Aloi.among the inhabitants of the deep seas, we were the^rmasters and they our legitimate prey.

'

' """
We fell upon them in a bodv, and tore them limK

almost sati fiS Not aJS ^h
"^^ '" ""• »" ""

.rtft ifa^3-1^- - '-ed
was thlli f Z °^ ^°'''"' ^"<^ there by mv side

o":«ym tttLt:; myl -feTautg'];'-^"^ f

'

^htuTh m^'body'
"" ""*"* """^ "' ^'"-"^ '"'



Feeling Power 25

m. !!n"^*^"^r"'
""'"' ^''^^^ ^^^ «^nronnt-.ed bvme since then, but in none of the., h.ve 1 lelt so nearmy end as on that occasion. Had it not been for mvchief. I mnst have been drowned. I, the chi"d o t^deep sea, bom to sport with the wi d wave in hdu most fury, or sink far beneath them into the darksomeprofundities of ocean cavems-I should have beTndrowned! But I was not. and when in the sweetmoon igh aU our company foregathered on the u"acefull fed. to he m peace. lulled by the gentle rocking

1 J!'Z'^^'""^'^ ^ ^''^ ^'t'^ an^^^ing rapidityI felt the gigan ic power twisting the cable like s newsof my flukes, knitting the columnar masses of mvvertebrae, and piling up the cushions of mu de aroundmy bones. A great joy filled me. I needed anTitle'or It To show what I could do, to hurl myself venie'fully into the closely packed mass of advanTg enlmfes'to lead the ranks of my fellows. . Whv IZZ'was all the accumulated wisdom of my thousands of

gTe" dTedr^^'TA"^
'"'"• ^^* *'4el me t°ogrea. deeds ? And here, frantically, I hurled mvself

contr 1 the"' '''''V'
^"^^ *^^ ^' -able longJr to

.nfoTh ? ^^'"^ ^^'''^ ^^*^*"- When I fell back

^S^fllTT' "°'^" '^"^^*^' ' -as relieved, yetstilJ with that sense of superiority over all living thinl

7Zf r ,'" "". "^^^^^P^ '' ^- *he brae ng etc

^i^Kirts ot the beautiful is es of New Zeal-.nrl o.,^
every nerve in our bodies was strung tense w.,L thespringing of new life. Day broke and bowed us hetowenng pre,

,
pices of ,ho South Uland, agaTnstwh cb
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26 Autobiography of a Sperm Whale
the monstrous rollers of the Southern Ocean hurled
themselves vamly, retiring sullenly in clouds of spravand leagues of foam. It was a place of strife farthest
removed from the languorous peace of our last resting-
place that one could possibly imagine, yet inexpressibly
pteful to me, who felt in all my members the need
for vigorous action. This stern sea. those chiU winds

I^n.S^'^f r'',*^' ^^"**^"'"S expanse of waters,
sent he life bounding through my arteries, and I feltmyse f growing with abnormal rapidity, longing to testmy strength, eager to fight.

J-

6 s esi

Up out of the boUing foam there sprang a mighty
mountain top. a pinnacle of rock that, reaching downmto the darkening depths of that stem ocean, soared
into the air as far again. And around it we circled

^fwJ'^'uu^^^?^ "^^^ ^''"" "^^'^ abundant thanwithm the Bab-el-Mandeb. my only standard of com-
parison The storm raged higher and higher, the great
waves hurled themselves headlong from their world-
encirclmg journey against the mountain base and
whitened its summit with spray, but stiU, all unheeding
theu- strife, we made our rounds feeding, ever feeding
For we had only to sink a few yards to be in profoundest
peace, no tumult of wind and sea affected us. except
favourably, m that the agitation of the whole oceanicmass m these comparatively shallow waters stirred up
the creatures upon which we fed and made them
easier to obtam. Gradually it dawned upon me thatour ranks were being augmented by many strangers.

In If ^f '''^"^"^y "^^^^ ^^^" before rubbed
shoulders with me, but communicated no sign. UntU

Tv^/k r''*"'°™^ ^'°^' b^^^k^y ^"d cheerlessover the foaming surface of the straits there were

«^^n / T ^^^ ^^'^^''^' ^^ i* ^t some pre-
arranged rendezvous for some definite purpose I



Mystery and Added Prowess 27
felt a gr it pride at being one of this mighty concourse,
this assemblage of the mightiest creatures living, and
I had some dim idea that maybe I might distinguish
myself m some manner among them ; for I was now
gettmg well grown, though far behind our noble chiefm his gigantic majesty.

It was a premonition full of truth, for on the third
day after our arrival while in company with some
hundreds of my fellows I lay basking in the clear sun-
shine, the warning signal passed through me. telling
of terrible danger very near. How it is communicated
I cannot tell you ; neither by speech nor sound of any
kind are we apprised of the presence of an enemy
but in every fibre of our bodies we suddenly feel that
danger is near. Only we do not know from whence
It IS coniing. We are intensely on the alert, but that
IS all. I lay like most of my fellows upon the shining
sea surface, my columnar head half out of the watermy body slightly arched and my taU quiverinrfy
playing from side to side as if seeking to test the vibra-
tions of the water. Suddenly an unfamiliar tremor
ran through me (I heard nothing because with us
hearing IS almost a lost sense) and immediately I
felt a sharp stinging pain shoot through my right
side. Filled with rage as well as alarm. I sprang
forward feeling as I did a drag at the wound in my
side. Instinctively I dived, turning a somersault
beneath the water, and coming up with a furious rusha^ut twenty yards astern of my former position. As
I did so I caught a glimpse of a strange white monster,
long and narrow, with two slender legs on each side,
and throwing my tail high, delivered a blow at it with
all my force. I felt my stroke take effect, saw as Icame to the surface again a quantity of strange frag-
ments floating, but beyond all I felt the smarting,
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burning pain of my wound, and without seekine furtherevenge. sank down. down, into the cool deptL whereI knew no enemy could ever come

My feUows were all scattered far and wide- all

remamed down to .h« full limU of my endumnceseemg nothing of any c' „,y companion's ilr^^t^'

jaws and flukes were but clumsy and almost usel-ssThey had wantonly attacked u^ for some rea^n of"'";°^™' and had succeeded in slayingtwoTo^r
ZT 'i/^.P^'^y'^" ""h a'ann^tShe suddenonslaught, had made but a poor defence and hnSanen comparatively easy victims Me 'the greatchief smgled out for high honours. He told me^tha

Lw-r^r^ ' 'hat having once realised my own

at°Ick I sho m\T"^'"' '" ^«P«»"g this LyZ

however, advised me to take no hfed oT! a wS
r^ "T^u *"™'' ™- "" -either the tooth imbrddedm my blubber would be draeeed out hv th. . ,
weight behind, or the weight ^tl/dJop'offtdtrvf
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A Land of Ice 29
the weapon buried in my body, when the healing sea
would soon close up the wound.

Then, feeling that such a neighbo.irhood was un-
pleasant to remain in. our chief led us farther south
to where a group of mountains just raised their heads
from the tremendous depths to a little above the
surface. Here, he said, he had never known man come
even m the days wlien few haunts of our people were
secure Yet here we had almost all lost our lives
through a singular misfortune which befell us We
had entered a little bay scooped out of one of the
mountam-sides. with a very narrow neck, not much
larger than would admit one of us at a time At the
entrance it was shallow, but within it widened and
deepened so much that it was an ideal place to rest in
while from the surface o.i either side the steep walls
of cliff rose sheer for a great height. And it was
literally crawling with huge cuttles, our natural and
greatly-loved food.

Here we were feeding in perfect content, and I had
almost forgotten my recent adventure, when suddenly
a chill struck through my very marrow ; I felt as ifmy vital forces were about to cease their duties We
all felt it at the same time-that dread cold which is
the horror of the Sperm Whale, and makes him avoid,
as If It were a plague-spot, the vicinity of ice. But
the first shock of alarm over, we sought the cause, and
found to our dismay that the narrow entrance was
entirely blocked by a monstrous iceberg, which had
drifted m there and become jammed between the jaw-
of the pass So were we aU prisoners, and at the mercy
of the cold, nor could our instincts tell us how great
the danger was or what were our chances of escape.

,, .u* •TF'^ "^^^ *° ^^'^ ^^^y at that great white
waU that blocked the way to liberty ; but. fortunately
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I restrained myself, and following the example of my
chief went on feeding, instinctively realising thatmuch food was needed to keep out the effects of the

So for severaJ uays and nigt.ts we remained in this
prison, eatmg throughout every waking hour. I keptretummg to the icy barrier, much as I hated and feared

•

AndTl ^T'^r^'^^l
*° ^T -nd wriggle beneath

f.lf ,V^*'
""' ""^^ burrowing like a sand-groper.

Ifel a sudden trembling of the whole vast mass ab^ve

ZiTrl 7u ! ""'f
"'

'^ °^ "" earthquake I was hurledorward full twenty times my own length and laytunned, bleeding, and helpless. I slowly rose to he

spoutmg. felt my senses coming back to me. I was
presently joined by my companions, whose admiration
of me now was greatly increased, for they attributed

11 ^I'Tk^"'"
*° ""'- ^"* ^ ^^d been so sadly

«: th \^ '^.^' tremendous blow that, had it not been

Zn^f n
'"/'"P '""'^y °^ ^^ *^^ ^^ I had been soplent^uly devouring lately, and an exceptionally

powerful physique. I should certainly have been un^able to keep up w.th the school, and should probablvhave died quietly or been slain by order of the chief

^hn7. H^ f "^y ^^^''' ^ accompanied theschool to the Crozets. where another rich feeding!ground awaited us. and by the time we quitted'thefe
I was not only fully restored to my usual vigour

leader
'"^'"^^^ ^PP'^^^^^ng the dimensions of o";

Now in a community hke ours there are just threemhng motives, each causing us to exercisi all ou

by training teaches us whales to find it. and to that
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search evei> thing is subordinated. Our vast biwUes re-
quire so much nourishment, and that of a certain kind
that we must place this need b<;fore all others. More-
over, we are, as compared with the smaller denizens
of the sea, upon many of which v « mi^ht feed were it
possible to catch them, very slow md clumsy in our
movements. The gigantic cuttle-fish alone, which hides
Jts mighty gelatinous bulk in the submarine caves at the
roots of the mountains is capable of satisfying our
enormous appetites and of being fairly easily obtained
Creatures of smaller bulk and lesser prowess than ours
It does not fear. They become its comparatively easy
prey. But we arc invincible, invulnerable

; against
our onslaught no cuttle-fish can defend itself when we
are full grown.

This then is our prigial need, as indeed it is of most
creatures that live, although many are able to subordin-
ate It to other needs for long periods at a time, notably
the seals. Next comes the love motive, the intense
over-mastering desire to have wives and children, and
coupled with it, really a consequence >A it, the desire for
supremacy over our fellows. These two last only apply
to the males

;
our females are almost like beings of

another race, so inferior to us are they in size, in agilitym ferocity. The full-grown Sperm Whale cow never
exceeds in size half the dimensions of the full-grown
buU, and is, moreover, a gentle, timid creature whose
one object is to keep near her lord, to obey his lightest
sign, and who will cheerfully remain by his side and die
with him if he be in danger of death. As I have before
hinted they are not fond motntrs, taking the eariiest
possible opportunity of shaking off the yoke of maternal
cares, but they endeavour to make up for this by their
absolute devotion to the head of the family.

The young bulls are in an anomalous position. For

1
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32 Autobiography of a Sperm Whale
u long time they are mere nobodies. Thov ari. nt th-anuly but have nothu.g to do w.th U butTbev helead of the ch.ef. All the privileges of h.s iS.1are the.rs. alno the lore wh.ch he ha, accumuL edgradually passes to them au they follow him ab^utthfo^t^ans of the world. They cannot hdo rrnin. #
;-tat.on .s one of the primary law" of t j^r 17;"^',.^:

hlZ7fi .

'"'^ ^'''"-' *" ^" '» <" »'"t and grow •

Irlwn T? "r'
^'""'''-* ^'"''" ""^'' ^'--y -' ^ul'grown. Then, when mstinct compels them to ca.tamorous glances upon the young cfws o Xu7 theown age. another .nstinct warns them that before lovemust come war. And so it comes tr oass that at acerta,n penod in the life of the .hool »i .'re are furfous

result m the death of one or both of the combatants

fi^Lr?."'"
'" *'^* *^^"^'« disablement and dihgurement known as twisted jaw. where the bone of th!^long mandible-like lower jaJ is wrenched to one ideat nght angles to the line of the body. Then theufferer .s thrust out of the school, never a^gain to knowthe fellowship of his kind, but to wande? un atisfiedand lonely until his lif ,'s end. The victorTn tirbrttle

of his own"" «:'
'-partiality, may then form a'schS

amonVZ' v
P'^""^*^ '"'''*' ^^'^ ^'"^^>' ^i^es fromarnong the young cows and departs to use for himselfthe wisdom he has learned during his adolescencebo the making of new families goes on until finallythere arises a young bull who. seeing that the eader i^

on r ^"''.'u'
^ ''''' ^ °' °^d' f'^i« calkd u^on toput Ins headship to the test and haply succeed in driving

^"ciZ '%t''r '^^'"^ ^^--e^ht'elfrrf
eflicienUy. Then a tremendous fight ensues, lasting
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«)me „,r, from the rising to th. setting of the ,unAnd .he outcome is often that the old kL is Ltln'deposed, and driven forth to wander soi.ta y t mllZ"r many years, through the wide.xeans w u.'ri o^e^«
out now doomed to hnish his journey aloneNow m this long digression I have sought to sh.>w^TZtZ ^'"^'^

".r^^^^
'am..v\re;rr'Z

wheTl mu«t n ' ,T '?'^'y 'M'proaching the time

lo kad. I had no choice, nor did I desire any I feltkeenly eager to fight, the more so becau e mv twoexploits had already brought me fame. Tft is under-stood by us. and also Ucause there w -re sevlrrwrsome cows who looked lovingly upon me Thev ke^t"near me m the school when 'we wl^e rour Xs.'^
buiirt^: Z'^i:^Tr'- !;^

^"^^^-^
« r.r^ .

"*^^^«" "s- Many attempts were made

Mine w° a "m!"
"'""• "j"' ,' ''^"«''

<< '"

nf rv, V " Atlantic, where a great shio-full

weu breath to see how nerccly strove the monarchs
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of the diH'p, thrnigh knowing nothing of the caute of

quarrel or of the prixe ui victory.

Stiil I buirdmy time, to the wonder of my compan-
ions, until a younger generation wa» fast approaching

the time when it too wuuld attain to full whalehood
and free citi/enship of the fx can. Meanwhile, I always
kept chjse to the chief, watching his every movement,
noting all his wise ways, and absorbing all that he had
to teach, until at last, as wt fed around the bases of that

hmdy rock in mid South Atlantic, Inaccessible Island,

while the furious southern storm raged around us and
lifted its vast waves toward^ the sky, I calmly chall-

enged his supremacy, lie had given the sign.»l to

depart northwards in consequence of the inclemency
of the sea. And I questioned his wisdom. I jwinted
out that here was abundant f(M>d, thai the storms did
not affect us, that all were well content to remain here
but he, and that it appeared as if the leadership of such
a school f ' we were was becoming a task beyond his

powers. iher family matters I touched upon which
need not bo enlarged about here, such as the dwindling
numbers of our new calves, quite insufficient to supply
the waste of departures. And I concluded by offering

to contest the headship with him at once.

During all this time the rest of the school lay in a
wide circle of which we two were the centre, their huge
black bodies almost motionless, like wave-beaten rocks
protruding above the surface of the foaming sea. He
and I lay nearly head on to each other without move-
ment, not seeing each other, but that mysterious sense
of ours, which I have before mentioned, in full activity.

Well was it for me that I had waited so long, and had
rehearsed to myself all possibilities of his behaviour
when I should challenge him. For suddenly, as if

hurled by a stupendous wave, he launched himself at
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I Win the Headship 35
nie—and missed im by a yard, for I had fril him coiniuK
and given (inr trimmidoiiH sw.fp mUIi my Hukcs th.it
had carried me forward anc| downward wit»ial. Keeping
|ust beneath the furfaa- I fi It for him cautiously, every
iinew tense for the Wow I uu-ant to deal when I should
touch him. But I h.id for an adversary one of the
wiliest as wi^ll as mightiest of Sprrm Whahs. anti my
only hoj)e of victory, apart from the chances of aindent
was to copy his tactics with that rapidity of learning
which is our birthright, and trust to my superior youth
and consequent vigour to put them into practice for
his defeat.

So we circled around each othe. *rarily, he occasion-
ally making one of his awful rushes either under or
above water, according to our positi«m at the time, for
while life remains to us we must obey the irresistible
call of our lungs, and rise or sink in accordance there-
with. I kept strictly on the defensive, husbanding my
itrength for the first sign of my old ruler's weakening,
and so, without harm done to either, the long tierce
day rolled slowly on. Then I noticed that his rushes
were not so vigorous, he was losing his caution, and also
his temper, for every silent taunt that we know so well
how to convey without making a sound, he was now
using profusely.

Suddenly I saw my opportunity ; he was lying in
such a position that he could not see me, and his vast
lower mandible hung down temptingly, a gleaming
white bar against the deep blue of the si'a. Without
making a ripple I arched my body nearly double, then
releasing the tension sprang forward at him. turning
withal and gripping his jaw in mine. The ocenn boiled
with our efforts, he to free himself and I to hold on At
last came a rending crack. I felt the jaw give in mine,
and knew that I was victor. Releasiiig my hold i
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sprang to the surface and awaited his coming. A , soon
as he appeared I rained blows upon him with my tail
until all motion on his part ceased, and he lay. except
for the gentle wash of the waves about his limp body
quite supine I immediately mustered the school, gave
the signal of command, and in a compact body we all
sped away, leaving our late chief to enter into a new
sphere of usefulness in the bodies of the myriad scaven-
gers of the sea already hastening to the enormous
banquet I had spread for them.

K ^^f*;t'°'^^^'-d I led the school triumphantly
through the various oceans for many years. But I

?hrrh r'?/ y°";^ ^"" *^ ^'"S^'- ^^^" it was time
that he should go. If he refused the combat I woulddnve him out

;
I would have no one wait for me as I did

for my chief, although I had little to fear, for I hadbecome even a mightier monarch than he. and wiser by
far. I knew. Yet never did I get an opportunity toshow my wisdom's ripe?t fruitage until one day of/the
old Solander again, where I first felt the touch of that
horrible barbed weapon: I knew that there were
eneniies about. I ordered all my tribe to make full
speed to the westward, while I remained to guard their
retreat

;
and wonderfully they obeyed me. In the

space of three spouts they had disappeared, gliding
along beneath the sea at top speed. I lay as if Isleep.
but by an almost imperceptible motion of my flukes
gradually turning, turning, so that when three of the
white monsters I remembered so well rushed upon me

' Tllf ^^^"^ ^"""'"S' suddenly turned a full somersault
and feU among them. One was crushed to fragments,
the other two strove to escape, but I hurled myself
after them, as the dolphin after the flying-fish, and
presently they had both fallen into morsels under my
funous blows. Then, calming down at once. I followed
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in the wake of my family, sedately satisfied, but resolved
never to tempt my fortune and that of those dear tome. by ventunng on the Solandcr Ground a«?ain

And now I think I must conclude my story
'

I amstU m the full-tide of vigorous life, not yet more tha^
half a century old. and probably destined to lead theschool for another quarter of a century. Then it mivbe my fate to be ousted by one of my family and r^am
solitary for many seasons more. But I hope not Iwould fam end my splendid career in battle at the jawsand flukes of one of my sons, who should be a worthy
successor Very pleasant my life has been to me thefew reaUy dangerous meetings I have had with enemieshavmg only served to heighten the delight of livTng
I have been and am. fondly loved

; I have always beenhungry, and always found food in abundance. I havetraversed every sea. and been respectfully greeted bvevery form of sea-folk-they have even'^sllu d m^when about to enter the vast cavern of my stomachMy hick coatmg of creamy fat. the hu^e resert^r
of ol I carry m my head, has grown richer and richer
until now I am wealthiest of my people : never have

ag^stTinl
^'^"^ ^^" ^^^^ ^-'—^^

mightiest, and I rejoice to know that the persecut on

oTtrird'""'
'' *'^ '^^"^ °' *^^ big-brainedTnsects

of the land is over now, or practically so. Every hourof my hfe IS a delight. The swift, irresistible rush^abnghe ragjng sea or the soft gliding through balmy water!lit up by rnellow sunshine, the sudden change as we

a"LtrJtT\'^"^t^^"* '^P*^^' andTeThdl
hinT. V "'""y """^""'^ *" ^'s lair and. dragginghim upwards, tear and devour his juicy, succiientS

)
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a^ the dolphin leaps, without molestation, with onlythe happy company of our own people, and the lonepleasant days when, free from theVecess ty of watchfuf:

fn Tl^H
•*

"\[ 'u''
''' '^' *^'"^^ *hat make o^r iifem the deep, the beautiful sea. thrice happy.

knni h"*
""^7 *'''"^' ^^"* "^ that none can everknow but ourselves

; our sickness, which producesmatter treasured by the greedy earthmen
; orienath

tTLZ '"''" ''""^' '"* ^'^' intelligence-the^

lnv.r ^^ "* *° y°"' ""y ^"«"^' because you haveoved us and striven to do us justice. I have revealedthus much m the hope that the knowledge miy br nlyou joy. And so, farewell I

ge may onng



CHAPTER III

THE MYSTICETUS, OR RIGHT WHALE
PARTLY because my acquaintance with him is so

much less, and partly because I know that his
intelligence is of a much lower order than that of

the sperm whale, I shall not permit this huge creature
to tell his own story. Indeed, I could not ; for there is a
secret connected with this particular whale which has
never yet been revealed, nor, althc;igh it is a bold thing
to say, does there seem any prospect that it will be.
Briefly, it is, what does he do with himself during the
long night of the Arctic regions, when open water,
absolutely necessary to him as to other sea-mammals!
is not obtainable, all the Polar Seas being locked under
many feet of ice ? Nothing can well be more certain
than that he does not come south. He has never been
seen in temperate waters, not though the enterprising
whale-fishers, driven south by the encroaching ice at
the approach of winter have sought him with infinite
care. Where, then, does he spend the long months of
the Arctic winter, utterly dark but for the Northern
Lights (Aurora Borealis), utterly unnavigable by any
ice-breaker known ?

Some have formulated a theory of an open Polar
Sea, whither birds and mammals retire during this
bitter time, but the idea is chimerical, untenable for
a moment. If there is anything firmly settled con-
cemmg the Arctic regions it is that, whether ar.y
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MnrfK D«i« u L ,
^"^ earth known as thp

been ab^rCty i:;?--.™ ^^ t'sLt;!

I fee, s„.e, i^^/byt^rt™ ,Tha?:hT:Stt„ Ton'sperm whale would be bulkier fh.r, tl ? °"
Clad Bowhead. Howeve^LrC" i.ta^Zt'St
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and whalers generally seem to be agreed that there is

not much to choose between these monsters in point
of size. That is as regards one sex, but the females
of the Mysticetae are, as a rule, larger than the males,
while, as I have before said, the sperm whale cow never
exceeds half the size of the bull.

Their lives, by a curious contrast with the sperm-
whale, are spent in slow-going, easy fashion. In spite
of their terrific surroundings of crashing ice-bergs,
ice-fields heaving under the tremendous pressure of
the storm wave, and bitter blighting winds laden with
death to any alien intruder into that stem domain,
the Right Whales are placid, quiet, peaceful ; with
an appearance of great content with tlieir surroundings.
The Almighty has ordained that these vast denizens
of the frozen Northern Seas shall be at no pains to
secure an abundant supply of food, and by one of those
paradoxes that Nature seems to delight in. that food
for the supply of the largest of created things is made
up of the accumulated myriads of ocean's smallest
denizens, that is, of those actually visible. From the
crow's-nest of a whale-ship on a clear day the watcher
may see the ocean lined out in parti-coloured bands
of red and blue, strangely regular and extending to
the horizon's verge. A draw-bucket plunged into
one of the red bands a hundred feet in breadth will
bring up a moUey collection of minute shell-fish, a
crawling, clmging mass of life that has its basis of
subsistence in the unseen fauna of the fecund sea.

Tliese tiny Crustacea in their myriads await the
advent of the Right Whale, who ranging lengthwise
along the red bands, inhales his food without an effort
untU the enormous cavity of his mouth is filled with
untold thousands of tiny sheU-fish quite unconscious
of their transition. Then the wonderful apparatus
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developed by this great cetacean comes into d1»vHe bears dependent from his upper ,^w a Irif, ibroad plates of gristly substancT the 'wh^rne''

the tongue. And, the mouth bein^ f.,11 ThJc ^ .

feeds m th.s marveUous way, so he alone ofS?S^

of truly heroic size, at least six feet cube in the adXOne point more in this connexion •
it used mL

posed that .he Right Whale, y:.lngm^t^^^y,
with food, pumped the water out through his sp™d«

Sc=:^cio-'^
their^b^e^athmg channels. The .al procJs is ^TS^
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As with the sperm whales, so among the Right

Whales the school or family obtains, but in far smaller
numbers, and, indeed, it is not uncommon to see a
bull, two cows, and two calves comprising the whole
family. Moreover, there is none of that fierce com-
petition for the headship of the school so characteristic
of the great mammal of the tropical seas. Fights
between Right Whale bulls are unknown, at least to
man

; indeed, they seem far too ponderous and sluggish
in their movements to indulge in such violent exercise
as fighting. Placid, timorous, and slothful are their
lives, and even while being done to death by whale-
hunters they seem incapable of retaliation or even
escape, unless indeed some friendly floe is near, some
ice-field beneath which they may dive, and haply
through carelessness on the part of their aggressors,
drag the latter after them to a swift but horrible end
beneath that frozen covering. This sluggishness or
helplessness is partly due to their shape and immense
hampering of fat, in many cases two feet in thickness
over the greater part of their bodies. But it may be
more reasonably referred to their food costing them
no effort to obtain it, and so abundant that they are
never found, except in extreme old age or sickness,
suffering from any lack of fatness.

A typical instance of this may be found in the ease
with which the fierce Orca gladiator, or killer whale,
attacks and overcomes them. He is rarely one-
hundredth of their vast bulk, but he has enterprise,
and teeth in both jaws. So he, with half-a-dozen
companions, will fall upon a huge Mysticetus, and in
a few minutes reduce him to a helpless island of flesh
wilii drooping lower jaw. Through that vast opening
of his mouth the pirates enter fearlessly and devour
the succulent tongue, disturbing for the first time a
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whole tribe of suckers (Remora) who have up till
then had free warren in the roof of the whale's mouth
true parasites without aught to strive for or a need
unsatisfied. Then the vast victim, his agile slayers
gone, becomes the prey of ocean's tribes of scavengers
ever ready anywhere in that mighty so-called waste
of water to attend to their duty of keeping ocean
sweet. Birds above and fish below .bou? L^us^
at the task of nddmg the sea of its incubus, and in avery short time they succeed, the immense framework
o bone slowly disintegrating and sinking into those
sUent. unknown depths.

Nor is the Orca the only sea foe. as distinguished
from man. that the Mysticetus has to fear. The
swordhsh iXiphias), a huge species of mackerel, with
a short sturdy shaft of bone protruding from his upper
jaw. which IS capable of penetrating six inches of solid

.> aJk *?*
.*T

^"^ six-hundred-pound body behind
It gathers its full momentum, attacks the Mysticetus
with almost maniacal fury, ..though it cannot do an
adult much harm except by way of worry. For the
shortness of the sword (lance it ought really to be caUed

r™J*lK
P'.^ ^"^^ "°* ^^""'^ °^ '^ penetrating beyond

the blubber of an adult Mysticetus, except in non-vital
parts. btiU, the swordfish is a valuable ally to the
killer, with whom he often joins forces, while to theyoung calves he is destruction itself. It is a sj-ht not

Vl *^.]°'-«o"«n
= the long lithe bodv of the

swordfish gliding through the sea with incredible
swiftness, like a streak of light of deeper blue than
the surrounding sea. and. meeting the body of a three-
months calf, enter it as if it were thin air. A dexterous
twist of the broad tail and the weapon is withdrawnA gush of blood stains the water brown, and amid themurky surroundings the repeated stabs of the lance

i 1

I
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the writhing* of the victim, and the frantic tearing of

masses of Hcsh from its body, arc hidden, or only
revealed by a few hurried gUmfHies.

Yet another enemy has the unfortunate Right
Whale ; really unfortunate, since it dot-s not prey
upon Its fellow-citizens, except in the same sense in

which we prey upon the animalculx in or drinking-
water—the 'thresher * shark (Alopecias vulpes). Here
I am aware that I am upon highly controversial ground,
since very eminent professors of natural history deny
that the thresher does attack the whale. They say,
with what wairant I fail to understand at all, that
what the sailor has mistaken for the attack of the
thresher on the whale has been the antics or gambols
of the hump-backed whale, which has long arms
(fifteen feet or so), and is fond of waving them in the
air and bringing them down upon the water with a loud
sma« k. They are entirely wrong. The hump-backed
whale I have watched very many times at his play,
and though he does wave his arms he does not smack
the water with them but with his tail. Also, I have
seen the thresher shark attacking the whale at close
quarters, so close indeed that every movement of the
shark and his victim was plainly visible, and I can
hardly imagine any one mistaking the gambols of the
whale for this curious attack. The shark appears to
balance himself upon his head in the water, with the
whole of his enormous flail-like flukes in the air at
the moment of striking ; then, when the blow has been
delivered there is a quick descent and return, like
the lashing of a gigantic whip, while the blows are
audible for two miles on a calm day. So heavy are
they that strips of blubber are cut by them from the
back of the hapless whale four to six inches wide, and
two to five feet i''. ieiigiU. Here, again, it is the worry

mm
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d...h or u.e .,.ai« « .,..., ;i^iu bVthL

:

or swcrdf, », alone, but ni-arly aJwavi in Tci!'- ?
nation w.th a group of k.ll.r.

^ '*''" ^'^
l><finK, Hun, how he ih lxi?ir» wi»i. -«.

how for hi. v»i..»bi. .p«.. ,;:cr,..:'r.vT'ii.rih.m .mo th« <arth«. „av.g.U. r.«,^ „n L , r,
I',

when one rcnembcn thrr L T' ""'-"»"•

o.Her»p.i„„,:;^:r;..^^^^^^^^^^^

tJ»at IS, comparativelv vet l.r„«
'*^ K'"^- ^^w^-i'l,

«* *i .

•***"'*^'y
• yvi large enough to aHnti#of these gentle monsters ehidinK tlieir JL!

«u«.ciently to oeroet,. .». h *^ ">^ enemies

fi..rr,. u,«;
'° .P^'^»'*'*"^^« the race, even through theht-rie war n)ade upon them all throueJi th.. I . /

centuries, when sh,>s from all the Zt^'FtU::
"tre, probably, came in the savinij newer n{ 7u *
mysterious winter disappearance/ L'^atiejt fx

Tadn\u1t
'''" y^'' *'" ^^^"-'- •enjoyed a clo^

Zn I r^"'
^^ '">' '^*^'' ^^ unable to break im^

U^e earth periodically frozen solid, the vast XhtWhale still exists, and as recently as the year i^was so numerous that shins in th.. v J ^^
.00. b„. .he baleen of .hlThit^X^^:^
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I

Like the n\wTm whale, the Rigtit Whale is an in-

different |>arent, and the younf; one Irarns a« «oon aftrr

birth a* ptwiiible to attend t. it« own requirements.

It grows with groat rapidity, absorbing a prodigious

quantity of mdk from the mountainouH breastn of its

mother, milk as thu k as the richest cream and yellowish

in colour. At this period of its life the young whale
is slender and almost graceful in sh.it>e, agile and full

of play as all young creatures are ; but it soon settles

down into the ponderous stately movements of the

elder whales, and becomes like them a snug abiding-

place for hosts of external parasites, such as barnacles,

limpets, and whale-lice—creatures somewhat like the

garden wood-louse, but larger, and witli tenacious

barbed claws, whereby to hold on to the slippery body
of their huge host. One of the greatest pleasures in

life for them is to chafe their bodies—irritated, one
would think, unbearably—against the nigged side-i of

some mass of ice. Occasionally they may be seen

doing this beneath an iceiloe ; thtn, when the need
comes upon them for breathing, they calmly rise and
break a hole with the crown of their heads where the

double openings of the spiracles or blowholes are

situated. They remain under water for as long as an
hour and a half, and must remain above for a corre-

sponding time, no matter how great their peril—from
man, for instance. A certain number of breathings
is an imperative necessity to all whales, and no irre-

gularity or lessening of their number can be endured,
no matter what the circumstances may be, while life

lasts.

In these days the life of a Right Whale is fairly

placid and uneventful. True, there are a few, but a
very few, ships that still enter the icy seas each year
and catch some Right Whales ; but compared with a
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northern seas, and ^Zplus J2^.T''^'''
^^"^'^

where the Wubber of Ue wh^^w " ^?^ !f^« "P
transshipn^ent by vessels chl^teZ ^'t^^^^

'"^

the Arctic regions are now deserted ZJ ^'"'^^'
they will revert to their v^nltl' ."' """"'y '°*^"'

whahng became an iXtraraVl'^r "^'^^"^

Greenland Whale will peacefn

L

J^^
«^'"^'^*

waters unmolested by an/ a^e ht^.?"'".
^'' ^"'*''

Closely akin to the Ri.K* u .
^"'^ enemies.

the SoutLn. XhfWhflt T «/ ""^^^"^^^ »
There are a few unimporfa't %ff

"^ '"^'^*'-

outline, the Southern wCIili
^•^"'"^"*^ ^ regards

shghtly more 'c ip^r buift • ^ f™'^^^* ^^^^erer.
ally tZ two areS identic'^ TtZ^'' A"^*"^"exceedingly different Tn^l i

^^ ""^^rards habitat

the Southern R^htw^l^^^^^^
^^'^^ni congener,

closely to the vicinity oTfl^! ^^I^^
^^' "«* ^^^^k

hide beneath it all he wn.
'""^""1*° ^^ appearance

prefer the watllllldrof [he^a ^ ''-^"^ ^^™^ '^
is found in large numbers! f^! ^""[T'"'

^'''^'' ^"^
Good Hope. HisTst lov^ "°'*^ ^ *^" ^^P^ »'
be. roughl^ the vast sijh 1'^'°" ^°"^^ ^PP^^^ to

65- S. He is esSwond n^r '^^^^^ ^o^ ^"^
and half a centu^^o Int^l^^'

""'"'"'^y °^ ^^^'
of vessels. mosUy^l^'h en^^'*'°"V ^^>' ^^^^

search of him. there we' m^K^ *° *^^^ ^^«'°"s i"

established at som ^ nt whTre °hr'^"^
^^^*'°"^'

bourage and facility for I r
^ "^^ «*^°<^ ^ar-

pn.es. The crews ^f Ise tlnT''
^"^ ^'^^"^'^

motley, hard-bitten crowd .
"""^ """^^y a

careless of risk to li?e orl^b ^"t:^'^^'
^''''' *nd

from shore m the boats ..H l^^ '^^^ *^^ ^^ale
a herculean task to t^X^^l^^r^kt^^^^^

iJ
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hunting and realising the sjwil was terrific, and it

alternated with long spalls of absolute idlenfss, when
whales came near enough to be attac ked, or for some
reason none were seen at all. Yet there was a savage
freedom about it which appealed to those rough repre-
sentatives of many lands, and apparently it pleased
them well, in spite of its appalling dangers, terrible
hardships, and scanty rewards.

A singular circumstance connected with the haunts
of the Southern Right Whale is noteworthy, as showing
how little of a naturalist or observer the sailor is.

During the Antarctic expedition of the eighteenth
century, all the log-keepers, with the exception of
Captain Weddell, who was a whi. fisher, were enthu-
siastic in their reports of the enormous number of valu-
able whales (Right and Sperm Whales are .epeatedly
mentioned) in those tormented seas during the southern
summer. Now the fact is, as one or two whaling
expeditions have discovered to thnir cost, that the
sperm whcde is never found south of the Antarctic
Circle, and the Right Whale hardly ever. Thtse two
species, practically the only ones commercially valuable
enough to warrant the outfitting of ships for an ocean
voyage in order to catch them, prefer to avoid those
stem regions, and the whales seen and repeatedly
logged by the crews of the ' Erebus ' and ' Terror * were
of a totally different and almost valueless species, such
as no ships are sent long voyages after. It would seem
as if life in those tremendous regions adjacent to the
eternal barrier of Antarctic ice, and the great southern
continent, was altogether too strenuous for a leisurely
monster hke a Right Whale, even though the southern
MysUcetus is so much smarter both in appearance and
agility than his great northern congener. There, where
the awful sea of the south, unhindered in its world-
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engirdling sweep, makes the ice-islands toss and whirl

he'wt'JT
" ' -"-ce-where. even "summerthe weather ,s more severe than in our worst win^^and gale follows gale with a monotony of fury thatTs

T"?VT.:' "' P^^^*^ '°^ either'men o7aiimaexcept those fully equipped for. and indifferent to thehardest weather on our planet.

In greater measure than his brother of the nnnh !u'
Southern Right Whale is unmdested td^d 'it i!doubtful whether a dozen individuJa^e tak^n 'in thecourse of a year, and those more by accident thLdesign. Consequently their numbers^re increii^rapidly, and as their favourite haunts are becomTngTJand le^ disturbed by the passage of ships Ty t^^aduaUy, after two hundred yeaS of terro^r. revertSS

^&rrtr''*r 1 P^^^^^"^ seclusion JJl'

so Zttl I
'' "^*"'^ °"^' ^^^^^y mentioned,so that m a few years it wiU be possible to sail if

sptesTsef T'"""^
enough.'^to great"L

Shf. ^"^bracmg many thousands of squaremiles that are never furn.wed by any ship's keel wherethe great mammals of the deep sea'^roam inTn;,^enL

livfthri'tf"'h^^^^^^^
^" """^^ '^ molestati^Tn^

wlfh^r
°'^^''^^' »»Wy lives out to their full extentwithout any mterference from man whatever.

' * ^ 'Ww-«E.-a^^
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CHAPTER IV

THE HUMPBACK WHALE

BEAUTIFUL beyond the power of description, the
islands of the Tonga group lay set in a sapphire
sea under an azure sky flooded with golden sun-

light
; a little breeze blew, just sufficient to raise tiny

wavelets fringed with snowy foam and sparkling as if

set with millions of diamonds. Over the fringing coral
barriers they curdled with a drowsy hum as of infinite
content, as if they knew they were perfectly beautiful
and perfectly fulfilling their appointed way. Only where
the prevailing swell came thundering shoreward, fret-
ting at finding its three-thousand-mile course hindered,
was there any sign of the stress of elemental forces!
There, with every recurring billow as it reached the coral
barrier, rose a long thundering roll of breakers twenty
feet high, dazzling white in striking contrast to their
bases of deepest blue, and looking as if they would
overwhelm the whole group of islands. Higher and
higher they rose until, drooping, dejected, they owned
their limitations and recoiled hissing, to make way for
the next arrival.

Towards this fierce barrier there hurried nervously
a mother Humpback Whale. She was of moderate
size, about forty-five feet long by thirty in girth, with
flattened head and mouth fringed with scanty whale-
bone. On her back she bore a dorsal erection like a
dumpy fin, whence the trivial name * Humpback.'
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But her chief visible pccuharity differentiating her fromperm and nght whales, was the length of her .rTUnhke the almost rudimentary pector'al appendageTof

h rd'of h i'"^.^-'^^^^^^^^
""'' arms wereTearly one.

Inon h i''?^ ^.' ^"^''^>''"^' '^' ^'^^^k title besLedupon her k.nd of 'great wings ' (,«,ga/>/^«,. a Xseobserver had any such been at hand, would have notedha^ as she swam straight for the reefs, she ke^t one ofthese long arms t.ghtly pressed to her side, as if hold'nJsomething of value. Stay, there :.... close lervershungry demzens of the deep sea following her and

TnTvl^of wr°" ^^". '"'^y knew!:.eltrreana value of her treasure, and, given but the sliehte^t

srerbroM,'^^^ 'T '^^ ''' °^ ^ ^^^^
sinister de^r" ^ "T''^^'"" P'^^'^^^^^ ^"^ their

d.nH ""'V? ^^'
f'^^

'^^ ^"^g^^ he'- newly bom son alender dolphm-Iike creature about nine feet i^le^Sh

fierce J;^^^^^^^^^^^
'"^.^-^'^"^^ °^ ^^^*--*' -ho stmggledfiercely to get free. Smce his birth she had not known

Xs'o farrr*'
'"-^'^ '^-*^^ ^^^ endoled herwith so arge a proportion of maternal love that themere feeling of ought happening to her offspring w«a^ony ain.ost unbearable to her, whUe atThe^sam^me mstmct warned her that the surrounTng sT.simply swarmed with hidden enemies readv Tf amoment to deprive her of Uie joyTS l[^ o'uld th^ybut find her momentarily unwatchful. Therefore hS

bv ht «^
her being was centred upon the young oneby her side and how to protect it from death

Closely escorted by at least h-.If =. h . •

sharks, she reached fhe B^^^L t" ""nrPIswan, along its base u„.a she camel' I'n^^t^'J.llf
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sional tugging at her bounteous Last 1 ».
°^''"

spoutings and watch the prettv t,??t /
"^^ '^^

One drawback there wa, which shih^reit th,lack of food. To feed it wa, necessari to h„ to ^i^

he" «a Xat'T'h °' "" '"°™™' """<• ""Wed

Short t^j^Mrck*:?!'-,^^^^^^^^^

n^ of^tov forr
'"P""""'^ """PPy '" '"c conscious,ness ot safety for her young one, in the knowledge that

roor thing, the hmitatbns of her instinrtiv. »^«„^.on of danger d,d not, could not w^trS^
^'rsttSw '',"^™P'^°'« ferocity when directed<«ainst the lower anuaaU. makes him th«r most tertibl.
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foe. So It came about that on the second day lust ts
the pearly dawn was breaking and a faint blush was
tinging the summits of the sombre green hills, she lav
as usua pracefuUy giving suck to her yo.mgling, while
the cool dimples of the water softly laved the happy
pair. Suddenly she became conscious of the clcwe
proxinriity of danger, stiffened all her muscles while her
tail vibrated slowly and her long arms reached out in
agitated fashjon to draw the young one into her side
for shelter. Too late

; a glittering harpoon flew over
her back, aimed at her. but missing its mark and
transfixing the calf, which instantly died

By some strange process of deduction, quick as
though she knew the full extent of the calamity which
had befallen her, and raising her mighty taU on highmade sea and shore resound with the thunder of her
blows. So sudden was her transition from utter peace
to the intensest fury of revenge, that the crew of the
boat which had stolen up behind her through the narrow
reef channel had no time to retreat. Bewildered by the
rapidity and violence of the blows, and blinded by the
spray, they leapt overboard and climbed with torn
hands and feet up the jagged surface of the reef, only
about two feet under water. There they were safe
from the whale, but in imminent danger should the sea
rise of bemg dashed to fragments upon those myriad
needlepoints of coral. Fearfully they beheld theirm^ :r,ated victim frantically dashing their devoted boat
into minute fragments, pausing momentarily at short
intervals as if to listen for their whcreaS-^uts, if haply
she might by any means compass their destruction also.

I'inaUy, after an exhibition of power and ferocity
amazing to witness in one habitually so gentle, one alsowho would suffer her last drop of blood to be drained
rather than retaliate whUe her calf was alive, in case
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the should accidentally do it any injury, she slowly

milled round and headed seaward, stopping every few
yards as if most reluctant to quit the scene of her loss,

and manifesting in every movement the acutest grief

at her great bereavement. At last, with accelerated

speed, she left the reef and made for the open sea, where
she speedily rejoined the school she had left and com-
municated to them the fact of her great sorrow and its

attendant circumstances. I cannot actually say that

she received their condolences, but I am absolutely

certain that all took solemn warning by her calamity,

and as the best preventive against any similar accident

to themselves all the prospective mothers determined
to avoid the Tonga group as a place of refuge. But
as it was a splendid feeding ground, they remained in

its immediate vicinity, sometimes cruising among the
reefs and between the islands for the shoals of small fish

and molluscs abundant there.

One day the youngest bull of the party was suddenly
attacked in the same mysterious manner as the hapless

mother had been. But it was where the steep shorw of

the main island shelved away abruptly into a depth of

a thousand fathoms, and that young bull, as soon as he
fdt the goad, inverted his body and plunged for the

depths at a most terrific pace. The men in the boat
above, realising too late that their victim was of the

wrong sex and, moreover, was in the wrong place for

them, just held themselves clear of the hissing line,

which in two minutes had run out the whole length of

its three hundred fathoms and disappeared with a snap
like a stockman's whip.

The youngster, galled unbearably, and unable to
tell what had happened to him, went at top speed as

deep as a whale may, that is, to about five hundred
fathoms, then essayed to rise to tha surface once more.
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Rreat heart, hi., strugg e. "a^c Irf
7^^"^ °' ^'^

»'e slowly sank, already the nrTv of
""'"^' ''''''

-avengers. attracteno'LT^t JT'^^'^.r^-mstmct waminir thom^i l^
^ ^ ^''''"' '"fallible

t.c«Iar form oUo^'^'" t d d T""" °' *''^'^ ^"
!>"» needlessly, h^; he couM ^^I'V"'"'^*"*

V^ung
have been ca^ghT •;1^t;^lran7:r 1h^never have been ateackcd

''"'"'''

n,i,for.'u^uraM f:r!,°«r
*" -^^ "-- «"

daily life „f the HuZh. t '["'y "'™ 'yP'cal ol the

creatures in earth air ort.!^l . f..
"""" ** '«'*

or enjoy it with „ 1™ . '
^'* '"'"' ' ""PPier life.

•n .hi P^ielrtaU^rsThr^L'r^^\"^''''-'••
practically all round .he woJ&^n

.'o-' n'° ^n'd40 S., wherever there i« c-a « •
*^" ''" ^- «nd

alwaysabundantf^ ^ey re
"?^ '" ^'^^^ « ^^^

in their dietary as thHr rnuJ !u -^ »"<^stncted either

sueable fisht^^ct ^fTn^^^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^

pounds in weight, form their apresuppor''Th°'
''"

fond. too. of showing their iovinhflr^^: ^^^^ ^'*

They indulge in titanirgTmS wh c^^^^^
P"^'^'

With amazement as hp wT h T " *''® spectator

prance about ^h'^ea uTLctaV^fThr" 'f
^^^^^"^

as many ounces as they do tons Th
^ «^y weighed

interesting and prettv si^hu ?h' T""" ^^ ^"^"^^'^e

of Humpbacks C cov^s '^d !L*° "^.^^ ^ '--'iy

their play, the grea Sr ^inf"t'h k
'"'^'' '"

consort or her tiny calf rhi7efforr. u ^T^''^
sportivencss how very h^py J^^'*'

*° ^^^^ ^^^ his

y
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Tnie. tho..- rncmiM. which are prartirally the same

as th<.s<? of the riglit wh.ile, do occasionally overtake
and dcHtroy them

; but unlike their gigantic cousins,
they have great speed and agility, and con^niuently
are far better ablt. to defend themstlvcs. to do so. in
fact, most successfully in numbers of cases. Like the
right whales, too, like all wh iles. in fact, they are
grievously afflicted by many parasites, and it has even
been suggested that their almost frantic gambols are
indulged in in the lu)f)e of ridding their skins of these
irritating hangers-on. Hut that I do not believe. When
the Humpback finds his load of barnacles, limpets
and slimy sea-grass unbearable, he hies him to the
nearest rocky bottom of coral reef, and there drags his
vast body slowly to and fro over the spiky surface
chafmg^ff a grea* number of his unwelcome guests and
no doubt experiencing many a delicious thrill from that
superlative scratching while doing so.

In one particular, however, he is handicapped in
gptting nd of his parasites. His b<lly blubber is
divided into longitudinal folds, or rug:c. lying closciy
and tightly together, and with a depth in th<se grooves
of over a couple of inches. Limpets breed m these snug
places and there, secure from dislodgment. since the
folds cling so tightly together that the hand can hardly
be forced between them, they reach a size unknown
elsewhere. I have repeatedly seen limpets as large as
a horse s hoof in the rugosities of a Humpback' belly
But these, after all, arc minor evils, not for one moment
to be weighed against the many joj's of the Humpback's
life. Amiable, fon<lest of parents, content to nlay
about the beautiful shores of the most beautiful islands
in the world, and Immune from the attack of man
everywhere, except among the shallow reefs, when
the mothers seek them for protection. Even that
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So ihai ih, joyou. Humpback it prtctirallv lr~

Xz'd ;rrcr 'r """ ""^^ '"-
"

Playground given by God. Even thonc ilh to which h«
. mevitably subject trouble him not at all beC^d.kc the ret of „.e humbler creation. aJthouK^^
fear, he knowt ,,ot anticipation. For him the immT
and ^u pleasant to remember that hi. plea.u^Tt.'number his pams by at leait a thouwnd ^ o^ l„conduding this brief .ketch of theZmpLck*' lifcwould explain that where any apparentTm^n SdetaiU are omitted, it may be undenitood U.Trh
are sul.tant.ally the sameL the HumXl' o th^right whale, previously described; the imoortantdiflerenc^ of habit have. I Uiink. ail 1>Z (21^^



CHAPTER V

THB RORQUALS

THIS enormous das« of whales, embradr.jr .i- »>

varieties, is often hHd by whalemen to m - t'lrlc; 1
whales that are unfit for merchant's puint/.-; ly

reason of their scantiness of blublier or ov i. oating •{

fat, the absence of marketable baleen or whaleo- f«e,

and lastly their exceeding speed and agility, rtnuer i.^^

them practically uncatchabte. This distinction ha ,

merit of being entirely unscientific, yet near enough t.u

the truth to be easily understanded of the people to
whom the cumbrously minute, yet entirely neccss.iry,

definitions of science are so repugnant.

The study of whales, or cetology, is a most fas-

cinating one. as indeed, I think, is all study dealing

with the faunr of the deep sea, but in the very nature
of the things is so difficult to attain to any degree of

accuracy in, that it is simply pedantic, in writing on it

for popular reading, to speak in terms of an exact
knowledge concerning a creature of whom we can
only see passing glimpses during life, and who when
dead becomes corrupt so quickly, and to so great an
extent, that he is an intolerable and pestilential

nuisance at once.

In the three great classes of which I have already
spoken, there is some approach on the part of those
who have hunted them, like myself, to actual know*
ledge of their mode of life, their habits and customs

;
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I

certain cond°o„r,^,, T""" •''''"' •""' '""''r

is no,, cannot'bo, h„;':j .^ ^'^f^^^' / ^, ""'l-'
are proportionately Ips« «. f "y* ^"^ so there

.hes/dirpers ^J't wha e X''^ra^f^otT'"!in some of their variof...« .« .
^ *° *^ '0""^

Nevertheless Twr„;:'';;,XriL^"TH' "' "'^
•he Rorqual that he ha" ,o^hi„: ,1" /'?'''' ""'«'"

it is possible occasional y,o?"*'^/'T
"''"" *'''•«•

l«ard a sailing ship ,o «ve a f.iriv ^ ''^"'"'" ""

Oi noting ,he bchaliou^"r^J^^J^J""*
"PPO^uni.y

.hei^soh'r^ 'iz^^f'cir^" '"""" "•-•
overall these,. , ^

^"^'- ^"""S my wanderings

^«;rhi'i;i£!if4-=^^^^^

away, "i .mZ^zzrzT/r- "r^^
"^

:: iC:^'thett?- tf- n^^^^^^^

p-yf.n. .!wXr.h^r„, ;^t K"f,r;
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surface, there was a sound like a million sighs rolled

into one, and a column of vapoiu rose in ghostly fashion

against the deep violet of the sky. Then, though my
heart still thumped violently, I recognised a whale

and was somewhat comforted.

Still I had my douhts of his intentions ; he was far

too near, about four feet from our siilo, to be pleasant

company. What if lie should suddenly object to our

presence there and assault us furiously ? And I

thought, with the cold fear curdling my young blood,

of the awful depths beneath us, separated from us

only by two or three inches of soft pine plank. I did

not know then how sociable and good-natured is the

'Finback,' one of the best known of the great Rorqual
family, one also who, like the sperm whale, but with

even a greater range, may be found in nearly all the

navigable seas of the world. For some few minutes
after rising he lay leisurely by the ship's side appar-

ently considering 'ler appearance and occasionally

spouting softly. Then he slowly settled down, and
presently the whole ship vibrated as if grating over
rocks, but with far less violence. And peering over
one side from the main yard-arm I saw the halo round
our visitor glowing beneath our keel, and realised that

he was rubbing himself against us, as cattle rub against

a fence. The calm lasted with brief intervals of light

airs from all quarters for four days, during the whole
of which our visitor never left us. Fasting too, as far

as we could see, although it is hardly safe to say that

nothing entered that capacious throat of his, because
we could not see it. But we had splendid opportunity
for observing his every movement, the exercise of all

his powers, as closely as if he had been cased in an
aquarium and we just standing peering through the

glass.
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in aU As oHhe world ^^r.',
"" """^ '*<'«i">'»

of the,™ of con»rtJ wl^ ,
'", ""^»-''"°*n habit

better than o"Ta7ear '
.^.'^""f,"

'"^^- "•" ««r
"on. Yet. strange toLv tl

""^"-^"-^"'berwi occa-

calf, nor have I e«r1?^^" "'"" »«" » R"q"«l
«on,e deep matemL tas^r.^

""" "'^ ''" Whether
•hat at such a ttae she ^n

*'"" "" "^"^"l"^ '"^
powera of flight in ca« „f^2r """* ""^ "°™'>'
do not know^ ButTjlLtfZ"",' "'7'"" " "• '

instinctive desire to hidl t '.
''" '*'«' '»"« an

-rsing. and su'e^Sstt'd:^" '"'"^ "" «"" <"

valu^b7e'';ltrtuv'':hf°"'"="' '"'^ "« '" '-
blubber is v?,^ thnVtLr """^ *'""«• Their
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" '' '^'"<»'

terms because the RorS. , : •
' '""P'" ""e two

«»n as dead, and inZoJr '."™™'"y ''"^ "'
to any chance of LurL* ^^'r ''f ' ^ '»'="
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""'""« *''ale

or available trwhrfish"? v^ ""^ ""^^"^ ''"»>™
these commercial drawback .^' ""'^ "''^'^ '"ey
for the resultant oU is «r^ ,

^"""^ advantages,

low in price.
^ceedmgly poor in quality and

wrelh fL!ng"'&m'''tf
""'" ''°™»Sian,. able to

men of les2 fndur™„ e .r""!'"""''
^"""^^ "her^

must inevitably sta^rhavedfv^"';
'"" P<='*vera„ce

^nd making cLmTcial ^se oil!^ °' ^?P*"™«
brutal and utterly unspor,rma„,iL u°"""'^- " "
consider the clain.^ », spCt'Xttn^- rutra?.'
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clamouring for bread. Briefly, small steamers, like
the ' jackai

'
tug-boats of the Tliames, of full power

and good sea-^nduranct, are fitted out. In the bows
they carry a cannon designed to fire a massive harpoon
instead of a shot or shell. To the harpoon is attached
a stout rope, far stouter than ordinary whale-line,
which is one and a half inches in girth. A powerful
steam windlass is fitted in the bows also. When the
signal comes from the watchers on the hills that whales
are near, the steamer slips her moorings, where she has
been lying with banked fires, and puts out to sea
guided by certain flag directions from the headland
where .he look-out is stationed. Presently coming
up with the whale, who is quietly gulping down a
multitude of cod and other succulent damries of a
fishy nature, the gun is fired, the great harpoon buries
Itself m the quivering body of the monster, sometimes
mdeed with a small bomb in its head. He plunges
seaward, dragging the steamer after him and severely
testmg the value of harpoon and line. But, as a rule
with scarcely any exception, once the harpoon has
found Its mark the fate of that Rorqual is sealed. The
wound is so deep, the strain is so great, that in a short
time he succumbs and sinks dead.

The water is not very deep, so. although he must
needs be allowed to sink while he is sinking, he is no
sooner at the bottom than the windlass is started and
the great body begins to rise again. As soon as it is
at the surface, measures are taken to secure it by the
head for towing, and off goes the steamer harbourwards
dragging her giant quarry. Arriving at her station,'
the huge carcase is handed over to eager butchers and
boUers, who not only strip off the blubber, rip out the
scanty baleen, and tear every vestige of fat from within
to sweU the tale of oil barrels, but even chop up the
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poor, subject to frightful tfrnl •"='="'°"» "nd
but it is no, quite so bad as mctni," , i":i

7°8""-".
on across tlie Atlantic huh? '''"'"> "^^'^d
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'"'' Labrador,
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They know that the harvest of the sea is so abundant,
so entirely fitted for all the varied needs of its popu'
lation. that the surplus which man may dip into
without any fear of diminishing the supply by one
scale is always there, that no danger of exhaustion is
ever likely to arise at sea, whatever may be the case
ashore. Yet their complacency receives a severe shock
when Rorquals are found haunting th. Channel of Old
England, and th > Irish and North Seas during the
herring and mackerel seasons, relays of fish-devouring
giants whose appetite is insatiable, whose digestion ts
that of a flour mill. Then do the ftshermen waU. Is
it to be wondered at ?

Patrolling with perfect ease those praiific coasts, the
Rorqual calmly swims through thous»ids ol pounds'
worth of nets, shovelling down into bis vast maw boat-
loads of herrings or mackerel at each gulp. The
gossamer of the nets he does not heed, they do not
even annoy him, so slight and trivial are they. So. his
appetite growing by what it feeds upon, this mighty
denizen of the deep sea comfortably wallows in the
shallows near our shores, feeding, ever feeding, upon
the countless myriads of fish which should iiave been
awaiting the fishermen, but are, by reason of this awful
visitation ?mong them, driven into deeper waters and
smaller companies to avoid him. Meanwhile he, the
subject of our interest, enjoys himself, aU unknowing
and unheeding of the maledictions of the fishermen
and the panic of the fish, devouring continually, always
hungry and always eating, until change of season sends
the herring or mackerel to sea again, and he must needs
foUow or pursue some new line of food-procuring

; they
are all well known to this deep-sea denizen.

It would be a comparatively easy task, but I feel
one that would not be received with any enthusiasm.
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to prolong this section almost indefinitely, for reallythere are so many kinds of whales, each vith weUdefined pecuhuraies. and methods of living that Ireinterestmg to note, that a very big book might^written about them alone. ^ « "^
'"'Kni ^

But I have to remember that there arc very many

Tnll t^'T-^^P^'
^^^*'"'"« "°*i^-. and consequS

left to he tail of this Rorqual section. The smallerRorquals, such as the Bottle Nose (how is it. I wonderthat so many landsmen seem to have a nodding aC'quaintance with the Bottle Nose Whale ? Perhapsbecause captains generally, upon a whale being sightedand a passenger asking; its name. usuaUy reply nonchalantly. 'Oh. that's a Bottle Nose •).^re curiousBeluga or white whal< which furnishes our 'poZL '

hide boots and bo< laces, the ca-aing wh^lT^L

one of these has a family history of its own. vlZ

e Xv"'f '' "^'
^ "^r

°"^ "^^y ^-« *- ™-h S^

Sn nni ^l .^^ "^ "*^*"'y ^ *'t^^- Therefore Iwill only make a few refere.u s to some of the smalle

7L1. ^k""^^
""^ ^'"""^^ '° ^^^'^ '°^ devoting so muchtime to their gigantic relatives, before passing Tto

m T! ^^"°" °^ '''' Population^of the'^a.

shorY ^nH I . f
'''" *^" " ^^^ P^^^^g^' '»«weyershort, and kept his eyes open to his surroundings hasnot seen a Dolphin, or more likely many of thesemterestmg little whales, which in some bran^of the renormous family have the widest sea range of any o

ot the fact that they are true denizens of salt water

population of nvers. and in a few cases presenting Z
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with the only vegetarian examples that we have among
the sea-folk except some turtles and that strange
monster the sea-cow. But few people outside the ranks
of scientific naturalists have any idea of the great
number of varieties there are among the Dolphin. It is

probable that in their 2eal for minute classifications,

naturalists have named many as distinct species which
were really the same but having slight variations in
form, colour, or even structure, due merely to Nature's
abhorrence to turn out two exact copies of the same
creature.

When due allowance is made for this, however, it

remains certain that there are at least forty different
species of Dolphin, subdivided from nineteen genera,
ranging from the Orca, or grampus, of twenty feet long
down to the little porpoises of the Eastern seas, with
a maximum length of four feet, and rejoicing in a
scientific designation of extraordinary proportions.
Most of them, however, are known to seafarers by the
generic name of Porpoises, with the certain exceptions
of the killers, the white whales (Beluga), narwhals, and
Black Fish. For the seafarer has a curious rooted
exception to calling what he considers a Porpoise a
Dolphin, many generations of use having fastened
the latter name upon the beautiful Coryphana, of
whom much by-and-by.

These diminutive whales are decidedly of intense
interest to naturalists, as it is possible to keep them
in captivity and study their habits. Moreover, in a
slow-going ship one may spend many a pleasant hour
watching them as they gambol about the bows keeping
her strict company. Their motions are probably more
graceful than that of any living thing, while their
activity is astounding. No other creature would seem
to have so much superabundant vitahty to throw off
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o Uvi^ ""b"'"
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bodies twenty feet into the air. as if it were impossible
for them to be violent enough in their exercise, is to
feci, no matter how dull one may be, that something
out of the common must be going to hapi)en. The
theory of some great enemy being in pursuit is un
tenable, for these 8tupend«)us stampedes are always
succeeded after a few minutes by a like period of steaily
easy-going, except that here and there some excited
member of the family will be seen indulging in a solitary
leap or so. Then there will be another race, and so on.

Life is pleasant for the Dolphin in all his varieties.
The ama«ing fecundity of the sea supplies abundant
food—fish of many sorts and the smaller cuttle-fish
being obtainable in vast numbers wherever the Dolphin
frequent, from Antarctica to Jan Mayen. Enemies
they have, of course ; as we descend the scale of size
we find the struggle of life grows fiercer, but they are
far better off than the Mysticetae. For their vicioui*
relative the grampus must put on top speed to catch
them, as must also the sword-fish, except in the case of
cow porpoises with young. Like the humpbacks and
Rorquals generally, they are devoted parents, taking
the utmost care of their young, and defending them at
cost of their own lives. The young are very docile-
many times it has been only by the closest observation
that I have detected the tiny calf, looking not much
bigger than a large trout, apparently glued on to the
side of its mother, so closely did it follow her every
movement, however rapid and erratic.

One habit obtains among the smaller Dolphins
which is not practised by any other of the cetacea. It
is the cannibalistic one of immediately tearing in pieces
and devouring any one of their number which happens
to get wounded. Many a time have I seen one slip off
the harpoon, with a great rent in his side from which
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the blood WIS spirting in jets. Immediately th« whole

school would close in ujwn him, rending him with their

keenly armed jawi until in a few moments there was

no trace of him to be seen ; the ditmbed skeleton had

sunk, to be finally polislied by the minute scavengers

of the sea ere its deposit on the silent mynterious flocM*

of the ocean.

They are of little value commercially, owing to the

small amount of blubber they carry, althoxigh there is

a legend among whalemen of the oil from the Porpoise's

jaw being worth a guinea an ounce for watchmakers'

use. But I do not know how far this is justified—

I

should say it was just a yam. They used to be valued

as food, but now I do not think anybody but sailors

would eat them, and sailors only in the absence of

anything more palatable. Their flesh is like very dark,

fine-grained beef with a strong flavour of fish.

The strangest member of the Dolphin family is

imdoubtedly the Narwhal, that curious cetacean which

has one or two teeth so abnormally developed that they

have been utilised for bedposts ; most people have seen

pictures of this bizarre-looking whale, with the long

twisted yellow horn of ivory sticking straight out from

his nose. There is very good reason to suppose that

the idea of the unicorn as shown in our royal arms may

have been taken from this extraordinary Dolphin ;

much more reasonable one would think than that it

should have been taken from u- mgainly rhinoceros.

It is restricted in its habitat to tlie Arctic regions, and

is supposed by a great many of the natives to be the

male of the Beluga, or white whale, a supposition which

is worthy of some credit, owing to the similarity of

structure, other than the horn, between them. Only

the Beluga does not confine itself to feeding in the sea,

but on the Alaskan coast pursues the salmon far up
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the rivers, a feat which the Narwhal has never been
known to perform, lie contents himself with groping in
the muddy or sandy bottoms of shallow Arctic waters,
stirring up sluggish fish, and transfixing them with his
horn prior to pushing them off and swallowing them.
This may sound fanta^ic, far-fetched

; yet it was the
opinion of so good a man and close observer as Captain
William Scorcsby ; and after all it is precisely what the
s\vord-fish does, on the evidence of many observers,
myself among the number. And what the sword-fish
does I am sure the Narwhal can do, being quite as agile
and certainly more intelligent.

The Black Fish (Globicephalus) is a miniature sperm
whale to all appearance, having a huge square head,
and much spermaceti in it. It feeds in the same
regions as does the cachalot, but sometimes in enormous
numbers. It is one of the largest of the Dolphins, for
I have seen individuals weighing over six tons, and
yielding three to four barrels of excellent oil. While
not nearly so sociable as the Porpoise, using the word in
its sailor sense, it is a confiding beast, permitting a boat
to approach closely enough to harpoon it without
manifesting any alarm. And when one of the school is

harpooned the other boats may pull up and harpoon as
many as they hst, for an insatiable curiosity seems to
seize upon all the family to see whatever had befallen
their friends. I have often seen as many as a dozen
of these bulky creatures secured by four boats at one
lowering, and the utmost difficulty experienced in
getting through the assembled crowd of survivors,
which, however, made no attempt to avenge their slain
comrades.

Like the rest of the dolphins, the Black Fish appears
to be very happy. Since the decline of the whale
fishery to its present exceedingly low ebb it would seem

u
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as If the worst of his enemies are removed, for he is too

r!l\l° K u^"*i^*'
*""* *°° ^^'^^ *° b« gobbled up ifcaught by h,s fierce cousin the Orca. If one could

judge of the mental condition of animals by their facial

thTfitrF'V'^^^ ^' ^"'^^ "^^"^^ '^ «"PPO'^ that

li. !l f''^
was a creature of sunny disposition andone whose Imes had fallen in pleasant placeVfor he has

tLTT.l l^
expression, owing to the peculiarshape of the mouth and the profile that is almoVt ludi-crous to see But I confess that when first I saw it Idid not thmk It ludicrous, I rather felt that it was a

!nHT„ ii '"'u
^ J°"y-^^king animal should be chasedand killed for the sake of getting a few gallons of oU out
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CHAPTER VI

SIRENIA

IT
seems meet to close these observations on whales

generally by a few remarks upon what is really the

connecting link between the whales and the seals,

between those mammals who spend all their time in the

water—cannot live out of it—and those who, while

living entirely on the produce of the sea and perfectly

at home there, can yet make shift to live ashore for a

while, settle their love affairs there, and produce their

families. Such a link is found in the strange creature

called trivially the Sea Cow, but scientifically the

Manatee and Halicore. They are both riverine and
coastal mammals, feeding upon algae at the bottom,
perfectly harmless and almost helpless creatures, almost

unable, in spite of their great size, to keep from be-

coming extinct. In fact, one species (Rhytina), once

plentiful on the shores of Behring Straits, has become
extinct—its enemies had little difficulty in removing it

from the list of extant animals.

Most readers of Kipling's fascinating sea idyll. The
White Seal, will remember Kotick's meeting with Sea
Cow, and his following them to the wonderful beaches

where man never came. Like all the work of this great

writer, his description of the Dugong and Halicore is

marked by scientific accuracy, and points out clearly

the remarkable structure of this connecting link

i
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iK-lwcrn land .„d sea .„im„|,. ,„ every wav thov ar.

J « ? 7';'« ''"" ""= "•'"""'"" h"m land t^sA

hrl„
' ""='' " ""^<"l-5hapcd blowholesMrso. expressive eyes, and whiskers on the mS'while scattered about the body are many br stl^a^^^evidently a survival of the hairy covering of a laS

coating of blubber beneath the skin

vegetarifnir"t'^"''?':i*>' f'"' "'^ ^'"'"'' i» '"rirvegetarianism. Some of the Dclphinidae do eat akaethose, that IS. whose habitat is some great river like theAmazon or Ganges, but even with then, it is cer^a n that

"ri:'Z::S''tSnr:ru'Lr~

doubte^y, exclusively vegetable-feeders, wh"h at 'once

fn a ri nf""
""" " P""' ^P"' fr°"> ^ ' their ''110,^ma ngidly carnivorous community. Is it any wond«that one species {Rhylim.) has become extinct ?Thev

tige"
"^ °' '^'^°P'' " » '""Sle peopled with

,h„?^i''* '^'" "' ""^ ^"^''"S " " h"s its queer headabove the surface is startling. Although upon acWexammation it would be impossible to tLe anyr^blance whatever to the human form divine yetlZ
Ift'^hi.S.'if:

'"' --i -embering the ^u'dd'nn'S

nignt, one can find some excuse for its scientific eenericname, S,re.,a, some justification for the old S«™
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who, from its ap|>carancc, wove their fabulae concerning
mermen and mermaids. Only, hke all the whales, not
even excepting the helu(;a, it has no voice. Any sotnid

it makes, or any whale makes, is due to the rushing (

"

the air thrtmgh the spiracle or si)Outh'>1e, and not to any
laryngeal exercise. The Manatee and Dugong, more-
over, have an aditional claim upon our notice, and a
proof of their close connexion with the higher land
intelligence, in that they have been tamed.

The late lamented supcrin cndent of the London
Zoological Gardens once trained, or, rather, took over
the training, of a young Manatee in Surinam, which
would come to him as he waded into its pond and permit
him to hold it in his knees while he gave it suck from a
feeding-bottle. And there is a record of one of these
strange anomalies being kept as a pet by a Spanish
South American governor for twenty-six years, during
which it behaved itself quite as sensibly as any ex-
clusi' ely land animal could have done, even to the
extent of allowing the ^oys of the household to ride it

round its lake.

After this, it is not surprising to learn that its

fondness for its young is as strong as that possessed by
any of the cetacea, not excepting the humpback,
although its power of defending its offspring is exceed-
ingly limited, for the Manatee has a tail like a bea 'ur

and not at all like a whale, which member, though
useful enough to swim with, is of scarcely any value as
a weapon.

Another marked feature of this strange animal's
life is its conjugal love. It has one mate, to which it

faithfully clings, nor will it leave its spouse even under
the extremest pressure of fear, preferring death to
separation. Thereby it is at once lifted on to a plane
in our estimation far above that of any other sea-

r. f
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.TLimmal or amphibious creature, all of which havevery elastic habits as regards their connubial asso<-ia-
tions I leave the Sircnia with regret as being at onceone of the most interesting and one of the strangest of
all the denuens of the Deep Sea.

I
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CHAPTER VII

THE WALRUS, MORSE, OR SEA-HORSE

FROM the Sirenia to tlie Walrus is one of the easiest

steps, for Sea Vitch, as KipUng calls the latter, is

ugly and uncouth enough to be one of the very same

family as the dugonp, although in truth he is nothing

of the sort. But at the outset I feel impelled to enter

a stern protest against the gross libel upon that beauti-

ful animal the horse, perpetrated by calling the Walrus

a sea-horse and the hippopotamus a river-horse. What,

in the name of common-sense, have either of these most

ungainly brutes in common with one of the most elegant

and beautiful of all known animals ? Not that I would

rashly call any of the Creator's wonderful designs ugly

—I do but speak after the manner of men. But there

does appear to me to be such an utter lack of apprecia-

tion of similarity in the conferring of titles like the

foregoing. Nor is the manatee any more like a cow

;

still, there is not quite the same jar to our sensibilities

in the comparison, since the cow is not what one would

truthfully describe as graceful, either in outline or

movement.
Perhaps of all land-walking animals, not even the

Myrmecophagus, none can compete with the Walrus

for clumsiness. He has a gigantic body—in the fullest-

grown adult about a ton in '/eight—and about as

unsymmetrical as a leathern bag of oil or the body of a

hippopotamus. It is covered with a tough gnarled

1' ^
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hi*. «„n.ily clothed with co..r« brown l„i,. v,™

Cr•„: :,',t " ^"' ""'"" ""• •" "•«' "^ •'-
iruiiKs »,. „.v,l to s^,, .Krasionaliv. Tin- Urn llmi»T."r. very .!,„„, „„d ,w ,,„„,,,;,„ „",.„„J ,^^

"W«^

an or„,„„..,„.l ap,»„d„., ,„ „„ body „ Lu of. udCon,e.,ucn.ly h. who ..,„ w..t, h tl p„»r«, „, ,Vahus oyer land or i... .,n.l no. |a„Kh LTC nL'<ievo,d of humour or any sense thereof, (or t „ cert in v

» strangely, but that he should perform at a r Fohe body m an adult wdl weigh about a ton and theroad over which the creature ordinanly travels is oSe•>f the most rugged or shppery imaginable : a Ite wTh

oblong njass o, flSs .t hrdTurrouT/riu't

point. And where one naturally looks for the brain

o e »7a1a. Jd ','• f" '^ •^"""^""^ "--™"-
however is

.!',?''""« """^ <" >""<= The skull,nowever, is abnt rmally powerful, as it need be fnr

tZZ T " ?' 'f ^"«'=^ ^^'-^ ""= c^-.^is clusks, like a pair of pickaxes. With these the W^in.c
suddenly rising from the botton.. hookl on totn Zt^'and with an almost incredible exhibition of strench

selected for his sun-bath or doze. With the same
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i

tu.^kt, too, he digs in the sea-bed for hw ffXKl, whirh it

principally shcli-tisli, ulthuugh he d«M'H not dindain the

offal of a dead whale, or indeed anythinK eli^e of an

animal nature, so long ;i% it i\oe% not involve the chaM
of the objfct.

Pursuit is not at .ill the programme of the Walrus,

except under cert.iiii circumstances to be alluded to

prc8<'ntly. The stomach of a Walrus that I once

examined (caught on a Hoc in Kohring Straits) looked

like the contents of an oyster-dredge just hauled up.

Curious bhellftsh of many kinds and in several cases

alive ; stones, sand, mud, shrimps, worms, and other

things ; it was a queer collection. Yet it seemed—if

such was his regular diet, and I have no reason to

supjKwe that it was not—to have suited the Walrus

very well indeed, for he was so fat that out of his

wounds exuded almost as much oil as blood.

As might be supposed from the nature of its food,

the Walrus is a gentle and inoffensive creature. Here,

again, a sense of extreme incongruity is aroused in one

at the sight of a Morse suddenly popping up from under

the sea. Its appearance is savage in the extreme ; no
painted Indian ever succeeded in making himself look

more terror-striking than the Walrus, and his bristling

whiskers, each hair almost as thick as a porcupine quill

and completely hiding the setting of the tusks, serves

excellently to heighten his appearance of ferocity.

Yet, generally speaking, at the sight of man he will

flee as fast as he can, with every appearance of earnest

desire to get away. The exceptions to this rule are

found during the breeding season, among both males

and females, the former in defence of the latter, and the

latter in defence of their young. And as they are very

sociable creatures, loving to herd in hundreds, an at-

tacking boat suddenly finds itself surrounded by a

*
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Defence, not Defiance 8l

lor it, watches over it, defends it with her own body,
and, one is tempted to say, loves her burden so much
that she is grieved when she must lay it down.

However that may be, it is certain that the Walrus
for all their uncouth appearance, and extraordinary

method of living (so totally different from all other

sea mammals whatever), enjoy their Uves to the full

in the best sense of the term. In one respect, indeed,

they are extremely fortunate : with the e:- ception of

man, they have no enemies. The great Polar bear

does not lightly engage in a combat with * Awuk,'
since he knows that in those formidable tusks he has
opposing weapons that are quite a match for even his

tremendous claws and teeth, while the hide of the

Walrus is so tough and thick as to be almost impene-
trable to even the onslaught of the great white terror

of the Arctic seas. Consequently, the Walrus lives

a fairly peaceful life among his fellows. He does not

prey upon them, and Nature has so equipped him that

they cannot prey upon him.

But man has wrought terrible havoc among the

Walrus. Even as far back as 1327, it is recorded in a
receipt preserved at Bergen that the Greenlanders

paid their tribute to the Crusades in Walrus tusks.

And all along the Labrador coast as well as the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, where a Walrus now would be almost
as great a curiosity as a seal on the English coasts,

they were a century ago so numerous that hundreds
were slaughtered in a day. Various causes have,

however, reduced the hunting of the Walrus to an
insignificant matter chiefly confined to the Eskimo,
who are entitled fairly to the produce of their hunting,

since they are sportsmen in the best sense of the term.

They Tio not kill for the sake of killing, but for their

very hfe, and the Walrus is one of their chosen objects

6
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of the chase for his succulence (from an Eskimo stand-
point), from his lack of speed, and from his love of
shallow waters, where he finds the humble molluscs
upon which he feeds. Such gaps as the Eskimo makem the ranks of the Walrus wiU do no more than preserve
the natural balance necessary. If only civUised man
will let the Walrus alone, having found that the hunting
does not pay. there wiU soon be as many as ever there
were to people, if not exactly to beautify, the lonely
Arctic regions.

^
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CHAPTER VIII

THE SEA ELEPHANT

AS far as size goes, this giant seal could probably give
points to the walrus, but he is certainly not so
ferocious-looking. Except for the curious nose

(whence his Greek name) he is just a big black seal fairly

agile in the sea, and clumsy ashore, like all his kind.
Again, but for his partly-developed proboscis, he should
be called sea hippopotamus, rather than Sea Elephant.
He is about the bulk of a hippopotamus of the same
age, although more hirsute and with a less extensive
opening of the jaws. His proboscis is just an extension
of the skin of the nose, which usually hangs down
limply before the mouth for about a foot, and is inflated
when the animal is enraged or excited. The young
ones and females are destitute of this appendage

—

one cannot call it an ornament. He holds among
seals the unique position of being common to both
hemispheres, although from the ardour with which he
has been hunted, very few specimens exist now north
of the Equator.

Like every other sea mammal which I have hitherto
dealt with, he has now a respite, and is consequently
increasing in numbers rapidly. He forms practically
the only population of many an otherwise lonely series

of barren rocks in the Southern seas, finding in the
inclement waters washing their bases the humble food
he desires (for like the wakus, and for the same reason.

«'
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l?ck of speed and agility, he cannot food upon swift-

rrds"'urn'";r?. ""r ^^^^ ^^^""^^^ in immenseherds upon all the islands in the Antarctic Ocean

?o?hl h"'"''"*'
'-''^"^ ^"^ *^^ S-^h Shetland:

10 those barren spots vessels repaired with crews thatwere ready for any fate. These n:en were landed uponthose awful solitudes, just bare rocks set in a roaring

an": ^h'^t
"?""! ' ^"^" ^^'"^ ^° ^''^<^d- the eTe'

Seav^u L h"""'* f""P'^"^' '""^^ °^ the ocean en^deavounng to daunt them. They had only the most.mpromptu shelter, their food was of the coarTestutuxicatmg drink was unknown among them! and n

tfme Ir r''""" ^'"^ ''^^^ ^- -' men hs at a.me without seemg other faces or hearing other voicesthan those of their own little company. In the chase

.nr '-h'h^'^.
^?'''"*' '^'^y ^"" '^'"^^^ "sks. enduredmr edable hardships, and their reward after a successful

On^ fu u.'^
°"* '* something like 105. per week

s'^eafhavingtr. '''''''' ^^^^ -^'''' *^^ ^^^P^^
My own recollection of this miserable business is

thanTfulT^t r,'n'''
^^"^^'^ ^"°"^^ *° -•^"-e

In evn h T
''" ""'''' '""P"^* *^^ experience. In

to fh
'

A M .'"^'^'^ *° P'"^^^^^ f^°"^ New Zealand

Elenh.nr ,

""* ""^ '^''^"P^^" ^^^^"^^ •" ^^^r<^h of Sea

sport, but a very pleasant pastime. Alas, for thed'pravity of humanity! Could anything be lessworthy of the title of pastime than thft ? indyet I am sure that, as compared with similar workupon such terrific rock-bound islets as the sluth

st;rt or V.''"'''^''"'^'''
'' "^^'^ht even be caUedspurt or pastime. For the Auckland and Campbellrsland^ m summer have a garment of vegetation, andthere are many flowers. There are also trees, and
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Compulsory ' Sport 85
considerinG; the high snuthprn latitude, the place is
almost habitable for an Anglo-Saxon in f.ir comfort
But the weather is vile when the storm-fiend is abroad,
which IS about every other day. Such is the force
with which those mighty southern waves strike these
lonely mountain-peaks rising from the sea right in the
track of their world-engirdling sweep, that the whole
atmosphere is full of spray, and walking abroad, one's
hair and beard become encrusted with salt. Also
much of the land-surface is bog. exceedingly dangerous
to traverse, and. with the frequent dense fogs which
prevail, almost impossible to avoid.

These islands biing a favourite haunt of the Sea
Elephant, we went there in search of them, and set
up our try-works on the promising spot. Provisions
and materials for building huts having been landed
the ship sailed away

; it was no place for a vessel to
linger at anchor. Better by far face the utmost fury
of the open sea. We watched her departure with a
pang, for now we felt desolate indeed ; but our thoughts
were rudely interrupted by the curt orders of our
officers, who wanted to know if we thought we had
come there for a picnic. So we plunged into work of
the hardest m order to get things a bit ship-sh. pe

;

but before we had been toiling an hour we were aU
suddenly startled stiff by a most tremendous roaring
as of a troop of lions newly landed. Our hesitation
was but momentary, for our two officers, recognising
the sound, bade us grasp our clubs, sheath our knives,
and follow them. We did so, and presently, coming
across a ridge of rock into view of a little exposed bay
we saw at least a hundred of these huge seals emerging
from the broken water and hnnbering shorewards

We watched them with intensest interest, feeling
gratefuJ for the rest, and also (I speak for myself) most
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The Sea Elephant

curious to know what sort of a reception tliese monsters
would give us when we burst in upon them armed
only with clubs. Tnie, we had been told repeatedly
that all we had to do was to smite them fiercely on the
nose, and they would fall an inert mass at our feet,
when we were to cut their throats immediately. But
somehow a sight of them did not seem to inspire us
with much conlidence in our ability to carry out these
simple orders to the letter. They looked so awe-
inspiring in that luminous haze. There was a gentle
drip drip of moisture from the rocks around distinctly
audible between the long, sullen, thunderous roU of
the breakers, and the occasional hideous roaring of the
seals, and to my excited fancy it seemed as if it were
the ticking of the clock of my life almost run down.
For natural scepticism asserted itself, and I did not,
could not, believe that our enterprise was as free from
danger as I had been so repeatedly assured.

At last, after what seemed an interminable time of
waiting, during which my hand got quite glued to my
club from the nervous energy of my grip upon it, the
last of the mighty family slowly heaved ms huge bulk
out ^{ the surf and waddled after the rest inland. He
I. d hardly put a dozen yards between himself and the
water-line, when, in a low, hissing voice, our chief
said

: Now, then, spread yourselves along the beach
between 'em an' the sea. Remember, a good bang
where the trunk joins the head and then a clean swipe
across the neck with the knife as hard as you can cut.
Don't do nothing but that to as many as you can.'

Off we all rushed, he leading us, without a sound
save the patter of our feet on the sand until we were
all between the Elephants and the sea. Then we raised
a yell, startling and vigorous enough to dominate the
boom of the breakers. I saw the hindmost monster
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stop and look about enquiringly, I noted that the herd
had also paused, their dim forms swaying to and fro,

as they endeavoured to find out by sight or scent the
cause of their alarm Presently another yell completed
their undoing, and they turned and made for the sea
again. Now I do not pretend to any do ring whatever,
but if I did, I think I should have been justified in

wishing to tie elsewhere then. The charge of that troop
of monsters down upon our little band, entirely un-
versed in this warfare, and armed only with clubs not
much heavier than a policeman's truncheon, was a
severe test of nerve and faith.

But our chief saved the situation. He faced the
leader and smote him so felly upon the spot he had
indicated to us, that the vast mass of the body collapsed
like a burst bladder and spread itself upon the ground.
That fir'»d us, and immediately we were all doing
likewise, yelling like demons at the same time. Why,
I do not know, but so it was. But we were not to come
off scatheless. One man missed his blow and his
footing at the same time, and putting his left arm out
to save himself from falling thrust it into the monster's
gaping jaws. Now the Sea Elephant can crack pebbles
as large as goose-eggs like nuts, and does do so, ap-
parently for sport, so that when we drew Sandy from
underneath his fallen foe, and prising open the jaw,
released his arm, it looked more like some shreds of
red rag than anything else. Some rude * first aid

*

was applied, and the work of slaughter went on.
The upshot of the raid was twenty-one elephants

killed, of which I know our chief was responsible for
ten. And we were a study in ruffianism—* gaumed '

all over with blood and grease, stumbling over the
smallest stone from very weariness after the reaction
had come, yet compelled to toil on with only a few

'I.
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The Sea Elephant

in«n Hcunni! the maum of fat-laden hide lo a ran.
OraRR.nK the Rrca.y plunder over ,he ,n..r7n 1^^ ,Z'
A".:;:;'""" d"?'"r'"''"• ^-- " -"'""''«ixixrunce. ond rtininilxTing ihc Irivialily of thereward f an, filed wul. w.,„dor at „„r („lly f.°r em

ake" hi";? "h,
'!"' *' ""' "« '<"'«. "'^ d d w,

mention before I |„.ve th» un,nv,ti„K part of mvubiect that Sandy ,l,d not !„«. |,|, arm ^".^Ue o^.he hone, 1«.,„« hrok.n. nay almost ground to p, r "n

air,he''«c:edr'',''''
"'""'^' '»"""'" <"'"'«""

u« the »^ , "'^ P"'"""'" •""«">' •« *" "We touse the arm agam m s.x weeks, and long before thatw« a«,stmg a, best he could In the work with o„i

Strangely enough, I could put no heart in mv workor I could not help feel.ng all the while .ha,7wrr„'the position of the unprovok.d aggressor and ThlV

And that u no frame of mind to go a-whaling or

pen»,.al recollection, of the Sea Elephant any farthTr!

does inflict serious in ury upon the aggressor. ButIns IS quito accidental. I am persuaded thaT he Se'tiephan. except among his fellows at the matingseason, and even then in far less pro,«rtion th^ hfcommon seal, is harmless. As his diet will testih.

CuttTe «s°h T'""''' I;™'"
="•" higher organisms-

Cuttle-fish, those snaky, uncanny things, that seem

full h7f o^?h
""''" '" """ '° P™-^"^ '^ '-"

lull half of the sea mammals, and the lower mollusca.

j
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VM. wino .mall a» tnuswl., .ire th« daily («vl o( th.

•Mms to And Ihem. Srciire in hj< imnfrvioui to/iin.of (a. and hido. he lov« ,„ |„ „p„„ TuTert^andbar. rock. «,.h .he ,pindr,(, hl« ng ov-r h, „ „ cmvas a cat upon a hearth,,,,, before a blading fi™." dZ
" watch the KamboU of the p„p, lean,„Vto .wta fnI ,.• I».,hng ,urf, and to nnzrie In Ihe .»,« a?

.".
totTom

h.m Alt.,^ether
,^. cannot 1». dcni.d that the Al|.w«One ha, «,>

. „ i„ ,he Elephant Sc-al a high and envi^blJrh« among „„ «,„ „„„^,|,. ,,„j „V h,t^
"

h , Tot wiir'l^^'ar
'"l^'-^'-'Ply "b-ained substitutednis lot will be as n ar being perfect a. any ani iP,

candor ought ,„ be. For he ha. no enomie. oth:. 1*

'4
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CHAPTER IX

SEALS

SO many ftnd divorv; are the variVtIos of ^nU, and
yet so closely arc they allied, that I am cmipcllrd
to take them as one family, and in order to economy

of space and reader's patience, claw them perfunctorily
as one family, which they really are, it is true, but very
widely severed. Still to the average reader, like
myself, a Seal is a Seal, and there's an end on't, whether
the precise naturalist may class it as S. a Lion, Sea
Bear, Sea Leopard, Harp Seal, Saddle-back Seal, or
any other arbitrary distinction whatever. These
mmuti#, deeply valuable as they are, do not interest
ui, we only want to know enough to satisfy our
curiosity, not enough to qualify us to be curators of
our local museum. We have other work to do. From
the sea elephant then, down to the next largest, the
Sea Lion, is a longish step. No such gap, in point of
size, separates the rest of the Seals, wide as their
diversities are. But in one respect, agility, speed, and
grace, Ma juncta in uno, th are all far superior to
the sea elephant.

No one who has ever watched a Seal in his native
element, and possessed anything of an eye for beauty
of curve and grace of motion, can ever forget the
exponent of these delights to the eye. No fish, swim
he swiftly as he may, can hope to escape the pursuit
of the Seal. Like a streak of brown light, he glides
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through fh«» wa ,iih| Kri|>4 hi« finnv prey whr-n ffrrlng
at l.>p nfK-rd. And he h.i« nri<«| ; for thr Sral h.i«,
hke the »h.irk, a tormcnfiiiK liver. Not in the direction
of indigistion, but or diKestion. Its serration of
digestive juirM it so ahun<lant that hardly i« the
stomach filled l»rfore it i% empty aRain. And who
can wondtr at it after «ilne»?»ing the nmaxing ex-
penditure of rm rgy by one of these b. lutiful rreatures
during one bright morning, my off the Pribyioff
Islandt ?

^

Vet there is one frature of the Seal's life that it
truly mlrarulous, not to be acroiinted for by any
known hypotl * * whatever. For ten months of the
year the ' old r n ' Seal needs, and gets, fully one
hundredweight of fmU per day to keep him fit. During
the other two months he Aghts, makes love, never
sleeps, never drinks, and never eats. Behold here a
natuial miracle. Many animals there be who fast
through hmger periods, but alt *ir natural forces
are quiescent, dormant; the • of issue is in-
finitesimal. The Seal only, th .,oi . the most
strenuous period each year of his inten«iely strenuous
life, neither eats nor drinks nor sleeps fur two months
on end.

There are many things in the lives of animals, even
those closely asswiated with us, which are difficult
to understand, but this little matter of the Seal's
abstinence from nourishment and rest during the time
of his greatest activity is, I think, the most mar\'ellous
and non-understandable of all. Like other animals,
normally gentle at every other period of the year,
except the mating season, the male Seal is then trans-
foimed from the soft-eyed amiable amphibian, harmless
as a dove to everything, except the fish upon which
he lives, ,rto -i furious bec-st with bristling moustache.

*l
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bared teeth, and glaring eyes, ever spoiling for a fi..htand as often as not covered w,th torn and gory woundsfrom head to foot. These do not seem to caul^ him

%TZT"''' °','"'y ^'' ^'''' ^''"^ ^«r battle.Not that he is guilty of fighting for fightinc's sakea^one-I would not do him that'injustife lirst of
all upon arriymg at the breeding-place to which thecolony of Seals he belongs to resort each year eachmale se^cts a spot where he and the mateCmatewho wiU presently arrive (for the Seal is not monogamous) may lodge. It should be as near the Sa aspo^ible and also near a beach, but its locatbn 1
preferred among the rocks or rough ground. Having
selected a spot about ten feet square, the thing is "o

ocean"; "'T''
^'^ —-"ving Seals from' her

Z*!^\^Tf^''Jt^''
^^'^ '^^^' *° ^i^^t some already

a^H n M . ^^I^'V^"""- ^° '' '' «g^* ^d watch dayand night to hold their own.
^

elecf^r/?if
the female Seals arrive, each a mother

?.L 1
*^^"/h\ scene simply baffles description.

tL7n \ T '^^ '^' ^'*"^''y ""' '^' P°^r females, thatthey not only survive the terrible treatment they re-
ceive, but actually seem little the worse for it Aseach one reaches the rocks she is pounced upon by aroanng frenzied mob of males, seemingly bent uponteanng her limb from limb. Not only is she bitten anStorn most shamefully, but she is banged upon the rocks
as If she were a mass of india-rubber rather than aliving thing. Finally, she becomes the prize of themost vigorous, who seizes her with his teeth bv herneck, drags her off to his reservation, and dumps herdown there. Then having fought to obtain her hemus now fight to keep her, and in between-while; doa little skirmishing, if haply he may acquire an extra
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Now the happy proprietor ot a harem must keep close

and careful watch, less prowling Lotharios should steal
one of his hardly won wives, or lest any discontented
spouse should venture to creep away. But even the
tremendous endurance of the male Seal has its limitsand It frequently happens that, exhausted by his priva^
tions and exertions, a husband will find some cunningnvd come in and eject him. Then there is nought
for him to do but to go to sea again and endeavour by
steady attention to hunting to make up for the stamina
n has dissipated in the late riots

Meanwhile, the baby Seals arrive. They receive
little attention from their mothers, who listlessly allowthem to gorge themselves on the rich milk and thrive
ainazingly. As for the males, they take no nr e of
the pups whatever, seem indeed to be unaware oi their
presence. By-and-by the young Seal or floe-rat must

«!. h"^V° .^^™-^"other amazing thing about this
wonderfully interesting creature. AU land animals
except man, swim instinctively if flung into water evenwhen just born. But the Seal, than who no more
graceful ar d enduring swimmer lives in or out of the seamust needs learn laboriously how to comport himself in
the water. And his mother teaches him. Of course
he is an apt learner, as all young animals are of what
their mother has to teach them.

As he grows older he and his thousands of comrades
get away from the colony by themselves and playgamboUmg about all day long, only journeying from
the playground to the sea and back. What they liveupon after they are weaned untU the whole colony goes
to sea again is not known. Those that are killed and
examined never seem to have anything in their stomach
but stones. And it has been well established as a fact
that, upon the arrival of the colony at their ' rookeiy '

M
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all the fish m the neighbourhood take the hint and goaway. But at last there comes a time when a generalmove IS made seaward, and soon that densely thronged
patch of land, ^yhere the noise had been so deafer^ng
that one can only liken it to the noise of two expresstrams passing one another in the tunnel, is wrapt in
primeval silence, only the occasional sullen boom of a

fhTstUtes!
'"''"^ "' " lonely sea-bird. punctuating

Now begins the truly happy time of the Seal's life.
Ihat stormy four months ashore for the parents and
mcidentally for the young ones also, has pas^dlke ahideous nightmare, and the beautiful free life of a deep-
sea denizen is before them. They roam singly whither-
soever they will all over the free ocean, feeding, e^er
feeding from the bounteous store provided for th. mWhen weary they sleep upon the surface, and I have
often m the North Pacific passed them so sleeping

ofS^'f r^'^'^r
^^ "^^ ^"""^'"S ^^^^^' hundreds

of miles from land. No one really knows how far they
go. how wide their range is during the eight months

d^^rnr/?T
^'''\^^''' birthplace. But it seems

difficult to believe that they ever pass through the
tropics, havmg such a rooted objection to warmth.Of course, there are several kinds of Seals who frequent
the temperate zones, notably the protected rookery
on the FaraUone Islands, so near the city of San
Francisco that one of the attractions offered to visitors
at the Ocean House is tnat they may sit on the verandah
and watch the free gambols of the Seals.

Of course the Seal has enemies, stealthy and
voracious The killer whale, for instance, has anuncanny habit of slipping up upon a sleeping Seal and
swallowing him at a gulp. One grampus, indeed,
stranded upon the Califomian coas^ id cut up by a
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party of 'longshoremen, was found to have a nice httle
family of fourteen lull-grown Seals in his capacious
maw. And it is higlily probable that he came to
grief through chasing another one which fled ashore
on a faUing tide. Sharks, too, are apt to take toU of an
unwary or sleeping Seal, turning noiselessly beneath
them and taking a huge bite out of them, as they
are wont to do out of a fish. But when it is remem-
bered that the Seal is gregarious only while ashore
or on the ice, it will at once be seen that the toll
taken of them by these voracious sea monsters is
after all very small. The white bear gets a few
Seals too, but not many compared with the enor-
mous numbers of them that may be seen lyuiij about
on the ice.

The one enemy which counts is man. I do not
propose to harrow my readers' souls by describing the
method of slaying Seals for market, not only for the
valuable seal skins which adorn our ladies in winter
but for the oil and leather. It is a sordid, horrible
business, which cannot be written about nicely. There
IS a grim and bloody reality about it that horrifies.
For my part I shall never forger Bum-Murdoch's cry of
horror in his book, Edinburgh to the Antarctic, where
he speaks of the newly flayed Seal Ufting itself redly
towards heaven in the glowing sunshine as if asking its
Maker why this thing should be. The seal-fishery
is, no doubt, apart from its horrible and unnecessary
brutality, a terrific business for man to engage in
Whether in the howling Antarctic, among those stern
rocks of South Georgia or South Shetland, or in the
Arctic among the ice-floes, it is a test of man's
capacity to endure that has probably no equal. Every
day death in his most awful forms must be faced. Filth
st'jnch, hunger, and blighting cold must be met as part

|-:
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of the day's work, until the very meaning of the word
comfort is forgotten.

And the pay ? Ah, well, as it always is unfailingly,
the rewards go to those who have done nothing but loll

easily at home in luxury. Lady, with the hundred-
guinea seal sitin coat, know for a certainty that the
men who looked death between the eyes and brutalised
themselves lower than the shark to wrench that coat of
yours from its rightful owners got less than a hundred
pence for so doing. The bulk of that money went to
city magnates and full-fed speculators who never gave
its origin a second thought.

Of late years the indiscriminate slaughter of Seals
having threatened to exterminate them entirely, a good
deal of diplomatic intervention has taken place for the
purpose, first, of giving the Seal a close time, and,
secondly, of protecting the immature Seal. But it is

a difficult thing to control men who become so lawless
as seal-hunters do from the nature of their calling, and
I fear that as far as tlie fur Seal is concerned, at any
rate, the day of his extinction is not far off.

Remains only to note the extreme intelligence and
teachability of the Seal. Most of us are familiar with
this beautiful creature in Zoological Gardens, where
its restricted quarters cannot conceal its wonderful
grace. Some of us too will recollect a group of trained
Seals taught to perform on musical instruments, play
football, etc. But none of us who have seen the Seal
at home, and have revelled in Kipling's inimitable
story of Kotick's career, will need any reminding that
in the Seal, no matter of what kind, we have one of the
most wonderful, amiable and intelligent of all God's
creatures, whether ashore or in the deep sea.
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CHAPTER X

THE SHARK

PASSING from sea mammals to fish proper is a mo-mentous step, and merit, a little intrSnction ,tany case. But when one must beein thrfi^h

"rF^^'lhe'sf
%"' .^"""O-'-^cors Imper:'

„.?.'•
. , u

^'""'' " '" '""« •«»P"-" a sort of con-

hbh, the Shark has yet the family or parental instinctof which nearly all other fish are destitute a notablexception being the stickleb k of fresh wMer with
ofTh <r ?/"""« '^""'h- curious chaacter tic

Ba kfne Shtl
^""'^ ""'>' '=""'^'- P™™ "'e

skate Lt a L" * ""
? ^'•^"'P"'' O"™ '" 'hesKaie, not a bone among them

Another pec iiarity of the Shark tribe is the stigmaat achmg to th, m. whereby the word Shark hal icome

th! ^if J ? ? ' ^^ '^P«"tan<^e. I hold no bnef forthe Shark, but justice is justice, and certainly the Sharkhas had meted out to him nought but injustice throughout he years. Whether at this time of day it is fota forlorn hope to expect justice to be done to^the SharkIS another matter, and one upon which I express noopamon I only know that amid the many fLtast"cShark stones extant, based upon utter ignorance of thiswonderful atuen of the Deep Sea, his'habits and hL
•^
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uvfulness, it seems wdl worth wfule inserting a little

truth. Which is what I pro|)oM.> to do.

Let it be admitted at the outset that the Shark it

not beautiful. In colour, no matter what branch of the
Squalidae may Ik? npresented.therc is always an absence
of any tint pleasing to the eye. A dirty grey or dirty

•late colour alternating with livid white is the prevailing
•hade of the Shark, and even the strijRs of the Tiger
Shark are not, as one might sup[)08e, of the deep rich

colour of the animal from which the name is taken.
As to shape, the same strictures may apply. Unbeauti-
ful in any case must be the verdict, most emphatically
80 when we come to the Raiidae, or Skate branch of the
great family.

Then all Sharks have a sinister, villainous appear-
ance from the shape and position of their jaw, and the
cold deadly expression in their eyes. Especially is this

the case with the least known of the lamUy such as the
Thresher, and the Sawfish (Priitis). One of the most
awful-looking of ocean monsters, although I believe
quite harmless to man, belongs to the Raiidae, the
Giant Skate or ' alligator guard * of the Mexican Gulf,
known locally by the sinister sobriquet of Piscau del

Diablo, or devil-fish. And as if all these disadvantages
were not sufficient to load the poor creature with,
hundreds of yams have been invented, published, and
incorporated in authentic natural histories concerning
the Shark, of which it is only stating the barest fact to
say that not one per cent, of them have a grain of truth
in them.

Let it be admitted also as part of the indictment
of the Shark, that he is an eater of human flesh, and
does not alway. ait until the subject is dead. But
what fish is not ? It cannot be too clcArly understood
that all ^h are omnivorous as regards flesh or fish.
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nothing comci tmiw to them, any of them. But to
..ngle out the Shark for opprobrium on this head Uabsurd, m absurd as it the invcntum of such idiotic
.tones a. tho Shark follow.ug . sh.p at «.a becau^ onboard there .. one sick. Much better to rea»gn,*c inthe Sha-k an evidence of the eternal wisdom of G.kI.Who has here provided a race of larg. creatures in the
sea possessed of u„ ama/ing appetite uod absolutely
nd.ffercnt to the quality of the (o.kI they cat. except
that It must be llesh or fish-hving or dead mS
nothing. And in the agony of hunger, for agony itmus be. they do not always stop to make sure thatwhat they are swallowing is succulent flesh. I have
seen a Shark swallow a bog of cinders flung overboard
purposely. Consider how great must be the torment
of an appetite that can thus drive a carnivore to lo
Ditter and unsatisfying a morsel.

Now, having stated briefly what can with truth and
honesty be said against the Shark, let us consider him
a httle more closely. And in order to do this it wiU be
neces^iry, I think, to use a htUe imagination, yet
imagination restrained by fact.

At the base of that great mountain in the South
Atlantic, whose summit is named on the charts Fern-
ando do Noronha. there lay side by side in tht coolgloom of that depth two ordinary Sharks. Male and
female, husband and wife, they had enjoyed each other's
society as only monogamous creatures can. and now
the time had come that they must part. For th.- ruleo he Shark tribe is solitary hunting, or if crowds
gather at a banquet, all ties for the time are merged
111 the one overmastering desire for food. Whetherthey would ever meet again troubled them not at all-

troubled about the £uture~but they felt bitterly the

*' U
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prr*rnt pAng of parting Th^-y Iny tld.^ by t{di> all
•lUntly. with fti<« iind taiU gently vibrating and con-
vrying all that they needed to expre«a between them.
Suddt'niy the male Shark gave one great aweep of his
tail and wa« gone. Yet not »o swiftly but that a bright
blue »p«)t Uhmd him had darted f«)rward and t. n up
its station just above his broad snout us he steadily
plunged southward toward the roaring forties.

Only a little time elajMied. and then, sedately as
became a matron with growing rrsponnibility, the lady
Shark got under way al«) and pi«Kxedcd due east.
And in Uke manner as at the departure of her husband
a tiny blue form shot out from the shadows behind her
and took up its station over her broad nose. She was
a fine sf cimen of the Common Shark, about nine feet
long with a dark grey skin and a dorsal fin (gafftopsail
of the sailor) that when she neared the surface stood
up nearly a foot out of the water. Her head was
eighteen inches across and the upper lobe )l I.

• tail
was nearly two feet long, with an auxiliary fin on it six
inches deep. She was six years old. and had been
round the Cape of Good Ho|)e as many times as she had
years of age. and yet she was entirely dependent upon
the goodwill, fidelity, and skill of that tiny blue thing
which kept its position above her nose without any
apparent movement as she steadily made her way to
the east.

It was a ' pilot * fish, one of the most beautiful as
well as one of the smallest of the Scombridae, the great
mackerel family, unique, however, in its strange love
for the society of the Shark and its self-constituted
pilotage of that great fish. Here, in parenthesis. I

would remark upon the strange way in which men's
minds are constituted. The fantastic tales about
Sharks before noted will be accepted without a boggle
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by the very men who will icomfully reject ab*)hite
factt concerning the pilot fuh» relation to the Shark
I do not know why. nor do I think any one docs For
there are thouiand* of facti in natural hintory as well
•uthenticatrd at sunrise and sunset. («r stranger than

wh! i'l k"?. '^i'"**" f^'^'^
*"^ p.l«.t.fish. concerning

which I shall only use (acts of my own observation, andnone whatever of hearsay.
The strangely assorted pair proceeded in symme-

tncal order for s.»mc hour* upon a course as definite

And while they were thus wending their way together
so harmoniously let us consider briefly the pilot fish
since apart from his association with the Shark he hai
little interest for us. A beautifully shaped little fishmarked with transverse bands of blue and gold -the blue
of that intensity seen only in fish and tinted to showynst the blue of the sea. A pair of golden.lm:^
eye. keep unwmkmg watch ahca ], ^nd the golden fins^
dorsal, pectoral, ventral, and caudal-seem as if frozen
•tiff, so rapid are their vibrations. A fish built for
speed, but one of the feeble folk of the deep sea. forhe IS only about eight inches long. But why. oh why

Shark? Aa the Spaniards are so fond of savingQuun sabe? Here the answer is. nmst be. that nobciyknows nobody can know. We must take the facts «we find them, and be as contented as we can.

has left ms station. So swiftly has he sped that theeye can hardly follow him. He reaches Thuge m !of seaweed goes round it. and returning, visits fiistone Side of the Shark's face and then thf other thenresumes h,s station just over the nose. Now. duringthe time of the pilot's absence the Shark hi ne" ef

.^1
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swerved from her cotirso. ;as neiti.er accelerated nor
diminished her speed. Apparently she has perfect
confidence in her little blue attendant. And who
possessing any observation whatever, can doubt that
on his return from his scouting journey the pilot hasm some mysterious way conveyed a message something
Ike this

: I smelt something good ; went and had a
look. Nothing but a bundle of seaweed with a few
miserable little fry in it. No use to you.' I have
always felt sure upon seeing such a man(^uvre per-
formed that in some way or another, I know not nor
can I speculate how, a conversational message like
that has passed from pilot to piloted.

On ever on, by day and by night, through the clear
sea net far from the surface, the strangely assorted pair
proceed with occasional deviations on the pilot's part
in chase of the tiny organisms upon which this little
chubby mackerel lives. But. alas ! for his huge friend
times are indeed hard. No corrupting mass of offal in
the shape of some dead sea monster is found

; nothing
at all to eat for two days with the demon of hunger
savagely gnawing at that massive liver and goadine
the starving creature to frenzy. A floating log covered
with parasitical sea growths and attended by a swarm
of fish of many kinds, but principally dolphin, cory-
phaena. and skip-jack-another species of mackerel-
is passed within a mile or so. Pilot sets off at top speed
to reconnoitre. Shark, unable to wait, follows, and
reaching the object, launches herself fiercely at it tearing
at the solid wood as if she would compel nutriment tospnng from it. The attendant fish vanish affrightedly •

there is no danger of any of them feeling those leth^-U

Shafk
^'"^ '" ^^^^^ ^""^ ''^'''*^ *^^ superior to cV y

In a little while her rage moderates, a considerable
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quantity of gdaHnous matter, mostly foot-stalks of

achTn. '.: " •"k"'-^
'"'' ''''' «-^ ^'^-^ -to he

Sen flitti!! nn ^
:

'" "
'.'

"**'^ P''°*' ^hirh hasbeen fl,t mg ao-.u nt . httie distance from its principal
agitatedly watching her manoeuvres, darts of to hesouthward, followed closely by the Shark. By whatamazmg powers of intuition or of sight this little

shInTdo'":T
*'"^""^ "^'^^^ '-^y *h-e li a

naWelt to h
'"' ^ f^ '"'^ ''''' ^"^^' I--^- --

distance ,>H '''"''^ ''^ '""'^ ^ ^'"''^'^ ^t thatdistance it docs possess. That it should know ofthe peculiar quality ships have of shedding choicemorsels in their wake may be merely a neuter omemory, sucii as most deep-sea pelagic fish havemaking them seek and keep the company of slow:

PreSlv'thef
'""^ '''P\'°^ "'^"^ ^'y« ^* - t'"^-

Presently they come up with the vessel and pass under

^le fortVlf
''

'^v' '"?' ^"'«^"^ ^' ^'^^ ^'"e" 3l"

fektiver th
'°"^^.*^'"g-

.

Several of the Shark's poor
relatives the semi-parasitical Remorae or suckers
hastily detach themselves from the ship anS dart

ITLT" T. ^'Pu''^' ^^'"P^"^^ *« ^^ti^n for onceby the knowledge that otherwise they will immediatelybe devoured. Round and round the ship they gohe pilot, m a high state of excitement. dar?ing to andfro between Shark and ship as if carrying pipetud

TeSThdr'^t' df^ f
'"''^ ^°^' greenTsh%'es'nt"e1

cease their steadfast gaze upon that vast shadowwhich may presently yield something to eat
Meanwhile, some of the sailors aloft have caught

sight of that stealthy form gliding along benefththem. and. m spite of their modernity, feel cold chillscreeping down their spines as they view the messenger
as they think, of evil. We are heirs of the "gcs

t:i
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inheriting their wisdom, but, alas ! how many of us,
partially instructed or careless of learning, and devoid
of that most uncommon of all qualities, common-sense,
find that we hold in mortmain an awful legacy of
superstition and cruelty that has come down to us
untinctured by any spirit of love, of mercy, or of
progress

! So these sailors do really believe that the
presence of that Shark means that one of them will
presently fall sick and die, or that one of them will fall

overboard and be devoured, and that the Shark knows
this, and has come purposely from he knows not what
part of the ocean for this terrible bequest. And one of
those sailors, a young man, awfully ignorant, steeped
to the lips in superstition, which in the ignorant nearly
always takes the place of Christianity, whether in a
religious form or otherwise, trembles so that he misses
his footing and, with a mad lutching at vacancy,
falls a hundred feet or so into the sea. There is a wild
running to and fro, a frantic tearing at boats' gripes
rusted firm by months of disuse ; but before the boat
is freed from her trammels, it is remarked that, calm
though the sea is, our shipmate is nowhere to be seen.
And the boat is not lowered—there is no need.

Far beneath the surface, the Shark is finishing her
meal, the first really satisfying one she has had for
three days

; and who shall say that she does not feel
grateful to some invisible, non-understandable Power
who has provided it ? But in the hearts of all on
board there is a dull, solemn feeling of hatred for the
unconscious scavenger of the deep sea who happened
to be on the spot at the right time to eat a man who
fell overboard and was killed by the impact of the
water. So that when, next morning, again hungry,
the Shark cruises around, great preparations are made
to prevent this hideous, man-destroying monster from
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committing any more crime. A four-pound piece of
pork is stuck upon a great hook riveted to a foot of
stout chain, which is secured to a rope strong enough
to hft a ton. This is lowered over the stern and then
splashed up and down once or twice. In a moment
the little pilot is there, quivering with excitement,
nosing the meat, darting off a little way and returning,
with a curious undecided air. At last h- vanishes,
returning in another minute with the Shark following
slowly. She comes up to the bait, turns slowly on
her back, sinking slightly until the bait is just entering
the glistening cavity of her mouth, and then the second
mate, who has been watching her movements with
almost feverish anxiety, being young, makes a grab
at the rope, and the bait leaps out of the water.

The anxiety of the pilot at this strange phenomenOii
is almost painful to witness. He seems to know that
all is not well, and his passing to and fro between the
Shark and the newly lowered bait is like the glinting
of summer lightning. For some time the Shark
hesitates—that compact mass of pork is so tempting
—but at last, as if suddenly making up her mind,
Mistress Shark turns at right angles to the ship and
hastens slowly away. A greater power than even
hunger has called her, and next morning, at daybreak,
sees her lying quietly upon the waves at the surface
of the sea surrounded by sixteen Sharklets, among
whom the pilot moves with a comical air of proprietor-
ship. And they, the new-comers, take no heed of
the busy, friendly Httle creature until, with a leap
like that of a dolphin, he herds the lively group to-
gether and leads the way down the Shark's gaping
mouth into the haven of refuge she provides for her
young. It was only the advent of a hungry male
Shark, a lithe sinister brute, who, to the mother.

m
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loomed large as a veritable demon of destruction to
her offspring, for, strange as it may appear to most
people, the Shark is a most loving parent, and although
she can only shelter her young within her body, not
knowing how to protect them by fighting for them,
she is nevertheless torn by anxiety on their behalf.

Now for many days she has no rest at all. With the
sohcitude of a mother-hen for her chicks, she watches
over that group of Sharklings. shepherded by the pilot,
whom they are rapidly outgrowing, sheltered in her
bosom and fed

; yes, fed, though often the mother
fc^'s as if vultures were tearing at her liver, until at
last there comes a day when the youngsters, having
grown sufficiently to take, and make, their own way
through this watery world, leave her one by one and
melt into the void, to lead henceforward an indepen-
dent existence in that great ocean expanse, and the
deserted mother seeks another mate who may provide
her with a new family to suffer for and be deserted
by in their due turn.

In the few preceding pages I have dealt with
the Shark as if there were only one kind, although
I did carefully mention that there were others o£
the same family. But, as a matter of fact, there are
more varieties of the Shark family than of any other
lish family living, with the possible exception of the
mackerel. I have never been able to reckon up how
many Sharks there are of distinctly different cha-
racteristics, but an enormous number there certainly
are, all characterised by the one feature, that of
enormous eaters of garbage. Sharks with wide mouths,
armed with seven rows of teeth, each an inch long, and
with triangular edges saw-toothed, finer than any
surgical instrument ever made. Sharks with wide
mouths, armed with fifty rows of needle-like teeth.
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the use of which one can only conjecture, and Sharks
whose vast jaws are hned within with a sort of curious
mosaic of pearly surface, as if the mouth were a mill
in which could be ground or triturated the most
obstinate substances. Indeed, the arrangement of
these palatal and labial plates in some of the Sharks
is a matter for profoundest admiration. Nothing
like it can be seen in any other animal in the wide
world.

Then there is the wondrous Saw-fish (Prislis), a most
amazing Shark, abounding in Eastern seas, who has
grown from his skull, right out before him, a flat mass
of stiff cartilage edged with ivory teeth, set at regular
intervals of about three quarters of an inch. For
some strange reason, which I do not pretend to fathom,
this curious weapon has come to be confounded with
the sword of the Sword-fish (Xiphias), which I have
already described, and in country houses where there
are one or two specimens hanging in the hall, the visitor

is calmly invited to view the weapon with which ships
are sunk ! No one seems to consider that even if the
saw (not sword) were made of tempered steel, instead
of stiffened cartilage, it would be impossible for any
force behind it to drive it into anything tougher than
fat, because there is no point to it ; a sort of snout,
slightly turned up at the end, terminates it; and
again, the saw-like arrangement of the teeth on each
side of it preclude the idea of its being a piercing

weapon. No, its function, though gruesome enough,
is not that of sinking ships by perforating their bilges.

This particular shark has a wide mouth, lined with
from forty to sixty rows of infinitesimal, needle-like

teeth. He is a specialist in food, and although not
averse to mumbling decaying carrion, should it come
his way, has a pleasant little fashion of disembowelling
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fish by a push of his saw beneath them and th^n

:::trut%T ^t'^ ^'^^ ^^'^ 'oodThatt'rX

feTa^d^^eigh?^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ '^ ^ '-«*^ °' «^-en^

Then there is the Thresher Shark with whi.h rhave d -, .„ ,^^ ehap,er„„\h"XT/tJthe so . recuhanty of which is the abnormallv Ion.;

.„T "^ 1° "',' '"'' "^ ^» => »"" <" flail™ h„ewUhto beat the hapless mammal. Sharks of weird Zecl

i. thfnTr' v"",'
""*" '"'"«""« Of the Shark tribe

Lm n r' " ^-ni-parasitical Remcra. This

nLl'i h
"''"" P™""^ *''«" is about the rmaximum) has an extraordinary arraneement on .h.

I«ac1 '? "jr' 'r'''f
'^ ^"^'^y fl^') whteby™ canattach Itself so firmly to any floating body as not tobe detachable by any force applied except^at^he co^^of rendmg tne fish asunder-unless one knowtX

.s detached m a moment without difficulty, and dart!off at a h,gh speed to find some other h<^t to which

r^„h ^^ "r": ^ ^""P "^ » ^hale ma te?sTit le

."s mouth I?d.T
'"'^y. obtain by merely openingIts mouth and closmg it at intervals. I haveaTeartv

a n>1it :hr"i''''^''""'
"""'"^ '" the m™7h o'^

pornfedintt'/ !""^'° '"^ P'"^"' «""' "^ "^^d

en e^ i, th,t ^ ,"
"•»"'."''»« 'he whale's food

the s^X', '« /'^'y ""'"^ '"he of all without

sh^l fi„H f? ,"" '" P"' '° ohtain it. So youshaU find a whole family of R,„„a, attached to one
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whale-outside or inside matters little-all contented
and happy m their utter dependence upon their gigantic

fi*^ ;», I f^''" ^"^e specimens of their own race
find them shelter occasionally, for Dr. Gunther record,
an instance of a huge Shark of a harmless kind whose
teeth were covered with membrane and who gave
shelter m its mouth to a whole colony of Remorac.To this very queer fish he gave the name of Rhinodon
typtcus.

Of the voracity of the family generaUy I have
already sa,d a little, but I feel impelled to return to

WHI Jl r ""Y^^ 'P^"' ^'^""^^ '^ »« °"« that canhardly be realised by shore people at all. Let me tryand express my meaning as simply and briefly as pos-
sible. We once caught a humpback whale in Vauvau which sank as we were preparing to tow it to theshy. te. passing a rope through its lips. The sunhad set and the swift tropical twilight had descended
so that we saw it was useless to attempt the long wearx!

Tt^ '^"/k^'J' '^f '^^"^ '^^ ^^"-^^ b^d on which
It had settled before daylight next morning. So oneboat lay by the carcase all nighl- -it was only twenty-
five fathoms down-and watched with crawly sensa-
tions the brilliant bands of green light beneath, showing
where the great scavengers came and went. It wasa very long night, and many an inaudible prayer wasput up during those hours of darkness, I know. At
last day dawned and work commenced immediately.

wh",1! f i''^^"
'^' *'^^°"' P^°^^^« «' raising awhale from the bottom by the aid of a couple of boats

Z\Vr^"^ ^°^- ^* ^^'*' ^°^^^^r' we were gratified
to find the great weight beneath becoming lighter and
hghter until at last, with almost a bound, the hugebody reached the surface. It was the centre of a host
of ravenous Sharks, some of them as long as one of our

II
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whaleboats, and all of them were tcaririj? at the body
a« if they had fasted for years and their first meal was
now about to be taken from them. It hud only been
at their mercy for about eight hours ; and it was half
gone

;
that is to say, in that brief time these useful

sea-scavenge. s had eaten about thirty tons of meat,
blubber, and bone, and were now apparently as un-
satisfied as ever. We started to tow, feeling that it
was hardly worth while, and accompanied by an
uncountable horde of the devourers, but after towing
for an hour were compelled to let go, because we were
drifting on to a reef. And I was right glad. I felt
sure that by the time we arrived at the ship—another
81X or ei£?ht hours—we should have had only our labour
for our pains.

A whole wealth of literature lies in the discussion
of the Raiiae, those homely, shark-like creatures whose
flesh is so highly esteemed by the London poor, where
fried skate is a morsel to be delighted in when served
up m penn'orths with crisp fried potatoes. The terrible
Sting Ray of tropical seas, whose tail is a flexible rod
set with razor blades secured diagonally, and is used
as an instrument of correction by the South-sea trader
upon his wives,* and the no less terrible Alligator
Guard of the Mexican Gulf, a fearsome monster some
sixty square feet in area and with a peculiar twist
for leaping out of the water after dark. One hardly
knows where to draw the line in dealing with this
extraordinary family of universal rangers of the deep
sea

;
the feeling will force itself in that not a chapter

or so is needed, but a whole volume each, to describe
the beings and doings of one fish family.

I dismiss as utterly unworthy of any notice what-
ever all the stories that have been told of I he Shark's

» Vide Louis B^ke, By Reef and Palm.

^1



A Plea for the Shark m
innati! ferocity uud calculating dcvilishness. As I
have often had the pleasure in saying, the Shark eats
man. not because ho loves man to eat, but because man
when he falls overboard is usually easy to get. If theman be a good noisy swimmer, no Shark will venture
near, fc. they are, though tormented with hunger
a most nervous and timid rare. and. indeed, always
seem to me to lose a great many opportunities throuRh
d.ftidence. I do not love the Shark in any of his
varieties, but I do love justice, and so, in spite of my
predilections against the Shark. I have endeavoured
to write of him (or her) fairly, as I would wish to be
written about myself if I were a Shark. I am very
glad I am not.

'

A very large section of the Shark family live at
immense depths. So it has been discovered of late
years by the indefatigable labours of such men as
Messrs. Goode and Bean, of the Smithsonian Institute
at Washington, and the Italian professors who have
made oceamc ichthyology their special study. But
unlike most of the deep-sea fishes, as opposed to the
surface or uear-the-surface fish, the Sharks do not
confine themselves to the profundities. They ap-
parently seek those mysterious depths to breed--
many of them deposit their eggs in carefuUy adapted
purses of toughened membrane so arranged that they
will open of themselves at the right time, then, having
provided for the continuation of the species as far as
they are concerned, they return to the surface. Others
again spend all their time in the depths, except when
th^ family is coming, at which time they ascend into
the upper and warmer strata. For it cannot be too
cai-efuUy noted that below a depth of about a hundred
fathoms the temperature of the sea is the same every-
where from Pole to Pole. The exceptions to this nUe
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•re thr bursting up phcos wlur.- lulling ipringi arise
from subterranean tires and of necessity raise the
temperature of the surrounding sea ; or the outlets
of submarine volcanoes fiercely struggling to assert
their destructive power against the unthinkable mass
of superincumbent water. Apart from thes«« excep-
tions, the temperature of the sea bt-Iow one hundr.

d

fathoms is about thirty-one degrees Fahrenheit, or
just above the freezing-point of salt water.

But we are neglecting our Sharks, who. with an
adaptability shown by no other fish, come and go
between the surface and depths of four to five thousand
feet. Especially the Rays, who in all their varieties
are great t-^vellers up and down, being found at all
depths froii^ ten to one thousand fathoms. And
unhkc the usual deep-sea denizens they do not acquire
any very great alterations of physique ; to be sure,
the ordinary Skate is sufficiently hideous for anything!
I vividly remember, when second mate of the 'Har-
binger' in Table Bay. some twenty-two years ago,
fishing for craw-fish with an improvised net made of
spun yam netted on to a big iron hoop. Feeling a
great jerking at the rope, I called for help, and we
hauled to the surface a Skate fully six feet across
from tip to tip of his ' wings.' He was far too large
and heavy to be hauled on board like that, so we
harpooned him. and after a long struggle succeeded
in getting him aboard.

He lay on deck, a thing of utter hideousness in form
and colour, so much so that after gazing upon him for
a httle while, the repulsiveness of the creature made
me feel quite ill. And the great mouth lined with
teeth just like ours, opening and shutting convulsively,
looked appallingly human. I was roused from my
lihuddering fit by the sight of one of the boys just
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offering to put hiii finger in the mouth. I puUed him
away, and holding him by the arm, inserted a stick
of wood an inch square into that quivering cavity.
Instantly the jaws closed, there was a grinding sound,
and the stick fell in two halves, bitten through as
cleanly as a horse bites a carrot. The boy had learned
his lesson. That Skate became the prey of the sailors,
who much appreciated him fried, and although we
had a fairly large crew there was enough meat on his
wmgs to give them a good su()per and breakfast.

Here we will leave the Sharks ; for, although I
have said practically nothing of the Dog Fish, I feel
that there is not really sufficient distinction between
them and the usual Shark to warrant any detailed
remarks about them. The Dog-fish is just a small
shark.

a ill
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CHAPTI'R XI

THE TURTLE

HERE we come upon a decp-s«a dcnfzcn that occu-
pies an almost unique |)osition among his fellows,
in tlmt he has noencmics but man. The exceptiont

being the sperm whale and the s«a elephant, as I have
before noted. Tlii freedom from the fear of instant
death at tfje mouth of a fellow-citizcn is so unusual
among the drcp-soa people that when an exception
comes it makes itself noticeable. But not only does the
Turtle commend itself to us as unique in this respect, it

is also one of the strangest of all the amphibia. The
whales must come to the surface frequently to breathe,
and we know fairly well upon what they feed. The seal
cannot remain beneath the sea nearly as long as the
whale, and his food is very well known ; but the Turtle,
in all his varieties, in all his ways, is mysterious beyond
the power of superlatives to express. It does not seem
to matter to him whether he stays beneath the surface
for an houi or a week, nor docs it trouble him to spend
an equal time on land, if the need arises. He is neither
fish, flesh, nor touj, yet his flesh partakes of the charac-
teristics of all three. Eatmg seems a mere superfluity
with him. since for weeks at a time he may be headed
up in a barrel (with the bung out) and emerge at the
long last apparently none the worse lor his enforced
abstinence from food, from light, and almost from air.

His range is restricted to the temperate aiid tropicaJ

"4
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•^ Md i. •xt.n<led or rontnirt«l according to ti.e

Itmavl^i!!^' V f
''^ **» ^^** '^^'^^ introdurtbn.

orrii^^^
•"'^ *^** "' ^" *»- NhtT. warm.blo.xlcd

Turtr r'nf ' r "'^"^ "^ **'"«^'"'» o' '"« »* the

[^wtr n1 W ^"''t "Pn'-^^^^^'y urul.Hturbed. h.s

now Ucm.|y he li allied to the tortoises of the land

few rnmor detail, precisely the same in structure.

ParticuhrTn'.''' '""^Vr^"'
g«'neralities and come toK fu n sfr"'-^

^^''''' ""'' *^" ^•^"''^•^^ «' Turtlewfuch furnish us with our most interesting examolesand It IS with one of these that I wish nowlo de^ e

tZriT ' '""^'"''" ^^^" Turtle frequ nt ng

St of onft/ 'T' "' ^*"^^*"' ^"^ ^"^'"'"K ^n n?/nTh ^"'*'*"'* P"""^*' A t^'^ «' ^h*^'"U
ne.H7n^^

'""^ '""^^*"'^ °' ^''^ "«^^h''"» tropic,nearly midway between Africa and America. Thei;

fhe^^ea .nH ?'"y ^^'^ ''^^^^ »^^'^ »^^^ds out ol

ButTh T^,^:'*''^?
^^^""d as if in search of somethingBut the fact IS that they were ill at case.

*'

a famih.r'^^ u u
' "''^ ''*^ "P°" ^*^'- «^ "^^^ing for

of L *

>
^ '^' •'""^ ^'^ ^" ^^'^'^ ''^^^«^lf of that load

w t f her Tel7"1'
'"' ^'^ "•'*''^' "^"^ »-^'"g to pari

where he Lt <i T/ 'T^^^
^^'"""^ '^'^^'^^^ *« ^•^'"«in

oass L .H
"'/' ^°^ •"' ^^ "^^^d ^«s abundant.

Klt^nv^ ""''J
''"• '"^ *''^y ^^--^ *he only thing

m do L? y "'' '" ^'*^ *^^ "^"^1 sclfishnei of the

^^ J.I^^"""^^
^"-«nce in that his partner mustita.c him. Their cummunication of ideas and views
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lasted all night, though to the human eye they were just
a pair of sluggish Turtle lying side by side in profoundest
silence, and without a movement, save that imparted
to them by the tiny wavelets of that quiet sea. As the
dawn broke she turned her head westward as if by some
irresistible impulse, her four broad flippers swayed with
a rhythmical motion, and she darted forward, trans-
formed instantly from an image of slothful ease into an
embodiment of superabundant energy, cleaving the
blue waves at the rate of about eighteen n." s an hour.
No one who has not seen the Turtle in a hurry can
possibly understand how so apparently clumsy a
creature can cleave the waves at such a rate. It is a
revelation of the methods of Mother Nature.

But she is gone, and Mr. Spharga remains basking
alone. We can only guess at his feelings at being thus
deserted, knowing nothing of the imperative maternal
claims swaying the movements of his spouse. Hour
after hour passes, and still he lies motionless, his
back just awash, and his head sunk beneath the sur-
face, his eyes closed, and his four broad paddles
hanging down motionless.

• Captain James, there's a fine Turtle asleep just a
little on the port bow. We're hardly movin,' don't
you think we might lower a boat and see if we can't get
him? I know just the trick of it. I've harpooned lots
of 'em in the South Pacific when I was whalin' there.'

* All right, Mr. Smith
; go ahead and wish you luck.'

The fine old barque is rounded to (there's hardly
enough wind to do it) and the brisk young second mate,
infecting the members of his watch with his own en-
thusiasm, gets the boat in the water in about ten
minutes. He takes the harpoon which he has properly
bridled long ago and whispers instructions to his crew
how to paddle quietly and obey the wave of his hand.
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Homeward Bound 117
They creep up behind the dozing. Hstless. and deserted
Spharga, the second mate rises stiffly to his feet, raises
his iron and crash ! it has pierced calipee and calipash
nor can any struggling on the part of the impaled one
release him from that terrible barb. A considerable
wrestling ensues before the massive prize can be hoisted
into the boat, but it is effected without a capsize and
presently, flushed with his triumph, Mr. Smith reports
himself to his skipper and the treasure is handed over to
tlie cook.

Meanwhile the fleeing spouse is making record time
towards her objective. Swimming ,nst beneath the
surface she makes no ripple above, only a broad band
of light marks her passage, and all the hungry sea-people
attracted by the glare, make respectful way for her'
They are ravenous, but she is invulnerable. The
broad fans of her paddles beat upon the sea with a
regulanty akin to that of the propeUer of a steamship
and apparently as untiringly, until on the second morn-
ing she reaches the shining beach on one of the Grena-
dmes which she has all along been aiming at, guided by
that mysterious homing instinct of which mere humans
know nothing. A tinysurf curdles round the snow-white
sand, a golden globe hangs in the sapphire sky, when
alone, and amid a perfect silence the great Turtle drags
herself cumbrously up just beyond high-water mark.

This is one of the secret places of the Abnighty.
Far from all the iniquities of man's devising, here is
only Ijauty and peace as at the dawning of creation
when first the new-made earth arose from the enlight-
ened sea. Only a few timorous little birds watched the
upward progress of the Turtle, and expressed their
disapproval of her intrusion in quavering notes hardly
audible. Suddenly stopping, she changed from a
lethargic weariful attitude to one of furious activity

if
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The four flippers fling themselves as they did on the
passage, the sand flies around in a dense sliower, almost
hke a fog, until the central toiler is hidden from view.
When at last the smother subsides she is down in a pit
of her own digging and tlie \v ork of egg-laying has begun.
It lasts for two days, and .lien carefully clambering out
of that sandy hole where snugly lie one hundred and
fifty round white eggs, the weary mother devotes her
remaining energies to filling in the pit, burying .ler

treasures beneath a foot of loose sand. This completed
she lumbers painfully down to the sea and launches
hei3elf into sublime peace on the bosom of the universal
mother, her task well done, her rest well won.

Day by day the great sun sheds his life-giving beams
upon that spot where, covered in beneath undistinguish-
able sand, lie the family of the Turtle Does she wonder
what has become of them ? Do the fish who shed their
roe in uncountable millions ever feel a pang of maternal
care ? Who can tell ? The mystery of motherhood
is so profound that one does not care to speculate.
For instance, I have a hen who has just hatched a brood
of ducklings. As best I can I have isolated her in a
spacious wire-fenced run from the many enterprising
chicks which are running loosely, about a hundred of
them. In spite of aU my care these chicks do get in
with the ducklings and the mother-hen, generous
creature, forbids them not, allows them to share her
food, and when I drive them out, sets up an outcry as if

they were her very own. But one day last week one of
the ducklings got out, how, I cannot imagine. I went
at once to put it back, but, oh, the agony of the parent-
hen ! With widespread wings and gaping mouth she
hurled herself at the wire fencing where I was picking up
the squeaking flat-footed alien she had been cajoled
into nursing. Had she been free, I know she would
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have flung herself upon me with heroic carelessness as
to the result. And the youngster was not me«-ely not
her own, but belonged to a totally different species

!

Oh, the wondrotis mystery of motherhood f Who dare
attempt to define its limitations ?

Many days the sun shines upon that patch of sand,
until one morning there is a series of shiny upheavals,
little cones erected on the smooth surface. And
presently there emerges from the broken-up level a tiny
black Turtle about an inch across. Perfect in every
•etail to the eye, but if you handled him you would find

his shell quite soft. With amazing swiftness and
guided by God-given instinct he scuttles down to the
sea. A gentle wavelet greets him, li'ts him to its bosom
and he is laimched. No weight of family ties oppresses
him, he does not know his brothers and sisters swarming
after him along the same road, but he does know what
his first dyty is—to seek adequate shelter. In his little

brain there is implanted a streak of caution, based upon
the fact that up till a certain period his protecting
armour is soft, no defence against hungry fish. What
then is he to do in order to live ? 'ie has no one to
teach him, no parents to guide, hcie instinct, that
amazing principle which I prefer to consider the guid-
ance of an onmipresent God in all His creatures, comes
into play. Closely clustered around these shores the
gulf-weed {Fucus natans) grows in tropical profusion,
holding within its branching fronds an astounding
abundance of marine life. And our little Turtle, feeling

his defencelessness, hies him into the heart of one of
these weed masses, being presently joined by some of
his relatives whose instincts have led them close after
him i

Here for a blissful season the baby Turtles, all un-
tended save by the all-knowing Intelligence, gather
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Md grow. Here they feed unmolested, and know that
their armour is hardening apace. Outside the Httle
patch of weed-enclosed sea they know that there is a
horde of hungry monsters waiting for them. But they
care not^ Never until fully protected by their natural
armour do they knowingly leave those cheerful foodful
precincts. Yet it is true that occasionally straying
too near the thin edges of the submarine forest, a baby
Turtle does get gobbled up by a hungry fish. And why
not ? Paucity of imaginative power alone preventsme from depicting the reign of terror inaugurated in
that scanty weed-space among its smaller denizens.How can we hve. I can imagine them crying, when deep
down m our most cherished fastnesses come these black
ravenous interlopers devouring us ?

Here we must pause a moment to remember thatm the sea the interdependence is absolute, direct.
Eveiy creature lives upon some other creature below
him (above m some few cases as yet but vaguely
determmed), and we are horrified to see the incessant
warfare that is waged. But, to use an historic
phrase, let us clear our minds of cant.* Is not this
just as much a feature of the land as of the sea ? Do
not allliving things of food value compulsorily contri-
bute their bodies to our upkeep ? Excepting of course
the vegetanan members of society, who prefer to take
their animal food-contribution at second hand. Butwe stray from our Turtle. Presently he finds out that
his carapace is hard, and constitutes a perfect shelter
against aU enemies, save those whose mouths are large
enough to take him in entire. And so ere long he bids
good-bye to the httle weed-patch which has sheltered
him so long, and starts upon his voyage of life over the
trackless ocean.

Now it does not appear with any degree of accuracy

li
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what the Turtle, the Edible Turtle, lives upon during
h.s adolescence. There be Turtle who are known to
live upon strange foods, but in every case they are a
sort of compromise between Turtle and tortoise, or even
Turtle tortoise, and lizard. Of these are the Emytaura
$J^r/.r«/,«a dwelling in and around Oriental lakes and

rTn'tn'
^^ '*^'"8 indiscriminately upon small fish,

reptiles, and even small birds. The Gymnopus ofArican rivers feeds, dear creature, upon young croco-
diles, and evolves from that uncanny diet most delicate

fn.T V M '• 'V' '*'°"S'y ^^^°"^«d ^*th musk.
IS most highly prized. But the Thalassians. or trueSea Turt es may eat fish alive or dead, or they may eat

Tnow" h'fr' ""'
•
^" "^ ^^" '^y ••^' that we do no

thTf .'^^y
'"* "°'' ^°^ ^°"S they can fast, except

that from the time a Turtle has been ' turned.' say. on a

for?r°i^^'^ ""!" ** ^"^ *^^" ^^"^^'ted into soup
for a Lord Mayor's banquet in London, it eats nothing,and does not seem any the poorer for it

Being of a lethargic habit, of course there is notmuch waste of tissue. Having assisted at the butchery
of maiiy Turtles just from the sea. and examined, aswas always my wont, the contents of their stomachs.
I have never found anything identifiable therein, ex-
cept a few stones and cuttle-fish beaks, which latter
looks as If the Turtle, like nearly all other sea fish andmammaJj eats cuttle, but is not proof positive. And
beside, the squid is so plentiful in some weed-covered
spots o ocean that if the Turtle grazed upon the weed

time ^ ^^*'"^ """""^ "^""^^^ ^* *^^ ^"^«

But. whatever our young friend eats, and wherever

nf^nl? 'T ^'* '"'^'^'' ' ^* ^^^^ ^'th him im-
mensely. He grows apace, his homy covering growing
too. smce he does not cast it like the cmstacea : he leads
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an exceedingly pleasiint life, basking In the tropical
sun, or cruising leisurely in the cool depths free from
aU danger, when once he has attained a weight of alwut
five-and-twenty pounds, which is within the first year
usually. After, no fish or mammal, however ravenous
however weU armed with teeth, interferes with the
Turtle

;
he is the chartered libertine of the ocean

VVhen once he u»s withdrawn his head from its position
of outlook into the folds of his neck between the two
shells, intending devourers may struggle in vain to
make an impression upon him, but will always fail.

Now. this being the case, and considering the fecun-
dity of the Turtle (I counted over eight hundred eggs
once in the ovary of a Turtle turned by us in the Gulf
of Mexico), it seems strange at first sight that they are
not almost as plentiful as cod. So I believe they would
be, but for the fact tb.at they lay their eggs where they
do, covered with a comparatively thin layer of sand, and
exposed to the ravages of many creatures, notably rats
and Dirds and crabs. Many a rich banquet do these
burglars have upon the fat mound of eggs deposited
by Mother Turtle, and it would be unpardonable over-
sight on their part to leave even one egg. This, of
course, accounts for a great many. As for the toU that
man takes, as in the case of nearly all deep-sea fish, it
may be neglected in taking into account the number
of Turtle which do not die of old age. It may be taken
for granted that what man gets of any deep-sea fish
by comparison with what is eaten by the sea-people
themselves, is but as the crumbs of the banquet, the
skimming of the pot. But, by the operation of Nature's
own laws in thinning out any superfluity of any creature
anywhere, the Turtle is kept from becoming too numer-
ous, harmless as he is. No one really knows how large
a Turtle may grow, but certainly there does not appear
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to be much If any. exaggeration attached to the
statements of Phny and Strabo. who. describing the
Chtlonophap of the Red Sea, say that they utUised
the sheUs of the Turtles they had eaten a, roofs toS
nuts, and boats for their feeble voyages.

Strange to say. the handsomest Turtle, the HawkV
biU variety {Chclone tmbruuta), furnishes the worst
Hesh, being so strongly flavoured with musk as to bealm(»t uneatable. This peculiarity would seem to
point to a diet of squid, since these moUusca are ex-
ceedingly musky. But it may not be out of place toremark here that Turtle flesh, even of the best sorts

ZZa "'?*k'^'
^"^ ^'""''» P'^'"*" ^^'^^y whis-

pered, it s the seasonin' as does it.* A diet of TurUe
steaks, or of hashed Turtle, or of Turtle soup, au naturel
would soon sicken any one but a savage. For sixpence.'
or Its equivalent, m most of the West India Island townsone can get a heaped plate of Turtle steak, with bread

VJ^l °' '^"*,I«ta*o<» <'<i iib. But I never kneweven a hungry sailor that wanted moie than one meala week of it, for all its cheapness.

trs^^
'^'/

'f
*^^*' '" *^^ ""^' «' Turtle soup, we arefoUowing (a long way off, it is true) the example set by

the Chmese who love gelatinous soups, and pay fabu-
ous pnces for the nests of the sea swallow, the Holo-
thurta, or sea^lug. and sharks' fins, simply because of
cheir gelatinous qualities. Yet. strange to say, theydo not put the same value oa the Turtle as we do
Tiirtle are many in number on the Chinese coast, and
the guileful Chmese fisherman has developed a splendid
plan for securing them with litUe trouble to himself.He captures some Remorae, those little sharks that arc
so hzy that they have developed a sucking arrangement

aH«.i? \? ?"''' ^'^^'' ^^"'"^y *^«y ™^y. ^^ do.
attach themselves to an>-thing that is likely to float

•f
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them into the vicinity of food to be obtained without
effort. Carefully he welds a ring round their tails in
such wise that it cannot be puUed off, and to it he
attaches a thin, strong line ; then, putting out to sea
with six or seven of his unwilling helpers attached to
the bottom of his sampan, he gets a good offing, and
waits patiently for the appearance of a Turtle asleep
upon the sea. As soon as his keen eyes have detected
one, he paddles noiselessly in that direction until,
getting near enough, he ships his paddle and,with a long
bamboo, pushes off one or two or more of his Remorae.
Now all he needs to do is to keep them from fastening
on to the canoe again, for they speedily discover the
Turtle and attach themselves to him. When they have
done so, the quaint yellow fisherman in the boat needs
but to haul in, for you may, by pulling upon a Remorae
from aft, tear him in two pieces, but you cannot make
him let go his hold. And so despite his struggles, the
poor turtle must come, and presently yield himself to
be nriade soup of for the delectation of some ' number
one • mandarin. This is also the method pursued by
some of the coast tribes of Eastern Africa, whose
appearance would seem to give the lie to any suggestion
of such a standard of intelligence as would utilise the
Remorae in so ingenious a way.

Our method, if I may call it so, of capturing the
Turtle is much less elaborate. Certain places are known
to be favourite haunts of the Turtle for egg-laying
purposes. Then all that is necessary is some safe
reservoir where the captured creatures may be kept
awaiting shipment, and a band of labourers who do not
object to night-work. When there is a good moon,
not necessarily full, we hide ourselves in convenient
quarters adjacent to the beach, and wait more or less
patienUy until we see the first broad back, glistening in
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the moonbcami (ikr a iilver »hieid. emerge from the
wavei. Tlie excitement bccoinet intense ; one frcU
on i mutrle4 critwhng, as it wtrc, %o eager are we to
pounce upon our prey. Hut we miist not, yet. The
hrtt arrival* have (alien to digging and iurro-mding
thenuelve* with a halo of fine iand, and others are
coming every few minutes, on the same errand bent.
At last, when the long stretch of beach is fairly covered
with the toiling Chtlonfi, each in her own pit, labouring
to make the receptacle sutticicntly deep for all the eggs
she has brought, our chief gives the signal, and. like
a band of brigands, we all rush forth betv-en the Turtle
and the tea, and halting one by one at the pits, strive to
turn the Turtle over by a dexterous twisting of the
hind flippers. Sometimes, and that not seldom, wc
get hold of a TurUe that it would take three men to
turn over, and, holding on frantically, we are dragged
down through the blinding sand to the sea marge,
where we must let go or be drowned. Presently the
captured turtle, lying with feebly waving flippers on
their backs quite helpless, are towed by ropes attached
to them to our reservoirs or ponds, where they await
shipment to London. And from thenceforward, until
the cluf draws his knife across their leathery throaU,
the Turtle fasts. Never has he been known to eat in
captivity.

One point more in connexion with the Turtle before
we close this all-too-brief memoir. It is his amazing
vitality. Most of the deep-sea folk possess this quality
of tenacious hold on life in a high degree, but none, as
far as I know, to nearly the same extent as the Turtle.
Without endorsing any such oolish remark as that
' they cannot die until the setting of the sun,' I can
truly say that I have seen the flesh cleared out of a
turtle-shell and hung upon a tree, where for hours the
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quivenng, convulsive movement of the muscles wenton Not only so. but on one occasion only the headand ta.1 were left attached to the sheU. Some timehad elapsed smce the meat had been cut out of the
carapace, and no one could have imagined that any
life remained m the extremities. But a young Dane
noticing that the down-hanging head had its mouth
wide open, very foolishly inserted two fingers beiween
those homy mandibles. They closed, and our shipmate

tXn^°»f"^"l'^°'*•
^^' '^^'' °^ *^^ Turtle's jaws had

taken them off clean, with only the muscular powerremammg m the head. Then another man tried to
cut the homy tail off, but as soon as his keen blade
touched it on the underside, it curled up and gripped
his kmfe so firmly that it was nearly an hour before
the blade could be withdrawn. Yes. the vitality of the

i^hr K TT; ^"^ ^""^ *^'* •* ^^ ^^" s« finnly
estabhshed and frequently experimented upon, stories
of ,t would have to be listened to with an utter in-
credulity Signor Redi once cut a Turtle's head offand noted that it lived for twenty-three days without
a head

;
and another, whose brains he removed, lived

lor six months, apparently unconscious that it had
suffered any loss. This points to a very low order of
being, since such indifference to pain and deprivation
of members IS characteristic of the lowest organisms.
Yet the turtle is a highly developed creature!
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CHAPTER XII

THE CUTTLE-FISH OR SQUID

WE now come to the consideration of one of the
mostwidelydistributed, most useful, and withal
most extraordinary of all the denizens of all the

seas the curious shell-les. mollusc known generaUy as
the bqui Eor some strange reason, which I do not
pretend to fathom, an enormous number of otherwise
well-read people piuless knowledge of him under thename of Octopus. Now it should be known that the Oc
topus IS a very humble member of this great molluscan
family, never growing very large, and entirely indebted
for his fame to the splendid but fataUy inaccurate
pen ot Victor Hugo in the ' Toilers of the Sea ' If
high art m fiction be to clothe the utterly impossible
as well as improbable in such fascinating language
that the reader shall be crammed for the rest of his
life with absurdities, then Victor Hugo was indeed
the greatest fictional artist that ever lived But
inaccuracy of statement is a peculiarly French cha-
rac enstic. as most dabblers in science know very
well However, I do not wish to be ungrateful, and
1 will at once admit that, utterly unreliable as VictorHugo IS in any matter of fact, the fascination of his
work IS Its own ample justification.

The hall-mark of aU the Cephalopoda, or head-
looted ones, is hideousness, and their chief character-
istics, voracity and omnivorousness. To begin with
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the Octopoda, or eight-footed ones, is to introduce at

once to the friendly reader's notice a mollusc he is

probably well-acquainted with by sight in some
aquarium, one that he has often shuddered over. In
truth, even when very small, there is something ghastly
about the appearance of an Octopus. The sombre
brown of its body, the pustular skin, the eyes in which
a whole inferno of hatred of everything living seems
to be concentrated, the palpitating orifice at the top
of the head which is the entrance to its body, opening
now and then sufficiently to show the parrot-like beak
common to all the race, these are grisly features, but
the eight arms, writhing, curling, clinging like a
Medusa's hair, are the features of the Octopus which
hold the imagination captive.

My first experience of the Octopus was in a little

bay in Stewart Island, New Zealand. A small river

flowed into this bay, notable for its fine flounders,

and we (the crew of the ship in which I was then a
sailor) soon discovered an easy way of catching these

succulent fish. It was to wade about on the fine sandy
bed with bare feet, the water being only up to mid-
thigh, and when you felt the flat body wriggling under
your soles, tread firmly and stoop, groping in the sand
until you had your flounder safe between finger and
thumb, when you could raise him and put him in the
bag strapped across your shoulders.

By-and-by we discovered that the nearer the sea
the finer the flounders, and so one sunny afternoon
I was wading in the bay near the rivulet's mouth and
picking up some fine specimens. Suddenly, I trod
upon something like a blob of jelly. Fearing a sting,

for most jelly-fish (Medusae) sting like nettles, I made
to step off, only to feel both my legs gripped in several

places by something that clung as if it would eat into
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Iw!s?oH^; ^a'"^^"^ J"^
'"" ^ '""« ^'"P-'''^^ tentacle

twisted round my right leg. I tore it oil. a feeling ofnausea making me quite giddy. But no sooner had Iremoved one snaky thing than another held me. andanother and another. It is true the water was shallow
only reaching to my hips, but I began to feel as if /rnusi be dragged under, drowned, and devoured by
this horrible thing, whatever it was

Fortunately I retained some presence of mindand drawing my sheath-knife. I reached down cau-
tiously to where I felt the main body of the thing, and
avoiding my bare feet I stabbed steadily into the
central part of the beast, the body, as I supposed!And I was quite successful, for presently I felt the clutch
of the tentacles round my legs relax, I saw the water
all distamed with something which I then thoughtwas blood, but now know as sepia, and I smelt thestrong odour of stale musk, which all cuttle-fish have
If you meddle with them. Also I felt strangely sickand HI. All a-tremble. at which I felt much ashamed,and more so when, on forcing myself to pick up thebody of the thing, I saw that it war .uite insignificant
in size. Its body proper was not i. ach larger thanmy two fists, while its eight tentacles were abouttwenty inches m length. But the whole creature
looked so diabolical, an appearance which its colour

hJiS, ^^'f^^/P'fhed with reddish spots, materiali;

f^fjl 1^ ^^ ^ ^''* ^"'*" ""'"*"'"' *°°' tJ^at. had I been
laid hold of in water out of my depth by one of these

drovJiJ^'
^ "'''^''^^ ''''"^'^ ^^''^ "^""^ ™* ^'*^™

Fortunately it is not the practice of the Octopus

l^'^'H^^"*
*" mid-water, but only to crawl clammily

about the bottom, dragging itself along by its quivering
clutching arms, which sUck to everything they touch
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with a grip that only the tearing off of the sucker will

release in many cases. Like the sharks, the Octofoda
are true scavengers, eating anything eatable which
comes in their way, but unlike the sharks they also
manage to get a good deal of living food, quite large
fish being often found in their clutches undergoing
process of demolition. In common with all the
mollusca, and more or less with fish generally, their
digestive powers are amazing, the food, a fish for
instance a foot long, being digested almost as it descends
into the maw. They are nearly all stomach and
tentacles, the other organs being insignificant. But
again, like all their near and distant relatives, they
pay a heavy penalty for their inability to grow a back-
bone, and incidentally for their succulence consequent
upon their appetite. No food is so much loved by
all fish of whatever kind in the sea as the flesh of the
Cephalopoda. Having no bones, and in most cases
no external armour to protect it, it falls a ready prey
to fish large enough to withstand the pressure of its

clutching arms and the onslaught of its tearing beak.
And although, like fish, it is oviparous and extremely
prolific, it does not increase in numbers to any extent,
from the fondness of other fish for the immature
Octopod ; and it has, like fish, no idea of maternal
care.

Now I would gladly, if I could, say a good word
for the Octopus on my root-principle of justice for
all. But I admit that it is very difficult. I do not
see, cannot see, why the Octopus is, except for the
purpose of providing abundant succulent food for
shapely fish prowling along the shallow sea-bed. But
that remark only goes to show the depth of my
ignorance, common to all of us who study the fauna
of the sea, of the real conditions of their lives. One
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For first of all the Octopus does not grow to anv

too'?, 1 '"J."' r ''"<'*• '""^ «rtai„TyTrom the

we are m a far better position to know the facts a. t!.

Z'ZtT/ ''""T
*'^" °' -y other Ce;ha,oM

bl^n^h M / u.
°' * '^^*^^' tentacles four feetm length. Qu.te big enough to drown two or there

rrelved^on?^ ^ \'
^°' *'^ opportunity, but how

novS To -
'e^;;some monsters of the French

of hf- ,r
*","" "P' *^e ^toP»s is like the restof his appalling faniily. a feUow of whom no one can

hTaS^^of"th?" ""V^^* " «-^' ^"^^
T nL K '

*^® '"osquito. and the louse, since the

P^e^nt'^^^on'Vd ""*!^ ^"^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^

toTuest^ ZVq °^ not become short-sighted manro question that Supreme Wisdom.

which we n^'v' """n ^T' '" *^" *^°"°"^y ^'^ t^« Octopus

Tf «,.J ^-^ "^^^ ^'^™'^' t^e wonderful arrangement

o hf"L r^ -'«*«/- upon the inside ?f Tach

each of tT;n, ""iT*^'"
"""« ^"t° ^""d^eds, and

afr Dumn !^-
'' ^ P""*''* "^'"'^t"^ «ceiver of an

it TusUX^^ °"^'- ^ P^""^' ^"d held

LTJr n !
^'' ^^^ "^^^'^J »"'""tes. At thistime the Octopus had been some time out of wateiK rlvLTi*^"'^"' ^'^^y "'"^^^ diminished,

do rVrK l
^^ ^^'"^ '^'''^" ^^ ^ ^^ct that the Octn-Hodado exhibit an mteihgence and a ferocity in attack upon
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what they regard as a prey or an enemy, that is quite
disconcerting to observe in an invertebrate. But,
after all, what do we know of the intelligence of the
invertebrata ?

The Odopoda, however, form but one small branch
of the amazing family of the naked Cephalopods,
whose home is in the deep sea, and whose breeding-
place is no one knows where. Their divisions are as
numerous as the range in their size is wide, and that
is from the tiny Loligo of a couple of inches in length,
to the gigantic Cuttle-fish, whose limit of size is un-
known, but of which specimens have been seen as big
as an adult sperm whale. Now these Decapods, or
ten-armed ones, are, though of the same family as the
Octopods, of widely different habits, and are also widely
divergent in shape. For instance, the Octopus has
a body very nearly globular in form, without a sugges-
tion of taper to it, while all the Decapods have a
cylindrical body, at the apex of which, or that part
remote from the head (which yet we can hardly call

a tail), is a sort of vane like that on a ship's patent
log just above the propeller.

This vane has a definite purpose, now to be ex-
plained. It is obvious that no creature ijhaped like

the Cephalopoda, «.«., with a crown of long arms
branching out from the top of its head, can ever pro-
gress with any rapidity frontwav.^, because the arms
would all spread out fan-wise, and prevent such a
manoeuvre. But the Squid or Decapod has that
matter arranged for. Its head wobbles loosely in
a wide collar of gristle, in one side of which there is an
orifice from wnich the creature can eject a jet of water.
When, therefore, it is necessary for a Cuttle-fish to
hasten away from the spot where it is, this hydraulic
jet is put in motion, and the ejected water comes out
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with such force as to hurl the creature backward with

pomted bundle. Also that et is stained with seo^a« hat the enemies following hard after may n7S;able to sec whither the chased has gone. Of course thi!method of progression varies in its speed acc^din.o the sue of the creature, the smaUeiTsquidSable to leap out of water on to a ship's d2ck Xrfevery sa.lor has found them at some t'Ime Tr^n^Jh^rn low latitudes. The largest ones, that is tho^upon whom the sperm whale browses, cannot. I shoSS

7rnnZ"""Z
'"!*

'

^"' *^^" ^" '^'^' movements areshrouded m th*; deepest mystery.
The range of the Decapods is enormous. Thevare found m some of their varieties in aU the seas ofall His worid. and there is no doubt that they formthe grater part of the food of all the higher vertebral

fish In certam seas it is hardly too much to say the

rut'Jh'''^'
"^? *'^ smaller kinds, and thK

r^T tV'i"^ ^^"'^ ^^^'^ "^ ^^""'^ o^ fish, such ascod to be fed. For this is the use of the Squid. Thereare few civUised people who care to eat SqtJid. although

^^r '??^ "°t
bad-tasting, but thVre are no fi!hha do not love this sapid mollusc, who has no pro-

to speak of, and no bones to hinder digestion
In deaJing with the numbers of the sea-folk, onedoes not dare to compute, one can only deal in vague

generalities but I well remember once catching a fish

wXh7 tT * *^"'*'*' ^"^ ^^^'"^^"« '«"•• P«"nds in

ITo ii K . ,

"^^'^ "^^""y thousands around the^P, aU busily leaping after Squid. I baited my hookw^h a piece of white rag and flicked it about from theJib-boom untU I hooked my fish. Taking him mi
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opcncil him and found within him twcnty-four Scitild
packed a* tightly within h« maw as if they had been
forced down, yet h. was ready for just another one.
or h.^ would not h.ivc taken my bait. What coimtless
myriads of these small cuttles must be bred then to
supply the needs of the millions of hungry fisli like mv
skip-jack I

° •' J

On what are aU these molluscs fed ? Here we must
Icdve them, for it is quite impossible to go lower than
them with any degree of certainty. Thai they are
all fed, are all fat and well-liking. is absolutely certain,
but the character of the individuals upon which they
foed IS just beyond our ken. as is the answer to the
question of how do they enjoy their hves. being only
apparently bom to be chased and devoured. Yet
that last IS presented by so many other members of
the animal kingdom that it almost ceases to excite
our wonder. It must be. we feel, that the absence
of prevision, of the power of anticipation, except
instinctively, is the compensating factor in all such
cases, preventing these myriads from dreading death,
and making them enjoy prf^sent life to the full. More-
over, hngering death, the slow agony of coming
dissolution, which humanity is so liable to. is almost
unknown among these lower inteUigences. As a
rule, their transmutation, via the stomach of some
higher organism, into another form of being is swift
and painless, so much so. indeed, as to be almost
unnoticeable.

Ascending the scale of the deep-sea Cephalopoda,
we now come to a very different state of affairs Not
only are the individuals larger, but they are better
armed, of higher intelligence, and fairly well able to
hold their own against fish very much their superiors
in size. In consequence, they are not nearly so prolific,
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tithough thdr numbers m.ut be enormou,. Some

^v.n ^

K
not qu..te thr appallmg nomenclature

given them by sc.ent.tic natural,,ts) are ama/inKly
huleous m colour, in outlme and dispo.,tion of armour

Zl Tl'^'^^'T' ^>^-- ^ -" are they protect^
that It ,3 exccedinKly doubtful whether any animal

T^Yn ''",
"r"

'"'''"^ ^'"" ^"^ cachalot ^can em
successfully mterfcre w.th thorn, while it is very certain
that, m addition to preying upon all or any of theirown kind inferior to them in size, they are terrible
enemies to the large f.sh who chance to stray within

bv f.^r^'"'''^
""^'''^ '^''y "'^ *" ^^*»' surroundedby Sep a-colourcd water diffused from the natural

reservoir of that murky fluid.

In order that they may more fully and freely carry
out their nefarious designs, they possess eyes largerand more powerful in proportion to their size than
doe« any other creature, not excepting insects with
their thousand-faceted eyes. These great optical
mirrors, black as an inkpool and lidlcss. not even a
nictitating membrane shielding their all-embracing

fn V K Tu
°"^ ^'^ *^^^ ''^« «' ^^^ cvlindrical head,on which hey occupy so much space that their side

edges nearly touch. And as the head itself is N,meupon a column of soft, gristly, boneless substance so
that It can turn every way, with a universal ball-and
socket-joint movement, it must be impossible for any
object to escape that devouring purview

The adjuncts to the eyes are the restless tentacles,a living, palpitating network, never still, alwavs
quivering like the petals of a sea anemone, which moS
r.^A / ^J* u^^^""^'"^

•" ^" aquarium. Then these
fjP^[opoda have an additional weapon granted themm that each one of the curious aceiabuiae, sucking discsor air-pump receivers, whatever we like to call them.

i.

11
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whirh Iln«. tlie in.iJ|. of r^ch of the right trntaruh
•nd the ends of th« two long onw. hat a row of claw,
like those of a tiger', set round itn inner edge. Andwhen a victim touthes one of those tfntarles the stickert
chng and automaticallv the riaws begin to tear m
that a speedy jmimry dr.wn the gulf in the rrntri of
the group <>f arms must come as a sweet rehrf from the
ensiition of being devoured by manv mouths at once

In the matter of fotnl they are. like mmt of the
deep-sea folk, without any vulgar prejudices What-
ever they get that is eatable is the thing thry want
nor do they waste time and trouble in selection.'
Presumably, though the study of those curious creatures
bnstH with difticulty. different species inhabit different
depths, but nearly all the larger kinds prefer deep
waters say one hundred fathoms or so. while the small
ones like the Ociopoda keep near the surface.

Coming to the largest of all. the gigantic Cuttle-
fish, several very curious facts present themselves at
once. The first is that as far back as the day of
Aristotle. Pliny, and ^Elian. the gigantic Cuttle-fish
was fairly well known and described. Pliny, indeed
tells a story which, knowing what we know of the
habits of the Cuttle-fish as distinct from the OctoPoda
savours of the incredible. While he was consul in
bpain. he says, one of these monsters acquired the
bad habit of coming ashore by night and plundering
the salt-fish warehouses. It came once too often
and was slain. Being brought under Pliny's notice
he conceived a joke. He caused the head to be cut
off. and a cask of fifteen amphorae capacity was filled
with It (somewhat larger than a sugar hogshead, we
must suppose). This he sent to his friend Lucullus
in Sicily to grace one of his memorable banquets
adding that he knew his love for fish. He also addi
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« rr'^ Mn\U. nuch an that th^ nrm» wen thirty fr^^t
N.nK and »o thick that a man', arm* could hardlymeft round thrm at their bam^r thi^ arms b.in«
provided with ac^tahuU, large a» Ki.in. hcldrng fo,,?
or five gallon* Now. w.th the ..,le exception of the

certamly been d. .„ .ed by the creature', de^en-dant« tho^det I, .. .nt .uv vide of imsible andprobabl. truth. H :rrf. .!. ..... vithin he .th a.

But com L. dovn to n. a-.vpl times, such writers

^^^;^";"*^^^;7 [-'»*••'* ti.. great Cuttlenb« a vast cr.b) f'M(aolir..v Athana.ius KinherOaus Magnus, a..! •• .,o,,.d.,, Bi.hop of Berg'n

descent 11 ?/'"" ^''^ '^ '^' writing, and a st'eep

.f»r Ik ^ "'*'*' inaccuracy. Not being gifted withnthcr the hterary ability or the judiciai restraint ofthe pagan writers, these Northern litUrateurs launched

hnc.li'h""^''!;
'"'•"• *"^ '"Pn'^^n^^nted their literary

rinc.es by such outrageous caricature, that ordinarymmds very justly recoiled from them, fe.ling that

hoLhttr "^ *"'\ ^°^ '"^»--' Pontoppidan
though a bishop, was the author of a monstrous tale

undoubtedly did come across the b<xiy of a vastCephalopod m the North Sea. and related their exPenences to him. No doubt they exaggerated, thatwas only natural in them, but PontoprHdan's story i

.hiJ^K, ^ ^" ''^"'*'" ^•'^^ "»«• that a fleet of

should"^ f/h f
'^'*.'^ *" '^'^"^ "^-^ "« *^^-d

LnH K^ d^termmmg to explore this strange
land, anchored their vessels and landed. When
suddenly, to their horror, there arose around the island

m
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a multitude of serpert-like arms taller than the masts
of the vessels, which embraced the ships and collected
the crews until, with a horrible whirling of the whole
ocean, island and ships and men Ji^appeared for ever
And he does not even explain to us whence he derived
his information.

This creature is undoubtedly the Kraken of old
Norse legends, sufficiently awe-inspiring in its supreme
hideousness and its vast size to excuse the wildest
tale told by a shuddering eye-witness of its prowessm those far-off days

; yes, even sufficiently terrible
to account for its being considered the originating
cause of the maelstrom off the Lofoden Islands, around
which so many hair-raising tales have clustered.

But what does seem incomprehensible to me is
that, after so many indisputable glimpses of the great
Cuttle-fish during those early years, the exaggerations
of the histonans should have been able to cause such
a revulsion of feeling as to make people disbelievem the existence of such a creature at all. Yet that
IS exactly what happened, in spite of the fact that very
many authentic records exist of appearances of the
creature. It is true that at the same time many fables
were current anent the appearance of the great sea-
serpent, most of which were doubtless due to hurried
glimpses of the gigantic Cuttle-fish in his conflict with
a sperm whale. But why stories of the mythical
sea-serpent should have been accepted, and accounts
of the real mollusc have been rejected, it is impossible
to say. It must. I suppose, remain a mystery.

An added wonder comes from the fact that the
American sperm whale fishery has existed for well over
a century, and during the whole of that time every
officer, to say nothing of the men, must have known of
the very real existence of the great Squid, since scarcely
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a sperm whale can be killed without first ejecting from
his stomach huge fragments of this popularly believed
by seamen to be the largest of all God's creatures.
Not only so, but in every book which has been written
about the sperm whale fishery some allusion to the
great Cuttle-fish will surely be found, although it must
be admitted that so much superstitiously childish
matter is usually mixed up with the facts as to make
the latter difficult of belief. For instance. Herman
MelviUe s wonderful Moby Dick, or the White Whale
which IS. and must remain, the classic upon this subject!
both from the magic of its style and the accuracy of it^
descriptions, has the following :—

4 ,L^!'"°i* f°'"S^"'"g ^'^r the moment all thoughts
of Moby Dick, we now gazed at the most wondrous
phenomenon which the secret seas have hitherto
revealed to mankind. A vast pulpy mass, furlongs (>)
in length and breadth, of a glancing cream colour
lay floating on the water, innumerable long arms
radiating from its centre, and curling and twisting
like a nest of anacondas, as if blindly to clutch atany object within reach. No perceptible face or front
did It have

;
no conceivable token of either sensation

or mstmct, but undulated there on thr billows an
unearthly, formless, chance-like apparition of lifeAs with a low sucking sound it slowly disappeared
again, Starbuck. still gazing at the agitated waters
where it had sunk, with a wild voice, exclaimed

:

Almost rather had I seen Moby Dick and fought
him, Jhan to have seen thee, thou white ghost."

What was it. sir ? " said Flask.
* " The great live Squid, which, they say. few whale-

ships ever beheld and returned to their ports to t-Jl

I

Hi
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Now this exrerpt is fypiral of the way in which
appearances of the Squid were treated, and may
possibly acco.int for the scepticism, in an age growing
with enhghtenment, with which such storieo were
received. But why, in the name of patience and
common-sense, visions of fragments of the animal
should be regarded as usual and natural, while to
view the entire beast portended the most awful
calamities, passes the wit of man to understand
Certain it is that many of the old whale-men be-
lieved the Squid upon which the sperm whale feeds
to be one unthinkably vast animal sprawling upon
the sea-bed, and renewing with amazing facility
and kindliness such portions of his anatomy as the
hungry whales were continually biting off But
probably this is more than enough of such fantastic
fables.

The plain facts about the gigantic Squid which
are well authenticated are few but substantial. First
his habitat is certainly within the limit of five hundred
fathoms' depth and in places where there is much food
suitable for him. that is. fish of goodly size and smaller
members of his own species. And it would seem that
having found such a spot he is not willing to leave it
being, although amazingly strong, of a sluggish,'
lethargic habit. He does not pursue his prey; he
waits like some unimaginable spider in the centre of
his web of far reaching tentacles, with his huge eyes
piercing the surrounding sepia-stained waters until
a juiver from one of the outlying arms sets the abysmal
mouth agape, the mighty parrot-like mandibles clashing
as the struggling victim is conveyed inwards. He has
no care, no difficulty of providing food. All he needs
comes to him, and what an all that must be ! I have
myself seen a creature of this species in the act of being

!i.
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devoured by a sperm whale, whose length could not
have been mu. h less than sixty feet, exclusive of the
tentacles, and whose girth would be about hfteen or
twenty feet. The devouring capacity of such a

- creature must be of fabulous dimensions, smce. as
before noted, while aU the sea-folk have amazing
digestive powers, the Cephalopoda are pre-eminent
in this direction. Their bodies may roughly be de-
scribed as bags of digestive juices which dissolve the
food as it comes in, and hke the parabolic daughters
of the horse-leech, the ceplialopod's stomach, that is
to say, almost his whole body, is ever crying ' Give,
give,' and never says ' Hold, enough '

Smce evjn this vast mollusc's very existence has
been strenuously denied up till quite recent years by
scientific naturalists, it follows that we have but few
details concerning him. Some things, however, we
may know by inference, and amongst them are the
following. The gigantic Cuttle-fish must b.' very
prolific. He is the principal food, the main support
of the sperm whale, and as this vast mammal's numbers
are incalculable, and each individual needs, at the
very lowest computation, a ton of food per day to keep
him going, the numbers of the molKisca upon which he
feeds must be proportionate. As to the numbers of
the sperm whale I may say, in passing, that it has
several times been my lot to witness an assemblage of
cachalots, all of the largest size, covering an area of
ocean as far as the eye could reach from the masthead
of our ship in every direction. That is to say, we were
the centre of a circle of vision thirty miles in diameter,
and wherever the eye rested in that circle it saw sperm'
whales spouting. Only to think of the amount of food
required for that stupendous host makes the mind
reel.

' 1
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Next, he must grow very rapidly. As I have
before stated, I think, it is the almost invariable habit
of the sperm whale to eject the contents of his stomach
just before death. All that I have seen die did so with
one exception, and that one died so suddenly that he
did not even go into the usual ' flurry,' or death agony.
And all the fragments ejected were of enormous size
showmg conclusively that they had been bitten from'
monstrous Squid. What is more remarkable is that
I never saw entire ones vomited up. although I cannot
but believe that tney, the cachalots, must swallow a
great many of medium size, say from six to ten feet
long or so. entire. I did once see a fairly comprehensive
collection of Cuttles and vertebrate fish in the stomach
of a stranded whale, and I see no reason to suppose
that there was anything singular about him ; but
with regard to the ejecta from the whale's stomach
while dying, in my whole experience it is as I say
they were fragments of moUusca of the most heroic
size.

Another fac.. and that one of the most curious
connected with this strange creature, is the scent of
musk which he exhales. Most of us know that sepia,
the artist s sepia, bought in tubes or cakes, is musky
to the smell, but few connect it with the natural odour
of the Cuttle-fish. It shares this odour with the
alligator, musk-rat. and musk-deer, wherein is con-
cealed another mystery of Nature. But it must be
admitted. I think, although I do not know what
perfumers would say on the point, that none of the
musk obtainable from these animal sources has the
sweetly delicate scent of the Mimulus moschatm or
garden musk, which makes our gardens so fragrant
after a shower of rain. Such as it is, however, the
scent of the Cuttle-fish undoubtedly gives its valuable

W^
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quality to that strange substance, ambergris, which
IS secreted by the sperm whale alone. It always
smells faintly of musk and always has Cuttle-fish
beaks imbedded in its substance. But its properties,
apart from those fantastic attributes which Arabian
superstition has attached to it. are not those of a
perfume, but of a power that accentuates, heightens
the quality and pungency of any distUlation of perfume
to which it is added. Surely a strange product of
such « weird monster brooding in the depths of the
sea.

These few facts almost exhaust what we know of
the gigantic Cuttle-feh. It is credited with other
qualities, which we need not place too much faith in,
namely, tbat ;t can introduce one of its tentacles into
Its stomas* and withdraw from thence any substance
which is causing it uneasiness ; that it can, if bereft
of a hmb, set to work at once and reproduce the lost
member; and that when food runs short below it
can come to the surface, and finding a becalmed ship,
lay her aboard and collect from her cabin, forecastle',
and ngging, every member of the crew. Strange
enough in all ronscietice, but no stranger, surely, than
the fact I reserve for the last. The gigantic CutUe-
fish has no mate, at least none that he ever knows.
But at certain seasons he grows an additional tentacle
a cunous, dwarfed, club-headed thing, .viucb looks
strangely out of place among the ten ordinary- ones. Ib
due time this extra tentacle matures, it then detaches
Itself from the crown of its source and floats away.
In due time it finds the predestined spouse, to which
It immediately attaches itself. And in this extra-
ordinary fashion is the gigantic Cuttle-fish reproduced
—surely the strangest in all natural history and only
comparable to the grafting ol iruit-trees. But the
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latter is not nearly so wondtrful, seeing that it is

most canfully carried out by the hand of man and
with all the resources of his intelligence.

With this I complete these ail-too-brief sketches
of the sea mammals, Shark*' and Cuttles. All of
these creatures are so sufficiently interesting, and have
so many anecdotes clustering around them, that they
might well claim a b(x)k to themselves. But, in
pursuance of the original idea of these sketches I have
sternly resisted the temptation to 'pad' them out,
feeling sure that the scantier the information given'
consistent with interest, the better will it be retained.
We now come to the fish of the deep sea. I do not
suggest that the shark, already dealt with, is not a
fish, but he is a fish in a distinct category by himself.
I have noted most of his peculiarities, and feel sure
that my readers will agree with me when I say that
je must be kept apart from what most of us under-
•4and as fish. Wholesome tish with scales and fins,

t»iat is
;
fish that we can all recognise as such, whether

they swim the deep sea or frequent the rivers and
pci^ds.

Vot, be it undertsood, that I would cast any
reflection upon a fish because he was not beautiful,
as say a mackerel or a red mullet. That would be
unfair, especially as I remember a fish I was once
acquainted with in Hobson's Bay, called locally the
* fiat-head.' It was simply hideous, and its colour
that of dark mud. Moreover, the only way to get it

off a hook without the certainty of getting a poisoned
wound, that would certainly incapacitate one for a
week or two, was to fling it down and stick a knife
through the base of its head, and so, holding it impaled,
to extract the hook. Yet as food it was in every way
superb, white and sapid in fiesh. and in fiavour de-
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liriou,. Some of the most bnll.intly beautiful fishIhase ever known have be^n the most dangerous toman because of the.r ,K„sonous qMalitles. And ron!

iTe h'e 1 r^' r. '". *'^' ''' ''*»• undoubtedly are.are the most useful, the most valuable. With fishas w,th us beauty is but skin deep, and is but litilcuidcx to the dee,)er and more lasting qualit.c*

i
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CHAPTER XIII

DEEP-SBA CHIMERAS

IN
this chapter it becomes necessary for me tf» depart

almost entirely from my usual practice of drawing
upon personal experience, for very obvious reasons.

The extraordinary creatures of which I am about to

write I have called chima<ras, since their aspect is quite

outri and startling, even horrible, enough to justify the

epithet fully. And, fortunately fur the peace of mind
of sailors, the latter very rarely come in contact with
them. They have their alxxle in varying depths of

the dim and silent sea, and only of comparatively late

years has any study of them been |)ossible.

The c|x>ch-inaking voyage of the * Challenger

'

furnished much of the material for Dr. Giinther's

magnificent work on drep-sea fishes, and since that

time other nations, notably and principally the Ameri-
cans, have been carrying on the same deeply interesting

work. One striking result of oceanic investigation

has been the establishing as a certainty that fish, hi{;hly

develojx'd and normally organised fish, can and do
exist at £«-,'.- depths, but what those depths are cannot

in the n; tu e of things be determined with any accuracy.

For the net in which these fish are caught is open all

the time both descending and ascending, and con-

sequently fihh which are well known to be surface

dwellers have been drawn up, much distorted, from a

depth of two thousand fathoms or more.

t4f
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Also It follows from tl»«» method nercH^arily employedm their capture that great and extraordinary as arc tho

vanetiet of deep-sea fish now known, there must be a
very great number more who, by reason of their agihty
or their size, have never htm, and can hardly Jk- ex-
pected to be, caii-ht. Still, of sh.lj-fish or slow-movinij
species of shelMess fish a goodly lurvest ha. I^^.n
gathered from all d.-ptiis, even to tlu- eroateat. so that
Jt IS now known that in tl»c most profound abysses of
ocean, such as that vast chasm in the South Pacific on
the north and iMst of New Zealand, where a m.asured
depth of nearly thirty-one thousan I feet has l>een
plumbed, there is abundant life at the bottom, although
It IS, as far as is known, of a low order.

In these days of amazing strides in science It Is
extremely risky to prophesy of anything that it can
never be fully inxestigated, but if there l)c oi.e thing of
which It seems s.»fe to predict that our knowledg.' has
almost reached its limit, it is that of life at great sea-
depths. For one thing, and that an exceedingly im-
portant one. such investigation can promise no great
commercial or even scientific gain. Its pursuit can at
the best be only rewarded by the acquisition of much
curious, out-of-the-way knowledge of a side of life at
present mvolved in deepest mystery. But just because
It IS so mysterious, because the conditions of living at
those vast depths, under those amazing, almost unthink-
able pressures, is almost as ditticult for our sense-
perceptions to apprehend as those of life in Jupiter or
Saturn or the Sun, so ardent seekers after new truth
will undoubtedly be irresistibly attra. ted by what I
should like to call Oceanology. the term Oceanic
Ichthyology being to my mind far too cumbrous for
ordinary use.

It has several times been my privilege (uot at aU

I,'
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148 Dccp'Sca Chimeras

appreciated at the time) to see some very queer fish
upon the sea-surface in remote parts of the ocean during
long complete calms. At such times the apparent
stagnation of the sea (I say appa> .nt. because it is
impossible for the sea ever to be really stagnant) has
the strange effect of inducing the denizens of the lower
strata to come to the surface, although how thev
accommodate themselves to the great changes of pres-
sure they must experience is a matter quite beyondmy comprehension. The more so as, when I have been
hshing at a depth of from four to six hundred feetmy victims have invariably come to the surface with
everted viscera, due, without doubt, to the sudden
change of pressure upon them.

But these extraordinary visitors to an upper sphere
where they stared glassily at the unfamiliar sunlight!
and moved sluggishly and aimlessly about as if be-
wildered, were in no way hampered apparently by the
loss of any important internal furniture. They were
never large, and many of them were of a very low order
of animal, notably one, the only part of which that
looked complete being its head ; the body, about four
feet long, nbbon-like and about four inches wide
being perfectly transparent, almost impalpably so'
Through that phantom-like covering one could see
every detail of the slender vertebra, watch all the
alimentary processes

; indeed, it was as if by some
cunous process of radiography the flesh had disap-
peared, leaving onlv *hc scanty internal details visible.
Yet the head, as I have hinted, was solid enough, and
perfect m every detail, having two brilliant eyes and a
well-furnished mouth of teeth.

Another strange beast that I managed to capturem a draw-bucket, so sluggish was he, has ever been
present since to my mental vision. Many queer fish
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have I seen

: ince then, both in reality and in their
counterfeit presentments, but none with such a wealth
of quaint decoration as this. He was about eighteen
inches long, with an angular head like a gurnard, and abody shaped like a haddock. So that in his general
contour there was nothing particularly strange. But
his colour was bright green, at least that was the ground
so to speak, of his scheme of decoration. Scattered
about his body wore brilliant crimson spots, mostly
circular and about half-an-inch in diameter. From
each of these spocs there sprouted a tassel of bright
blue upon a yellow stalk about one inch in length All
his fins were also extensively fringed with blue filaments
which kept up a perpetual fluttering, however still the
body might be. His tail was, for his body, enormous,
being quite as wide as his body was long and also fringed
profusely with blue. His eyes had no speculation in
them or decided colour

; in fact they had the appear-
ance of being boUed. And over each of them protruded
a yellow horn about three inches long, with a pendant
tassel of blue on the end of it. which dangled down at the
angle of a conspicuously large mouth. And on the
back of the creature rose a brilliant crimson dorsal fin
running the whole length of the animal, about two
mches high, nnd terminating in a long spike running
forward over his nose. This also had a blue tassel!
larger than any of the others, dangling from it. The
whole made up a tout ensemble that I think warrantsme in giving so full a description of him.

Yet in spite of the extraordinary development, both
in shape and colour, the fish as a fish was not queer
Prepared for cooking he would have excited no com-
ment. But that cannot be said of the extraordinary
creatures captured and described by the members
of the various expeditions that haxe been exploring

M
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the deep sea durinq tliis last quarter of a <cntury. The
salient note of tliese chimaras strikes me as being
paradox. You shall find one fish of normal shape with
enormous eyes, which will strike one as being indicated
as necessary at those dim depths. But the next one,
apparently of the same species as far as outline goes and
depth of habitat, has but the rudiments of eyes, mere
pin-points of black on each side of the head. Again,
two fish are brought up from apparently the same
depths. One has an enormous body, with corre-
sponding stomach, and a mouth which will barely admit
the little finger

; the other has a body like a whip-thong,
or, say, a small eel, tapering to a vanishing point, and
a mouth hke a pelican's exactly. One fish will have a
stomach large enough to contain a fish as big as himself
(the stomach expanding, of course) in the usual situa-
tion for that organ ; another has a maw equally large,
but it is on the back ! for all the world like the hump
of a deformed camel. Other fish have immense taU fins,
while close relatives have absolutely none, their bodies
tapering off to nothing, without the vestige of a fin.

Now I am fully aware that all this sounds like
the rioting of a luxuriant imagination, but the illustra-
tions are taken from life, and I do not think they
will lead any one to believe that I have exaggerated
at all. And it should also be remembered that those
specimens that we have, picked up as they have been
in widely separated areas of ocean and at various
times, are not likely to be even representative of the
strange sub-oceanic life. They only afford a glimpse,
as it were, into this secret realm of Nature where she
has outdone herself in the fashioning of strange mon-
sters. One other remark must be made before pro-
ceeding to particularise some individuals ; it is con-
cerning light.



Self Illuminators ISI

Most of us know well how in the marvellous economy
of Nature the sea is illuminated, and that brilliantly

too, by the presence of myriads of infusoria emitting
phosphorescence. The slightest agitation in the sea
causes these marine glow-worms or fireflies to shed
all the light they are capable of, and thus the passage
of one fish is made exceedingly obvious to another,
who may be pursuing him or desirous of avoiding him.
But this illumination varies in degree from differing

causes, and sometimes the sea is almost totally devoid
of any light. It may be, too, that as this natural
light is affected in degree by certain causes operating
near the surface or liori;;ontally, so it is affected by
vertical position. We do not know. What we do
know is that many deep-sea fish have, as it were,
their own electric light installation, row upon row or
group after group of tiny incandescent lamps, glowing
and fading at the will of their owner, rendering him
invisible at will or lighting up the surrounding sea so
that none of his intended victims may be hidden.
These tiny glow-lamps are arranged along the sides

and head of *he fish in strangely regular rows or groups,
each differing species that possess this system of

self-illumination having them different.

One thing more. In dealing with these fearsome
denizens of the vasty deep I must perforce use the
no-less appalling nomenclature given them by natu-
ralists, since other names they have none. For
this I hope, under the circumstances, I shall be
forgiven.

It is a commonplace with naturalists in dealing

with deep-sea fish that several of their most interesting

species have come fortuitously to hand. No amount
of care or scientific appliances could have secured
them, and but for the accid^t of their coming to the
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surface occasionally under the stress of some com-
pulsory circumstPnce of which we know nothing
we should never have known of their existence Of
such IS the Regnlrcus or Oar-fish, so called from the
fact that It has the two ventral tins, which spring
from the throa i, if you please, just beneath the pcrtorals
enormously elongated, slender and with paddle-shaped
termmals, as if, indeed, it had developed two oars to
assist Its progress through the water. But its chief
claim to our notice lies in the fact that it has undoubt-
edly furnished forth the materials for many a sea-
serpent story, a. will be seen in the chapter on sea-
serpents.

It has been found stranded in many places round the
world in places as widely separated as England, India,
and New Zealand. Dr. Gunther records nearly fifty
instances of its being found and carefully examined,
so that its existence admits of no doubt. It has been
found twenty feet in length, by about eighteen inchesm depth, but very narrow in proportion. And -t is
more th.n probable that it grows very much longer
than this in its mysterious haunts in the deep sea.
It has a large dorsal fin extending the whole length
of Its body, developing at the front end into nine
spines, from twelve to eighteen inches in length,
which branch out diagonally forward over the creature's
nose, but curve backward towards the tips. Its head
IS insignificant compared with its body, and its curiously
small mouth, not at all unlike a sturgeon's, is destitute
of teeth, showing its absolute harmlessness.

For some reason difficult to understand it has
been called by fishermen the King of the Herrings.
Perhaps they connect its appearance with large catches
of that useful fish, but one would have thought that
the title must belong of right to the tarpon, which
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is a bona fide herring and sometimes scales in the
vicinity of two hundred pounds.

^t will, I think, be readily understood that a great
serpentine fish like this, totally unlike any other
fish with which the ordinary fisherman or sailor is

acquainted, appearing wiai sinuous, stealthy gliding
along the sea-surface, say in the early twilight of
morning, might very easily give rise, with a little
quite excusable exaggeration, to a story of a sea-serpent.
It will be remembered too, that, in many sea-serpent
yarns, the monster is represented as having a mane
and oar-like fins. Here in Regalccits the conditions
are favourable to such a description—the extraordinary
dorsal development and the oar-shaped ventrals
undoubtedly lending themselves to such a conclusion.

As with the rest of the deep-sea chimeras, nothing
is or can be known of the habits of the RegaUcus.
We can only say that it has an enormous range of
habitat, lives in deep water upon small organisms,
and is sometimes constrained to come to the surface,
when, if near shore, its feeble powers of locomotion (I
have omitted to state that the tail fin is entirely
absent) are not sufficient to enable it to keep off the
land. In colour the Regalecus is a silvery grey, with
a few darker spots near the tail. Deep-sea fishes do
not run to elaborate colourings.

The next monster down for notice is a very good
specimen of the deep-sea chimoera, Chiasmodon niger.
It is a veritable niglitmare in appearance, being entirely
black in colour, with a mouth that cleaves the head
asunder laterally for its whole length, so that vulgarly
speaking, when its mouth is wide open it has no profile.
This immense mouth is furnished \N'ith equally effective
teeth, which are not only found in the jaws but on the
palate also. Its front teeth are hooked and movable,
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so that while they may be pushed mward to adtjiit of
the entrance of proy. they effectually prevent it fioin
coming out. This peculiarity is explained by a slight
examination of the creature's feeding habits. It can
and docs swallow entire fish actually larger than itself—
which sounds impossible, but it is not. For the belly
of this atrocious glutton is like an iiidia-rublxjr bladder
which may be expanded amazingly. And consequently
by dint of perseverance Chiasmodon can and does draw
himself on to the body of another fish, as it were, until
the visitor is snugly coiled away in that expanding
bag, which being transparent, shows plainly from the
outside the position of its occupant.

In other respects Chiasmodon is rather an elegant
fish, quite normally fish-hke, which one would hardly
expect, considering the great depths from which it

has been brought. The ' Challenger's ' trawl brought
up one in mid-Atlantic from a depth of one thousand
five hundred fathoms, or nine thousand feet. Another
specimen was brought up from a depth of three hun-
dred and twelve fathoms, neai Madeira. But several
have been found floating upon the sea-surface, having
succumbed to a very natural disaster considering
their habit of gorging, namely, they have burst

!

And the tissues becoming inflated with gas have
rapidly raised the dead mass from the immense depths
in which it has lived to the revealing glare of day,
to become the wonder and awe of us beings of the
surface. This extraordinary creature is one of the
best known and most fully described of all the abyssal
fish, as it is certainly one of the most wonderful.

Two very peculiar little fish next demand notice
from the fact that, although very similar in size, in
outline, and in depth of habitat, they have in certain
respects the most widely marked differences imaginable.
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Thry are black, chubby creatures, with enormous
mouths compared with their length, which in the
specmiens given is from four to five inches. And they
are called Rondcletia and Cetomimus. Now Ronddetia
has an eye, of which the diameter is one-sixth the
length of the head, or about twice as large in proportion
to Its size as is the human eye. Cetomimus has an
eye which is but a point like a pin's head, its diameter
being one twenty-third the length of the head, or less
than the sixteenth of an inch. Rondcletia has no trace
of a lateral line, that general characteristic of fishes
but Cetomimus has double lateral lines, the two parallels
being joined here and there by bands unich like the
ladder tape of a Venetian blind. The depths from
which these strange little fish have been taken vary
from one thousand to one thousand five hundred
fathoms.

As an instance of the diversity obtaining between
deep-sea fish, scarcely any specimens coul.l be found
more appropriate than Simenchelys and Eurypharynx
whose amazmg names are really justified by the
queevness of the fish. Simenchelys abides anywhere
from one to five hundred fathoms down. He is black
a dirty black, as are most of the deep-dwelling fish!
and has a comfortably stout body, much like that of a
stalwart eel. But his mouth gives great occasion
for wonder as to how he can possibly obtain food
through such a tiny opening. It is 'he most insignifi-
cant orifice imaginable, comparable only (and pro-
portionately) to a hole made in the end of a sausage
with a flat skewer. But presently it is found that
this queer fish is really a sort of gigantic leech. He
attaches himself to the bodies of the larger, fleshier
fish, such as the halibut, and by sheer force of suction
and boring withal works his ravenous way right into
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their bodiM. at what miswry to his invoUintary hosts
can only be imagined.

It is curious and instmctive to compar*- him with
Eurypharynx, well surnamed Pelicanoidfs, who, with
a body like the thong of a stot k-whip, has a head about
thrice its ^ody's bulk, and jaws opening exactly like

the mandiblis of a pcli<an. This amazing mouth
splits the big head right in two lengthways, and the
eyes are situated right at the end of the upper jaw,
looking indeed like tiny nostrils, for they are mere
points. Yet for all its fearsome appr.irance this is

evidently one of the most harmless of fish. It appears
to live upon the tiniest marine organisms, which in

some unexplainablc way it collects in its chasm of a
mouth from the surrmmding sea. It has no teeth, a
tail tapering off like the lash of a wliip, and for all

sign of fins a series of spines protruding from its back
and belly without any membranes between them.

A dec/ 'vater fish akin to Chiasmodon, and found
at a depth of nine hundred fathoms, has an even wider
mouth, but no teeth in the lower jaw. Its only fins

are a pair of rudimentary pectorals with the gill-slits

behind them. About fourteen inches of its body is

mainly stomach, through the walls of which transparent
organ may be seen calmly reposing the body of a
large fish which has been induced to take up its per-
manent abode there. But the rest of the body, four
feet or so, is like a whip-lash. In the specimen before
me there appears to be one fish going ahead and another
going astern, two heads on the same body, for the head
of the swallowed fish seems about to emerge from the
rear of the stomach and swim away. It is a very quaint
beast indeed, and rejoices or suffers under the euphoni-
ous epithet of Saccopharvnx fla^ellum.

AUpisaurus ferox is the name given to a fish that
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at firnt M«ht is not at all unlike the gigantic mac kercl
called the sword-fish. Its IkkIv i% rertainlv «omrwliat
slenderer, and it lias no sword protrudifi,^ from its
upper jaw, but in contour of body. ..rranfeem-nt of
fins, and cs|)C(ially the huge sail-like dorsal, it is very
similar. This last extraordinary member is like the
up|)er third of a circle, cut off horizontally. In the
centre it is twice as high as the body is wide, and its
limits fore and aft are from the neck to a few inches
forward of the tail. Its head is fercKious-Iooking
enough to justify its Latin title, even if its fierce
voracity were not known by the contents of its stomach,
one having been found with twenty-seven specimens
of the spiny lump-fish within its maw. It has not
many teeth, but they are large and fang-like, also they
point backwards into the mouth, obviously to prevent
the wriggling outwards of living prey. Like several
other predatory fish whose attacks are characterised
by swift directness, this creature has the lower jaw
longer than the upper, reminding one strongly of the
pike. Altogether A . ferox is an elegant warlike-looking
fish, whose appearance is not at all oulrS. even thouL'li
it does frequent great depths.

Its range is very great, specimens having been foundm the North-Western Atlantic, in Australian seas,
and m the Northern Pacific. But this may safely
be predicated of nearly all deep-sea fishes, the tempera-
ture below a thousand feet being everywhere the same
except where submarine geysers send their boiling
waters up mto the superincumbent ocean. And as
the composition of the ocean waters is practically
the same everywhere, it may be reasonably inferred
that denuens of waters below the fixed temperature
Ime wiU be found all the watery world over wherever
the ocean is deep enough, which, indeed, has so far
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provpd to be the fact wherever the niimtMr of m-
dividiiiUs caught admit* of distinction of habitat.

The chief wonder about thin (\%h, howc-vir. is its
extreme fragihty. It is so brittle that handling it is
almost an impossibility without breaking it. It is

quite impossible to prevrve an entire specimen
without some portion of its fms being damaged, and
should it be let fall it would shiver like glass. Dr.
Giinthcr says that ' this is a condition consequent upon
their withdrawal from the pressure of tlie water to
which they arc exposed in the depths where they
dwell. When within the limits of their natural haunts
the osseous, muscular, and fibrous parts of the body
will have that solidity which is required for the rapid
and powrrfiil movements of a predatory fish.' This
is indeed a curious state of things, that a creature
too fragile to enduro handling at the surface can
indulge in fierce, relentless warfare in those awful
depths, where pressures are so great as to force water
through the pores of cast steel. But there is no doubt
ab«.ut tiie fact, for some of the lightest shells known,
a species of Janthina, more like a soap-bubble than
anything stronger, have been dredged up from enormous
depths, and, lying upon the laboratory table, an
incautious breath has shattered the n.

I judge from this peculiarity on the part of deep-sea
fish that a curious fish, often found after the cold
weather lying upon the beaches in various parts of
New Zealand, must be a deep-sea fish. It is locally
called a Frost-fish. It is v. ry long, five feet or so,
and narrow, only about four inches wide by two inches
thick. It has a very large mouth and quite insignificant
fins, tail included, but dorsal fins running the whole
length of its body. Lying upon the beach in the
moonlight, it looks like a riband of silver, and running
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t»«-t as I .ftcd a by the middle it broke into four

!w. K
'

T"'*'
'""^ ^y ^'•^ ^^•''''"'' '"'^^ ior the

table but It IS never caught exa-pt wh.-n it Ket.Htranded a. I have deHrnb..d. Ft in almost .f not qfa te
Identical with /i.«/WV,^«. h/A,«/u«,. found m^ L

Newfoundland. als<, in the West I.uImu Seas. South
I arific, and coast of Japan.

A thh of only (juasi drcp-sca habits, whose name,bestowed by naturahsts, b<x.sts of eleven syllables
Lopholat,iHS chamadeonticeps, was a quarter of a centur^;ago an object of deejK-st interest and discussion among

wl Tf^ T?
'"''** ^nt^-fpn^ing class, the American

deep-water n.hermen In ,879 it is recorded thathe Wm.
y. Hutchings' while setting trawl-lines

specimens It was entirely unlike anything everknown m Amencan waters, and as it was large, averag-
ing three feet long by ten inches high and four inches
through. It was thought nnd hoped that a discovery ofgreat commercial vahie had been made. And the

re? rH r^ r^' '"^ ^'''' '^ ^ ^^'"^-^ "^'"^. ^'ithout

thf Til fiT.
'"'1.°' application. So it was called

the Tile-f^sh. from the fourth syllable of its hybridOrajco-Latm name Lof>holatilus
Most unusually. D.. Goode, who describes it, goesinto something very like a rapture over it. even tothe length of using superlatives. In addition to the

usual notes upon structure, etc.. he say.- 'The
colours are very beautiful, and in generd appearancewhen taken from the water it is one of the loveliest
ish we have ever seen, no exception being made infavour of the brUlunt parrot-fish or angcllh of the
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West Indian coral groves. Back bluish, with a green
tinge, iridescent, changing through nnrphsh-blue and
bluish-grey to rosy-white below, .nd milky-white
towards the median line of the belly. Head rosy,
iridescent, with red tints most abundant on the fore-
head, blue under the eyes, cheeks fawn-coloured.
Throat and under-side of the head pearly-white, with
an occasional tint of lemon-yellow, this most pro-
nounced in front of the ventrals and on the anterior
portion of ventral fins. Back with numerous macula-
tions of bright lemon or golden. Anal fin purplish,
with blue and rose tints, iridescent. Margin of anal
fin rich purplish-blue, iridescent like the most beautiful
mother-ot-peari

; this colour pervading more or less
the whole fin, which has large yellow maculations.
The lower border is rose-coloured like the belly, and
the base of the fin also partakes of this general hue.
Dashes of milk-white on the base of the anal fin
between the rays. Pectorals sepia-coloured with rosy
and purplish iridescence.'

There is not really much wonder that the learned
doctor should go in for word-painting like this, es-
pecially as the subject of his remarks is beautiful in
form as well as colour, and neariy all the fishes he had
hitherto been describing are black, leaden-grey or
livid toad-belly white. But apart from the splendour
of this fish, its brief history as one of the American
food fishes is a marvellous object-lessen in the
climatic influences afifecting fish. In 1879 the first
catch of a large number was reported as noted
above, and throughout the years 1880-82 the
governmental fishery vessels were busy examining
the sea for the limits of the new (?) fishes' feeding-
ground and experimenting on the best way of
catching ihexq^^^ ~j
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But early in 1882 vessels arriving at the North-
Eastem American ports reported passing large numbers
of dead or dying fish floating over an area of many
miles, of which the majority were Tile-fish. It very
soon became apparent that an awful destruction of
fish had taken place, for vessels reported having sailed
through floating fish for forty, fifty, and sixty miles.
And m one case, the schooner ' Navarino * reported
having sailed for one hundred and fifty miles through
waters covered from horizon to horizon with dead
and dying fish. There were no signs of disease on
the victims, or deadly parasites, and conjecture was
busy as to the cause of this wholesale destruction of a
newly discovered and valuable food-fish; whether
submarine volcanoes, with their concomitants of heat
and poisonous gases, or a sudden fall in the temperature,
was responsible. Finally, through the researches of
Professor Verrill, it was decided that owing to the
prevalence of heavy northerly gales and the presence
of much coast ice in the north, the normally high
temperature of the Gulf Stream and its vicinity had
been suddenly lowered, bringing death to countless
millions of its sensitive inhabitants. And this theory
pressed for acceptance, as there had been no indications
of any submarine volcanic disturbances.

So complete did the destruction of the Tile-fish
appear to be, that a chapter was devoted to it by
Mr. Lucas in the Report of the National Museum
(Washington) for 1889, on * Animals Recently Extinct.'
For all attempts made by the Fishery Commission
vessels to obtain even a single specimen were fruitless.
But in 1892 several specimens were obtained in its
old haunts, from a depth of between seventy and
eighty fathoms of water, thus restoring the Tile-fish
to its place on the lists of existing fish of the American
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coasts, and it is hoped that in due time it may once
more attam to its former abundance.

In concluding this notice of the Tile-fish, I fee:
that an apology is due to him for classing him at all
under the heading of chimaeras, from which category
us beauty both of form and colour should certainly
keep him distinct. The same feeling prevents me from
going into details concerning the halibut, various sorts
of flounders and soles, and gurnards also, all of whom
are found m very deep waters, but are none of them
chimieras in any sense. It seems a pity that, now
the narrow seas have been so well fished for soles and
flat-fish generally that the price of them is becoming
prohibitive, there cc ^ not be devised some means
for fishing those gre« ./ depths, in which it seems
lairly certain huge supplies of them are to be found
apparently awaiting the coming of usefulness to man-
kind.

From the foregoing pages many very queer fish
have been excluded because of their trivial size. For
in tmy creatures both of land and sea we are accus-
tomed to see strange developments of form and colour
and they excite no wonder. If, however, we could
find a creature as large as a horse developed into the
similitude of, say, an ant, or a bull into that of a beeUe.
our wonder would be almost beyond bounds. For thisreason I have not mentioned the marveUous genus
of fishes m the profundities of ocean who carry theirown mstaUations of electric light as it were. They
are truly amazing, yet not more so than the fire-fly
or the glow-worm, and they are all of insignificant

JJ2C,
say from four to six inches long. There is just

this difficulty thouM ibout dealing with them; itmay very well be the larger ones are too swift
and too wary to be caken in the trawls of the fish-
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commission vessels. They may grow in those un-known depths to a very great size for all we know
but we never see them, nor does it appear that we areever likely to Unless indeed it were found possib eo use a large form of fish-trap, a wicker or wire con-
nvance. mto which fish of quite large size can squeeze
heir way after the bait it contains but cannot get

tli^^'^'l'
^*'' '"*'^"" >* ^' ^°»"d with long,

flexible, sharp-pointed wires directed inwards andconvergmg to a very smaU space. The fish, howevei

fnif^h^
"""^

f^'^ ^
'^"'"' *^'^"S^' ^"^ '^ ^^ attempt

to mthdraw, the points of the wires effectually prevent

One small species of lish I feel must not be neglected
for several reasons. I say 'one species' although

fn^ l\ u
^"""^ ""^'y '"""^ ^'^^' are all a kind of

wa?d'intn'th^''K
^ i^f

™°"'^^ apparently cut down-ward mto the head from the top at the front, and
possessing a long spine protruding from the back ofthe neck, with a tassel or a bulb depending from theend of It. which is either a lure for p^y oA sensitiveorgan to warn the owner when buried in the mud
Its favourite place, of the approach of a victim. The

HiSorL'^"'*^
^^""^'"^ *° "^^"^^^ °^ ^^^'^ ^^^"""^^

The special characteristics of this fish, however

Tn Th' VI ir* ^ fP""'"''" ^^^^"6 b«^" brought up

fiff
*

.K ""^r ^""^^^ ^^°"^ ^ depth of nearly

Uranoscopus is essentiaUy a bottom fish, there couldhave been no possibUity of it having entered the trawl

Tona T^^ '^' ^* ^^' ^^'^^ ^"d ^ quarter inches
iong. A larger specunen of a similar fish, though
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branded with the epithet Corynolophus Reinhardtii
comes from the deeps off the Greenland coast, but is
a more respectable-looking creature, fourteen inches
long.

But Melanocetus Johnsonii is reaUy an object of
terror, although only four inches in length. When
closed, Its lower jaw is vertical like the others, but
when open it droops below a right angle-the whole
front of the fish is, as it were, opened out. And it looks

"f n^ "J' *^^ *'^'*' °^ »*» *^«^d had expanded into
a belly. But that useful organ, having to contain
very often a fish much larger than its owner, is a loose
sac attached by a cord, which floats about and ap-
parently allows its contents to escape into the body
as they are needed for its up-keep. Of course its colour
is a uniform black.

Liocetus Murrayi is extremely similar to the fore-
going, or would be if the body, apart from the mouth
had not apparently been turr-d round. Briefly it
looks as if Melanocetus had itb uelly on its back and
Ltocetus in its usual position.

These few selections may briefly serve to indicate
what manner of monsters abide in that mysterious
world beneath the waves, a world of dr.rkness and
uniform cold, but, we also know, a world teeming
with strange life. It gives only just a subject picked
here and there from the enormous mass of matter
avaUable, but it must be remembered that it reaUy
IS to that matter what the latter is to the creatures
still roaming in their sea-solitudes unknown and, save
for one another, unmolested.
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CHAPTER Xrv

SEA-SERPENTS

AVERY simple way of dealing with the subject ofthrs chapter, and one entirely in accordance with

...^ .11 '^^^'"^' "P°" *'^« "tatter, would be thatsaid to be adopted by the Irish student who was se

tne sentence, There are no snakes in Ireland ' Butwhatever my ideas in this connexion may Se I findt impossible to ignore or set aside conferptuouslv

^TL^ur' °^"*^^-t-« "Pon the sublTc't much

enti elv hon ?
"""""^ ^^ ^^'^ weU-informed andentirely honest persons, who were only anxious todisseminate the truth concerning sea-seJ^nts

It is hardly possible for any sensible person at all

gXX to"'*'
*'^

l^T °^ *^^ -^ anThtera u^generally to approach the subject of Sea-sernentswih an open mind. It is like the matter of gffone that IS mixed up so much with pure superstitionpersonal bias, human weakness of mi'nd andTredS'

m.^' ,
'' """'"^ ^'^^ *^"*i'^^y the intentionally

fTe?v from a H "*""i
°" -^'^ ^"'i^^*' ^*"« -"

t "lalsely from a diseased or riotous imagination with noother object m view than that of creating a sensationnot seldom with the full knowledge that tLre s" wa^san immense number of otherwise sane and sensible
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persons, who really believe anything they read in print
which IS not admittedly fiction.

As an instance in point I may quote an experience
of my own. Some years ago I wrote a little yarn
which was published in the Westminster Gazette, entitled
Up a Waterspout.' As I had no intention of gullinir

anybody. I purposely wrote in a ridiculously inflated
style, describmg my experiences while being sucked
up from the sea surface into the clouds and my subse-
quent sudden descent. It never even occurred to me
that any one could believe the story, it was so obviously
absurd Yet to my intense amazement, when it was
mcludcd m a volume of sketches I afterwards published
one critic gravely discussed it as if it were true, and
descanted upon the unique advantages of such an
experience Now the critic may have been iokine
ponderously and with ' deefeeculty.' but I do not think
he was.

This, however, only by way of introduction to a
very difficult subject. Difficult, because it is dis-
tinctly unpleasant to rea'Ise. as one must do who takes
up the Sea-serpent question, how great is the number
of people who wiU. out of sheer wantonness, lie and
perjure themselves about some perfectly immaterial
matter like this. Any interest possessed by the Sea-
serpent, if it exists, can only be either scientific or
romantic

;
it has never even been suggested that the

creatiire is dangerous or commercially valuable. Yet
an enormous mass of writing can be collected, written
by people of almost every Europeui nation, and especi-
ally by Americans, whose authors have either admitted
after the sensation caused by their statements has
died away, that they were lying for fun, or else all
trace of them has been lost, they having invented
names and authori es as well as the serpent.
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Another large amount of printed stuff has been
contributed by persons urgently in need of something
to do, who have compiled their amazing stories .rom
hearsay. Many of these contributors are clergymen
and It IS no exaggeration to say that thei.- stories!
having only some casual remarks of a careless seafarer
for text, surpass in wildness of elaboration even the
yarns mvented with intent to deceive.

Then comes a much smaller quantity, the evidence
of those who have seen something, and earnestly desire
to record what they have seen truthfully, but from
inability to describe accurately, or deficient power of
observation, or imagination heightened by alarm or
all these reasons (and more) combined, only succeedm misleading. A splendid instance of this is given
in the report of a Sea-serpent (?) seen off Portland
Light, New Zealand, on August i. 1891, from the deck
of the s.s. Rotomahana.* Peter Nelson, a quarter-
master, says that the head was like that of an eel It
rose thirty feet out of water. It had fins about ten
feet long, situated on either side of the body (which
bulged about there) twenty feet behind the snout It
was the colour of an eel on the back, but the belly and
fins were pure white.

I have condensed the very prolix report, but this
IS the substance of it. And I believe that Peter Nelson
was a perfectly honest and truthful man who describ-d
as best he could the ' breaching ' or uprising half-way
out of water of a humpbacked whale {Megaptera) an
exceedingly common sight on that coast. He says
indeed that it was nothing like a whale, but if his
description is as accurate as I believe it is, what he
saw exactly represents the behaviour and appearance
of a humpback gambolling on the sea-surface as usual
Yet because of the lack of previous observation oa

i&a
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the part of hm«-U and others, lhi> S.a.»rn,nt .torvgo,, round th. «.„rld and i. publ„hod in Z„y nowZ

Oudeman,. Director of the Royal zJiurL Soc",y

There lies before me as I write a portly volume of^x hundred pages, with many ilh.tr^ion^s. corp^Icdwuh amazing mdustry and perseverance by this learnedgentleman apparently for the sole, and to him sufTicicnt

character of the Sea-serpent, of whose existence, by

evolved for Ins own satisfaction from the mass ofmatcnal he has so carefully collected is not a serpent

iX .V
*" amazingly developed mammal of the sea

tribe, a Pmn.pcd. to which he bolcUy assigns a lengthof two hundred and f.fty feet. If it were not for fhemanv instances given in this volume of the amazing
c cduhty displayed by scientific men when 7nill

>dc the British Association and M. Gricn's stories
'f flying wombats, saw-fish in inland lakes, turtle-nding. etc.). I should feel disposed to b^ quite

But aZrr '^'"* ^'' ^"^'^"^^"^' 'conclusiW

re^ IvT .
"" ^"' ''•'"^'^^ '""^^"^'ty- ^^ displays arca ly touching anxiety to extract from the mountaino lies, absurdities, and superstitions he has collectedwith so much labour, a sufTicicnt number of grains oftruth for the putting together of his pet sea monsterAs to his rejection of other scientif^c^heories of theSea-serpent. I make no account of that. He onlv

b:tather\"rV'^"'^^t
''''' '"^ ^-^- '^ "obe rather a feature with scientific men of a certainclass to build a theory first, then mould the evTdenS

-ilii
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Origin of ScA'Scrpent Stories 1G9
or suppress it to fit the theory, and ignore utterly any
other explanation but their o*n.

The list of what Dr. Oudcnans calls •
w„u|c|.be

Sj^Tm % u
*

u'^'ly
'"•'«* *"^ comprehensive one.

Seals cuttlcn.h sharks, porpoises. tm,ih (Zcu^loJonAnd Bastaurus), and even albacorc ; the phvsal.s

ln!oTfy'
"."^ " o PP^^ "^'"^^ plcsio.aurus are'

floating tree-trunks are among the inanimate simu-
la ors of the great snake. But he evidently does notrehsh he .dca that any of his contr.butr s Le aUk"upon their imagination to stimulate • n and pencil,except where confession of detection .as ex,)oseU thefraud. This may seem harsh, but what else can bewid of a scientific zoologist of the present day. who

tt^,T'\ T'? ^^r'
^^'•8""»' Archbishop ofUpsala. and Pontoppid.in, Bishop of Bergen-two

clerics remarkable for nothing greater than their mostaimuing credulity and riotous imagination ? A quo-
tation from our author must be given us showinR the
position he takes up with regard to the latter of thesetwo ancient fictionists.

«,ho'»^^ T ^u""
?'^'°P ^''S^'"« '-^"d considering

f^r ruth W^\'^'.'"^ "°* ^"^"^'^'"S «--y»»''ng
for truth. We think that Pontoppidan is right ingiving no credit to the narrative that the Sea-serpentsmade them^lves guilty of sinking ships and e^i^gmen.

. . . Pontoppidan further tells us that the Sea-
serpent sometimes encloses ships by laying itself roundthem m a circle, that the fishermen then row over itsbody there where a coil is visible, for when they reach

h^t'Ti: T^''
:^''' '^' '"^'^'^'^ P^^^^ "^-- Further.

Id th.. ,U^Tu
'^''"'' ^'^'^ ^" '^'^^^^'b'« velocityand that the fishermen, who are much afraid of itwhen seeing that it foUows them, throw any object'
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for intlanrii a *co<>p, at it. when the animal grncr.illy
plunge* into the deep. Rut tnoit fuhi-rmcn are in
the habit of taking castoreum with them, for the
Seri>cnt cannot abide the tmcll of it. . . / And in
his tenth paragraph, trying to answer th^* question
why those larger j.er|H.nts only frr.|ucnt the northern
eas, he Myi

: • To this question I answer that the
Creator of all beings disposes of the dwellings of His
creatures in different places by His wise intentions,
which are not known to us. Why won't the reindeer
thrive anywhere but in the high and cold mountains ?Why do the whales frequent only the North Pole ? (f!)Why are India and Egypt almost the only countries
where men have to fear crocodiles ? No doubt be-
cause It pleases the wise Creator I ' Here Pontoppidan
takes leave of the Sea-serpent, and begins to treat of
the large snakes mentioned by Plinius and other
ancient authors, and we too will take leave of our
honest and trustworthy bishop, who has so often been
laughed at for what he relates in his chapter on mon-
sters. And yet two oi his mon§ters, the mermaid
and the krakcn, beii^ unmasked, why cannot his third
be accouh* ^d for ?

It should not be forgotten that the date of this
dehghtful book is 1892! The author quotes, with
evident approval, Olaus Magnus writing in 1555—

* They who, either to trade, or to fish, sail «long
the shores of Norway, relate with concurring eviu .ice
a truly admirable story, namely, that a veiy large
Serpent of a length of upwards of two hundred feet,
and twenty feet in diameter, lives in rocks and holes
near the shore of Bergen ; it comes out of its caverns
only on summer nights and in fine weather to devour
calves, lambs, and hogs, or goes into the sea to eat
cuttles, lobsters, and all kinds of sea-crabs. It has
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a row of halr« of two fwt in UngtU hanK'ing from the
neck, sharp icalet of a dark colour, and brilliant flaming
eyes. It attacks boati and watchn away the men.
by raising itself high out of water, and devours them ;

and commonly this doos not hapfM-n without a terrible
event in the kingdom, without a change being at hand,
either that the princes will die or will be banished, or
that a war will soon break out/ Tlic only criticism
of this ama/ing yarn which the Professor permits
himself is—' We consider its devouring hogi, lamN,
and calves, and its appearance on summer nights on
land to take its prey, to be a fable. The eating of
•quids, cuttles, crabs, and lobste'« n^y Ix: a fiction or
it may have been truly witnessed, .c animal chewing
them with its head above water, as seals arl sea-lions
do (ft). The story of snatching a man away from the
ships is evidently confounded with another tale. . . .

It of course refers to gigantic calamaries which occa-
sionally attack boats and snatch away one of •'
crew. Its being covered with scales must be fictilo
too. for they who saw a Sea-serpent at a short distanci
are unanimous in stating that it had no scales, but t
smooth skin/ A fine example of the gnat and camel
parable, surely.

The list of accounts of the seeing of the Sea-serpent
fills nine pages and a half of our author's book, and
date from 1555 to 1888. Apparently no yam, how-
ever wildly absurd, is excluded or refused rank as
evidence, unless it has been exposed as an indubitable
fraud. Even then Dr. Oudemans cannot help adopting
a regretful tone, as if he only wished that the story
was true, or that it had not been discovered to be false,
so that he might have the luxury of believing it. But
of all the amazing stories collected by the learned
Doctor, none attain such a magnitude as the following.

'i
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In 1845 Dr. Albert C. Koch exhibited a large
skeleton of a fossil animal under the name of Hydrarchos
Sillimanni, the latter half of the portentous name being
in honour of the learned editor of The American Journal
of Science and Arts, Professor Benjamin Silliman, well
known for his affectionate regard for the Sea-serpent.
The remains consisted of a head and vertebral column,
measuring in all or 2 hundred and fourteen feet, of a
few ribs attached to the tlioracic portion of the spine,
and some parts of supposed paddles. Of course the
scientific journals took up the discussion of this won-
derful discovery with avidity, and a few months after-
wards Professor Wyman, in The Proceedings of the
Boston Society of Natural History, had the courage and
skill to point out that ' these remains never belonged
to one and the same individual, and that the anatomical
character of the teeth indicates that they are not those
of a reptile, but of a warm-blooded mammal.' In the
next month's Proceedings of the same Society, Professor
Rogers points out that, according to the form and
structure of some loose bones, the skeleton must be
of at least l^o individuals of Basilaurus, a fossil
monster allied to the seals and whales, which Professor
Owen termed Zeuglodon. In the next month's issue
Dr. Koch informs the public that the bones had been
found together and were arranged in the precise order
in which they were discovered. But a Dr. Lister wrote
to say that he knew that Dr. Koch had dug up the bones
in different places in Alabama.

However, the yam was not killed, hardlv scotched,
and the ' fossil Sea-serpent ' stiU yielded a plentiful
harvest of dollars. And in The Illustrated London News
of October 28, 1848, Professor Silliman ventures to
state, m the hope apparenUy that the previous con-
tradictions would be forgotten, ' that the spinal column
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belongs to the sai.ie individual, that the skeleton
differs, most essentially, from any existing or fossil
serpent, although it may countenance the popular
(and I believe well-founded) impression of the existence
in our seas of huge animals, to which the name of
Sea-serpent has been attached.'

Now the facts of this case undoubtedly were proved
to be as follows ;

—

Dr. Koch was a collector of fossils, but entirely
unscrupulous in the use he made of them. He was
a business man first, and a scientist afterwards (a
long way). Not satisfied with the real scientific value
and interest of the wonderful collection of American
fossils he really possessed, he, seeing what a valuable
show it would make, deliberately faked the said
serpent out of bones of several Zeuglodon, made a
head and claws to suit, and then having hitched his
fraud to SUliman, put it on public exhibition. And
no doubt his enterprise was considered to be a real
smart one, an evident token of high business capacity,
quite unusual in a scientific professor.

Sober investigators, like Dr. And.ew Wilson, Mr.
Lee, and Mr. Gosse, all being gifted with sound common-
sense, as well as having high scientific attainments,
do not waste time over the many obvious absurdities
and palpable fabrications which are so plentifully
quoted in Dr. Oudemans' book. But they have given
much time and careful investigation to such stories
as bore the stamp of truth, in so far that it was manifest
that the observers had seen something out of the
common, but had quite naturally in their excitement
gifted the vision with some extraordinary attributes
which it never really possessed.

Of these stories the most interesting is that told
by the captain and crew of the * Pauline.' Captain

I
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Drevar stated that, when in lat. i3*» S., long 35" W
they observed three very large sperm whales (I may
here note, m passing, that I have never yet met with
a seaman other than a whaleman who knew a sperm
whale when he saw it. or could distinguish between
any one whale and another of a different species),
and one of them was gripped round the body with two
turns, by what appeared to be a huge serpent. Its
back was of a darkish brown, and its belly white
with an immense head and mouth, the latter always
open

;
the head and tail had a length bey .-id the

coils of about thirty feet ; its girth was about eight
or nine feet. Using its extremities as levers, the serpent
whirled its victim round and round for about fifteen
rninutes and then suddenly dragged the whale down
to the bottom, head first. The other two whales,
after attempting to release their companion, swam
away upon its descent, exhibiting signs of the greatest
terror.

°

On July 13 this or another sea-serpent was again
seen, about two hundred yards off the stern of the
vessel shooting itself along the surface, forty feet
of its body being out of the water at a time. Again
on the same day it was seen once more with its body
standing qmte perpendicularly out of the water to a
height of sixty feet. This time it seemed determined
to attack the vessel, and the crew and officers armed
themselves with axes for self-defence. In another
version of the same story he, the captain, speaks of
the serpent ' looking angrily ' at the ship.

Now, eight or nine years ago I wrote a paper for
Nature on ' the Sperm Whale and its Food,' in the
course of which I described a spectacle I witnessed
of a huge cachalot devouring a very large cuttle-fish
or squid upon the sea-surface in the Straits of Malacca.
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Dr. Andrew Wilson upon reading this story immedi-
ately remembered the yarn of the captain of the
• Pauline,' and very naturally, and I think inevitably,
knowing the man, came to the conclusion that it was
based upon a similar sight. The Doctor wrote to me
asking me for further details, which I gladly supplied,
and embodied his reflections in his Science Jottings*
column in the next issue of The Illustrated London
News.

Up to a certain point everything that Captain
Drevar states, id swears to, is easily explainable, on
the hypothesis that he saw a sperm whale devouring
a huge calamary. But then the embellishments
arrive, several of them not to be ascribed to exaggera-
tion through nervous excitement, but obviously put
in to round off and complete a good story. For
instance, what were the signs of greatest terror ex-
hibited by the two attendant whales? Certainly
no whaleman could tell. How could the serpent, even
assuming it to lie, as the captain does, one hundred
or one hundred and seventy feet long, raise its body
perpendicularly out of .he water to a height of sixty
feet ? It was such a pity to spoil a good story by
trying to improve it in such a foolish way, that even
Dr. Oudemans feels compelled to take 33^ per cent,
of! the sixty feet.

But before leaving Captain Drevar another example
of his powers must be given :

• The body (of the whale)
disappeared from our view, going down head foremost
to the bottom, where no doubt it was gorged at the
serpent's leisure

; and that monster of monsters may
have been many months in a state of coma, digesting
the huge mouthful.' Oh, Captain Drevar ! A huge
mouthful indeed for a serpent eight or nine feet in
girth to gorge a whale tliirty or forty ; for a snake

«
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of, say, at the outside, twenty tons in weight, to swallow
a morsel of eighty or one hundred tons ! Indeed we
might well expect him to lie many months in a state
of coma. In truth, Olaus Magnus or Pontoppidan
never bettered this yam, though they were far from
bemg amateurs at the task. And it was sworn to

There are also the stories of the ministers who saw
the Sea-serpent in the Sound of Mull and estimated
Its length at sixty feet. They did not expect to be
believed, and said so, only thev felt that any explana-
tion of what they saw except that it was a great Sea-
snake was impossible to accept. But the most difficult
story of all to account for is that told by Captain
McQuhae of H.M.S. ' Dadalus,' and his officers, which
in 1848 created so great a sensation in England. Very
briefly, the story is that, in lat. 24^ 44' S., and long, q"
22 E., an enormous serpent was seen, its head and
shoulders some four feet out of water, and quite
sixty feet of its body on the surface. It passed rapidly
without any undulatory movement, so close to the
ship that the gallant captain says he could have dis-
tinguished a man's features at the distance. It had
no fins, but something like seaweed washed about its
back.

Now it is not fair to suppose that the captain
and his officers stated anything that they did net
believe to be true, yet no less an authority than
Professor Owen in a long letter to The Times of Novem-
ber II, 1848, points out that the captain's observations
and his conclusions do not fit at aU, finally giving
It as his (the Professor's) opinion that the thing seen
was a great seal or sea elephant ; much to the captain's
annoyance, who replies very warmly to the great
palaeontologist's letter. Another authority gives it
as his opinion that the creature was a huge basking
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the 'D-pHnlne' vl 11
"*-"^^*' *"^t thc officcrs ofine Daedalus, being, hke most saUors, very carelessand casual observers of marine fauna, did 2e a hu^eulphur-bottom whale (BalaenopUra s^lphurTus)^^^^

IS slender, has a comparati^'ely small heJ J»,a maximum length of' one huUrTd anrfifty'^^Tand a speed of sixteen knots. ^ ^*'
But any attempt to show that the tellers of som^

^'tS" M*°"^?
""^ *"^*^^^ ^"^ honest accor^^^^to their lights, only seems to arouse animosity amonfthose curious savants who appear to thK would

1 ney will not hear of any natural explanation ofthe strange sights reported by veracious seamenaxid entirely ignore Professor Owen's X dirm*
existed, some remams must have been found forsuch creatures would be often on the surface VoSreatheand could not faU to have deposited relics of theSeson some shore or other. Only one joint of a vTrTebra

Bufthii fn
Sea-serpent's identity scientificaUy.

coriii^
"'*'"^ ^'"^"^^"* ^^ °^^«r b^en forth:

extinct^'alt^?"^'''""''^
*'^"* *^" ^^"^^^'^^^ « notextinct, although a recent specimen has never beenound. and the fossils are found in the tertl^ deportsIt IS also assumed that the creature may bJaSsaurus which has survived the lapse of^ages in tha

no'neTrt '

*'^ ''''''' '' *^^'- BuTcertainfy'

r,,c .}.
Sea-serpent stories, honestly told areinsusceptible of feasible logical explanation l^ thol^
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!:

acquainted with our larger sea mammals and other
f.iuna not usually seen.

Arc there then no Sea-serpents ? Certainly there
arc, very many, and exceedingly dangerous ophidians
they are, being highly poisonous. The largest of them
b almost as thick as a man's leg, and from eight to
ten feet long. They abound on tlie Indian coasts,
and in the Eastern Archipelago I have often seen them
pursuing their devious way along the calm surface.
Tlicy all have a flattened end to their tail, instead of
its coming to a {wint, as does that of all the land snakes.
I have heard, on good authority, they are responsible
for the deatl.8 of many Lascars in the country vessels
of India, climbing up the coir hawsers with which
the vessels are anchored, through the hawse-pipes
and biting tl e sleeping men.

But these are not the Sea-serpents whose character-
istics, as seen by latter-day chroniclers, all bear the
stamp of Olaus Magnus or Pontoppidan. The
enormous length, serpentine shape, mane of hair,
side paddles, etc., all bespeak a common origin. Now
it would ill become any one, least of all those knowing
something of the fearsome creatures that have of late
years been found to inhabit the great depths of the sea,
to say that we shall never find or see any terrific mon-
ster upheaved from the ocean floor. Only, if such there
be, it will not be a serpent, or a mammal such as
Professor Oudemans believes in, a sort oi Zeuglodon
two hundred and fifty feet long. Because these
creatures are essentially of the surface, they cannot
even descend to any great depth, in consequence,
first, of the increasing pressure upon their bodies,
and next, of their need of air breathed direct from'
the atmosphere.

I firmly believe myself that cuttle-fish lurk in the

—-^——
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darkling caves of ocean, a sight of which would justify
any Sea-serpent yam, however Munchauscnlike, and
I should not like to question the existence of enormous
individuals of Regalecus or oar-fish, of which Dr. Goodc
says that • it seems quite safe to assign to this group
all the so-called Sea-serpents which have been described
as swimming rapidly near the surface, with a horse-like
head raised above the water, surmounted by a mane-
hke crest of red or brown.' But from a Regalecus
of twenty feet long to a Sea-serpent capable of carrying
his head sixty feet out of water is so long a step thai
I do not think we shall ever take it.

The great difficulty about our acceptance of Sea-
:ipent stories to-day is the aroma of mediaval

superstition which surrounds them. We cannot help
membenng that there belongs, as of right, to all Sea-

ocrpent stories of the Olaus Magnus order, a relation-
ship to serpent worship, to the hideous old m\ lologies
of he past, having, if not their origin, at least their
early history enveloped in a mist of blood and human
agonies. VVe may interest ourselves in serpent lore
connected with religion as much as we will, and find
It terribly interesting, if only from the fact that almost
all early religions have some t-ace of it. That in the
case of peoples who knew the s.a the fabled Sea-serpent
should become of vast and awful size and aspect, was
perhaps only natural, since the connexion of it with
the sea. itself a place of superhuman dread and
nystery, became perhaps inevitable. The avatar of
the fish from the Mahabarata of the Hindus is a
case m point, elaborated with all the fulness of gro-
tesque detail that these ancient people love, as well
as a boundless exaggeration. The puny efforts of
our romancers must recede into obscurity before the
tale cf a Sea-serpent a million leagues long, and

liil
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Lfi' with a Mupendoui horn reaching from its forehead lo
the rluudi).

Tlicrc is another thing which does not seem to
strike behevcrs in Sea-serpent stories, such as the
learned Professor from whom I have quoted so largely.
And that is, that of the Sea-serpent so often descril)ed,
which I must call, for want of a better term, the Olaus
Magnus, or conventional Sea-serpent, no trace has
ever been supplied to the examination of naturalists.
Certain remains have been found, as, for instance,
those of the Animal of Stronsa in Orkney, about which
so furious a controversy raged nearly a century ago.
It was discovered in October 1808, on the rocks in
Rothiesholm Bay; its measurement in length was
solemnly sworn to by three witnesses as having been
proved by themselves at fifty-five feet, and anatomical
details were given at great length to prove that it was
a veritable Sea-serpent.

Mr. Everard Home, then the greatest living osteolo-
gical authority, went to Orkney at once and examined
the remams in the interest of science. His report
was clear and distinct enough to satisfy the most
exact seeker after truth, and considering the status
of the gentleman making it, who could have no other
interest in the matter than that of arriving at the facts,
it should have settled the controversy. He gave his
evidence unhesitatingly that it was a Squalus maximus,
or great basking shark, which did not exceed thirty-five
keet in length, and presented no difficulty even in an
advanced stage of decomposition in the determination
of its character.

After sufficient time had elapsed the whole question,
which had been thought to finally settled, was
again raised. Mr. Everard Home s scientific testimony
was thrown overboard, and the evidence of the illiterate
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fishfrmcn who had measured the body with a one-foot
rule, and had made all manner of wild statements
about It having six legs, both ends alike, etc. etc
waa remstated, and gravely discussed d« nwo by
quaai-scicntific gendcmen who should have known
better.

In conclusion„althoUfeh It is not necessary to give
a list of all the various appearances which have simu-

.!f^ .^^T'^"*
'°' "''**^^ observers, it may be

stated with the utmost plainness that none of the
reports of Sea-serpents made yet have been such as
would stand a cross-examination without revealing
their true explanation or their true origin as fiction
pure and simple. And this may be truly said, withoutm the least denying that the civilised world may oneday be startled by the appearance of some vast and
hitherto unknown monster from the depths of the
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for the anterior third of the Ixxly. then gradually dcvc-
loping into « icrict of conical horny protubcrancM,
ti if the fish were developing an armour plating like
the iturgcon. /Ul mackerel i^nscu this curious line
of icaly excrescences, and all mackerel, although not
absolutely without scalci, have very few of them, and
what they have are covered with a fine, tough, and
transparetJt skin. Most of the scales arc plated aryimd
the shoulders of the fish, where, too, the hues arc
deepest.

The head is of an almost ideal shape for a fish, of
perfect curves, and with a clean-cut, lightly closing
mouth, whose bony jaws, apart from the rows of
needle-sharp teeth, are quite as effective in dealing
with prey as the snap of a pair of tailor's shears would
be, operated with the same force that this vigorous
fish can exert. The eyes are two splendid orbs,
uveraging two inchr^ in diameter, and so set in the
head that they give an almost |)erfocl range of vision,
being also slightly prominent and entirely unshaded
by lids, brows, or membrane. Their colour I am not
quite sure of, but to the best of my recollection it is an
intensely dark blue for the pupil, with a surrounding
rim of gold.

The food of the Albacore is living fish of any Vind,
not too large for his devouring, but is principally
conrposcd of the leaping squid (Loli^o) and flying-fish.
It is in pursuit of the^ latter that he exhibits that
amazing agility for whi.h he and the coryphacna are
farnous, an agility almost incredible to witness. I am
quite unable to assess the rate at which an Albacore
can travel, but I should certainly say that when I

have seen him darting along just beneath the surface
of the sea, following a flying-fish cleaving the air
overhead at top speed, that it has not been less than

i
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thirty miles an hour. And that he ma -.tains that
speed for distances of over a thousand yards broken
into several different directions, as the flying^fish
changed Its aerial course in order to try and dodge
Its deadly foe. Also. I have repeatedly witnessed
Its dash mto a school of its smaller relatives, the skip-
jack, like a flash from the mouth of a gun, and, zig-
zagging back and forth so rapidly that the eye could
scarcely follow it through the bewildered school, leave
the rca over a large area befouled with blood and
frag: i^nts of mangled fish, which the survivors, imme-
diately upon their enemy's departure, bestirred them-
selves to devour.

Paucity of food it apparently never suffers or can
suffei from. Its nitural prey being so wondrously
abundant wherever it roams. And in consequence
a poor, thin, and weak Albacore is never seen. Perhaps
such an one would be promptly devoured by its ex-
traordmaiy ravenous congeners. The strength of the
Albacore is as amazing as its speed. I have seen a
strong man s arms completely paralysed in one minute
through tiying to hold a very small one, only twenty-
five pounds in weight, with his fingers clutching itsneck and his thumbs thrust into the eills. The hot
black-red blood literally boiled over hi's hands as the
dying fish s vibrations shook him like some great
galvanic battery. And for hours after he was ulable
to use his arms in any way.

Its extreme limit of size is, of course, indeterminate,
but there are fairly authentic records of individuals
having been taken ofif Sicily of twelve hundred pounds'
weight In the world-renowned tunny fisheries ofthe Italian and Sicilian coasts, where they are known
as the Tunny, they are probably found larger than
anywhere else. As the Tuiia. they are welJ kno^
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on the Californian coast, and afford pcrliaps the ixme
of angling sport, testing the "...t^er to the extreme
hmit of his endurance. B,; I ncv« r '. ard of om-
larger than eight hundred pc ncs weif h '>cing caught
there. In the deep sea, as :r as my e.:pcrience and
information go,, they are seldom seen Lirger than say
a quarter of a ton, but that is perhaps because the
largest specimens do not consort with ships as the
ordinary sized ones do.

The largest one I ever had intimate acquaintance
with was in Carlisle Bay, Barbadoes, where I was
fishing for flying-fish in one of the locally owned craft.
We had been most busily employed baling up the
swarming Exocetae, and had between two and three
thousand of them in the boat, when there was a blaze
as of silver sheet lightning in the water, followed by a
swiftly passing shadow, and the water was absolutely
void of fish where a moment before there had been
millions. The skipper of the boat, knowing well the
cause of this sudden flight, snatched up a stout line
that lay ready coiled on the after-thwart, impaled
a fiying-fish on the big hook, and, tossing it overboard,
gave the boat a sheer off the light air that was just
ruffling the surface, and we be^an to gather a little
way, the line streaming astern. Hc--dly a minute
had elapsed before there was a yell from the helms-
man, and looking aft we saw the line taut as a harp-
string. The boat began to move astern against the
wind, and we all tailed on to the line. But as we
could not get an inch of it, we led it to the bow and
secured it there, in order that our fish might tow us
properly. We had no fears for either line or hook.
So for an hour that big mackerel towed our ten-ton
sloop whither he would, winding up his tremendous
exertions by a splendid fighting end in the middle

ii'
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hLh^ f f, r''^'''^'
"^ ^^ ^^"'•^^d him bv a doublebight of the hne round his tail, and towed him into

landed h.m on the quay. He scaled four huniredand sev'enty pounds, making a goodly sum fo^the

r^Lk Th" "'Jr
P^^<^^^<^ ^i- -unj; the toll'

Hh!^ K
^^! ^^"^"* '*'"^g'^ ^^e made for life andliberty has often been recalled to my memorv^n

wtSt'fh ^"""^ '''''' '''' Tuna inTaSi
"

What must be the prowess, endurance, and skill of an

r^'td .'fi'" r'"^'"
'^''^^ ^^*^ ^"^ ^^'^*-"t. a slender

ofthrde:ptk '?h^^^^
^"^^^^^ ^" --^"^ ^ --ter

catl;r^an^^\^^^^^^^^^^^^^ in

for bonito from the jib-boom 'oi a s"5 I have hookelA bacore weighing from forty to over a^hundred ptnasbut never succeeded in pulling them up high^enou7hto drop them m the gaping sack. And I las neverqmte sure when I had them on the hook whether Iwould rather get them up or see them drop Tff seeL^

whe'n i^^X W^,--*-es
they are to 'manipS

fW } ' ^"" "^'S^^' ^^^" on deck. Astride onthat s ender spar twenty feet out ahead of the hip ?had a ways a feeling that the holding of one wou'ld

us mto the seethmg bow-wave ahead of the shin

my hook with a piece of polished tin for a lure frorfthe jib-boom He was so heavy that I could not h?^

^' then tr'] '!? "^*' ' "^^ ^-^^-"
^rtoo^herc K^

disappointed, had to hand himover to others. He was eventually secured when faeeedout by a man being lowered over the side and sh^
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a running bowline < ver his tail. He weighed one
hundred and twenty pounds—a mere infant.

The range of the Albacore, Tunny, or Tuna, is

over all the oceans and seas having access to them
within the temperate zones. The farthest north that
I have ever seen one was 40° ; but, like the other
pelagic deep-sea fishes, their range north and south
within certain limits depends upon the temperature.
I saw flying-fish in 1902 in 48" N. while cross-
ing the Atlantic from Liverpool to the Gulf of
St. Lawrence in August, and was much surprised,
for I had not hitherto believed it possible for the
Exocdus to exist so far outside the tropics. Unlike
the majority of the deep-sea pelagic or surface fishes,
the Albacore's places of spawning, for the Atlantic
at any rate, are very well known. It is in the Eastern
Mediterranean and the iEgean Sea, for which purpose
the Albacore migrates thither in countless thousands,
and by so doing supplies a large proportion of the
ProveiKjal, Italian, and Sicilian coast population with
profitable employment and cheap food, while Tunny
tinned in oil as a luxury of the table is sent to the
whole of the civilised world at a fairly high price. And
now, having thus introduced my interesting friend
collectively, let him tell his life-story as an individual.

Very lovely and comfortable were the surroundings
in which I first emerged from the pearly round egg,
one of many millions deposited in the same area by
our parents. It was off the northern shore of the rocky
island of Kheliridromi, on the western side of the
blue iEgean Sea. You know the place, perhaps;
that is, above water—know it for one of the most
picturesque spots in the archipelago. But you cannot
know—you never will know—how exceedingly beau-
tiful is the scene below, about the bases of those quaint

li!
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rock masses, whose summits are crowned by evri^

tainee ^:L'd""'^ T''
*° «°'^^^ ^"^ island m^n"

w7h ^ , 'T''^
^'°"' *''^^<^ ^n^^^ing fastnessesfor the fishmg with as much caution to-day as thevdfdwhen every village of the kind was a pirates ron^old

rm';rt-rtr
'^^'^ "'°" ^' "^'^'''^- -^^^^^

Moreover, you do not, cannot know of the treasures

gue?s '^BuTa'tr 'Z'^'''''
^'^ ^^ -paintyguess. But a thousand years of warfare and piracycarried on m the vicinity of the richest andTos^

foot of the sea-bed withm a few miles of land a veritablestorehouse of wonderful wealth in precbus metalsand almost equally precious artistry. Around gTutof marble and bronze statuaiy. amid heaps of' golda^lver. an. gems, twine the beautiful red. pink and

atth T'^r^P"'**^ *'^ "^^''^ -' liv/ng sponge

living ' '
"" "' '"" ^^^ y^' --^-d'o ?etum

nl.f^n ^"J'"^',*
^ *^^' splendour, on cunning littleplateaux of silvery sand in level nooks floored withpowdered lava, in alcoves paved with coral fragm^tsground small by the never-ceasing attrit on oT the

weTborT' T.^TrT ^^ ^y ^^"- Albaco^

hatched h" 'P^'l^' '" '^"'^^ °*^^^ ^h^re fish arehatched, there were hosts of the baser sort of fishyes. even as low as the Medusae, those backboneles^masses of jeUy that can hardly be said to hve in th^sense that we higher organism! do. waiting to devoutus as soon a^ we had attained an independent xistenc^aU hampered as we were by the sustaining yelk attached

^ our waists during the first two dayfof our hvtWe had no protectors ; if our parents had beenS
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they would have devoured us with as great if not
greater rapidity than our present foes did ; but we
had one safeguard, had we but known it : our in-
numerable numbers. It was impossible for the most
energetic, the most voracious of our enemies to destroy
us. not merely all but more than half of us. And this
law ,f I may so call it, of superabundant supply, is
what really prevents the utter annihilation of nianv
species m the sea.

'

So it came to pass in due time that, evading the
destroyers in company with some millions of mv
brethren, I grew and waxed strong enough to eat in mv
turn, not only the young of other fish which swarmed
in our deep retreat, but any of rny own family that
happened to be less agile or weaker than I was' Form me, as in my fellows, but one principle, one law
held sway, and guided as yet all actions. It was to
hye. and m order to live, to eat, never mind who or
w.iat, so long as it was eatable. Our one aim, our one
duty, was to grow and get big ; we did not know why
or how, but we obeyed the overmastering law

In due time we began to stray farther and farther
from our birthplace into deeper and deeper water
always under the same mysteriously compelling im-
pulse, until at last, having grown into a sizeable fish
of about three pounds in weight, I headed a toodly
company of my fellows in a straight course westward
out of the Middle sea, nor rested until we found our-
selves out in the vast expanse of the Atlantic OceanHow we rejoiced in our new-found freedom from the
constant terror of enemies ! Here they hardly troubled
us at all. or if they did we felt easily able to elude
pursuit, being so agile and cunning from our early
training. Several times, however, I had narrovv
escapes through falling in with adult individuals of

!
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our own race who sought to devour us without givingus a chance of escape. Many of my fellows who had

'eir:^ct?;vrT''^
'^"^^^ °' '"^-^^ ^^'^ -leii victims on these occasions. So we criduillv

separated, some were eaten, more stTaycd aw

"

independently gathering their livelihood from the'abundant sea. but all who survived were growing wthastcnmdmg rapidity, and preparing to talfe thdr'pTa ein the royal ranks of the great Albacore
Could I but detail to you the events of the next

bradr^''
'''^ T'' ''' ' ^'"^'y volume of hair-bread h escapes and amazing travel. I cannot claimto have visited n.ny profound depths, for our peoo^are essentially surface-f.sh and do not descend d^ep r

have"! tLinf
''

'r^'T^- ^"* "'*^'" '^-' ^
braved lit / t?^'^''^

"^"'' °^ "^^^"'^ '^^t^^^^^s.braved most of the dangers that await our peopleMany days did I linger about the base of St ^aS 's

oftu^'^ci ^'^n'
^"'-^"^'^ ^^*'"^ "^y «" -ntinuallyof dU species of deep-water fish smaller than my^lfwho were utterly unable to escane the clashTmyunernng and lethal jaws. Here I learned to avddthe fearfu^^ toils of the brooding cuttle-fish, havingtorn myself free from the deadly touch of an arm ofone of these monsters crouching in a darksome cte

1?X hS^'t ^ l^u"" ?^ ""y ^'^^y' ^^"^^^^t ^s swift as

a sword /r^l ^" ''^'"'^ "^ ' ^^^"* ^^^^*'^^ °f n^ine.a sword-fish, whose weapon grazed my body alone
ts entire length, leaving a wide white weal whereby
I bccanie known and identified in after years notmerely by mine own people but by men

'

m.,^"n ^ ^u^^^ ""^ *''''^ ^^"g^'"^' ^s did many ofmy fellows bom at the same time in the ^eean and
ranged the waters of Mid-Atlantic as bSgTn mynghtful realm, a veritable sovereign of the sea. I
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ikirtcd the vast masses of myriad-tenanted weed thatgo to make up the curious ocean < ddy known as the

^ rgasso Sej. and many a quaint iish found its way

tZT7 ^=^7-^*^^^y »»''"»^^h as I prowled around

far mto that dense entangl^-^nent, sacred to the ud-brmgmg of an incalculable number of youn<? sea crea-
tures because of its st.urity against such sturdy

rZ^' '\ .^"'^ ""^ ^^°'"^- ' '""'^d that shipsmight be safely consorted with, and usefully too
because of their pleasant habit of scaring up the smalle;
creatures upon which I loved to feed, but on ^vcZ
occasions very narrowly escaped destruction, bymissmg a lure let down before my dazzled eyei bysome^hungry miscreant on board one of these floating

I i^nl h'S"""
""''" '°'«'^ ^ experience I had. which

sturHv fr T' *° '"""^ ™y «''-*h ^"d stiffen mysturdy frame than any other. It was in the North
Atlantic too on the south-wester.i verge of the Sar-

l^i7a% K
^""^ ^" i'""^'^^ P"'^"'"S a vast school

Of flymg-fish. and occasionally snapping up a straeeleror wo that on]^ served to make my hWerlore
acute, when I suddenly dartea .nto a vast black shaTow

harill h""ir"Jv'" *^" '"^^ °' "^^^^ it seemed
that aU the edible fish imaginable were congregated.
I svam leisurely to and fro. and filled my mat 4nosto bursting then languidly surveyed my surroundings
I found that I was beneath a wooden ship, deserted

Dbnk. h.H ?' r^i"^
"°* ''"^- UP«" h«^ sheltering

planks had clustered an immense mass of sea-growth
weed, barnacles. li.T^pets. and so forth, and of^ou^
ohf^ ^f^^'T'"'^

'"^ themselves, as offering eas^obtamed food, an enormous numJ^^r of ficb ^g

i;!j
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vcrtihr.ifes and cnistarri t« , .

ll.e whofc a ,., „, «./"' „;?""'•' '"'« niy«If, until

O'ill was literally, iv?°d";l""" "f'y "ubmcrgcd
'«<ling upon one "101^; ,,"" PoP"'"""" -•« b«v
lor me, fir I wa. "e y Lr „ " ' ""'«'""• «"••
by any o, „,e o.herrb^in"^'',

™"'""' ''<•"> P""ui.
'jcapod annihilation here om<Iv* Pro "r

' ';*"°*'y
about sucking in dainty m™^is'^o .hZ "*

''f "^
overcharged stomach. I saw^nin. i r

"" "'''"''J'
cavern, down which manTfi.h * ^ "" "" " *'"!«

anJ b„. that I waTC wi.J ZT""" '° ''•"°--

done so. However I Tur^M '^ °" ""'"'<' '"^•«

in lime to note that the ""elur^ ""'""'y' J""
an axis, the entrance clo^ "T^ '''"'°" " " "»»"
".0 body of a sper wtat'a^e'nledt ^t' T"'A very narrow p^mn* .- i

,*\^""^" 'O the surface.

affec^me a the tta"^ ,'„"f

«"• ""'•"«. "-at did noi

^-;od.ehadi"h:en„r„;.t-"vi;^.r.t^^::

for it is not the custom nf« . ^ ^"^^^^^ c'osely,

the ships aXtTou HlT^t Z^^^^^^^"-stirred up the squid and flvintTch "^I^
^°^ ^^^^

to feed, but it^vas exceeSfseS
near enough to one of these floati^a^ ^^* ^ ^^"^^
Its outlines, much less to Tnrnr

^."'^'''^' *° ^'^^^m
out lures. I was no Ve^^ ^ny danger from held-

some. In due time 1 Inf '"°"l^
'° ^" ^ ^«"t"re.

Hope. forgauferinTa Tdid'o^witf '^^ °^ ^^^
queer fish on the%reat A^, .k 1^ ^ multitude of

that was a goodlj time l^fon . l'"^'' ^° ^°°th.

steinbrass hfd any ear of ^ "^ *^°'' ^"* ^°^ ^"^
"y lear of Tie. or seemed to regard
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me as an cumy. th. while I ,r«.,ped thnm into the
profo.,nd arul ncvcr-to-br-Mtisaed cav.ty of mystomach. ' ^

I was well-minded to make that my horn... deeming
•t best m all the seas I had yet visited, but I cm.ldnot endure the cold, the deadly dull that, c eep ngup rom scmthward. seized ur)on me and made m«

o 1? T\l r^'t
'^'" »'^^^ ^- mosT Mph.;

!.J\ \ ^.l***^'
'^''•'-•^^" reluctantly to mygood fnends and hosts who had fed me so bountifully

prohfic sea
? For growing fish like myself there Unone better .f one does but keep a wary eye lifting for

mI^o r"rf ''^ '"'^ ^' ' *™ ^" ""«^^«y "moment.Many months I hngered in those quiet waters, feeding
ever feeding and growing apace, so that I began towax pndoful, and wonder if in all the wide sea therewas ever seen an Albacore like me.

Presently I won to the intricacies of the Eastern
Arch.pelago. which queerly reminded me o m^
.nd^H''/'''Pi u'

'^' ''^'^"^ ^»"^"ts that roaredand edd.ed round about those clustering isles and reefs.But for food
! They s.mply swarmed with all that

I needed or des.red. and I fed me full and grew lazily
fat as If m all the seas I al. ue was being fed. I alonehad a claim upon the Pc wer whose provision hadarrariged for the sustenance of His humWest creatures

rp.fl T^ ^*^', '"•'"^•^ °^ th^^t ^^st network of
reefs, submerged volcanoes, and island bases. I roamed

TtLrM ' '"" ""'^''^ ' •'^P* '^^ --^ watchful

alone of !!"l?K"'/"'''"*r'"^y
'^^ sword-fish, whom

alone, of all the deep-sea folk. I now dreaded ; ah ays
I bore m mind that to enter any cavern, how.ver

13
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\> i enli. iiiK lt« opening «.,„,.,( ,„ , , ,

,

-^.|. ,„

1 whl '''••';r"-'
" ""»-'' ••' living arm..

Here I met with almost all that our levels of th*.ocean hold of .trango sea n.onstcrs. and held my ow„umong them w.th utn.ust pride, for I feared nol

dppising the prowhng Pnsiis, or saw-fish I nnr«
a^n^jt allowed a vast creature, ihre^ ti^^'tger 1"
my:*clf. to np mo asunder from bencith. as swiftlv

a t ;:5e"c f'ltt^' f"'""
'' ^•'•""^'•'^ from'thrduX

^ carl IJ t['^
'''; ^'^' '"^^"'"'"^ ''^ ^ P^^'^^-d »»'n«o carelessly Thenceforward I laid a strictly warvut.tude to h,m and his like until, feeling an ir esis^ble

^ erlTnd'ir ^^f"'
' 'V'''' plcL^uT^d-fuS

^ Z™ P .^"' '"y '°"K J^^'^^y across the

; ^^*^f"
P*'^'^'^- I say long to suit your meaijrecomprehension

; to me its length was a mere mXof mdifference. for the exercise of my Twer^ we eas spontaneous and natural to me as^h^gy;;.tl.
of b.ds u, the air above, there bcMng no consdous':^

tripVZchfn'f rT?" ^'' ^"" ^''^ •"' '''^'"^^ «f thattrip from China to Cahfonua. Tell you of the vovacershke myself whom I met and exchanged greetings

S

.n the Middle sea. of the myriad w^ndefsXt'to'n
became commonplaces. Make you understand the
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•ll.<-onir>rlling power th.it. impl.«itrd in m#» and in tl.oMS
I met with in all my j.»urn.yii,Ks. nuue m ctnplcy
our vigour m the way we di.l. and till ourH«..|v,n. with
the sheer delight of clean. alwundiiiK ll^^ De«ribc
to you the splendour of the inulniKht ..-a. the brilliantly
Uluminatcd waters, lit Uyuiid all nian'n iinaKininK*
and yet ever awuring us that Uyond our p^.wers oi
investigatiun were spkiulours (ar greater. Never a
hungry inoiiient. never one instaiit wh.n I frit that I
ought never to have been. u« I know you humans do
feel

;
ah how much I have lived ! Once I measuredmy speed against a mighty steamship in company

with many porjmises. I easily outstripped thern
al

.

easily swam round her as she did her best and
wlien under her bows crossing. «.»s rewarded for my
magnihcent exhibition of strength and endurance by
just escaping a brutal dov..iward thrust of a weapon
with hno barbed i>oints. One did plough a deep
urrow m my side

; but I did not mind that ; wounds
far dceF)er and more serious are healed at sea. and the
receiver of them cares not nor bears malicious remem-
brance of them.

In due time (what do I know of time divisions
such as bind you ?) I arrived at Puget Sound Itwas high summer, and those pellucid waters were fuU
of fish. Never before had I tasted the joys of biting
into the body of a twelve to twenty pound salmon!
of chasing a school of immature salmon into an estuary
where I could devour them at my leisure. I spent
here a perfectly satisfying holiday, daily adding tomy girth and other powers. Then I thought I would
go south, or, rather, the initial impulse was com-
municated to me by that outside force of which weknow nothing, bul that we all acknowledge its power
and I Sidled southwards reluctantly.

U
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That was a pnuionition of disaster, had I butknown It. for on the second day of my arrival on the
Cahfornian coast I was hfting myself uiily, with a
full stomach, to a passing squid, a tiny creature notworth my attention, when I felt a sharp pain shoot
through my ,aw and a slender yet annoying, pull atmy head. In rage I started seaward, regafiing not
the stmg among my teeth

; furiously I wondered whohad dared attempt this outrage upon me. I do not
care to say how dire was the distress I felt whenowmg to the skill of the man-thing in the boat, behind
the rod and at the end of the line that had hooked
me. I could not get free. I only record that from thensmg to the setting of the sun that man fought withme and was drawing me so near to his boat that I
felt almost hopeless of ever seeing blue water again,when I made my supreme effort. I dived seaward
at utmost power, and almost immediately knew that
I was free. But I bore with me a souvenir of mv
encounter in the shape of a barbed piece of steel
imbedded m my lower jaw, which galled me .«rriblv
It had struck through a piece of plated bone, and could
not work out. Still, after awhile it ceased to annoy
and I grew quite unmindful of its presence.until at last'
when It did drop out, I knew not of its going Is it
necessary for me to say that I left those inhospitable
shores m haste ? I had no idea that men would hunt
for me in such a fashion, no prevision of any danger—
but I must not anticipate. Out on the blue, wide
free sea I bore, and, resuming the glad, free life of my
deep-water feUows, soon forgot my perilous adventure

Now, had I realised it, I was beginning a terrific
journey without any such halt as I had before enjoyedm the cool recesses of the East Indian Archipelago
The need was laid upon me to go westward, ever
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westward and southward, fur, although I did not know
it, my God-given instinct forbade me attempting the
passage c^ Cape Horn, where the cold would certainly
have stricken me dead. But these things being hidden
from me, I fared leisurely on my way, taking bright
sea and gem-like clusters of islets in my way as they
came, like a philosopher. Indeed, I felt myself one
now. I had seen almost the whole world, and none of
its wonders had any power to move me. Only, I did
feel an intense longing for, a mighty drawing to, the
waters of my birthplace, so very far away. I did not
in the least know where that birthplace was, but what
of that ? As the magnet draws the needle, so I was
bemg drawn, and though only dimly conscious of it,

as quite content to be guided. Time did not matter
—we do not reckon the hours in our beautiful home
beneath the sea. We are content to fulfil the law of
our being, without regard to how long or short a time
It takes—in fact, for us, time has no meaning. We
live in a timeless state, in what you call Eternity,
except that we are so frail, so continually passing from'
one shape to another.

So gradually I worked my way round the watery
world towards the Cape of Good Hope, quite unmolested
by anythmg or anybody, but forgathering on my way
with many of my congeners, all bound in the same
direction. And the strange thing about aU our joumey-
ings was that none of us knew why we were going—
we only felt that we must go, and also were sure that
we should arrive at our destination unless—but then
we never anticipated any cessation of being, we just
went on living our life with all our might. Gradually
surely, I worked my way round the Cape, wondering
as much as we can wonder at the numbers of my feUows
I fell in with. Having led quite a solitary Ufe for so
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many months, ft became almost irksome* m «,-

Of ocean's resources! Presentlv T f^ T Z

fish BuTsh r™7 '~''- '"* -^"id anH^ng":

and when we got over the ^hLv ^t I' . ^'
played about her a, ^eta/'d^elr^i^fS
the natives came with spears and hook" and ^Zamongst us to their hearts' content, aTwe bited^:the sun or sought the shade of what we Tad Z^ "

cons der our great friend and protector. It C^^awful massacre, the first I had ever seen oVJT^

schll^^'lT" ' """»- "•»' my in^ds u^r;^schools of stoHack would be looked upon iTthoM
Th T;" *' '™' ''«"*• But it may^ ^^asl^^

seaward and downward, where nought of mVn',harmful devising could touch us to do us hur" Ido not know
;

I can only record fncts and say ttot a

b:;"fnTbloS' f'T'" "' '"=' ™she?rimt^^aoout n the blood-stamed water, as do the skio-iartor bon,to when we suddenly make a raid upon ternWere I g,ven to speculation upon any subi«:t Ishould suppose that it was a provident!^ suspe^ ionof our usuaUy acute faculties for the benefit ofmS
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who would otherwise have no chance wliatevcr to
obtain our flesh for food.

But when the slaying ceased, and the boats laden
almost to sinking with dead Albacore had returned
to harbour, our panic ceased also, and, closing up our
scattered ranks, we resumed our journey northward.
The great catch granted to the islanders at St. Helena
really seemed to have made no perceptible difference
to our numbers, which, it must be remembered, were
continually being added to by recruits from all sides.
So that when we reached Ascension, that lonely rock
in the middle of the wide Atlantic, whose shelving
sides beneath the sea swarm with all that an Albacore
need use, we were an army of great fishes swimmir"
m close order covering nearly a square mile, and in
many places ten fathoms deep. Our descent upon
Ascension must have caused an awful panic among
its submarine population, ; )i of whom, with the excep-
tion of some vast cuttle-fish that inveigled a few of
our members, paid delicious tribute to us, satisfying
our hungry needs, as far as they ever are satisfied, in
a most enjoyable way.

To say that we swept the rock bases bare would
be exaggeration, but we certainly did find on the
second day of our visit that the juicy morsels which
had been so plentiful were scarce and hard to come
by. So we simultaneously moved off without any word
of command, any leader, any directing impulse, save
the one unerring instinct. And how fully sufficient
it was ! Just after departing, however, we suffered
considerable diminution of our forces, a really notice-
able lessening of our vast numbers, compared to which
the slaying at St. Helena was not worth mention.
We encountered a vast school of sperm whales whose
mighty bodies lay end-on to our path, and all their
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entombing my companions by h.nd el 1?,.^'"''
all any of us nppH^-i « ^ •

"""ureua. ihat was

throat' o.hri"te w r'p;£,l°,rj?
'"' «?P-«

quief waters between h. r /^'''^ ^'''^"S^ *^«^«

taken by us throuT th, ah ' ."'"'*, ''"""'='' *« P'-""

for fh» i„
"""Sh the Atlantic almost bare of foodlor the lower members of our familv R„f .IT?

cannot positivelv sav r „.
°"^ .'^niuy. But that I

I was dwayl huZ; ,h T"^^ '°°^- '^"'><"'6'>

food near my mouth 'd ,1 ''r'

"""^""^ "> ^'

on .irth ^J.u:pLZZ;Vn^Z"'' '» ""'

n.illt„s" urintTom"::ctfH''"-'^ "' ^'''-"-
forward now wUho,,tT .^°t' ^"'"""'"S steadily

«>n,e miles^^rea Nof °'
T'"^' '" =' '™"8'=
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goal nearly gained, the drawing power over m that
had so mysteriously brought us from the furthermost
ends of the earth seemed to have suddenly increased
its force, accelerated our speed, and overcome our
desire for food. So we swept up the centre of tlie great
Middle sea as far as Pantellaria, when, as if actuated
by a sudden impulse, the mighty wedge of steadily
swimming fish parted in two irregular portions,
each portion immediately closing up its disarranged
figure into triangular shape again. The lesser triangle
kept on eastward, bearing over towards the African
coast, but the larger one swerved sharply to the north-
ward for the Sic.lidn shores.

Again. I cannot tell why no instinct warned us of
our awful danger ; but I swam, being one of the largest
of our giant members, at the head of this great br ly
until we came right up to the rock bases of Sicily,
and splitting up into numerous small bodies swarmed
along the shores of Italy and Sicily, and through the
Straits of Messina. All had been prepared for our
visit, although it had been quite unheralded by any
advanced guards, the humans on land depending
entirely upon our faithfulness and constant adherence
to our regular customs. In places to which we h "

always come hitherto, that is, our ancestors, great
corrals of netting had been prepared with long passages
into which we must swarm to get to the regular spawn-
ing-grounds. And many boats full of men lay quietly
waiting to harasv, with shouting and splashing, any
idea of returning with a rush that we might have.
In this way an enormous number were captured and
slain

; for once within these barriers of netting, and
the way out again barred, we were driven farther and
farther into shallower and narrower places, where
savage men armed with spears slaughtered our helpless

i
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and in mid-sca queer y ripued felucn^ u,*r« i

.n<«vidual, wi,h l,„ge J^ds'Ld ™. iL^ an .""ftask, for wo were all so ravenous that a flu tein. p'e«o( rag w:« at once mistaken for a flying-fish or^^^dand eagerly snapped at. ^ '

Oh, it was a black and awful time for us and v..m ,p,te of the elaborate preparations made evWywh^^'for our capture, and of our utter want of foroICueh^

tured i ',.' ',""«'' "' "" «'''" "ost were ca,^

dInJer wll j''r "' «"•"''' '''i" '" avoidingdanger We survived, because for one thine the se?« «. w,de and so deep, even the Medite^aln thit

Td b^caurfherb''
'" "" P"""^ "' "«'""

«t inshorfL? f'"^ u""
"'"' °' "> >" ^uW noget .nshore at once to where the traps wei» laid for

eastwad°to1he"i''''"'^°'."^
were' bound ,XZ

wherTi „« t ^'^' *°. """^ I-''* spawning-bedswnere I was bom, and where in due time T Z^.,.^

Z^oftheT""'' f'"'
tropiS iir. m^r.^

visir"'The°'?'"T''
'^'' ^"-™Portant business of ourZ „i ^''V'™^'^' 'n long ranks settled down uoonthe pleasant smooth patches of sandy sea-floir in^n

w' h utm^ft
"""'^ " r" -"^''-d. and de^iit:"wth utmost care and regularity their burdens ofpearly eggs m long, level rows. Behind them swam

and r ;
'*'"^"''' 'nethodically distributingS

tails, at the same t.me keeping a wary eye open for
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the possible advent of marniidcrs. But no sooner was
the important part of the business accomphshed than
our hunger often tempted us to devour this treasure
we had come so far to deposit, and I here at once
avow that the greatest enemies of our own ova were
ourselves. Why we did not render tlie race extinct
I know not, unless that in many, nay, most cases,
the eggs had been so cunningly hidden that we could
not find them ourselves. Nor do I know how long
the business lasted. Only one day, impelled by the
fiercest pangs of hunger, and by an uncontrollable
desire to get out where food was plentiful, I started
westward at a furious rate of speed, and escaping
every lure, soon found myself once more in the Atlantic,
recommencing my world-wide wanderings.

I
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CHAPTER XVI

THE BONITO

«t the head of this chanter ./ r:^""^'
"''"'« '""«'»

•arly Spanish voyagers ,1 „„r^ "'"' ""'" ''>' "•«

But I do not think the'v^h
""?"'"« 'x'au'i'ul.'

or its grace ofmovemZ.
""""' " '°'- "» "colours

the iuLoro tTcZTkJJ""^" ^"' " » «^eatly

«> called from ts ed2 o?,r.-
''*"'"

' "'i"'' " "as
Wendiiness TJi:t^:iS^t^Ze'''u *"\"'
more frequently seen H^hlL "J""™- It is a far

dolphin, and is abTmn^ ""'" "" ^"'••''^ore or
Of them. MoJ^^^^lZV" "^"'"' ""•" "'her
swims in very la«e comi^t* 1

'" '" ^'*''^' »<"
I have often taS,tS\'° '"?'' '" '«'• "-at

comparatively °smo'o,h.T™ una'ble t ?%"" ""^
direction without seein, b . v .

° '°°'' '" any
after their terrified pre?

°""'' """"^ ''='?'"« ="'out

sJk.T.hfa'L'coT''' v'k*
P""^ ''='^«™. »o to

though with severa Tmport'^^t d.f
""^ """"'='-

stance, the brilliant gold coTour
^'7'''- ^'" '""

of the albacore's fin. frl .?
^ imposing size

of the BonCite a oT? '"°<"«='' '" "^^ ^«^
along the meiial 1":^ft L"^^u"^'"°"""a dark blue is nof co J^

^*^ ^°'^"r, too,ue. IS not so pronounced, so transparently
904
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han(]s()me, as is that of the albacore. In fact, it

belongs to the rank and hie of the sea, a common,
every-day sort o( a deep-sea denizen, while the albacore
and dolphin are rather the aristocratic leaders of sea
society, after the whale tribe. This commonness of

character, coupled with what it is only a slight stretch
of language to call affability of demeanour, is what
has endeared the Uonito to sailors generally, although
alas, from the same cause as before noted, i.e. the decay
of the sailing vessel, there are many sailors afloat who
have never seen, and probably never will see, one.

There is another, and still more important reason
why the Bonito is the sailors' best-loved fish—the
ease with which he may be caught. The handling
of the albacore from a ship's bowsprit is a task
demanding much more powerful tackle and strength
of arm than any ordinary man can give to it ; in fact,
it is very seldom that one takes a sailor's hook and is

afterwards secured. During all my voyages I have
only seen four actually brought on deck, but I do not
remember how many, only that it was a very large
number, that I have seen hooked and get away.

Once while fishing for Bonito from the flying
jib-boom end (my favourite place) I was vigorously
flicking my lure, when a dark shadow shot upward
from beneath the ship and sprang into the air, revealed
as a superb albacore. I frantically jerked my line

upward as I saw him coming, but in vain ; he seized
my bait in mid-air and got well hooked. He was so
heavy that I could only lift him with both hands to
the line at once, yet I succeeded in bringing him within
six feet of my perch. Then the long-suffering line
parted and he fell back into the foaming head wave
with a stupendous splash ; and I realised with a
•hudder from what T had escaped, for how could I, on
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»'r»ggl„ and ,hak™ „"„?i' t'tl,?T T'l"."""», .. a ftsh thai I, s..|d„,„ cam,l,t n"; .

'•"'""•

""! lake a h«,k voradou y X!' T '"'^"*' " *'"
are avourablo ,„ i„ b..|„7d* om.d Vurr'"*"'"» not «, «K;iable i„ it, instinct, a, i,'t.,»'"''

"

a schoo of Bonito k^,m .«
»r*-ci!e, I have known

three days at a L.e^ aTZ^'^ '^'' ""'^^^ ^"^

turns to escorUu! bv ororrH'"'^^
''^'"^ '"^^ '» *"

rows under and around ?rr "^ '^'^^^'^ '" ^^^erly

boiled abourhunrgl^d'ram '"h
^"^ "^^ ^^">-

I have often seen thrZ v ^ ''"^ ^^^^m. And
once, fish afL fish takini' th^

'""^
T^^^ *^'«"» ^^

two or three do/entt^t/cS ^l'^'
""^''

s'gn of alarm amon^ those hiL^' ''"'^ "*'^^'' ^

hooked ones got offhand fell hT' ""'"'' ^"^ °^ ^^e

with a loud splash and w h m J'"^"^
'"' '^"°^«

5- gills. The'n InVefth e tou'fd t""'"^
'^°"'

disappearance of the whole 2h^l nil
^" •"'*""^

quick eye could cafrh 1

T

'
^^'^^ sometimes a

distanc/awTy Thlf of ctr*'"^ '^'P °^ *^° ^"'^
of blood, or whatever' 1? f •

""'^ ^"" ^'^ *^« ^"^<^»

the place of smdl .n f .'* '' '" ^^^ which takes

abou't. Any'fis^h' thTt^utd"'
/''^^ ^'^" ^^ ^'-"

- the deep-sea ^^^Z^^^^^f^J^^ '^"°-
and devoured instantly And fn

" '" P'^^^^^

noticeable than In "he 'sharks f^r ^ ^'' '^^^ '"^^•''

his death by the blow of . hi ' kk
^''^"^^^r one met

about ever/ five rninutes wht '^''^' ^''^^^ ^'^- Whale. h.compan;::::'f:;f:;;j--^^^
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In fraf,'rnents bef.)rf h« had tim»« to sink, and instantly
returned to tlicir (urioin tncupation of tearing at the
WilnlCi

In considering the life of the Bonito, we must
remember that we are descending the si/e scale, and
that consequently the number of his enemies appre-
ciably mcruase. The largest Honito I ever saw scaled
only twenty-eight pounds, and I feel sun« that he was
a great exception to the general rule, the iverage sizebemg eight or ten pounds. Owing to their habit
of swimmmg in large schools, and of crowding together
as If for mutual protection, when instinct warns them
that enemies are about, they faU a comparatively easy
prey to such voracious enemies as the grampus the
albacore. and the sword-fish (Xii>kias). while, of course,
they themselves prey quite as furiously upon the
younger members of their own family. But they
must be an amazingly proUfic fish, judging from the
enormous schools met with and the ease with which
they may be captured by their enemies.

As to their place of origin, there is perhaps more

fish. Whether they imitate their giant relativV; the
albacore. and make periodical visits to comparatively
shallow waters in order to spawn, or as the dolphin
do. deposit their ova upon and among floating masses
of sea-weed, is a point not easily settled. But two
things are certain, and they are, that. like the dolphin
the Bonito is never seen near land except that be
very abrupt in its rise from the sea-bed, like St. Helenaand being essentially a surface-fish frequenting the
deepest ocean areas, he cannot go to the bottom tospawn And when wc have stated that, we iiave ex-
hausted our knowledge of this creature's family habits

i have caught them in the North and South Atlantic"
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I- elucidate. Ind~d fh" ^ '">' ''"'• '" '•"'"V

of valuable wor" butT,^!
/",'' !" """»•'"' «"•»"'

Hi.<o,y o('Se «" c^I.^".^"""^
The Natural

wilh great wealth at L d,l ? "" """"co, who,
hi» l«e in the iZL *. ^"f^^ «'"«> lo waste

.he'S.^ia"atnd rbr::!;'"^ " "^'•'--«"> "
".ountable difti.ulti« Jhl.T*^

appar-'ully in,ur-

wuh f„h who ra^ly ii e«r ri»T ""'f
"^ "" "^'"^

(athom, or the seaIrfat"; ,h
""""" * ''""'I'^^'l

'hen one of the H''^ZlZ:'u^Z:7 """"' ' '^"''

of the habits of any „el ' n*°''r '"vestigation

-a* o( deep-sea fish T, 7hL.
>' ^'**"' '" "»

While there are many of Ihem, ?
"""""""l gam.

accessible ones, fTw^ °o«,
™' ""''."I«"»"y 'he more

Tom market, of ^y?^'"'"*; "'"> """"'h remote
to be taken in unTquanlitv M^ "' """" "'«'>'

far too kmdly to salt « H
'^- ""'™«'. 'hey take

.nbe. Amerrca'n°^;idt^refal,"-; T^'"to most of us who likp «,i* ^ '"S of horror

n..nd it tastes ,f sllhdi fd rt;h"r«a ^^ "^
^. And no amount of so^ZV^^,^:^^:!
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f„ll
J"! ?''""° ": " ""y'Wng. still worse. Mourn-fully do I remember how. having a field day amoneBon,to ,ust on the northern side of the Equator inthe Atlantic, homeward bound in a ve^- slow shin

cool, he should be allowed to salt about thirty Hne

weight, so that our miserable rations of putrkl beef

ul^:' Th'e"/
'"'' °"' '" ' """ "»« OKis'ran

wTh I!?
"'?'™"« '" <^'=^"'"« «=''. spen" my

for?he'^°cSe'™""""«
^"""^ ^™'"« "" «^ -<'y

The job was emmei. / successful, not a trace oftamt appeanng i„ the p.ckled fish, in high glee wewelcomed the first mess of salted lionito bu airswe were most cruelly disappointed. Hungry satecan eat almost anything, but that terribirfish wLbeyond us. It scarified the mouth as the ea ne ofpure salt would do, all trace of fish as far as flavourwas concerned seemed to have fled, and yet it had

VrrioulTh'
'" "^'^ ^"' P^^^°"^^ - *- watersVarious schemes were tried, such as soaking it invmegar drymg the salt out of it in the sun (when i^beca„,ehkea piece of alabaster), but all to no„And most tantahsing of all. it retained a siLubrlvappehsmg smeU. The whole mass was dumped ove/.

of shtrtht^ ^"r^*^°"' - ^-^^' o'a sZi
T I Vl' .^'"^^ w^^ foUowing us. But even thevI should think, must have wondered what the new

s'o'reS'tf
'"' "" "^^' '""^y ^^^ gulped1::so readily, if, as is somewhat doubtful, the shark hasany discrimination in matters of taste at all
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The flesh of tho tunny or alb:.rore, which is most
closely akin to that of the Bonito, is treated very
sparingly with salt, and is preserved by boiling it
in oil and sealing it up in tins, which makes it a delicacy
that keeps for an indefinite period. No doubt if the
Bonito could be caught in easily accessible positions,
It could be manipulated in the same sensible way,
and might become an article of considerable com-
mercial value. But of that there is not the slightest
prospect, so that the Bonito will doubtless be left to
pursue his jovial way in peace.

Moreover, there is no blinking the fact that, in spite
of the bitter cry of starving multitudes on shore, the
mcalculable wealth of the sea in food largely goes
a-begging. Only let the fishermen be a little more
than ordinarily successful, and immediately our souls
are saddened by reading of many tons of succulent
food being carted away for manure, or left upon the
shore to poison the pure air with putrid exhalations.
Nay, more, there are not wanting many grave and
specific accusations levelled at market magnates, who
for fear of a lowering in price, deliberately prevent
the distribution of this excellent food, thereby com-
mitting the triple crime of robbing the fishermen of
their due, keeping from the poor their food, and wasting
the precious gifts of God. It is a terribly sad thing
to know, and sadder stiU perhaps to be unable to
suggest an effective cure for such a gigantic evil. And
if this be the case with the harvest of the sea so easily
garnered near shore, how much more is there the
greatest unlikelihood of any new fishery being opened
up farther afield, and of fish that wiU not keep ?

Bonito are found wherever albacore and dolphin
are, only more so. For instance, they appear to be
more enterprising, readier to respond to the slightest
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rise in the temperature of the water outside thoir
usual hmits, so that I have caught them north of the
forty degree hne and almost as far south as the Cape
of Good Hope. In the great, wide areas of loneliness
to be found in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, they
are, as might be expected from their habits, very
plentiful, but I think that the largest number of tliem
I have ever seen at one time was in the South Atlantic
well east of St. Helena and Ascension, in that vast
and almost unvisited stretch of abysmal ocean known
to geographers as the ' West African Basin," where
the depth varies from sixteen to eighteen thousand
feet, and the sea literally swarms with life.

On the eastern verge of this immense depression
the south-east Trades, affected by the proximity of
the African land, fail and falter, falling almost to a
calm. Then the belated ship, alone in the centre of
a vast expanse, becomes a point of interest to the
wandering population of the sea who visit her and ex-
hibit themselves in many a curious evolution.

Here, where no sailing-ship ever ought to be found
I have seen, as mentioned in the opening lines of this
chapter, the Bonito so plentiful that I was unable
to look in any given direction without being aware
of thousands of them leaping after their ever-abundant
food. And at night, when the sea was lit up by its
natural fires of phosphorescence, the scene was ineffably
grand, the mild effulgence being stirred continually
into bright mazy patterns of glowing light, while
the happy fish, apparently contemptuous of rest
came and went on their ceaseless errands.

Here, too, we witnessed a scene that impressed
Itself upon the minds of everybody on board, as being
past all their experience. It was at high noon, with
bit a light upper air stirring the sails, and wafting
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the old brig along so gently over the glassy sea whichwas untouched by the descent of the slightesTalr that«tt.ng out upon the j.b-boom end one coiSd itlcdown mto the translucent depths as through a p^eo glass and watch the gambols of the Zcreat'ur^at a depth of several fathoms.
^icaiures

So quiet had been the weather for several davs

sTafoTk'ttt'^H
''^ '^"^'"^ °' ^^« ship'drsturbTe

sea-folk that there was almost as great a varietvaround us. ranging from the tiny silvery fry playinghide and seek among the deadly fringes of the mu h!room-hke Medusae, to the mighty flbacore aT onewould have expected to see in the most repre;en^aCaquanum. Only that here there was no^su^gl't o„of bounds to that vast play and fcedingTroundSuddenly^ere eame from the fore-to'-galU yarda cry of breakers ahead, sir
*

'What's that ? > sharply queried the ' old man '

The man repeated his information.
Nonsense!' angrily snapped the skinner • th»

Ko I xL
^^^^' ^s far as I -.an see withthe glasses. But it ain't breaker.; v.»c t

only 1 never see one so monstrous as that •
^'

'-eii.„g at the rate o, L1,^TlrjZ:rt
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deep roaring as of the distant voice of many waterswas heard, gradually growing in vohime. All handscame uncalled on deck, and watched with considerable
anxioty the approach of this uncanny roll of white •

It drew nearer and nearer, until presently we passed
through It with only a very slight motion of the vessel

Zh/rr T''''^/""''^"
'* '^PP^^'-^^ * K^«^* deal

higher than it really was. The width of the line offoam was about sixty feet, and in it could be seen an
amazing variety of sea debris, while it also seemed
to be ahve with fish of all kinds.

But the chief wonder was a few cables' length
behind the strange line of white. It proved onnearer inspection, to be a mass of land vegetation
consisting of several huge trees inextricably entangledby their branches and snake-like convolutions ofg:ant creepers. It looked like a floating island bu-aU alive. So wonderful did it appear, so full o

TZ.rlT ' 'r "" ^^* °"* STorder that theskipper might go and examine it. and while I live I

ffol^lt^^'''"'
''^ ""^^'"^ ^'^^' ^* P--"*ed upon

peded by the vast numbers of Bonito converging upo.
it and making the sea appear as thick with fish aiitdoes m the middle of a herring shoal. We preSed

was followed by a crimson stain melting into brownuntil we reached the central mass. It was so densXcrowded with fish, large and small, with seatakes^with crabs with creatures for which one couM findno name that it seemed like one vast mass of hvfn.writhing forms. At a distance one could see the shapes
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Now there was not the shffhtest j^URgestion ofdanger; for the sharks, of which of course there weremany had such abundance of easily gotten food aboutthem that even had one of us fallen overboard. I donot believe we should have been molested at aUBut m the presence of that seething mass of hfe. ali
self-subs.stmg. ever devouring, ever unsatisfied and
inexhaust.ble. a positive sense of fear came over us
all and when the skipper said :

' Stern, boys, and let's
get out o this. I don't like it.' we folt that he had aptly
v-oiced our own sentiments. So we returned to the
ship, feehng quite relieved to get on board again, and
place somethmg more substantial between us and
hose hungry hordes than the thin shell of a boat. Iknow It was foolish, but that is how we all felt

.nn,?"^'ffif"^'""'u^
""^ ^^^ ^°"'*° ^ "^"^t notice withsome diffidence, because I know that I shall find myselfm opposition to naturalists generally. It is a common-

place hat a fish is a cold-blooded animal, and it is
generally speaking, true. But the Bonito has blood

Th^fir"^ n T r"' ^"^ ^ ^"°^ 't experimentally.
The first Bonito I ever caught was when I was barely
fourteen and smaU for my age. I bestrode the flying-
jb and locked my legs inside the jib-guys and round

of th^ rh?."^' ^'V"' fr'' ^"PP^^' ^h-bby formo the fish (he was about fifteen pounds weight), aidedby his extraordmary vibrations, made it impossible
for me to hold him by cuddling him tightly to mybosom. So in a fit of desperation I jammed my finge,^
into his g.lls. and must. I suppose, have ruptured

diately a miniature torrent of hot blood flowed aUover me. much of it running down my bare chest

tue front. Then, finding my strength fast going, I

i;

^
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biindled my prize up in the folds of the flying-jib,
wliich was lying loosely furk-d upon the boom. The
state of that jib when hoisted procured me a painful
interview with the bos'un, which I do not cure to
recall, and my positive assertion that the fish's blood
was warm obtained me another hiding from the sail-
maker, for what he called contradicting.

Singularly enough, such frequent disasters at these,
consequent upon my stating what I had discovered
for myself, while they naturally made me very reticent
in the presence of my elders on all debatable subjects,
have had the effect of making me loth to state my
experiences to anybody in a sujxirior or authoritative
position—until the last few years, when, tired of feeling
so cowardly, I ventured to maintain opinions based
upon practical knowledge against ideas builded upon
theory. After that unpleasant day, I always noticed
how warm the blood of a Bonito was, but have only
once before stated it in print, wht.i I was promptly
taken to task by an old and dear friend, a shipmaster,
who, while admitting that he had no recollection of
ever feeling a Bonito's blood in his life, was sure that
it could not be warm, as the Bonito was undoubtedly
a fish, and all fish were cold-blooded.

The Bonito is peculiarly liable to the attentions
of parasites, both internal and external. I do not,
therefore, mean to hint that other fish have none,'
only I have not been able to see them, whereas in
dissecting a Bonito it is impossible to avoid noticing
them. There are minute hangers on, something
like tiny limpets, in such snug places as behind the
pectoral fins, or between the ventrals, or on the ' run

'

of the fish, where the body slopes away rapidly from
its central fulness to the fine lines of the tail. The
presence of these may account for the apparently

,11
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a mio., perpendicular leapin^s of the fish, quite
different frr.m h.s dash into the air after a flying-fish
or squid It « easy to imagine that the irritation
caused by these vermin must sometimes become
well-nigh intolerable. And they cling so tightly that
I have never been able to tear one off the freshly
caught fish without bringing a portion of skin with it

Inside the mouth, and often nestling among the
branchiae of the gills. wiU be found one o? more wWte
crustaceans, much hke an exaggerated wood-louse,

m^ in. m'° T^^"
'" '^'^ ^y- *^'"8 '"^-P'-^ble oi

t^nZlT^ "u
"P '" ^ ^^'^

'
"^h^y have eight orten hooked legs, by means of which they attach them-

hlT T/u
'"^ ^^' '"°"*^' ""^ *^^°''^*' «^ «•"« of their

host, and thenceforward lead a placid, well-fed, and
uneventful existence at their host's expense. bei"g
apparently quite exempt from the almost univers^
law of eating and being eaten in turn. I do not seewhat can ever disturb them except the death of the
fish. When that happens they release their holdand crawl out of the mouth or gill-openings, seeking
I suppose, a fresh host, able to provide for fheir need?havmg doubtless realised that no more board andodging IS to be expected from their late benefactor.
In like manner does the tenacious clutch of the outside
parasite become relaxed, and he falls off when the last
quiver of the flesh has ceased, and the fish is deadA much more unpleasant form of parasite is onewhich burrows mto the muscular tissue, sometimes in
such numbers as to make it impossible to eat the
meat, unless the eater be something of a savage, either
from hunger, or place of origin. Jf is just a fat whitemaggot not so well formed as those seen in fly-blown
meat but a clumsy grub, which slowly eats its con-
tented way through the fish's muscles, leaving behind
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it a tnbc to show how it has bored itn way to where
Jt

.s found^ I have also found several curu,u, hving
h.ngs ,n the Bomto's maw. but have never been aWeo determine whether they were regular lodger, orjust visitor, m the ordinary course, bu? being p^LZ

ubiect to'th 1' ""i
"°* ^^^ ^"""'"^ -^^--

suDject to the digestive process.
A very instructive study is that of the contentsof the stomachs of d.op-sea fish, for they are by nomeans (as might be supposed) composed of merelv

flymg-fish and squid. There are often to bo^oundsmaU f^sh of shape quite unknown to us hither,.; andcerta nly never seen by sailors. Fish, we must assume
that live within the eater's range of depth, but nevecome to the surface voluntarily.

Of the many services rendered by Bonito to shio-w^cked j^ople at almost the last g'asp for want S
,^' * I u"°

"^^"^ *° 'P^^'^ •
't ^»" be at onceunderstood that so plentiful, sociable, and eas"waUured a fish as the Bonito. must often hive furnisheda meal to people who would otherwise have starvedAnd no one. who has not been driven to it. can knowhow nice a Bonito collop. cut off the quivering bodyand laid upon the almost scorching wood in the fullblaze of the sun. until it curls up and turns quiteb ack, can taste. Only of course, it presupposes

strong teeth and wolfish hunger.
^'"Pposes

There is a sort of poor relation to the Bonito
yet resembling much more closely the great albacorem the contour of its body and the arrangement ofl
fins to which sailors have given the trivial nameof Skip-jack.' Scientifically it is termed Thynnus
sarda and has even been found as far north as themouth of the Esk. Only one sp^rimca though. It

i
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»« an i-H'ant little fish, never growing heavier than
nlxjut five pounds, and exceedinKly succulent as to
Its flesh, which is much superior to cither that of
bomto or allxicore It is not at all unlike the blue-
fish of the American cmist, and I think its flesh is
superior to that, highly is the latter seems to be
esteemed in Ameru m restaurants.

Its usual range of habitat is, I should say, co-
extensive with that of the bonilo. but being srmiewhat
capricious in its appearance it is not nearly so often
seen. It has earned its trivial name by its peculiar
habit of doing continually what the bonito only does
occasionally, that is. making short vertical leaps into
the air for no apparent reason, except perhaps pie
de vtvre. It is a pretty and at the same time a peculiar
sig.t to see a large school of Skip-ja'k all busily
spnngmg out of water, as if their very existence
depended upon their doing it rapidlv and regularly.
They feed on the same food as do tlie bonito. but I
have no doubt that now and then some of their smaller
members fall victims to the hunger of the larger
bonito. The Skip-jack and the bonito do not associate,
they keep well clear of each other, as do all the difierent
varieties I have hitherto named, unless one is chasing
the other for ameal.

They are by no means beloved by sailors, for the
simple reason that unconsciously they are very tan-
talising. Few things are more annoying to a half-
famished crew than to see, on some delightfully quiet
afternoon, the smiling surface of the sea dotted all
oyer with circles caused by the upspringing of thousands
of succulent fish, not one of whom wUl come near
enough to the ship to be tempted, or if he did would
be persuaded into the belief that a bit of white rag
was a flying-fish or squid.
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SiKlabilitv. m tli^ ionso that mmt of the pclapc
deep-!K?a tish have it. thoy do not possess, and although
large numbers of thorn are often seen at one time
they always preserve a certain nidividuahty. an
aloofness from each otticr. hke that of tlie dolphin.
As to accompiuiying a ship in the same way that
dolphin, albacore, and bonito will do, in var>'ing
degrees of closeness of course, that will they never.
And yet they may—who knows—derive some M)Tt
of satisfaction from being, as it were, within hail of
her. They are. more than any of the true pelagic
fish, indejHindcnt vagabonds uf the sea, roaming each
for himself whithersoever they list, and keeping their
family haunts enwrapped in deepest mystery.

I remember with groat satisfaction, two occasions on
which, by the purest accident, I succeeded in catching
Skip-jack, and subsequently examining them closely.
I may say in passing, that they were the only Skip-jack
I ever did see caught, and must admit tliat the capture
was almost purely accidental. I had been fishing
for bonito almost unsuccessfully, having only caught
one, and the sudden tropical twilight fell before I was
aware of it. But the evening was so lovely, the dying
tints of the sunset so exquisitely tender, that I lingered
on my quiet perch, loth to leave the contemplation
of so much peaceful beauty. The hne hung down
almost straight, the bait just clear of the water, and
occasionally I jerked it mechanically, my thoughts
far away. Suddenly I felt a tug at it, and a weight
upon it. Instantly called to present realities, I
hauled up swiftly, to find a Skip-jack upon the h(i>k,
a Ime specimen of about four and a half pounds, at
which I was mightily ..stonished, as were my shipmates
when I took him into the forecastle to show them.

The other occasion was at the front end of the

h
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I)

d«.vn. I had been wntching .«mc .tripes of iight

daybreak and tum-to,' «x o'clock, seeing whether
I cou d not invite one of the fish <^ausing t^em to

?" d'U'f .^' '"^"^ -allowingVX:
wh^^ I 7.hZ Z ""r* *° **** flying-bo;m end

steamer. l»^!^t J'"'''" l"*^
"* '^' «"» ^""'^"

b^m n^ Tk V^ ^^^? *^^ '''^*^*'^ •» the darkling

the water it was seized, and by another Skio-iackmuch to my delight. Hut though I sta^ei ^ thJ

my wel .beloved smoke, never another came near

on t"o mv'h T ''J7
'•"^' '""^^ '-^ to »>• entked

^

on o my hook. So I feel sure that in both cases my
the Skip-jack docs not come close enough to a ship^be caught, or if he does, fights shy of any lu^ thefisherman may dangle over his head.

M i
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CHAPTER XVII

THB FLYING.PISH

THE subject of this chapter » undou> t - «>ne of
the most interesting in the Ion/- li.. u^ .i.r-

great fauna of the «ca. It has '
.. m- ,rm.

sion for much heated discussion, wh.. , i^,cfT|; t^ h^
never ending; so-called authorities nt vet a,),H-..r.»h!i. *o
agree upon the much vexed questio i lea^ . liig,.;.

Quite as much nonsense has been li^Hud nh., t the
Flying-fish as about the whale, and tn.u jLso I

people whose position in the natural hi^f .y ^^orld
imperatively demanded of them accurate infujuutiui..
Moreover, there has been more sympathy wasted upon
the Flying-fish than upon any other sea creature.
Its hard lot is bewailed because that, fleeing from its
many enemies in the sea and soaring into the air,
It IS there seized by hovering birds, who doubtless
regard its habit of flight as one that might most
advantageously be followed by all the other small fish
in the sea.

Now in what follows, as in almost all I have already
wntten, I wish it to be clearly understood that only
personal observation has been used as a basis for the
remarks made, and consequently I am fully prepared
for much contradiction. As a sample of the kind of
thmg all first-hand observers of little-known creatures
must expect, I quote an experience of mine six years
ago. I hud written an article for a popular magazine,

'*1
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in which I casually alluded to the minor fact well-
known to all deep-WHter sailors, of the small cuttle-
fish or Loligo leaping high enough to be carried on
board during rough weather, and in consequence
often being found upon a vessel's decks. Shortly
afterwards the editor forwarded me a letter from
a gentleman, who stated that, although not a sailor,
he had been round the world in sailing ships six or
seven times, that he had never heard of the ' leaping '

squid, and that it was perfectly ridiculous to say that
such a clumsy creature as a cuttle-fish could Ir.ip on
board a vessel. Consequently it was obvious that
I was knowingly making an' extraordinarily idiotic
misstatement, etc. To which I replied (to the editor
only) that the matter was one that could be tested
any day by asking the first half dozen sailors met
with at Green's Home, or any similar place, and that
it being so well-known a fact to all seafarers, I did
not think it worth while to answer the gentlepan's
letter.

But in the case of the Flying-fish I readily admit
that an observer may have an honest opinion based
upon casual observation, or misconstruction of terms.
The difference between leaping and flying may be
narrowed down until some sort of an agreement be
possible, and yet neither party feel that they have been
worsted in the field of argument. However, I must
bring the Flying-fish himself foi-ward. As in the case
of several other deep-sea fish, naturalists have been
gradually compelled to treat minor differences in
individuals as accidental, and not as constituting
differing species, until at last they have most sensibly
reduced the Flying-fish family (Exocetus) to two
species : E. volitans and E. nigricans.

The first namea, and the smaller of the two, has the
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same amazing range of o(can as the Bonito, and is

affected in precisely the same way by warm seasons,
which induce it to venture farther north or south than
it normally does, according to the time of the year.
Its limit of si/e is about twelve inches in length by
four inches in circumference at the thickest parts
of the body. In shape it is exceedingly like a grey
mullet, especially as regards the head ; the body is

perhaps a tlioMght squarer than a mullet's, more
like that of a gar-fish. In ctjlour it is blue on the
head and back, silvery on the abdomen, and it is

covered with scales like a mullet or a herring. And
herein lies one of its great claims to our notice—that
almost alone among the pelagic deep-sea fish, it has
not the slightest connection with the great mackerel
family, being indeed much more allied to the denizens
of shallow seas in its general characteristics, with one
exception, and that is, its power of flight.

With the exception of the pectorals there is nothing
remarkable in the fins of the Flying-fish except that
the lower lobe of the tail is half as long again as the
upper. But the pectoral fins, or rather wings, are
nearly as long as the fish, and spread at their widest
to full three inches. When the fish is in the water
they fold with great neatness into the side of the body,
which at the thickest part is slightly grooved to receive
them. When the impulse comes upon the fish to fly,
they spring into the air in a diagonal direction, their
wmgs spreading w'th a flash as they leave the water,
and vibrating with such rapidity that the eye cannot
follow their movements, except to note that they are
vibrating.

Now it is obvious that if this manoeuvre of the
fish were a leap, its direction, either vertically or hori-
zontally, could not change, except that its trajectory
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would be more or less flattened according to the
d.s ance leaped That much, I think, will be admitted.
But

,
we see the fish leave ihe u ater. pursued, say. by

a_n albacore five hundred yards on the starboard
side of the ship, and heading towards her. perceiving
the creat obstacle in its way. change its couri to one
at right angles to its original direction, we ought toassume that it is flying. Especially if. as constantly
happens, it nses at the same time twenty feet or morem the air and crossing the bows turns again sharply
in a new direction. ^^

Nor is this aU. for I have repeatedly seen a Flying-
fish, after changing its course three or four times and

iou^^''! r more frequently than that, after having
flown at least a thousand yards, be about to drop!
apparently exhausted, into the sea. But at thatmoment the gaping jaws of one of its enemies has
protruded from the water, and it has shot vertically
into the air again and sped away in yet another new
direction. I am absolutely convinced that the only
thing that compels the Exocetus to cease its flight
IS the drying of its wing membranes, when, of course,
the vibration would split them to shreds. This
of couree. does limit the aerial evolutions of the Flying-
fish

;
but I have repeatedly seen it fly in varying

directions for over a mile without once touching the

Now the Exocetus does not fly for pleasure. When-
ever It leaves the water it is in" a state of alarm, it is
seeking safety from some of its numberless enemies, or
It IS disturbed by the passing near it of a ship's keel.

k v?.^f'' k'"" P''"r ''^^^' *° ^ «^^" ^t ^^ than

lA V T^"' u" ^ ^^''^y '^"^ "^gh*' ^itJ^ th« smooth
water highly phosphorescent, a school of Flying-fish
are disturbed. Like a galaxy of meteors they may
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iiic siiri.ue, each loavinL' Im> linrl it r, u ,

trark nf i,„i.f * 1 ,
''*^"'"*J " a broadcmne

'o::.X sud e ,;'t,:: ;•";::;:'""- ;'«•• ,r'

on a lowermast about .,„.„,y feet above the deck

Z7l"1,:1' "r
'"">"" '" "".ch the th hadrisen, but the impetuous viIo<-,ty of its fliVht AnH

t IS qu.te a usual thing to find Flving.fis^ fX'e there

he": he',d™ b:::" ir

"" """"'"« '"-^ -" S. w t"

of he,mot T" ""''P-'-*"-^ by the force01 tnc.r impact uKainst some sohd part ot the shin

1 :athT±r"' "T "" ™ ^"'^
^'"P -»'--

^,'t, ur^^^ °'"'- '^^""^ «»h amazing swiltnessthat fresh fish are occ.«,„„ally ,„ be founTin ob^,!^corners .bout the decks at nigh,, and when *e A«s

hrrmou'thr
"""''"* "-^-'^ '"' "•- --vtnTj

The Strangest instance, proving the velocity of .Flymg-hsh through the air. which .Ll^XJae,my notice was on board of the barque ' WeTt York '

bre?.. ;k
^'^ "^ '"""'^ "'^'^^' ^»<i ^'th a favouring

KeepTn^thTl r^r''"^ ^'^"^ «^*^ ^-*^ -"-

'

which fs kno ;

"'
K
P"" '^^^^ ^"^^ ^^^^^ f'^nvard.

Tlou ish 4 R ,'' /^' t^P-g'Hant forecastle, waa loutisli A B.. who from his laziness, stupidity and

the chaps bcM.ig pretty smart. He was sittmg
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upon the capstan when last I saw him. doling, I believe,
from the position of his head. Suddenly, as the
watch below and the unoccupied portion of the watch
on deck were ohatting, prior to the former ' turning
in,' 'Cockney' rushed into the forecastle howling
like a spanked brat, and holding both hands to the
side of his face, from which the blood was tric':ling
through his fingers. He caused quite a sensation
amongst us, for it looked as if he had been seriously
assaulted, and he. as soon as he could speak, plainly
declared that he had been, by the skipper's son,
who was second mate. He said that he was looking
out on the starboard bow. when the second mate came
up behind him and struck him so heavy a blow with
his fist that it knocked him off the capstan.

As soon as he had recovered he rushed in to tell
us, and he expected us to go aft immediately and
make a row about it. But while he was thus expending
himself I examined h s temple, finding indeed the marks
of a very heavy h jw, blood and bruised flesh, and
also two or thret ssh-scales f Saying to my ship-
mates, ' Hold on a minute,' I rushed up on to the
forecastle head, and sure enough, underneath one
of the stowed anchor beside the cat-tail, I found the
aggressor, a splendid i iying-fish, about a pound and
a half in weight, with its head almost driven into its
body. And, as a salve for his grievous wound, I gave
it to the • Cockney ' for his breakfast.

In order that the Exocetus may indulge easily in
these aerial excursions, it is provided with a very
much enlarged swim-bladder, which, when inflated,
fills the whole cavity of the abdomen. There is also
in the mouth another bladder, which is filled with
air through the gills, and both these inflations are
performed automatically at the moment the fish leaves
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the water The bladders, of course, an- kept full

It touches the water they are deflated, allowing the
fish to plunge as rapidly as it wishes to the limit of
Its depth, which IS not very great. These bladders
are an excellent substitute for the air cells within the
bones of birds, and make of the fish a veritable bird
while on the wing.

The spawning place of the Exocetus, in the North
Atlantic, at any rate, is among the floating weed in
the Sargasso Sea the breeding place of so many sea
denizens. Here I have often seen masses of ova
arge enough to fill a flour-barrel, and looking exactly
like bunches of white currants, colour, size, and tran^
parency all lending themselves to the illusion. Nodoubt whatever can attach to this statement, because
the tiny fry with the yelk fastened to it still by the
unibihcus were also often hauled up. and even to thenaked eye were recognisable at that early stage as
Flying-fish. But I am quite conscious that the question
of the breeding-places of the Indian Ocean and Pacific
Flying-fish IS still a moot point. No one can imagine
the Flymg-fish migrating such vast distances as would
be necessary if all of them bred in the North Atlantic

Jh^"^ '
7^^'"' ^^^"^ *^^* *^^y fi"^' in ^l oceans,

subnianne forests of seaweed in the immediate vicinity
of steep-to land where they can spawn, and amid
whose dim intricacies their young descendants may

T^i'^T'If -^ '^^! ''°"' *^' "^^j°"*y «' their enemies
This sheltering of young fry is undoubtedly one of
the chief ends, if not the chief end, subserved by sea-weed all around the world. Without such shelter it
is hard to imagine how any of the helpless fry would
survive the attacks of their countless voracious enemies
the worst, perhaps, being their own relatives.
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The Flying-fish is probably one of tlie most prolific
of all fish, not even excepting the herring. For it

must be remembered that it is the staple food of all
the larger pelagic fish, albacore. dolphin, bonito, and
skip-jack, while undoubtedly it preys upon its own
species more ravenously than do the strangers. I have
caught a Flying-fish with another nearly half its own
size jammed in its throat, and the greedy rascal had
eleven smaller ones, ranging from one to three inches
long, distending its maw. This fact of its exceeding
voracity soon modified my feelings of compassion
towards it. Like most people, I felt sorry for the poor
persecuted fish, which appeared to know no moment
of security, whose life was one long series of hair-
breadth escapes; indeed, I often wondered how it
was that any escaped at all. For, the attack of the
dolphin, for instance, always seemed to me unerring.
I never saw a Flying-fish missed by a dolphin, often
as I have seen them chased, and numberless times
have I .seen the graceful sea-birds swoop down into
the midst of the fleeing school and take easy toll of
them while on the wing. But when I saw how ruthless
they were themselves, and also how, in spite of the
amazing numbers eaten by the larger fish and birds,
there never seemed to be any diminution in the quan-
tity of those remaining, I ceased to criticise the ar-
rangements of the Creator, and reassured myself
that the Flying-fish was as perfectly happy and as
well provided for as are all the rest of His creatures.

The other species of Flying-fish, which I have not
yet alluded to at length, E. nigricans, is quite an
imposing fish. He has two pairs of wings, the ventrals
being extended like the ixjctorals, only of course,
less so. It is a handsf)me, if sombre-looking fish,

its markings being black and silver instead of blue
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tnd white, while its fins are also black, with a trans-
verse band of silver. I feel some little hesitation in
•peaking of the principal hue of this fish as bijck.
because it is by no means a jet black, or even an iik
black. But it certainly cannot be ^allcd anything
else but black, since it is neither very dark blue nor
deep brown. It is really a dull black, almost rusty,
but of course when it is wet it is brightened somewhat!
It grows to a length of twenty inches, and a weight
of over three pounds, but it is very seldom seen of
those dimensions by sailors. I believe its habitat
to be but a small strip (comparatively speaking) of
the North Atlantic, and I know that when one is
caught at Barbadoes, the irrepressible negroes always
allude to it affec tionately as ' ole Guineaman,' showing
their belief in its origin being the (iulf of Guinea.
Whether that is so I do not know, having never been
there, and not being able to find any allusions to the
matter in books of Natural History, which, indeed,
contain very little reliable information about the
habits, etc., of deep-sea fish, however minute the
anatomical details they may afford about specimens
which have been captured, preserved and brought
home.

There is a deeply rooted notion among seamen,
from whence arising nobody seems to know, that
in various parts of the worid, regular fisheries of the
Exocetus are carried on, but in a most peculiar manner.
It is assumed that a glare of light is an attraction
irresistible to the Flying-fish, aiid, in consequence,
this failing of his is made use of to lure him to de-
struction. Boats go out at night, the darker the
better, propeUed by paddles, as being the most noiseless
method, and having a net set like a sail upon a yard
hoisted upon the usual mast, with its foot also spread
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out A lantrm i^ fmintcd to the middln of this nf*

the net and fall down into the boat. It in therefor.
c«n.dored to Ik, the easiest form of fisha^j ki^w^'
Unfortunately, ni «pite of the precise detaU. of tT.Udescnpfon and the matter-of-fart way it ia'or Js^'

it IS nothing but a yarn. No such fisi.ery is carriedon anywhere, nor has ev.,r been, although I do notdoubt hat every retailer of the story 'believes
.'

There ,.,. however, a reRular Flying-fish fishery earned

CHUy. Such few instances of Flying-fish being caughtamong some of the South Sea Islands do not count

^anil's o"t.
"^'" " ^"^ •*^'''^"**' ^"^ "«^ -* ^

At the beautiful island of Barbadocs in the WestIndies there has been established for over a centurya regular Exocelus fishery, which i. carried on all th^year round with great average success. It fumishelthe inhabitants of Bridgetown and SpeightstoM^^d the coast villages with their staplff^ood ^7n
iZulA

" ^^^^'^
*^'^J»

i*^"* «»at the 'Badians do not
eel fed unless they have Flying.fish with every meal.It IS almost universally cooked in the same way. thatw. the bones are removed, and the fish not fried orbo.led but sauli in gravy-not nearly so pleaint amethod, m my opinion, as grUling or fr>!ing. Butthat IS purely . matter of taste. The price fluctuate

• rS'n. MrH^"^*"
^'' '"^^' ^"* ^^PP"y '^-^^ « "^

loadfd
'" ^"^«^*°^"

r'^^'-
^^ ••'* boats all returnloaded to the gunwale, as they sometimes do. thepnce falls at one* so low that the very poorest negrocan get a meal for half a dozen hung^ people fof atup. three halfpence, while next day \Z Lme money
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may only purchase one small fish. But none of the
fit!) is wasted bccauM there U a glut. It must all
be disposed of rapidly, for in that torrid climate a
very few hours wiU turn it putrid, and it would tie
a tin to throw it away, in the simple darkies' cited,
•o what is unsold is distributed gratis to the poor.
At least, I am now quoting what was the practice
twcnty-threc years ago. By the law of compensation
It usually happens that when Flying-fish are scarce.
albacore, dolphin, bonito, or jew-fish are plentiful,
all these abounding in the deep-blue waters whicli
come up so close to the i&land sliores.

The method pursued in this fishery is even more
simple than that described in the yarn already given.
The only gear needed are a few nets made on hoops
•ome three feet in diameter, of about half-inch mesh,
and with scarcely any * bag * to them, two or three
stout lines and hooks, for possible big fish, and a set
of granes. The boat is usually sloop-rigged, and
from three to ten tons, carrying the usual boat's gear,
but always undecked. A few Flying-fish kept from
the previous day's catch are the bait, very strong
in odour and oozing with oil. Thus equipped, the
boats put forth just before dawn, so as to be on the
ground at the time of calm or nearly so. More for-
tunate than their northern brethren they are always
sure of their weather ; they have no need to consult
the tides, and their season lasts all the year round.
Moreover, tliere is scarcely any change in the hour of
daybreak, and the weather is always warm, so warm
in fact, that the fisherman's sole garment is usually
a flour sack with three holes cut in it for head and
arms.

Upon leaving the harbour the boats make all
possible speed to a distance of about three mUe* off

i
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232 The Flying-fish

the land, where the water is the intense blue of mid-
ocean. Having arrived, the peak of the sail is dropped
and the tack hoisted; in sea parlance, the sail is

' scan-
dalised, and the boat allowed to drift. By this time
the gorgeous tropical sunrise is unfolding its ineffable
glories, and great splashes of radiant hue appear and
disappear upon the placid face of the sea. But the
fishermen have no eyes for celestial beauty now
Bending over the side they knead and squeeze the
semi-putrid bait in the water until it is broken up into
minute fragments, which sink very slowly, and the
exuding oU glazes the sea-surface until it is like looking
down through a plate of clear glass.

Presently a few swiftly moving specks appear
Deneath. They increase in number rapidly until
the vast depth seems alive with them, oftentimes
appearing just a mass of fish. Grasp...g the hoops
of their nets on each side, the fishermen lean as far
over the boat's gunwale as may be, and with the
utmost caution to make no sound, pass the lower
edges of the nets into the water as far out as they can
reach. They press them downwards and draw them
inwards, at the same time lift:ng them with their
inner edges touching the side of the boat until they
can pour their load of Flying-fish into her hold.

If the school be large and the work skilfully done
It IS not uncommon for the boat to be loaded in an
hour from one school, without appreciably diminishing
Its numbers. But it is exhausting work, and exciting
withal, so that it often happens that an incautious
move is made, a slight noise produced, and with one
great flash of innumerable turning silver bellies, all
close together, the school has disappeared. This may
occur a dozen times in the course of the morning
or say from six o'clock until nine, the fish being wJ
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numorous and so very timid. Or it may be that for
some unaccountal)lc reason scarcely any fish are seen,
and the fleet has to return practically empty.

But the most usual form of scare for the fish is

the appearance of some of their natural enemies,
bonito, albacore, or dolphin. Then the nets are put
away, the lines are unrolled, and some real sport is

indulged in, which, pace those lovers of high angling
art who cannot see any fun in fishing except with a
rod, and who glory in beguiling the mighty tuna or
tarpon by means of a rod and line no thicker than
ordinary grocers' twine, has much to recommend it to
people whose chief aim is to earn a living, but who
have no earthly objection to a little sport thrown in.

And so, taking it all round, this old-fashioned fishery
of one of the least known, least understood sea people
in the ocean, goes merrily on in a satisfactorily suc-
cessful way, supplying the islanders with an abundance
of wholesome food of high quality at nominal cost
as a rule. For the average price is, or used to be,
about four or five a penny, each as large as a good-
sized herring. Guineamen, of course, fetch more,
but they are very seldom caught.

Possibly because Barbadoes is so far to windward
that these deep-sea loving fish do not fear to frequent
it, it has a monopoly of the fishery, none of the other
islands seeming to care for establishing a similar enter-
prise. I am inclined to think that from its position,
so isolated and far out in the Atlantic, also its steep-to
shores, the Exocetus has come to regard Barbadoes
very much in the light of a ship which they can with
safety approach quite near to. Certainly I know of
no other island or mainland in the world where Flying-
fish are found in such abundance at so reasonable a
distance. Not even Ascension or St. Helena, although
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234 The Flylng^ish

both arc in the heart of Flying-fish territory, and both
are greatly frequented by all those larger fish which
feed on the Exocetus. Barbadoes alone possesses the
facilities for catching them, and the requisite energy
to do no.

Flying-fish are also found in the Mediterranean,
but not in any great numbers. Also in the Red Sea
and Persian Gulf they are to be seen, but they are
by no means plentiful. It would really £3em as if

the Flying-fish feels that nothing but the widest
breadths of ocean give him ample verge and room
enough, so that, although he is tempted occ^isionally

into the narrow seas, he never feels at home there,

and is anxious to get out to the vast playing-grounds
of old ocean. There, in spite of the hosts of his enemies,
he leads a life of perfect freedom, his numbers, despite
the amazing tax upon them, apparently never de-
creasing. But, as with all the other fish I have dealt
with, he cannot be studied, his society cannot be
enjoyed from the deck of the swift steamer. It is

necessary to be in a leisurely sailing ship to realise,

first, what the Flying-fish is; secondly, what he
is capable of perfoitning in the way of flight ; and
thirdly, how vast are his numbers.

Very vividly come to my mind the many occasions
when I have seen more than a square mile of smooth
sea-suiface suddenly broken into foam by the upheaval
of myriads of Flying-fish, who sped through the lucent
air like an undulating wave of molten silver, and
with a musical murmur like the hum of far-off bees.

How often have these wonderful little fish, like the
bonito, come just in time to save precious lives adrift
in boats or on rafts ! When all hope has fled, the
last crumb, the last drop has been expended, there
has fallen into the midst of the perishing ones these
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surctilonl morsels, as if dropped from heaven. It is

doubtful whether, of .ill the sea-people who do their

best to show the sailur the infmite populousness of

the sea, there arc any for which he feels a greater

regard than he docs for the Flying-fish ; although,

of course, it grieves him to think that, owing to cir-

cumstances over which neither of them can exercise

any control, he does not see as much of his little friend

at table as he would dearly like to.

Under the head of Flying-fish I must treat of

another interesting denizen of the deep sea, which
is in very truth a Flying-fish, if far inferior in powers
of aerial locomotion to the Exocetus. Two species

of this strangely built, but exceedingly pretty fish

as regards colour, are quite familiar to dwellers in our
own towns, being often seen on the fishmongers*

slabs.

The first is the Red Gurnard (Trigla cuculus), so

called as to the second half of its pedantic title, be-

cause it emits a sound when captured much like a
cuckoo. But it certainly is not fair to call it a deep-sea

fish, since it is only found in comparatively shallow

waters, on the bottom, where it feeds on Crustacea.

It is abundant on our coasts, and in consequence of

its cheapness, is not thought nearly as much of as the

excellence of its flesh entitles it to be.

The second is the Sapphirine Gurnard {Trigla

hirundo), as quaint in appearance as the first, but
even more beautiful as regards colour, a quantity of

blue being interspersed with its deep red.

Now between these two, common as they are in

our waters, there is one essential difference ; the

second is a * flying-fish,' the first is not. The first,

as any one may test for himself, at a good fishmonger's,

has its beautiful fins quite normal in size, the second
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has the pectorals greatly lengthened, enabling it to
skim along the sea surface for quite thirty or forty
feet. But this is evidently only a prolonged leap,

making of the outspread pectoral fins a sort of para-
chute to buoy them up. Again, an inspection of these
fish, which may often be made at the fishmonger's,
will at once show this, the weight of them running
up as high as five pounds, and the comparatively
small area of the pectoral fins forbidding the idea of
flight, in the commonly accepted sense.

There are, however, two other species, Dactylop-
terus volituns and D. Oricntalis, which approach much
more nearly to the idea of true flight, although even
they never perform the feats which the Exocetus is

capable of. The first is common in the Mediterranean
Sea, where it affords ibundant sport to the homeward
bound tunny or albacore. But, from a cursory glance
at this Gurnard, one is compelled to wondei of what
material the fish's throat must be lined, who ventures to
swallow him. His head is armed with bony plates, whose
edges are spiky and razor-sharp, his back is liberally

furnished with dorsal spines, the anterior ones very
long and sharp as a cambric needle, and even his sides
bristle with keen-edged or pointed weapons. His
armament therefore is such as to make him a most
dangerous fish to handle, and the fact that he can be
swallowed by albacore and bonito without inflicting

any deadly injury upon them would seem to argue,
first, that their throats must be armour-clad, and
secondly, that digestion is with them a very powerful
function.

The colours of these curious fish are very diversified.

Brown, red, pink, grey, black, and blue are distributed
over its body in tasteful markings, and when observed
closely during its flight in the sunshine, the effect is
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very ploasinq. all the rolmirs being rich and bright
as those upon a butterlly, and further accentuated
by being wet and shiny. In these species the pectoral
fins are very large. mu( h l.irger in fact, proporti«)nately,

than thijse of the Exocdm, at least apparently. But
on closer examination it is seen that *!v body of the
Gurnard is much more stwky, and consequently
heavier than that of the Exocctus, while the buoying
up bladders are very small and ^effective. Apart
from this knowledge it would be very difficult to under-
stand why the Gurnard should not be a much better
flyer than the Exocetus. For the wings, instead of

tapering off towards the end. like those of the Exocetus
(which much resemble a swallow's wmgs) actually
broaden out, being considerably wider at the tip than
at the junction with the body. They are also fantas-
tically decorated with lung protruding spines at the
sides and ends, the ribs of the parachute, as it were,
produced beyond the membrane, perhaps for protection
but apparently for decorative purposes.

The second of these volatile fish is a denizen of
the Arabian sea, Persian Gulf and Bay of Bengal,
never being seen very far from land. It is practically

unknown to sailors, but is often caught with hook
and line by the hardly bestead native fishermen on
the Coromandel Coast, who pursue tiieir calling upon
a wretched contrivance of their legs lashed side by
side, with a few turns of coir t-p^-.n-yarn, on which
they can only maintain a kneeling position, and from
which they are continually being swept by the sea
when it is at all rough. They are there greatly es-

teemed as food, and credited with much greater powers
of flight than they really possess.
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CHAPTER XVIII

THE DOLPHIN

WHEREFORE, or when, or how sailors as a class

agreed to call the lovely fish which is the sub-

ject of the present sketch a Dolphin is and
must remain a mystery. It is the source of endless

confusion, this mixing up of mammals and Ash by
calling them the same name, yet, such is the intense

conservatism of the seafarer and the perfect continuity

of tradition as regards nomenclature, that it seems im-

possible that the Coryphaena should ever be called by
the sailor anything but a Dolphin, or the Dolphin

(Deiphinidae) anything but a porpoise, or indeed any
of the smallest mammalia of the sea with the exception

of the seals.

Sailors are as a class exceedingly unobservant and
careless in their classification of the most familiar

fauna of the sea, but once a fish or bird has a name
given it, that name, however absurd, is bound to stick,

and no amount of light shed upon the creature's habits,

etc., will ever cause it to be altered. Perhaps after

this small explanation I may be permitted the privilege

of an old sailor, and call my subject, in defiance of

scientific rules, the Dolphin. It is an easier name at

any rate than Coryphaena.

The principal characteristic of this marvellously

beautiful denizen of the deep sea is its iridescent

colouring, of blue and gold principally, but so modified

and changeable by each passing mood or pose of the

a38
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fisli, or play of sunlight, that all splendid hues known

to man st'cm to be reproduced on its body. It flashes

through all the calour-schetnes imaginable with in-

credibly swift and dazzling effect, then as swiftly all

the colours seem to blend into one dull silver grey,

which renders the fish almost invisible amid the bright

blue of the sea

It has long been an article of poetic faith that the

dying DolpJiin is more splendid in his colour changes

than he ever is during life ; but from this, after long

experience, I must emphatically dissent. It is true

that when a Dolphin suffers sudden and violent death,

such as being transfixed by the granes or ftve-pointcd

fish-spear in common use on board ship, his body does

exhibit a series of swiftly changing colours, fairly

vivid. But they are never so brilliant as those shown

by the living fish, when in the height of his activity he

hurls himself in arrowy flight after his prey, or springs

perpendicularly into the sunshine, the spray falling

from him like a shower of diamonds, and his glorious

hues flashing in the glare of the sun, with m effect

beyond the power of any artist to depict or pen to

describe.

When, however, the Dolphin is caught with a hook

and laid on deck to die, the kaleidoscopic changes

are still apparent, but oh, so faint and dulled compared

with those shown by the living fish, or even with the

speared creature. And some time before he dies a

dull leaden shade comes over his gaudy body, and never

goes away again. Il is permanent and unbeautiful,

for some reason which I do not understand. Nothing

in Nature I should say can give more pleasure to a

colour-loving eye than the sight of a number of Dolphin

on a sunny day, when the sea is smooth enough to

observe all their motions properly. Not even the
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«ma,ingly beautiful tints and shading, of a flock of

near^ Uue J the r^r^^^^^^^
ha. undoubtedly some affin.ty. But a little J„ hW.II show that minute scales do exist all over the^ ly

heTales'are f"
?''?' ^"' ^''"* ^^°"-' ^'^ *'-'J-

A ^ u "" ''"''>' '^'S*' ^"^ thi. kly set. so thicklvmdeed that m removing them it is po'ssibi to run the

hLhr . 'i
^^''P«^""«n- And quite close to the

nnf tT^ '''?^ '" *° ^'''^'y ^^'^'^ the bony platesof he skull that, if sufficient force be used, some of the

l^lfeSs
'"" ''' "'''""' '*'"*^ ^P^^^^'^^ ^^''™ »'-

Like most other sea fish, the Dolphin has a medial

iTrV'?1;"«
^'°"^ '^' '"*^^J« "^ th^ '^^''^d to thTfo k

?ar^rv Ih '"r
""''*^ ^" "^^ '^^"^^'^'^^ °^ ^rue mackerel

tZl^' / K "' '* "°* '^'"P"^^ ^« to its posterior

Irmnnr K
"'"^

'^T'*'
P*""^^^^^ '»"'« rudimentary

armour, but ,s merely a dark line drawn as if with a

ttZTlu^" ? *^' ^'"*'"^' ^^^^^^-^^^ -"d <^od. ^ Anat
tomically this Ime is an elongation of the fifth nerveof the bram but its use who can teU ? It is probablya survival of some elaborate organ which had lost its
usefulness, and so became atrophied and disappeared
according to Nature's inexorable decrees

PP^*'^'*

hJc ^K ^"k
°^ •*^'' ^''^^"* ^^^ ^'^ in keeping withh other beauties. On his back, from the crown ofhis head to within two or three inches of his tail, hewears a dorsal fin half as wide as his body. In co our

It IS burnished yeUow gold, and its contrast with thedazzling peacock blue of the back immediately
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JK'nMth it ft exi,.e«lin«ly striking a« well a* pleasing.
It IS always tarrud vi.. t, but MmietimcH. a% wUvu tli«
tUU mak.i one oi it* imtnLiisc parab<.lic l.a|.* after
prey, smh as a tlymji Jbh. it s4-..,n» to stand rniuh
higher than n.ual and to glow with gnatcr intensity.
It givt» the fish A gland a|.|>carancc ind adds greatly
to it<i appannt size. The caudal tin i. very large also,
deeply forked, and most elegant in sha|)c. When the
fiHh iH in haste, its vibrations are ho rapid that it seems
to take an entir.jy new shape, and if the sun is shining
It apjieais like two rays of flame bram lung out in the
hsh's wake, beuig of the same metallic hue as the d.,rsal
hn. The pectoral, ventral, and anal litis are com-
paratively insigniticant, as indeed is usual with what
I like to call normally shapeii iis|,. Only oM/r^-shaind
fish have these minor tms fantastically and hueelv
developed.

The general shape of the Dolphin is excell.ntly
adapted for speed, liis head is high in front, almost
rectangular, but presenting a sharp bow. The body
behind does not thicken very much, the largest spcci-
men I ever caught being, although six feet long, only
SIX inches through. It was more than a foot wide
though, and its mouth was a horizontal gash in its
head that opened wedge-shaped and large enough
to admit a fish six inches in diameter. .Mso it was
well-furnished with exceedingly sharp teeth, m closely
set rows, but quite small.

The female is precisely similar in appearance to the
male except in the contour of the forehead, which
recedes with a beautiful curve from the uppei jaw,
instead of being high and rectangular like that of the
male. In colour she is quite as gaudy as her spouse,
but m size, as usual, inferior.

Now with regard to their broeding-places, they
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are, like those of most deep-sea pelagic fish, wrapped
in mystery. But although I would not care to be too
drrrmatic upon the subject I feel sure that the Dolphin
d posits its ova in masses of floating weed such as the
gulf-weed or Sargassum bacciferum of the North
Atlantic. Even that, however, does not explain the
breeding-places of those Dolphin who inhabit the Pacific

and Indian Oceans or the Mediterranean, unless
we may suppose that, like the albacore, the Dolphin
circumnavigates the globe, in order to return to his

favourite spawning-places. One thing is certain,

they do not spawn at any depth, for they lue an
essentially pelagic or surface-fish. And they are never
seen in the vicinity of land, except as in the case of such
mountain peaks as St. Helena, Ascension, St. Paul's
Rocks, etc., which, rising almost sheer from great
depths, have bold, steep-to, precipitous shores, around
which the Dolphin may be seen playing quite close to
the rocks, apparently regarding them as a new and
curious kind of ship. At least that is the impression
made upon a sailor accustomed (in a sailing ship that is)

to be accompanied in ocean's remotest solitudes by
these wonderfully friendly and beautiful fish.

The habitat of the Dolphin is almost co-extensive
with that of the sperm whale and albacore. But being
apparently more intolerant of cold than either of these
sea denizens, he is seldom found so far north or south
as they range. Only when an exceptionally warm
summer heats the sea-surface considerably above its

usual temperature does the Dolphin extend his wander-
ings into unfamiliar regions, following his natural
food, the flying-fish and squid, who, being like himself
true pelagic fish, love to roam as far as they can out
of their usual regions when the unwonted warmth of

the water invites them to do so. I have seen them as
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far north as the Azores and have heard of them being
seen in the Bay of Biscay

; but, while I do not feel
able to deny that this can be true, I feel sure that the
conditions must have been abnormal in the extreme

Now it may be considered an ultra-refinement
of description thus to dwell upon the peculiarities of a
creature which is quite unknown to the majoritv of
people, and from the circumstances of the case likely
to remain so. For not only is it a very sm.'! friuRe
of the population that goes or can go to sea far enough
cO see a Dolphin, but even sailors are being precluded
from making the acquaintance of Deep-Sea People
by reason of the passing away of the sailing vessel
There are very many sailors to-day who have done
an enormous amount of voyaging to all parts of the
world, yet have never seen one of these fish, which
used to be among the most familiar objects to seafarers
because these essentiaUy social sea inhabitants do
not like the throbbing of the propeller or the swift
rushing of the steamship. Much as they would like
to forgather with a ship, they find it impossible so to
do, unless she is propelled by sails. And so it comes
to pass that the deep-sea fish are losing that intimate
touch with man, which they have maintained for
countless generations, to the exceeding benefit of
the sailor.

My first acquaintance with the Dolphin was made
at a very early age. It W3s on my first voyage, from
London to Demerara, in British Guiana. The weather
was exceedingly fine, and the trade winds quite light
As we crossed that weed-covered vortex in the
North Atlantic so widely known as the Sargasso Sea
we were often hardly able to force a passage through
the hay-coloured masses, so feeble was the impetus
given to our bluff-bowed old craft by the laggard

in
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breeze. Occasionally we came to a great clear space

in the midst of the surrounding aggregations of weed,

wherein it seemed to my excited fancy there moved all

the embodiments of my most fevered dreams, such

weird shapes as only seemed possible of materiali-

sation in a kind of waking trance. But suddenly,

while moving slowly through one of the smooth water-

glades, we came upon a large school of fish, numbering

some thousands I sliould think, who swam in a compact

body, as if moved by one common impulse.

When they ail turned simultaneously, the flash

given off by their bodies was as if a gigantic mirror

had suddenly revolved, focussing the sun upon my eye.

I was fascinated, spellbound. It had never before

occurred to me that all over the great and wide sea

we should meet with fish ; like so many other people,

I had imagined the sea to be a barren waste of bitter

waters. Breathlessly I sought the only sailor on

board from whom I was ever able to get any information

and, full of excitement, led him to the rail, where I

pointed out the school. ' Wha—what are they ?

'

I gasped. He gave just one look, jerked out the word
* Dolphin,' and rushed away, leaving me wondering

whatever was the matter.

He dived into the forecastle, emerging in a minute

with a fishing-line, to the end of which was attached

a stout hook and a burnished piece of tin. Running

out to the bowsprit end he began to jerk the line up

and down, allowing the shining lure to touch the water

intermittently. In a minute he had a fish, the whole

school having moved on to a spot just beneath him.

And I had the privilege of fetching his catch in while

he tried for another. He caught them so fast that I

had no time to stop and examine them until the school

shifted, which was not before he had caught eight.
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Then the school having temporarily disappeared,
he came in, and we gloated over the catch together.
I of course, who had never hitherto seen a fish caught
larger than a stickleback in the Serpentine, was full
of amazement at their size, being about eighteen inches
long and averaging three pounds weight each. But
Joe told me that they were very young ones and were
seldom met with like this, usually keeping concealed
somewhere until they were much larger. And when
he told me how large they really grew, I confess that
I felt very doubtful of his veracity.

For the rest of that day I had no relief from my
desire to see more of these pretty fish. I kept as careful
a watch for them as if my life depended upon discovering
them. But it was not until I accidentally glanced
down the rudder trunk—a curious-shaped opening
in the after-part of the quarter-deck which admitted
the rudder-head, and down which there was plenty of
room for a slim man to fall by the side of the rudder into
the sea—that I discovered the school all closely
packed under the ship's bottom, as if they were
magnetically held to her sides. Whereat my wonder
was again excited ; but as my chum was now asleep
I had to watch, and see if I could find out for myself
why they thus clustered about us. It could not be
for food, I reasoned, for the vessel had been newly
sheathed with yellow metal just before leaving, and
there were as yet no sea-growths, either animal or
vegetable, upon her. And as I watched and wondered
it was suddenly revealed to me why these fish gathered
so closely about us. It was for shelter, for pro-
tection.

Ail at once there darted into the midst of their
close-packed masses one of their own kind, but very
much larger, one at least six feet in length and
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246 The Dolphin

proportionately wide. I saw them scatter, but aim-
lessly, as if they knew not whither to flee. And indeed
they did not, lO* if some security could not be found
hugging the un-Jerside of the ship, it most assuredly

would be absent from the open spaces of the clear

sea. The aggressive cannibal could for a brief space
be dimly discerned as he darted to and fro amidst the
frightened youngsters, and then the water became so

foul with blood and floating fragments of fish still

quivering with recent life, that I could not see more
of the fray for a little space. When, however, we
had passed beyond that befouled area and the trans-

parent blue beneath enabled me to notice what was
occurring, I saw that the aforetime solid mass, was,

although still endeavouring to cling to the shelter of

the ship, broken up into many little groups, which
continually shifted their position, as if demoralised
by fear.

Thus they remained with us until we again pene-
trated the mass of floating weed, when we lost them,
for there they found better shelter than the ship could
afford, besides what they must have needed badly,

an abundance of suitable food. I have never been
able to see a school of Dolphin younger than those

were, although I have many times seen them in large

schools of individuals somewhat more developed, but
still clinging together, as if for mutual protection.

I once boarded a derelict in mid-Atlantic which
contained a large number of these small Dolphin.
They had evidently, in rushing from the attack of

one of their numerous enemies, plunged headlong
into the gaping captivity of the main-hatch, which
was completely uncovered and had its port coamings
quite under the sea, the vessel being nearly on her
bram-ends. The fish darted about between the turn-
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bling logs which composed her cargo as if they were
quite at home amid their strange surroundings ; but
I could not help tiiinking that many of them must
have got crushed to death down there.

The aggregate numbers of Dolphin in the ocean
must be very great, but still quite insignificant, I

should say, compared with the mcalculable hosts of

the better-known sea fishes, which frequent shallow
waters and are of such vahie as food. For, except
when they are quite immature, and, swimming together,

appear to invite the onslaught of their enemies, who
are of many kinds, they are never even seen in groups,
much less in shoals. All their hunting is done in-

dividually, and although one seldom sees one Dolphin
without others being near, they do not appear to

fraternise at all. Perhaps in the presence of a common
danger, like the attack of an albacore or a sword-fish,

they might revive the memories of their youth and
draw together fi>r mutual comfort, but I very much
doubt it. I believe instinct teaches them that the
more widely separated they are, the more opportunities
will be afforded them of making good their escape.

Indeed, I am at a loss to imagine how any fish could
possibly overtake the Dolphin to do him any harm
except by stratagem, his amazing speed labling

him to distance easily any other enemy v 1 un-
hampered by the company of many friends. 1 really

believe that when once the Dolphin attains his or her
full growth, which, owing to the systematic devouring
of the younger ones by their congeners and other deep-
sea fish, is only the case with about five per thousand
of those hatched, he or she is practically immune from
destruction by any enemy except man. And, as is

the case with so many other of the deep-sea folk,

owing to the steady displacement of saihng ships by
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The Dolphin

steamers, man docs not now often get a chance to
do them any harm.

The food of the Dolphin, as before hinted at, is

flying-fish and squid, with an occasional feast upon
the young of his own species, or any other species
that come in his way. I have, on several occasions,
found in the maw of a Dolphin that I have caught,
specimens of small fish that were quite unknown
to me, fish that sailors never see except under similar
conditions. So that the Dolphin is like most other
fish, he has his special predilections ; but almost any-
thing that is eatable in the sea he will eat. However,
I firmly believed that he only ate living fish, that it

was impossible to lure him with anything but an ap-
parently living bait, and that, if the play of the bait
were allowed to cease for an instant while he was
near, he would immediately retire disillusioned, and
no amount of coaxing would bring him back again.

But it so happened that one day, when the ship
was lying as still as a ship can be at sea, it being a
stark calm, several Dolphin paid us a visit. One came
near enough to be transfixed by the granes skilfully

hurled by the boatswain, but the others took the
pointed hint and kept out of harm's way. The jerking
about uf a piece of polished metal fastened to a hook
dangled from the jib-boom end quite failed to attract

any of them. They kept at a reasonable distance
from us when on the surface, and only drew near to
us about the keel when they settled down into the
depths.

The fish that had been caught was handed to me
as usual for dissection, and in its maw I found some
flying-fish that had been quite recently swallowed,
and not at all injured. One of these I fastened on
to a hook, and lowered it quietly into the translucent
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water under the stern, paying out line until the flying-

fish gleamed like a silver spot about five fathoms deep.

Presently a Dolphin came stealing out from beneath

the ship, where he had been lying in the shade, and
leisurely neared my bait. I saw him put his nose

to it, I watched him turn and take it in his mouth,
and when it had entirely disappeared I struck as hard

as I could, and caught the largest Dolphin I have ever

seen, whose weight was forty pounds. By using the

same means, I, that afternoon, caught three more
large Dolphin, and fully established the fact that the

moving lure was not essential. Afterwards I caught

Dolphin with a piece off one of their own bodies, cut

in the shape of a fish from the under side, where there

is a silvery sheen upon it. I shall not soon forget

the joy there was in the forecastle over that first catch.

No one expected it, but every one was hoping for a

breeze, in order that they might get an opportunity

to catch some. For we were almost at starvation

point, the provisions being so bad, and, moreover,

scurvy was just beginning to show its awful symptoms
upon some of us. The arrival of my fish changed
all that, for all hands had thiie meals of fresh fish,

and that by far the most sapid and succulent of all

the deep-water fish, with the possible exception of the

flying-fish, the latter being never caught at sea except

by the accident of its flying aboard.

Unlike the albacore, bonito, skip-jack, and sword-

fish, the flesh of the Dolphin is white and full of flavour.

Boiled, it is better than cod, only it has the drawback of

being occasionally poisonous. Why or how it becomes

so I do not know, nor have I ever heard any theory

worth mentioning to account for it ; but a curious

belief of sailors in connection with it is interesting.

They firmly believe that if a piece of silver be boUed
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with the fish, and the latter is unfit to eat, the silver

will turn black
; but since the presence of a trace of

sulphur in the water would produce the same effect,

I fear it is not a very reliable test. Moreover, as fish

caught at sea by sailors is nearly always fried or baked,
even that doubtful test cannot usually be applied,
and in consequence the hungry seafarer has, as he
vulgarly puts it, to 'go it blind.' and hope that he
will not wake up with swollen head, distorted and
discoloured features, and an acute sense of pain all

over his body, these being the more evident symptoms
of fish poisoning. It must gratefully be admitted
that instances of poisoning by Dolphin are rare, and
by bonito and albacore practically non-existent. It

is only, as a rule, the curiously shaped and coloured
fish caught in out-of-the-way harbours that are
dangerous to the eater. None of them are deadly,
except the patient be in a very poor state of health,
or unable to apply the simple remedies indicated.

For some curiously ' lical reason the Dolphin has
been supposed to have several different branches in
his family ; but like so many other creatures of the
sea that have been credited with many ramifications
of species, careful investigation has so reduced the
supposed varieties that the most eminent ichthyo-
logists now only credit Coryphaena with two branches,
C. hippurus and C. equisetus. It may well be that
even this last distinction will break down upon closer

scrutiny, and only one variety be found to obtain all

the world over. Still, it is very easy to understand
how this opinion as to differing species may arise,

owing to the fact that the young differ widely in their

fin shapes and contour of head, also the colour arrange-
ment is much modified as they grow older.

But a great difficulty confronts the museum
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naturalist in the study of the deep-sea fauna. He is

M greatly dependent upon stray specimens brought
home for his obhervation, he cannot, in the nature
of things, brin^, pt^rsonal exjx'rience to bear, and he
must theorise largely. Which of course tends to error,

since it is, to a great ext«nt, working in the dark.
I have had a curious instance of this while preparing
the pr«>scnt chapter.

lu previous pages I have described the Remora,
or parasitical sucking-fish, under the head of sharks,

because every specimen I have seen, and they run
into hundreds, have possessed all the well-known
characteristics of the shark. The curious leaden
and white hue of the body, the long upper lobe of the
tail fin, the strange eye full of sinister expression,

the scaleless shagreen skin, making a very good sub-
stitute for sandpaper, and the gill-openings, just slits

in the side of the neck, instead of one large free opening
spreading wide and admitting the water to the blood-
red feathery branchiae inside ; all these marked my
suckers and stamped them as sharks. Only there
was superadded the curious oval sucker on top of the
head, by means of which the lazy creature attaches
itself to its host, v/bether it be living or dead. Now
I am told that the Remora is not a shark at all, but
a mackerel. Of course, I can fully understand that
there may very well be a species of Remora which is

a mackerel, but that I have only seen the kind which
has the shark characteristics I have absolutely no
doubt whatever.

I cannot understand why so familiar a fish as it

is, being certainly much more frequently seen at sea

than the species which I do not know, should be un-
known to the authorities. There is, therefore, all the

more credit due to them for hav'ng rejected all the

I!
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fine-drawn thforics about the varieties of Dolphin,
and reduced them to two, which it certainly all the
varieties there are.

Tho life of the Dolphin nuist bo an exceedingly
happy one, ranging a* he d«K» the free breadths of

all the oceans without hindrance of any kind. He
knows none of the binding hamperings of a fixed

abode, and even when the irresistible claims of the

perpetuation of his race are upon him he still knows no
restriction, is not compelled to go where traps and
nets are laid by man for his destruction, as is the case
with the albacorc. Such enemies as he has he is well

able to outpace, to elude, and, although it is certain

that Dolphin are occasionally found in the stomach
of a sperm whale, there is no doubt that their presence

in that vast receptacle of all kinds of fish is almost,

if not quite, due to overwhelming curiosity on the

part of the Dolphin, resulting in his swimming down
the gaping cavern of the whale's throat, whence he
never emerges. Sometimes, too, he is taken off his

guard and falls a prey to a shark or an albacore, but
that I think occurs but seldom, for he has cultivated

in a remarkable degree the faculty of keeping a bright

look-out for the soundless approach of an enimy
large enough to bite him in half and swallow him
whole.

I once witnessed a case in point. It was in the

Pacific Ocean on a perfectly calm day, when from
my perch at the mast-head all that was going on in

the blue serene beneath, illuminated as it was by the

fierce vertical rays of the tropical sun, was most cleaily

visible through a pair of powerful binoculars. Quite
close at hand floated a huge log of timber, the

upper part of which was dean and fresh-looking,

although wave-washed. Underneath, though, it was

J^SJit
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Just A haven of refiiKr (or a veritable host of deep'&eu

folks, all attracted to it by the harbourage it gave to

such creatures as were capable of supplying them with

food.

In the first place, it was closely covered with bar-

nacles, those curious shell fish which abound everywhere

at sea, binng Memingly evolved out of nothing, to

quickly do they appear ujwn any s<'a-washed substance,

such as a ship's bottom or a floating log. They

arc attached to their home by a gelatinous footstalk,

at the end of which their white shells, almost like

those of a miniature mussel, except in colour, grow.

Nor .ally these footstalks are very short, or only

.-»b jt an inch in length, as when the barnacle is at-

tached to a swiftly moving ob' -ct. But on this log

they averaged two feet in L h, looking curiously

like an immense mass of large iized boiled macaroni

growing out of thc^log and waving at mt with graceful

undulations. This great tangle of .ving filaments

was densely populated by all sorts of sn. ill fish,

Crustacea of various kinds, etc. Outside, but very

close to, were somewhat larger fish, eating their till

of the bountiful feast provided. And a little farther

off still, coming and going with stealthy rushings,

were several Dolphin, busily engaged in lilling their

maws with the smaller fish. It was a splendid exposi-

tion of the chain of interdependence subsisting in

the sea, only of course we could not follow that chain

far, the base of it being among the creatures invisible

except to a high-power microscope.

But while I watched I saw a splendid Dolphin,

his coat flashing its sapphire and gold under the rays

of the sun, passing with leisurely tail-waving the side

of the log nearest to me, apparently satiated with food.

A dim shadow emerged from beneath the log just
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iK-liind him. »hot upward, there wai an eddy nnd a ttain.

and the gorKcou* sc.i tl.tndy waa in two halviH, one of

which had disappeared down the throat of the lurking
and crafty shark, who had so successfully stalked hit

elegant prey. Of course the second half rapidly
followed the first down the shark's curious crescent ic

mouth, when he immediately concealed himself again.
Three times did I watch the shark perform that
mananivre successfully, exercising an amount of

patient self-restraint that wu, wonderful to behold,
remembering how cruelly he was being tormented by
the cravings of that enormous liver of his.

This was indited the only occasion upon which I

saw a Dolphin outwitted by a shark ; as to l>eing

caught by so slow a fi'h as the shark is, the thing
is unthinkable. I do not imagine, however, that the
Dolphin is very intelligent, for I once saw a whole
group of them, seven in numl)er, caught one ofter

the other fror, a flying-fish boat in Barbadoes Bay.
We had been catching a goodly number of Exocrtus,
when the vast shoal from which we had been dipping
out fish until our backs were nearly breaking suddenly
vanished like the breath off a mirror. And then we
saw the aforesaid group prowling around quite slowly,

as if bewildered by the sudden disappearance of what
they doub!!. s considered their food supply. A couple
of stout hov.KS attached to heavy lines were each
furnished with a still living flying-fisfi and flung over-
side, streaming away astern in the gentle ripple of

our wake ; for we were just moving a knot or so an
hour. In five minutes the whole seven of them were
inboard, each coming up to take the place of the com-
rade he had seen depart so hastily, without exhibiting

a trace of any knowledge that there was danger to
his life in the. proximity of the boat.
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Commerrially the Dolphin may be negli*ctecl.

Except to saiturti in Mthn^ vr«s<'U, the only pUicc^i

where he it an object o( any intereft at all for food

or sale arc Harbadm's an<l St. Helena. At the former

place he fctchet a fairly gcxxj price, hi4 fleih being

held in high esteem and greatly prixcd as a change

from the everlasting flying-ftsh, while in St. Helena
he sh.ires the privileg*- of iK-ing < lutHctl by the exfra-

ordinarily mongrel fishermen with the bonito, the

QJbacore, and the horse-mackerel, the three being

classed under the generic term * St. Helena be*f.*

To the poorly and monotonously fed seamen of

. ig-voyage sailing ships he is, of course, always

Mclcomc, and some 0/ my picasantrst rccollcctitms of

old sea-days are associated with his capture. Seated

aloft on the flying-jibboo.n end, with my line tipped

with a piece of white rag blowing in a graceful curve

just beyond the rol' of foam roaring from under the

advancing bows, -iS exquisitely delightful to see

a lithe gorgeous t ' ifrtng suddenly upward, seize

my lure, and co.n. .wr.ce its useful journey to the

hungry stomachs of my appreciative shipmates.

To the joy of captnie, of successful sport, was thus

added the comtort of doing a kindly act, and I could

even imagine the Dolphin sharing my satisfaction.
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CHAPTER XIX

THE MACKEREL

DIFFICULT as it is to speak dogmatically upon
such a subject, especially in view of the some-
what chaotic condition of our knowledge of

oceanic ichthyology (hateful term), I feel fairly con-
fident of my position in calling the Mackerel family
the largest in the world of fishes. That is, I believe
that there are more varieties of Mackerel than of any
other kind of fish, and wider distribution of iiiem,
unaided as it is by the same set of conditions which
permit many species of fish inhabiting the profound
depths of ocean to be almost universal as regards the
sea. I do not know of any members of the family
who frequent rivers or lakes.

The head of the family, and from point of size

the very king of fishes, the albacore, tuiia, or tunny,
I have already exhaustively dealt with, as also the
bonito, the skip-jack, and the pilot-fish. So that in

the following remarks these members of the great
Mackerel family will, except for by-allusions, be left

severely alone. But even so, there still remain such
a sufficient number of fairly well-known varieties to
be dealt with, as to make it necessary to condense
the information greatly in order to keep it within
bounds.

Naturally the place of honour falls to the Mackerel,
whose name is a hoflsehold one among us, and who
is always quoted fondly (but with what truth I do not
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know) as being the subject of special Dominical legisla-
tion, in common with milk. It is an article of faith
that milk and Mackerel may be sold on Sunday without
breaking the law, on account of their non-keeping
properties; but judging from the scenes always to
be witnessed in the poorer quarters of London on
Sunday, where whole streets are given up to vociferous
trading in any and every kind of article, it would
seem that laws against commercial Sabbath-breaking
have been allowed to fall into desuetude. And the one
article that I can confidently aver that I have never
seen sold in London on a Sunday is fresh Mackerel.
The kippered Mackerel of course is sold, with bloaters,
haddocks, and other merchandise of the ' wet and dry

'

fishmonger of poor neighbourhoods.
This may perhaps be accor *ed for by the extreme

proneness of Mackerel to go ' oad.' No fish is more
liable to sudden taint and the development of ptomaines
than the Mackerel ; under certain atmospheric con-
ditions two hours are quite sufficient from the time of
its capture to render it dangerous for eating purposes.
And what is a great dea! vorse, the Mackerel may be
quite unfit for food, but its conditions be unknown
to even the most careful observer until it is cooked
and tasted. Then indeed there is no concealment,
for the taste is horrible and the flesh has become of •

putty-like consistency.

It is rather difficult to understand how or why
the Mackerel as an edible fish has attained to its present
undoubtedly high degree of popularity among our
workers. In point of flavour it is far surpassed by
many other fish, notably by the much cheaper herring,
a fact which is distinctly referable to its rapidity in
getting stale. A Mackerel freshly caught and cooked
is a delicious morsel, bearing no resemblance whatever
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258 The Mackerel

to its neiglibour appearing on some inland table twenty-

four hours later. But it is certainly a most beautiful

fish in appearance on a fishmonger's slab, its lovely

colours remaining even when it is stale, although the

bright red of the gills has changed to a dull maroon.

But its flesh is firm and easily separated from the bones,

a great virtue in fish among people who have no cooks

to prepare their food, and see that there is nothing

to do to it at table but to put it in the mouth. It

says much for the superlative excellence of the herring,

that it remains in such high esteem in spite of its

multitude of small bones, which are most dangerous

if they get into the throat. Whatever tlia cause,

the fact remains that, in spite of its comparatively

high price and lack of flavour, the Mackerel is ex-

ceedingly popular among our \vorkers, and a joy to

the costermongers, whose ability and energy in distri-

buting perishable goods among the consumers is

unimpeachable.

But apart altogether from the commercial aspects

of the Mackerel, he is an exceedingly interesting fish

in his ways, his mode of life. Ferocious in the extreme,

he spares nothing that he can swallow, and few items

of his prey can escape him, owing to his great swiftness,

due to his elegant shape. Moreover, the colouring

of the Mackerel is more perfectly adapted for con-

cealment than that of any other fish. It is perhaps

fairly well known that the reason why nearly all fish

are dark-coloured above and light-coloured below

is for purposes of concealment, for looking down upon
them from the light the dark shade blends with the

dark blue of the sea, while looking upwards to the light

the silvery belly matches the water, which is almost

colourless when looked through from that position ;

but the wavy tr?- .verse bands of light green and rich
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blue on the Mackerel's back blend so admirably with
either green or blue sea that they render him almost
nvisible from above, while the iridescent sheen on
the silvery underside of the fish makes an even more
perfect comb.nation with the glittering sea. as looked
through from below. Consequently h. plays a terribly
destructive part among the smaller fish, such as theyoung of herrings, pilchards, etc.

Fortunately he does not attack in schools; if he
did, a school of Mackerel would probnMy 'absorb'
a school of herring, leaving not a « wrack behind.'
No, when in the ama/ing hosts of the school, although
erociously carnivorous as ever, the Mackerel seems
to keep his predatory instincts in abeyance for the
time, as if under strict discipline. Even then Iimagme it would fare hardly w.th any straggling
creature, helpless and edible, that fell in the way of
that multitudinous march. Do I not remember
vividly a story I was told as a child, of a man who.
swimming out from Brighton, became surrounded by
a school of mackerel, and was seen holding up his arms
for succour, with scores of the ravenous creatures
clinging to his flesh. The story went on to its gruesome
climax of the recovery of the skeleton almost stripped
dean, an hour after the man's motions for help wVre

upon the story, but I have seen a school of Mackerel
round the carcase of a dead bullock, and bear witness
to the savage energy with which the fish in their
housands tore at the fetid mass of flesh. And so

Irf. i.?*^^'
""^^ ^"^ swimming in the midst of a

school of Mackerel.
In common with his larger congeners, the Mackerel

« stnctly pelagic-he has no use for the bottom at all
It IS even said by natuiUists that the Mackerel spawns
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in the open sea, which hardly seems credible, even in

view of our ignorance as to where the Coryphaena and

bonito perform this most indispensable function. I

have assigned to them the Sargasso weed as a spawning-

place for several reasons, chief among which is the

vast amount of varied spawn which is to be found in

it ; but to credit a fish like the Mackerel, which

appears in such illimitable numbers, with casting its

ova haphazard upon the ocean with its ever-shifting

currents, seems a stretch of the scientific imagination

quite unreceivable. Moreover, while it might be

imaginable of, say, the Coryphaena, whose numbers
are not great as compared with other fish, and who
never frequent shallow waters, it is not, it cannot be,

so of the Mackerel, which is never seen at any great

distance from land, and has its pick of all the most

favourable spawning grounds as near the surface as

it needs.

Unlike the herring, who never comes near the land,

except in the multitudinous companionship of the

school, the Mackerel are fond of roaming about quite

independently, as if at times the restraint of the school

galled them, and they needed to run loose for a httle

while, chasing their prey on their own account. These

independent Mackerel give splendid sport, biting

readily at a hook baited with a. piece of red rag or a

strip of the silvery skin of a Mackerel's belly, towed

through the water at a brisk rate behind a boat.

A fairly heavy lead is necessary to keep the bait

sufi&ciently deep; if towed along the surface, the

fish will not bite. There is no need for skill in baiting

the hook, if the strip of skin be two inches long and

half an inch wide, it is sufficient just to hang it on the

hook by piercing one end, the fish being so ravenous

as to gorge hook and all in its spring. These fish
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taken with the hook always command a higher price
than those caught in nets, for some curious reason
which I do not pretend to understand.

So magnificently beautiful is the appearance
of a school of Mackerel on a calm day when they rise
to the surface in brilliant sunshine, that even the
most hardened fisherman is moved by it, and if the
unshaded eye should catch the reflected radiance of
the congregated millions as they turn, it will feel a
spasm of pain—the sight is too vivid for comfortable
vision. Over those closely packed masses range, in
screaming fussiness, flocks of sea-birds, busily looking
for smaller fish fleeing before the Mackerel, for it

must be but a very small individual that can be
effectually dealt with by a gull or even a cormorant.

Swimming sedately in front of the school may often
be seen a quaintly shaped fish, called by the fishermen
the • Mackerel Guide,' or Gar-fish. It is a long, slender
creature, attaining in its full development a length of
nearly four feet, and the thickness of a man's fore-arm
Its skm, while without the Mackerel markings has
the same sheeny iridescence and almost entire absence
of scales, which seems to mark it, in spite of its dis-
similarity of form, as one of the Mackerel family
But Its chief peculiarity is its long, slender bill, like
like that of a snipe, but furnished with closely set
rows of needle-like teeth.

For all its elegance it is but a pooriy flavoured
fish, and though frequently seen in fishmongers'
shops IS httle in demand except as a curiosity. Another
strange possession of this fish is ts blue bones, which,
when the fish is cooked, contrast most strangely with
the white flesh. Its association with the Mackeiel
must be pure coincidence, for I have seen it in parts
of the world where, although some members of the
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Mackerel family were to be found, as is the case almost

everywhere, there were certainly none of the fish

from which the whole family takes its name. I have

caught the (iar-hsh in the West Indies, in Madagascar,

where there is to be found a curious variety, having

only one long mandible, with the mouth on the upper

part of it in the head, like a little trap-door in the head.

The largest specimens I have ever « .^en were in Zanzibar,

where, around the guardship * London,' they would

lie lazily sunning themselves, perfectly secure from

molestation, because the crew were strictly forbidden

to meddle with fibh of any kind, for fear of cholera or

poisoning.

The old naturalists believed that the Mackerel

roamed as far afield as does the albacore, very much

as they imagined the herring to do ; I has been

found that, as with the herring, the k 'kerel only

retires into the deep water off shore for feed, purposes

at certain seasons of the year, wlience it comes in

such amazing numbers during the summer. Occasion-

ally there are found swimming amicably with the

ordinary fish a number of much larger individuals,

known as Horse-mackerel, which are so coarse and

poorly flavoured as to be almost unfit for food. These

have also a very bad reputation, with what reason as

far as our coasts are concerned I am unable to say,

for being poisonous, as has also the delicate little

fish known as the Lady Mackerel, a creature pretty

enough to be made a pet of, like goldfish. The Horse-

mackerel of St. Helena and certain West Indian ports

is, I know, poisonous, and should nevv-r be eaten ;

but this must be attributable to its food.

I would here remark in passing that, while all raw

fish and meat is susceptible of being poisoned by the

direct rays of the tropical moon, the Mackerel family

J
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arc exccptioniUly so. I have known, for instance, a

bontto hung up under a boat where the moon's rays

could not possibly have reached it for longer tluiti

an hour, to become utterly unlit for food, having a
most foul taste, while it smelt as fresh as ever. This
poisonous action of the moon ujKjn raw flesh or fish is

derided by some as being a fable, as also is the painful

affliction known to seamen as muon-blindncss ; but
there are certainly no two facts better known to,

or more firmly estabhshed among, deep-water siiilors

than these.

The Mackerel is fairly plentiful on the American
coasts, though not in such ama/ing numbers as over
here. Not that they need it, having such stupendous
abundance of other fish.

It is there salted down in kits and sent all over
the country, but salted Mackerel needs an American
palate, educated to the flavour of brine, to appreciate
it. I have before noted how greedily all the Mackerel
family abt b salt, making it almost impossible,

once the sait has entered the tissues of the fish, to

extract it again so as to make the fish eatable. But,
after all, that is purely a matter of taste, and it is

certain that salted Mackerel are in high favour with
our cousins oversea.

And now we come to the consideration of the
giant Mackerel known as the Sword-fish, or Lance-fish,

as he should more properly be called, since the bone
of the upper jaw which is elongated into a weapon is

rounded and tapering to a point, much more like a
lance than is the flat weapon known as a sword. It

is somewhat of a relief to take up the history of a
creature with some individuality, after dealing with
fish that congregate in countless millions I'ke the
herrings and mackerel, and certainly among all fish
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there are none whose live?i are more romantir th.in that
o( the great Xiphias. It must be premised that tfure
urcievcral varieties of ATi^Airfs ranging thecKeans of thr
world, but the one I am l)est acquainted with i% the
Indian (Xean variety, of which a splcnthd specimen
may be »een in the fish gallery at the Natural History
Museum at South Kensington.

The Sword-fish. whos<' catching is quite a recognised
industry on the New England Coast, is a dullhued
monster, ranging from one to two hundredweight,
and frequenting those waters in fairly large numbers.
He is taken by harpooning, the striker standing in
a little • pulpit ' erected on the extreme point of thr
bow. It is good sport, if a bit rough, but a hard and
precarious way of getting a living. As far as I am
aware this is the only part of the world where the
pursuit of the Sword fish is engaged in regularly and
systematically, everywhere else the giant mackerel
l>eing left severely alone, to pursue his triumphant
way among the sea people, inspiring a terror among
them which he can never feel, for there are none to
make hint afraid.

By reason of the terrible weapon he carries bcfoi^
him, and his amazing speed and dexterity in using
it, he has always been the veritable ruler of all deep-sea
fish, and the ruthless slayer of even the sea-shouldering
whale. Only the sperm whale proves too doughty a
foe for him to attack lightly, although I believe there
are instances on record where he has successfully
attacked cachalot cows. Before passing on to a brief
consideration of the career of a typical Xiphias, I

would like to say that my reason for calling the albacore
the king of the deep-sea fish was on account of his
size, as well as number and universality of range.
There is no doubt that in courage and agility the
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r..^ prac. hardly to be cl»«...l wl... f„h ,:;'', '^ „^'

of the Xtphiat
' ^** *^* *=^*""*

wonderful olace r» u,a- , » .^ cranny of the

on the never-endmg hunt for fo<xl. But whenTh^^

and'lTmarind'r'
'""^ '" -""'-^ '»" female,

survev nf .h! ? "J"« """P'^'^d their leisurely

Z.eT, i """ ""'' ''"'^'"K " apparently wellsuted to their purpose, they ghded gently o^r "he

White sand. Havmg apparently settled matters to
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their liking, the deiKmttion o( the ova b^an, and was
carried on inl(*rmittcntly (ur the brut fKtrt u( two diiyt.

the male fi»h u|iparentty keeping severe guard, and
maintaininK a iti ict »u|>ervision over all the pruieedingi.

At bit the task was over, the females languidly made
for the exit, while the males lingered over the s|x>ts

whit h the females had quitttnl, us if loth to have them,

until, nA if al.irnteil at the )4{)ect of loMUg touch

with their conM)rts, the two great fish gave each a

sweep or two in the clear water with their tails, and shot

through the entrance between the towering bastions

of rtxk as arrows flee from the bow.

In an hour they had rejoined the females, guided

by unerring instinct in their track, and placing them-

selves at the head of the little company s^ied onward
in search of food, their long fast having made them
furious with hunger. Presently they fell in with a

great school of bonito, who, taken by surprise, became
utterly demoralised with fear, and huddling together

in one compact mass permitted the ravenous monsters

to dash again and again in* - their r.U'lst, with such

velocity as to split sometimes four bodies into fragments

at one blow. Such fragments were not immediately

devoured, but when the slaughter was over the Sword-

fish swam hither and thither, gorging themselves in

leisurely fashion upon the dismembered bodies of

their cousins, until, surfeited, they turned away and
left the befouled area to a shoal of small scavengers,

which had during the great meal kept rch{>ectfuUy

at a distance.

But now let us return to the spawning ground.

There upon the sfMickiess lloor of sand lay evenly

spread countless tliousands of eggs, each large as a

marrowfat pea, and almost invisible by reason of their

pearly transparency. The dark spot in eadi, that
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.houKI have made them vhible. wi, i„ every caw inthe lower ..ilf of ,h. pearly globule, which wa, halfh do,n .„ the .,ft ..nd. Very gently the warm curr nglded over them so gently that no r.pple. even th.Wn e,t. d.,t urbed the.r rep<,He or the fecundaUng oper.!ons gomg on within them. B.-t here and theVe 4tiny fuih almost matching the nand m colourlennn^Hwam inv..iNy «!„„«„,, p,,,, culling n^and turn a delightful morsel in the sha,H. of aTovIa httle plumiM.r than it» neigUboum. And though
these ghostly victors were very .mail their apSwas amazingly develop, for"^ each of them wa
e.pons.b e for the disappearance of some dozls om\ n the course of an hour or two's swim, which

~:;n'/'";
"^"^ °' ''^ ''''^'^'^^ -- -'

than SIX inches long, was evidence of extreme voracity

out o nf^ ^*'-'"^*P^'^«' apparently jusi evolvedou of nothingness, there was a moment's contact

the nUer had disappeared, as does a bubble when it

for^thk U
'.'*'"' tf»«^. balance of Nature was adjusted,

for this IS only a specimen of the constant interchange
of commodities going on.

«-i^"ange

The enemies of the hatching eggs were indeed
so numerous even in this seque^tered^poM^at a.7he'days went by their numbers dwindled to sud. an c^tln!

Ln, ."^T '''"'^'^ ^" imiH>ssibility that any of

Even tr "'"T *'" ''''' ""^^«*-'"^« ^^ ^^« fry.

some .h'"^
"'^; ^'''^'' ''''' "Iniquitous, althoughsome of them were less than half un inch across thecarapace, were continually employed in lugging away

the savoury morsels to their home r^annS ^n.athhe rocks hke ants carrying aw. provender for
storage. They were frequently sucked in. egg and all,
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by wande-ng fish during these predatory journeys,

but their exit from one stage of usefulness into another

was so sudden and easy that no one could connect

any idea of tragedy with it.

Still, in spite of all the influences that were arrayed

against them, and as a proof of their amazing numbers,

there came a day when thousands of tiny fish suddenly

appeared, as if at a given signal, each carrying with

it attached by a cord the yolk of the egg it had just

quitted, upon which it would subsist for the next

forty-eight hours. And never during its career was

the fish in such danger of sudden extinction as now,

when, about in full view of hungry enemies, the attached

yolk added to its conspicuousness and hampered its

movements, and it seemed a manifest impossibility

for it to escape. Certainly the thinning out of the

young Sword-fish now reached its most acute stage,

for not one in a hundred survived. Yet all this

selection and survival of the fittest had been arranged

with unerring wisdom and accuracy—not one of those

tiny creatures was devoured without its going being

according to plan.

In what out-of-the-way holes and corners the

young fry spent their early days, upon what tiny

morsels of food they fed and grew strong, and what

amazing and multitudinous hairbreadth escapes they

had before attaining to the moderate size of one foot

in length—-all this proportion of their life history is

hidden from us. When next we meet with them they

have grown sturdy, predaceous and swift. Although

only a foot or so long, they have already developed

many of the qualities which will presently make them

the undoubted rulers of the fishy world, yet at this

age they have, allied to th*^ . undoubted ferocity,

a large amount of caution which prevents them
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aUowing another species of fish larger than themselves,
and therefore a possible enemy, to come too near.
Already hey have taken to that semi-independent
n>v.<- of life which is the preparation for their full-grown lev. liness-they do not associate with one
.^aotl.er c, sely, although there are usually a goodly
cc.r,p,ny of them within communicating distance ofeach other. Henceforward their progress towards
maturity ,s rapid. Each day sees them essayingsome new feat of endurance, some fresh act of aggression
towards other fish, which gains for them, besides
accelerated growth, increasing confidence in their own
wonderful powers, such as nothing but the exercise
ot those powers can give.

It is now time to single out one splendid young
specimen from the flock. He is a yard in length
exclusive of his sword, which protrudes from his upper
jaw about nine inches. Every fibre of his comely
body is surcharged with nervous energv-to watchlum ba anced in the still blue, every fin extended bu
Without a suspicion of movement, even of life, sav,
HI he glare of the brilliant eyes or the glowing hues
of the body, IS to gain a great idea of latent powerNo ancient warrior was ever uplifted with haughtier
pride in his batUe plumes than Xiphias in his magnifi-
cent dorsal-fin which stands erect, blazing with
brightest blue, from his head to his tail. It will be
noticed that now he has entirely forsaken, as disdaining
It, the shelter of mtricate reefs, no longer does he
creep wanly, at several fathoms' depth, from one point
of refuge to another. No, at last he has come out in
the open prepared to assert his position before all
his world, mipeUed thereto by an innate force, of which
fie knows nothing save its effect upon him.

As he lies there apparently immobUe, there is
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communicated to him by a scries of vibrations the

presence near at liandof some creatures,almost certainly

enemies, but possibly victims. An almost impercepti-

ble flash of the beautiful tail, a quiver of all the fins,

and like a gleam of light he has sped forwaid to see.

It is a little band of porpoises, perfectly harmless to

fish like himself, but the native blood-thirst is awak-

ened, the hthe tail sweeps scythe-like from side to

side, and in a moment he has launched himself at the

flat black flank of a sea-pig, in which his sword buries

itself up to his eyes nearly. With a perfectly indescrib-

able movement he stems clear, describes a great

circle, and, in spite of the great speed of the terrified

and deeply wounded mammal, again buries his weapon

deep in its vitals. But then, upon the slackening of

the porpoise's speed consequent upon the tremendous

drain of blood, the rest of the sea-pigs swarm round,

made ravenous by the smell, the sight, the taste of

blood. And soon there is a horrible cannibal feast

going on, brother tearing brother into fragments,

while like some destroying demon the infuriated

Xiphias wheels and stabs incessantly without obtaining

any of the spoil for himself, except a taste of the blood,

which only seems to increase his hunger.

That onslaught was a great mistake, involving

as it did such a waste of energy without any

resultant reward. But the young Sword-fish can

only learn by the action of the twin teachers of ex-

perience and instinct, and the lesson just received

is in nowise lost. In future, except for sheer love

of destruction, he will not attack such creatures as

he caimot devour. So for a long time he ranges the

warm tropical seas proudly slaying and devouring all

that he needs to assist him in his rapid development,

until at last we behold hira, eighteen feet long, with a
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weight of four hundred pounds and a sword nearly
two feet in length.

He is now practically immune from pursuit or
damage by any of the deep-sea folk, unless he sleep
and let the wily shark slip up from beneath and snatch
a ghastly mouthful from his middle. Or the saw-fish
glide along and rip him from end to end. But while
these dangers are very real, they are seldom experienced.
As a rule, the watchfulness and wakefulness of such
a sea denizen as the Sword-fish secures him from
surprise. And the shark, no matter how liungry,
must be quite sure of his prey before venturing his
cowardly carcase in such an enterprise.

As the Xiphias grows to his full size he becomes
aggressively valiant. Unlike most of the sea people
who only hunt for food, and that obtained keep peace,'
the Sword-fish longs, apparently with irresistible
desire, for some foe worthy of his attack. This it
IS that impels him to launch himseh* like some living
torpedo at the vast bulk of the wiiale, for the sheer
savage delight of stabbing viciously again and yet
again at the yielding living mass before him, even if,

as in the case of the enormous bowhead, with its two
feet thickness of blubber, he cannot draw blood.
To bear away, impaled by one swift and terrible blow,
the newly born calf from beneath its mother's pro-
tecting arm is a supreme delight, and one too that
yields solid results in the shape of food, for the tender
body of a young whale is easily divided by repeated
blows of the sword.

But this fiercely aggressive spirit has its drawbacks
too. As, for instance, when the Xiphias attacks a
sperm whale, and, meeting the impervious mass of
the head, rebounds helplessly, to be caught before
recovery between the huge mammal's lethal jaws
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and devoured. Or, when hurling itself against the

hull of some becalmed ship, it falls, with skull shattered

to fragments against the steel, by the force of that

tremendous impact. That this is no freak of the

imagination may be proved by an examination of the

sword of a Xiphias shown in the Natural History

Museum of London, which is driven eighteen inches

through solid oak planking and beam. It needs

little calculation to show what the effect upon the

lish would have been had that ship been of steel instead

of oak. And there is very little doubt that such an

occurrence is common enough, one of the few ways

in which the sword-fish comes by his end, except

by reason of his failing powers. Then, indeed, the

scavengers of the deep, swift to note the waning forces

of their great enemy, make a determined onslaught

upon him and save him the misery of a lingering old

age. This latter, it may be remarked, seldom falls to

the lot of any deep-sea citizen. E*. m an aged cachalot,

we may assume, is not allowed to die of senile decay.

A pleasant little member of the mackerel family,

called the Pomfret or Brama, has always been an

especial favourite of mine. The peculiarity about

them is that they only make their appearance near

a vessel in a calm. In the profoundest solitudes

and depths of ocean these essentially sociable little

fish, having suddenly been materialised as it were

out of the surrounding apparently vacant blue, will

presently be discovered clinging closely to the side

of the ship, generally about the run and around the

rudder. They will occasionally venture alongside

as far as the bow, if the ship be making no headway

at all and the sea be like glass, but they exhibit the

utmost unwillingness to leave the side of the ship

for a single moment.
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Whether they come for protection, or food, or both,
I have no means of knowing, but their appearance
so far from land and over such profound depths is

certainly very curious. They take a bait of meat
readily and are very sweet eating, although I never
caught one larger than half a pound weight. In
shape they resemble a perch, but, as with mackerel,
there is an almost totai absence of scales and, as with
the albacore, there are some horny conical little plates
arranged along the posterior third of the lateral line.
All around Australasia there are to be found congeners
of this little fish, called by sailors Cavall^. They grow
to a large size compared with the Brama, being often
caught twenty-five pounds in weight. Also many of
them are more shield-like—wider, that is, in proportion
to their length. They are almost entirely silvern in
colour, and the effect when, in hauling one up on a
brilliantly sunny day, it suddenly turns its broadside
to the sun is perfectly dazzling to the eyes. They
are a splendidly game fish, as well as being very good
eating.

Of the Echineis Remora, or Sucking-fish, of the
mackerel tribe, I cannot speak positively. I have
never seen one. although of the shark-like sucking-
fish I have stv a many hundreds and caught many
scores. According to ichthyologists, however, it is

fairly plentiful and acts in precisely the same way
as does the Remora, of which I have written before
at considerable length.

It must not be imagined, because of the con-
clusion of this chapter, that I have dealt in any way
exhaustively with the Scombridae. As I premised,
only a few fairly well-known specimens could be dealt
with in the rpace at my disposal, while tht family is

the largest of all known in the mighty ocean.
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CHAPTER XX

COD

Ir-

THE Cod family of the Deep-Sea People is, with

scarcely a doubt, the most valuable to mankind

of any. Whether we consider its readiness to

be caught, in spite of the deep and stormy seas which

it inhabits, the vast range of its habitat, which is

almost co-extensive with the shores tenanted by the

white race, the ease with which it may be cured for

keeping, and the esteem in which it is held by the

dwellers in all Roman Catholic countries, or study

the romantic character of the fishery, we must find

the natural history of the Cod of absorbing interest.

And that in spite of the fact that the Cod itself is by

no means a romantic fish. He is not beautiful by

any means, his flesh, though white and flaky, and

under proper treatment sufficiently firm, has not the

flavour possessed by many other of our edible fishes.

His habits are regular, he is most accommodating in

the matter of food, and as to what he will take as bait

on a hook—I have caught Cod in New Zealand for

experiment with a lump of coal tied to a piece of spun

yarn. On all of which accounts the Gadidae family

have claims upon our notice, which ire not surpassed

by those of any other inhabitants of the deep and

wide sea. Dr. Hartwig ranks the Cod next in impor-

tance to the herring in its importance to man, but

one may be permitted to disagree with him, without

questioning his great authority and wide research.

rti.
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At any rate, I have ventured to put the Cod first,

and armly believe that I atn justified in so doing.
10 the Cod family belong also the Haddock, the

Whiting, the Ling, the Pollock, and the Rocklings,
all valuable food fishes, but especially the Haddock,
which, in its smoked form, runs the smoked herring
very closely in its hold on popular favour in our own
country. Naturalists also include the Hake, and
I suppose they are right, although for my part I fail

to see anything about a Hake which can give him a
claim to any relationship with the Cod, and therefore
shall refuse to say anything about him here.

The principal and most valuable characteristic
of the Cod is its amazing fecundity. It has been
calculated that a single fish will deposit nine millions of
eggs, a number which in its vastness simply bewilders
us, for we cannot at all realise what such a mighty
host means. Yet so numerous are the natural checks
placed upon the too rapid increase of the Cod, that
there are never too many for the seas they frequent
to contain and provide for ; in fact, it is safe to guess
that out of those nine millions of eggs probably not
more than as many tens attain to maturity. Around
the British coasts are favourite breeding grounds
of the Cod, where in comparatively shallow waters
he runs the gauntlet of his countless foes, escaping
in such numbers as to make the Cod-fishery a lucrative
form of the fishing industry.

But nearly all Cod and codlings caught on our
coasts come to market to be sold fresh, except in Passion
Week, when every fishmonger's shop becomes suddenly
full of wet salted Cod temptingly folded inside out
and garnished with lemons. The Cod lends itself
amicably also to keeping fresh on ice, although it

must be admitted that between Cod freshly caught
; 1
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und Cod that has been kept fresh in ice for some dayt
there is a vast diflercnce, even if people who have
never l)cen in a position to taste both are exceedingly

sceptical of the fact.

Judging fru'T what we are permitted to see of

his manner of hving when young and in shallow waters,

the Cod passes a very pleasant, peaceful time of it.

He is troubled by no problems of lift', nor d<»e8 he

ever need to exert himself to obtain food. Plenty of

it always seems to come his way, and when one kind

is exhausted he turns to another, or leisurely strolls

off, a few billions at a time, to another feeding ground.

On the South Coast of England during the autunm
codling are very plentiful ; fishing in the most primitive

sailor-fashion, I have caught off the North Foreland

in an afternoon twenty dozen, every one of which

had its maw literally crammed with little crabs, making
me wonder at what I could see must be the amazing

numbers of these well-known Crustacea.

But sporting fishermen disdain the Cod ; he gives

no sport. No finesse is needed to hook him, rather

considerable delicacy of touch and quickness of striking

is required unless the fisherman does not mind ex-

tricating his hook from the bottom of every fish's

stomach. So voracious are they that they just gorge

the bait, hook and all ; they do not nibble. And when
they are hooked, except for a heavy, lumpish pulling

as they are hauled upward, they make no play, which

is just what renders them so welcome to the fisherman

with his long-lines, trawl-lines, or bulters, as they are

indifferently called, according to the place where they

are used.

As the fish mature they move off shore into deeper

water, until fishing for them becomes heavy labour.

It is a severe tax upon the strongest physique to be
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eontirmally h.inlin,, up heavy fl,h (rom depthi of (r»-.

line lyjifm „( (i,hirn[ « welromed. It <-on>j«. inhaving , l,nc „y, a .houwnd f,,t in lengTh w h aM ,„oodcd on by . .hort tail ab„,„ e«V h'-'(Mt ThM. hooks are all baited, and the line i, nil!out rom a boat which i, rowed slowly abng urn

l>«>ng held in po„tion by a buoy at the too of H,^water and an a„cl,„r or sinker at%he b^'tom if.era certain time has elap«d. wl.id, vane, Tccordin«to Circumstance,, .he line is ha.iled in and the hlkn

.ophHalm 'ani"'' '"T'" ""= """"»" *" ^Ph""-sopnic calm and ceased to strucplr ar* Ai^^J j
and dropped into the boat. Then' tl; In 'sTcTZ,

to get the catch parked m ice so that it shall not spoil

of th^'coV'InVtV' "r"°"''y P^"''«^ "'^--^r
;

^od and the great extent of sea around ourcoasts which is exactly fitted to its needs!Xre aremany and bitter co.nplaints heard among the fishermen of the grave falling off in supply, and a generaIdea that legislation is needed to co;se^e the fishor It wiU be exterminated. Now i oug't to be Jthmk perfectly clear that, in the case of^such fish jCod hernng or mackerel, the utmost efforts of whic^man is capable can have no appreciable effec Tn rc-

EsSlv X'";
°' *'^ fi^hTvailable for catc^hing.

mvSoft^l fi h''
'''''"'^'''^ ^hat incalculablemyriads of these fish are eaten by their natural enemiesm the sea. numbers to which man's paltry toll are

That'the
"'"• '^

rr^'''^''
^^°- *^' mTinIrm;

cannut be. due lo over-fishing seems so certain as""to

if
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hanlly require ftUtinR, yet the Uct remalni of the

scarcity, ind It needs to be atrountwl for in s<Hne

other wsys, although most pmbahly if w** did account

for It we should hnd ourselves powerless to prevent

its increase.

On the other hand, jtulging by what is to be seen

on any morning at (inmsby or Bilhngsgate during

the season, the supply of Haddock, first cousin to

the Cod, shows no sign wliatever of diminution. The

Haddock comes to London almost direct from the

sea, whence he is netted by trawls in immense numbers,

in such a manner as to make one feel on witnessing

the arrival and dispersal of a consignment as if they

never wished to taste the fish again. It is, like all the

Cod family, of a naturally slimy character, almost

as much so really as the eel, but on its first appearance

from the sea, multitudinously squirming in the pouch

of the great trawl net, shows no trace of unpleasant

appeirance. But then it is dumped into the hold

of the vessel and almost at once loses its cleanly grey

and silver, exchanging it for a dull, greasy-lw.king

neutral tint. Transferred from the hold of the vessel

into iron tanks each holding a couple of tons or so,

two of which just fit on a flat railway truck, it is whisked

off at full goods speed to Billingsgate, undergoing

on the journey a further process of deterioration,

aided by the melting of the rough dirty ice with which

it is plentifully mixed.

At Billingsgate it is sold by auction in the open

street outside the Custom House to crowds of waiting

fishmongers. Immediately a purchase is made, men,

who arc hardly distinguishable, by reason of filth

and slime, except by their size, from the fish they

stand knee deep in, shovel the mass of fish into the

buyci'd Ctut which is backed up to the wain bearing
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the tanlci. When the cart It ItKiHcd (it look* a wngu-
Urly disgusting cargo) the purchater rattlen ofi with
it to hit ihop, and in due tin«' the dreadfully iuty
maw of fish passen tfircuigh a series of ojH'r.iticins

in back premises, often mere hovels a few feet vpiare,
and reapf)eara as windrows of bright • imoked 'addicks

*

on the sloping bojirds of the front shop. But the
intermediate process does not bear thinking about,
if we would ever eat smoked Haddock again in

comfort.

But to find the Cod in all his g.^Jiy it is necessary
to cross the Atlantic. On the north-east coasts of

the United States and right along the Nova Scotian
littoral are found great areas of comparatively shallow
sea, the broad Atlantic here allowing the land to rise

to within less than a dozen fathoms of the surface
in many places, and in one, the terrible Sable Isiland,

which has well been named an ocean graveyard, a long
snarling bank rises some few feet above the surf.ice

and constitutes one of the chiel dangers of the stormy
Nova Scotian coast. These banks vary in area from
a tiny patch of some ten or fifteen square miles to the
immense breadths of the Grand Bank of! Newfound-
land, as large as that great island, and at one spot
culminating in the world famous Virgin Rocks which
break in a gale of wind, so nearly do they approach
to the surface. I do not know that any calculation

has ever been made of the aggregate area of all these
North American banks, but it must be some thousands
of square miles. And over the whole of them, varying
of course according to season, roam the placid Cod in

almost undisputed possession of the greatest and most
prolific fishing grounds in the whole world. Of course
other fish are found around there too, the lordly halibut

for in.taace, but as the proportion of any other fish
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to Cod is only about one in a thousand it is too small

to be taken into account.

Now the Cod is manifestly not an adventurous

fish. Like some domestic animals, he conceives it

to be his primary duty to get fat, and to that duty

he gives all his powers. But getting fat presupposes

an abundance of easily obtained food. And here, if

anywhere in the world, it is to be found. Squid ;

how could I ever have asked the question :
* Why

the squid ? * As well ask why grass, hay, mangolds,

or any of the herbs and . ts upon which our domestic

animals raised for food are fed. But their food has

to be provided for them by us, and sometimes the

providing thereof presents a very serious problem

when the elements are unpropitious, necessitating

the operations of commerce on a gigantic scale. But

the squid, at certain seasons, appear from their mys-

terious breeding places in the unsearchable recesses

of ocean in numbers like the grains of sand on the sea-

shore for multitude, and spread their countless myriads

over these ocean banks just where the Cod can gulp

them down at its leisure. Also, and incidentally, the

squid provides the fisherman with his best bait, for

a piece of tough tentacle properly impaled upon a

hook is not easily dislodged, and in the hands of an

experienced fisherman such a bait will serve for the

capture of several fish, no mean advantage in point

of time when the Cod are biting well.

But so vast are the armies of the Cod that even

that mass of squid is presently devoured, all except

those who are, one would say, miraculously preserved

to reproduce the needed supply for next season. Long

before the pinch of hunger can be felt by the Cod,

however, comes the capelin, beautiful little fish {Saltno

arcticus) which appear to be the fry of some large
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fish that is so prolific that its surplus billions must
needs come here to be disposed of, lest they should
become too numerous and create a famine in the sea.

Moving in almost solid masses across the banks in

certain given directions, feeding themselves upon the
myriads of minor creatures with which the sea is

everywhere teeming, they are met by the Cod, who
quietly work their way through the shoals eating,
eating, ever eating.

What a wonderful sight it must be, could anybody
but witness it, that mass of life, those square miles
of closely arrayed food fishes moving slowly from
point to point over the swarming surfaces of those
submarine plateaux ! Conceive, if you can, how in-

finitesimally small, in comparison with the area in-

habited by the Cod, is the space occupied by the whole
of the fishing fleet, would be the room taken up by
all the fishing fleets of the world could they be collected
there. As tor the diminution in their numbers made
by man, it is so trivial by comparison with those
numbers, nay by comparison with the toll levied upon
them by enemies of their own sphere, that it is not
worth taking into account. For the area covered
by the hosts of fish is so great, and the point fished
by even a fleet of vessels is so infinitely small by com-
parison, that the capture of any at all shows how closely
crowded they must be down there in the unseen.
And if the united catch of all the fleet for one year
were put together it would probably be less than the
number of fish swimming at any given time during
the season within the area of one square mile.

The • Bank ' fishery, as it is called, is an intensely
romantic, highly dangerous and terribly hard calling.

Readers of Captains Courageous will probably have
realised that to the full, as far as reading vivid descrip-

I
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tion of a thing can make it real to one's senses. But
I very much doubt whether it is possible to make
any landsman reaUse what it means to ride at anchor
in the open ocean far out of sight of land, groping in

the unseen by the aid of what becomes, as in Disko
Troop, a real instinct, for a dearly won livelihood.

How can comfortable people ashore realise what it

means to be shut up in a tiny vessel, anchored out at

sea in the track of the swift, mighty, ocean-going

steamships ? Even on the clearest, most beautiful

night the little schooner, with her glimmering riding

light in the fore rigging, is such a tiny speck upon
the great lonely sea. But when the dense white veil

of the fog closes down in eddies of thickest cloud, so

that the bow of the little craft is not visible from her

stem, the sense of loneliness and of danger becomes
ahnost imbearably heightened.

And strangely enough, whereas when it was clear

the ocean looked so wide that the chances of one vessel

meeting another to do her harm, seemed almost

impossibly remote, in the smother of the fog it is

almost equally impossible to avoid the conclusion

that your vessel, like a magnet, will draw the ocean
greyhound down upon you, and sweep you in one
age-long minute of agony out of the world of being.

Yes, it is an adventurous life, and a splendid set of

men are those who lead it.

I have never been more astonished at the difference

between my preconceived notions and the reality,

than I was when, on a visit to Gloucester, Massachusetts,

the metropolis of the Cod-fishing industry, I saw the

fishermen ashore. Clean, well, even fashionably

dressed, gentlemanly, stalwart men. Perhaps I was
fortunate in coming across a picked lot, but there

they were, looking as unlike the conventional fisherman
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as possible. One could hardly picture them groping
through the growling waves in their tiny dories on the

banks while laying their trawls, or covered with
blood and slime, knee-deep in Cod at the gutting
and splitting, or down in the stifling hold, dimly lighted

by one feeble lamp, packing the cleaned and boned
fish in layers of salt, so closely that when full she rides

almost as deep as if coal-laden.

For these Cod are not caught for immediate use,

nor is the fisherman's toil confined to luring them
from their deep-sea feeding grounds into the well of

his vessel or her ice-boxes. He must needs prepare
his catch for the first stage of their long joume5rs
ere they reach their 1 ^gitimate goal in people's stomachs
all over the world. Time was, and that not so very
long ago, when the Cod on reaching port were dried

and sorted according to size and quality, then sent

to their various destinations packed in barrels or even
in loose crates.

From this method there was no change. It pro-

duced the hacallao beloved of the Spanish-speaking
people and sent to them all over the vast continent
of South America as well as to the mother country
of Spain. It found great acceptance, even in poor
Italy, whose hungry masses can ill afford to buy
imported food except at very low rates. The smallest,

meanest of the catch, little fish of half-a-pound to

two pounds, went to the West Indies to be bought in

pennyworths by the negroes. Some even came to

Ireland, with the Atlantic rife with fish at her doors.

So great was the export trade in dried salt Cod.

But now a cleaner, tastier development of the

trafiic has sprung up. Instead of making the succulent

fish look like slabs of dirty wood, high-smelling and
salt as brine itself, the fish is taken from the hold of i
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the vessel, washed, dried so that it does not drip •

that is aU. It is carefully freed from bone (the sea
process only ridding it of the main bones), cut into
neat squares of meat that have no skin or any particle
of uneat ble matter attached to them. A number, say
SIX, of liiese squares are pressed together, are neatly
fastened with string, packed in a pretty parcel and,
behold, the clean, newly caught. lightly salted Cod
is ready for transportation among the seventy million
people of the United States, most of whom are exceed-
ingly fond of • Cod-fish balls ' (made of fish and potato
and fried brown) for breakfast. So that now only
the inferior fish not considered good enough for home
consumption is exported.

Practically nothing is wasted of the Cod. Even
the offal which is flung overboard goes to nourish those
that remain to be caught perchance some other day
so that It cannot be said to go unutilised. But such
an immensely valuable product as cod-liver oU needs
only mentioning as one of the greatest gifts the ocean
makes to ailing mankind—a specific in wasting dis-
eases that has no equal. Even the swim bladders
and tongues of the fish are saved, and, salted down
in kits ' (httle tubs), are sent all over America. They
look, before cooking, like pieces of wet white kid, and
when ready for table are lumps of glutinous jelly
which need some getting used to by strangers before
they can be eaten with comfort. But they are highly
esteemed m America, and with reason, for they are
without doubt, a most nourishing and economical'
food. They are much too salt for British palates
but the average American loves his food as salt as
brine, and so they just suit.

It may seem unfair of me to have made no mention
of the great share which Canada and Newfoundland

: I f:
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have in this amazing harvest of the sea, but no neglect
IS intended or imagined. It is one of the principal
businesses m m^ny small coast towns, and without
the Cod no one can guess what would become of the
hardly used Newfoundland fishermen. That much-
neglected colony of ours has many grievances, but
one of the chief is that, situated in the very midale
of the most valuable fishery in the world, she sees
the best part of it taken away from her by others,
and she is compelled to bear upon her flanks the open
sore of a French colony, whose reckless inhabitants
are a positive menace to her interests, whose behaviour
is of the worst, and who apparently cannot be removed
by any international amenities whatever.^

It is a far cr> from Newfoundland to the Cape of
Good Hope for us. but not for the distribution of fish.
For off the Cape of Agulhas (which is the southernmost
point of Afnca. and not, as is popularly supposed,
the Cape of Good Hope) and to the eastward of it
there is a plateau rising from the sea-bed to withiii
thirty and sixty fathoms of the surface, nearly ten
thousand square les in area. This is known as the
Agulhas Bank, ano .s the chosen resort of Cod almost
exactly simUar to those caught on the Grand Bank
of Newfoundland.

But whereas one place is the scene of one of the
most lucrative fisheries in the worid, the other is turned
to no account whatever. When people talk as they
do occasionaUy about the populations of the worid
outgrowing the food supply, they really should pause
and think a little while. It is interesting to see how
little comparatively of the world's possibilities in the

'Since the publication of the first edition of this book Iam happy to say that the open sore of St. pTerre^SCdonhas been removed from Newfoundland by diplomacy ^

•• « If
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way of feeding mankind have yet been dealt with, and

also how prodigally man wastes Nature's bountiful

gifts. Here, in this easily accessible portion of the

sea, where the weather is far more temperate than

off Newfoundland, although the gales and waves are,

if anything, more severe, there are fish enough to

feed the whole of the European population once or

twice every week of the year.

And they are absolutely unmolested by man.

We really cannot take into account the infrequent

sailing ships briefly becalmed on the bank, whose

crew hurriedly snatch a sample of this ocean wealth

as they drift homeward. I vividly remember the

last time but one that I rounded Cape Agulhas, when
I was second mate of a large Liverpool ship, the

* Britannia.' We were crossing the bank when, during

my watch, from midnight till 4 a.m., it fell a stark

calm. In anticipation of its doing so I had bent three

hooks on to the deep-sea lead line, to which I had

attached the hand lead of seven pounds. I baited the

hooks with fat pork, and as soon as the vessel's way
ceased I dropped the line. I got bottom at sixty-five

fathoms, and only five minutes after felt a splendid

tugging at the line. The night being very cold I

had a heavy coat on, but before I got my fish on board,

I was streaming with sweat. For I had two fish,

one weighing twenty-four pounds and the other twenty,

while the seven pounds of the lead brought the load

to nearly half a hundredweight to be hauled up through

nearly four hundred feet of water.

I dropped my prizes with a crash on deck just over

the captain's head, and he, a most enthusiastic fisher-

man, was up with a couple of lines in two minutes.

The deep-sea lead-line was discarded and proper

tackle used, with the result that in an hour we had
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forty splendid fish, none under fifteen pounds in weight.
And the most singular part of the business was that
those fish most obligingly followed our Unes up, or
else, which is hardly thinkable, they were thick all
the way down, for the last few we caught nearly at
the surface, having decreased the depth to which
we sunk our hooks at every cast. Tlien came the
breeze, to which we made sail and departed from that
wonderful fishing-ground.

The coasts of Australia and New Zealand abound
in fish, but especially Cod, Rockling. or, as they are
there called, Rock Cod. They are of two kinds, the
red and the blue, both, I think, superior to the grey
Cod of our own seas, but the blue is reckoned by far
the best. In fact, it fetches nearly double the price.
They move in shoals as our home Cod do, foUowing
their food, whatever it may be, far up into land-locked
bays and estuaries, as they do in Newfoundland and
Nova Scotia, where I have seen one of the huge native
dogs dive off a pier and emerge with a fine Cod in his
mouth, which he proceeded to devour in leisurely
fashion. ^

This habit of theirs resulted in my making an
extensive acquaintance with them once—the only
time in my life that I was ever a ' professional ' fisher-
man. Whaling, of course, is excluded. I was strandedm Port Chalmers, moneyless and unable to get a ship
Lounging miserably on the wharf one day, an old
boatman of my acquaintance came up and said-

'Why don't you go fishing ? The Cod are in the
harbour, and Jimmy the curer round the flagstaff
pomt wUl give you eighteenpence a dozen for all
you catch.'

\ ^»^y^^ "° ^°^*'' ^^^ ^'
'
"°'" ™0"ey *o hire one.*

1 11 lend you a boat.' he replied, ' and chaige you

i
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half-a-crown a day, which you can pay me out of your

earnings.'

I thanked him, and started ; fortunately I had
Unes and hooks ; I was seldom without them during

my seafaring days. In an hour I was well down
the bay and had joined a little flotilla of boats, whose
occupants were all busy hauling in Cod. In five

minutes I was as busy as they, but sorely handicapped
by the leukiness of my craft, which necessitated me
baling with one hand and fishing with the other.

Nevertheless, fish were so plentiful, and I was so

fortunate, that by sunset—I had gone out at x p.m.

—

I had caught a gross of fish, whose average weight

was four pounds. I took them to the smokehouse
and received eighteen shillings for them, at which I

was mightily pleased.

Altogether that week my fishing brought me in

four pounds, and I felt as if I were on the high road

to fortune, when the Cod, who had only, I suppose,

been on a visit, departed again, and my occupation

was gone, for within the bay, where alone my boat

was of service, I could not find a single Cod. On the

last day I caught but a single fish, and that was a

huge lean Ling.

This curious relative of the Cod seems to be a com-
promise between a Cod and a conger eel, and there are

not wanting those fishermen who believe that it really

is a hybrid. Its head and shoulders are exactly like

a Cotl, colour, barbels on the lower lip (a kind of feelers)

and all. But the body tapers away just like an eel's

with a dorsal fiii that runs almost round where the tail

fin should be, and continues along the belly as a long

ventral. The one I caught was nearly six feet in

length, but so attenuated that he did not weigh more
than twenty pounds. I found on this occasion, that
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the habits of the southern Ccm! »..•- i.r i

••an .,.«, „, ,„. C.K, „rj:i:zi.'''-^ x*:;to have no «tU.d bank^ foding nounZ X^
to (a,r y large con„K,„i.., whfrevrr food i, n|e„hf,?l

» no., I ., ,i ;: : .T^", -j.^. :- ttpihthan a hundred fathoms. Thae however Y „!^

Tte sam.^h ° r>'
'"*" ''°" *"'^''»" " really sfhe same thmg, of course, applies practically to II
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above three pounds weieht anri a.,
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The Pollock l« another member o( tlic Cixl (aiiiily

of rather bettrr flavour than the iliirf o( his tribe,

iis well at more drgant in tliu^w mtU nut to tUttny.

Hut he i« muth career »\h\ mote wictt, always bring

rrganled by fis»luTinen us a far su|i«'iii>r iKh to llir C'.tMl,

Ho is found of a Ko«Hlly wfi^jht. I have my^'H cauf^ht

Follow k in the Hay of Fundy weighing from seven to

ten (Kjunds. They are highly esteemed in Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick, where I have seen them ex[x>sed

for sale after being smoked, haddock fa»hion, and very

deliciOUS eating they were.

But none of the allied members of the Cod attain to

any comparison with his great size, which sometimes

runs up to close upon eighty pounds, except the Burbot,

a true Cqd, almost indistinguishable from his celebrated

congener, but an inhabitant of fresh water, and, as

far as is known, never going near the sea. In the riven

of this country, such as the Trent and the Cam, where

he is to be found, his average weight is only two pounds,

but in the great streams of Euiope and America he

attains a weight sometimes of over twenty. There

is another species of Cod found on our coast known

as the Coal-fish, but it docs not call for any special

remark here.

I*
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THE HERRING

STRICTLY ,|H-iikmg, the .ubj«t o( the prwntchapter ,l,oulcl not l« allowed to ',ZZ1
h.,„„ur..blc company m all, ,|„„ i, j, ,„ c„^P « only de.p.«a p,.„pk, ,„ „,,i,h » g °a,Tnauthonty a. Dr. (iun.hor cmph.ti.ally mv" that

g ned":ha"''thfH
""' '''""' '' '" '""" ^™ '-'

fr^™ ..

"""""• "" '"^"">" Herring that isom whom ovor fifty different specie, derive tie ;t.lle. spawn, ,n the Arctic regiom, and at stated

ChtTd" "' ""^'" -nlaginable nunb^^Uirough the deep «,a until it strike, our coasts when

r/h.h f'''T''"- "'" 'hi, idea is now scouted bv

g^tr .7om it

^'' "" "' """ "» Herring never

waters. That the immense shoal, of Herrinir fromWW our fishermen take their toll have come u^from deeper water a little farther off shore wherrthevhav,. been feedmg :,nd getting plump in order to"nawnwhich account, for the fact that the Herring n7u"i»a«,n I, always fuU of roe „. milt, and when ?hei havespawned they are no longer fi, to be eaten. aL o^ewho ha, ever tasted a Herring in the latter cond^'t^n
will cordially

, lorsc that statement as an indubU-

The romance of the Herring i, a most fascinating
891
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one. Although there may be some doubt as to which

is the most valuable from a statistical and financial

point of view, the cod or the Herring fishery, there

can be no doubt at all as to which is the most ancient

and, as iiXi as Europe is concerned, most popular.

The Herring has often been proudly dubbed the king

of fish, but the name is inappropriate. The Herring

is a vulgar fish, beloved by the people, who sniff its

fragrant aroma, as, in the guise 01 the bloater or kipper,

it splutters on the gridiron, with lively anticipations

of a savoury meal. A fashionable fish it cannot be,

because of its cheapness and because of the aroma
aforesaid, which, in the eyes or rather the nostrils

of poor folk, is one of its chief recommendations.

The Herring is almost the only fish which the

selfish autocrats of our great fish markets allow to

be retailed cheaply, and it is no uncommon thing to

see fresh Herrings not twenty-four hours from the

sea being sold in London streets by the poor man's

purveyor, the costermonger, at four and even six a

penny, or at less than a penny a pound. And even

at that rate there is considerable room for profit

between the catcher and the eater. When one boat

in a night sometimes draws from the sea over a quarter

of a million fish, and could, but for her limited capacity

and the fear of breaking the nets, take more than

double the quantity, it is easily seen how cheap

the fish may be, especially when it is invariably taken

near shore. Another thing, although the Herring dies

almost instantaneously upon leaving the water, it

does not become stale very quickly—that is, there is

less difference between Herr'.ag just out of the water

and those twenty-four hours landed than there is

noticeable in almost any other fish under the same

conditions.
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Moreover there is no fish which lends itself so easily
to cheap curing, or which when cured has a flavour
greatly superior to that of the fresh fish. Salted
cod is good fish no doubt and has great value, but
compared with the fresh fish it is vastly inferior in
point of flavour. But delicious as is a fresh Herring
fried or grilled, a bloater or a kipper is certainly far
more savoury, although perhaps a trifle too rich for
delicate stomachs. And they have the advantage
of keeping for a long time if not allowed to dry. The
high dried Herring,

' ham-cured ' Herring, or ' Glasgow
Magistrate,' as irreverent people call it, is a great
favourite with the poor, but it is intensely salt, and
certainly has its demerits as a thirst provoker, leading
to an increased consumption of beer, which among the
class with whom it is a favourite is quite superfluous.

ihe salt or pickled Herring is not at all in favour
in this country, but in America and on the continent
of Europe is greatly liked, especially in Holland and
Germany, where it is eaten raw. I well remember my
disgust when, while discharging a cargo of mahogany
in Rotterdam, the foreman of the stevedores stopped
a Herring vendor and purchasing half-a-dozen fish
from him, tendered one to me. I smiled and said
I had eaten my breakfast, and anyhow there was no
means of cooking the fish. 'Oh,' said Hendryk,
• cooking would spoil them ; we eat them like this.'
And takmg one by each lobe of its tail, he ripped it

asunder lengthways, skilfully ejected the backbone,
and devoured the fish with great gusto. Prior to
that the only people I had ever seen eat raw fish were
the South Sea Islanders, and I had fancied it a savage
accomplishment.

But whether salted, smoke-dried, or eaten fresh, the
Herring as an article of food fills a position quite out

n
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of all proportion to its size, but entirely commensurate

with its incalculable multitudes. The Herring fishery

has the exceeding merit of antiquity, and the distinction

that, as the centuries have rolled by, it has grown in

popular favour instead of waning, although it has lost

its place at the tables of the wealthy, where ' bacon'd '

Herring used to be accounted a great dainty. The

chronicles of Evesham Abbey of the year 709 made

mention of the Herring fishery as being even then

established, the Herrings, I suppose, being brought

from the Bristol Channel by way of the Severn and

Avon into the heart of Worcestershire.

Yarmouth, the Herring metropolis, has beer-

famous for its fishery since the days of Norman William,

the shallow sandbanks lining the coasts of Suffolk

and Norfolk having ever been a favourite resort of

the valuable little fish, and one that, capricious as they

often are in their movements, they seldom fail to

visit in vast numbers. To-day, although Yarmouth

has gradually changed from being one of our principal

fishing-ports to the less romantic but far more pro-

fitable position of a great favourite seaside resort,

during the Herring season it is a scene of the greatest

activity, quite an immigration of Scotch lasses,

expert at dealing with the Herring in the way of

preparing them for curing, taking place.

Yarmouth, however, can in nowise claim a mo-

nopoly of the Herring fishery, for all r6und our coasts,

except Cornwall and Devon, the pleasant fish is found

in varying numbers according as they feel inclined

to visit this, that, or the other place. The reasons

for this capnciousness are not at all understood,

whether it is a question of food, or gales, or temperature.

But the telegraph keeps the smacksmen advised as to

the movements of the fish, and no place can be visited

I I
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by them without the prompt arrival of the fishermen
in pursuit.

All round the sea coasts of Northern Europe the
Herring is to be found in its season, from the North
Cape to Ushant, but of all these countries where the
Herring is known and loved and caught, Holland
may probably claim the pre-eminence in antiquity
and importance. There was a time when the fisher-
men of the Netherlands supplied the whole of
Europe with Herrings from their sandbanks, which
are a characteristic feature of the Dutch coasts. Nay,
Holland itself is just a series of sandbanks wrested
from the sea, which is only kept from resuming its
ancient sway over the country by unceasing care,
and watchfulness over the dykes. Thus the Herrings
were, so to speak, at the Dutchmen's back doors,
and right profitable advantage did the sturdy Nether-
landers take of the fact.

In the early days their method of curing for
export was rough and rude in the extreme. They just
piled the fish in heaps and sprinkled salt upon them.
And the condition of those fish in a week or so must
have been horrible. But people were not fastidious
then, and disregarded the laws of health pretty much
as they listed, being almost entirely ignorant of
them, though it must be admitted that the Dutch
were far in advance of any other nation in that
respect.

But in process of time a great genius arose, William
Beukelaer, of a village near Shiys, who discovered
that by pickling Herrings in barrels they might be
really preserved from decay, be more portable, and
incomparably cleaner and more wholesome. It seems
to us now but a trifling and very obvious improvement
upon the old method, but such as it was it had a most
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mighty influence in the moulding of Europe. For

upon that apparently insignificant basis arose the

Dutch Republic, which successfully resisted the

infernal domination of Spain, and dealt one of the

deadliest blows at the truly Satanic Inquisition tliat it

ever received, making it, in fact, possible for Britain

to finish the good work so well begun. Alas ! that

before doing so we should have been compelled to

destroy the splendid fisheries and oversea trade built

up by the strenuous Dutchmen.

First the Herring, then the whale. These two

sea-folk brought great prosperity to Holland, but

note well, not 9. prosperity based upon luck, or accident,

or coincidence, but sheer hard work, dogged perse-

verance, and undaunted courage. Faithful to their

first great success, the Dutchmen always spoke of the

Herring as the ' great fishery,* of the whale as the
• small,' having reference, of course, to the relative

importance of the two industries and not at all to the

size of the creatures taken.

Truly the Herring fishery was a great undertaking

—in 1606, when it was at the height of its prosperity,

it gave employment to two hundred thousand men.

Three thousand smacks were employed and treble

that number of schuyts and galliots were engaged

in tl e transportation of the spoil of the sea. Then
came the unhappy quarrel with England arising out of

the partisanship of the States General for the Royalist

party. Cromwell and his great admiral, Blake, dealt

such disastrous blows at the sea business of the Nether-

lands as practically crippled them. Then, when
they were struggling doughtily to recover from their

great misfortunes, they found the hardy Northmen
already in possession of the bulk of the trade, and to

crown all their misfortunes, they fell at last between
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the upper millstone of Napoleon and the nether mill-
stone of England, which completed their ruin. But
such a people could not long be kept down, and ac-
cordmgly towards the end of the first half of the
mneteenth century they began to recover again, and
have now built up a fine trade once more.

AU this time we were too busy fighting and de-
veloping in other directions to pay much heed to the
Herring fishery, but at last, havmg destroyed the
Dutch fishing fleet, we began to feel the need of estab-
hshing a much larger fishery for the supply of our
own increasing wants. And this impetus given to
the business has lasted until now, the greatest develop-
ment, however, having shown itself among the Scotch
who boast that their Loch Fyne Herring are the finest
in the world.

On the coast of Newfoundland and as far North
as Labrador, there is a considerable amount of Herring
fishing carried on, the fish being of a larger and fatter
kind than are found over here. But the business is
so dwarfed by the great cod fishery that we hear very
little of It. Ther s, however, a rather important
fishery carried on fa her south, )ff the New England
coast, that of the ' Menhaden.' a spe s of Herring
which is so rich in oil as to be hardly i^ ible. It is
caught in immense quantities for the purp se of ex-
tracting the oil, which fetches a good price, md the
dned fish remaining is used for manure.

But one of the most peculiar facts in connection
with the Herring is the persistent way in whu h one
branch of the family, the Pilchard {Clupea pilchardus),
remains faithful to the south-western comer of England,'
the counties of Devon and Cornwall being thus favoured
to the almost total exclusion of any other part of the
country. In this they differ greatly from the Herring

f !i
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proper, which is notable for its fickleness in visiting

various places around the coast. Fortunately I have
avoided making mention of the unaccountable numbers
of the Herring, for great as they are, one must reserve
all the superlatives at command for the Pilchard.

I remember hearing fromsome St. Ives fishermen how
one season, when the fish were even more numerousthan
usual, how it occurred to some enterprising net owners
that it would be a good thing to stretch a strong fleet

of nets across the narrow entrance to a tiny bay, a
mere pond of less than an acre in extent, at high water
when it was practically alive with Pilchards. They
did so, and when the tide ebbed they were appalled
at the magnitude of their haul. They sent word
hastily to all the population round about to come
and take their fill of the spoil, to farmers that they
might bring their waggons and cart off the fish for

manure, to everybody, in fact, who could in any way
lessen the heap of fish. But in vain. Nothing seemed
to make any impression upon it, for there were thou-
sands of tons. And the foolish greed of the originators
of this wholesale plan of capture was punished by an
epidemic which, begun in that mountain of putrefying
fish, devastated the neighbourhood.

Only by remembering that in the ordinary course of
the fishery ten thousand hogsheads have been landed
in one port in a single day, roughly twenty-five millions
of fish, can we imagine what that gigantic haul shut
in the little bay must have been. The fish run so
thick in the schools that a pitchfork will stand upright
in them, as if stuck into a hogshead full. And it is

usual when a shoot of nets has been laid round a portion
of a school like that for boats to be loaded from the
inside of the circle as from a tank, and only take
ashore as much at a time as can conveniently be
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By this means the fish are kept from
dealt with,

spoihng.

Apart from those that are consumed locally, there
is not much British trade in the Pilchard. It is too
rich for most tastes. So it is salted and packed in
hogsheads for the Continental mirket, whither it is
sent after a period of pressure upon the fish in the big
casks for the purpose of expressing as much of the
oil as possible.

But for some obscure reason, of which I know
nothing, it seems impossible to spread the sale of
this rich and tasteful little fish farther than its present
somewhat restricted distribution. Many attempts
have been made to do so, serious and well-managed
efforts which deserved success at any rate. Lightly
cured and of a bright golden colour. Pilchards in bundles
wei . for some time to be seen on almost every fish-
monger's show-boards in poor neighbourhoods. They
were not only appetising in appearance, but of really
delicious flavour, besides being as cheap as the London
workman insists upon having his food, that is to say,
cheaper than food can be bought of the same kind and
quality in any other city in the world.

But I am afraid that they came into competition
with the herring too severely, and so brought down
upon themselves, or rather their owners, the enmity
of the great herring factors, for I have noticed that
for some time past they have hardly been procurable.
Or perhaps the people for whose benefit they were
intended would not encourage their sale. The poorest
classes, of London especiaUy, those that is who work
and support themselves, are tremendously conservative,
clinging tenaciously to old ways, old styles of food in
a wonderful manner. But if by perseverance some
new food IS at last brought into their favour its success
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is assured, they will rush for it in hundreds of thousands,

while at the same time remaining loyal to their old

loves. And perhaps some day thpy will appreciate

fresh Pilchards as much as they now do fresh herrings,

and bloatercd Pilchards also.

A great deal of capital and energy has also been

expended in the attempt to utilise the Pilchard as

a * Cornish sardine/ which is retailed at a very modest

rate, but has certainly not been able to do any harm

by its competition to the sale of sardines at nearly

double the price. They are good and very whole-

some, the utmost care is taken in their preparation

—but even the most careless person would never

take them for sardines, the delicacy of flavour, scarcity

of bones and succulence of flesh being altogether

in favour of the sardine, A much better idea has

been that of preparing Pilchards in oil 05 Pilchards,

putting them on the market under their own name

and trusting to their own good qualities to make a

lucrative sale for them. They can be obtained at

nearly all respectable grocers, and I am sure only

need a trial to become favourably known.

Whether a largely increased sale for them or for

any other fish that can be sold very fresh is likely

under the pre-^nt market conditions of England

generally I do not know. But I fear not. It is a

thing to be remembered in this free trade country,

how coolly, how frequently, the price of necessaries of

life is raised, how persistently the cheapening of food

is opposed by the dealers in these commodities, and

how utterly helpless the consumer is to alter this

tyrannical state of affairs. Nowhere is this more

marked than in the distribution of fish. But for the

costermongers and their energy in clearing away a

'glut' of fish from the market, when by some un-
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foreswn hitrh in the niiddle-menS plan^ « i h a thing
happeni, it is not too much to say that mwt of the
very p<x>i would never know t»»e taste of fresh Ash
at all. But p«rhaps this is more than enough of the
economic side of the IMchard. which, at any rate,
is much beloved in what may be called his native
county of Cornwall, however difficult it may be for
him to get just appreciation in the rest of England.

Following on after the pilchard in point of sixe,
but almost as universal in their British habitat as
the herring, comes the Sprat, dear to Londoners.
Indeed, they are the whitebait of the poor, and so
well-flavoured that it can scarcely be doubted that
but for their amazing numbers and consequent cheap-
ness they would be quite as much in favour with the
wealthy as the delicate little fish which used to be
sacred to the ministerial end-of-the-session dinners
at Greenwich. Very graciously this little herring
comes upon the scene immediately alter the herring
season is over, and in immense numbers.

But it is much to be feared that the catching of
them does not afford anything like adequate remunera-
tion to the fishermen. And the demand, though
undoubtedly large, is strictly limited. If the quantity
brought ashore at all oversteps that limit, this beautiful
little fish goes off in its myriads for manure. And I

have often seen Sprats being sold in London at one
penny for two pounds. Her at any rate, the com-
plaint against the middk-man keeping the price up
can hardly be maintained. But as far as I know it

is almost the only fish of which the same thing can
be said.

Also the Sprat lends itself most amicably to curing,
somewhat after the style of the kippered herring!
except that it is not, of course, split open. It is cured

M
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by fmoking. having very little salt aiided, and is then

tied up in little bundlet oi ten, which are usually

add three for twopence or one halfpenny each. Moat

delicious and delkrate they are in flavour, too, only

that they have the fatal plc^beian itnmp of plent; <«nd

cheapness. But even the poor do nut, I think, apprc^

ciate them as they should. Not nearly as much, for

instance, as they do such shell-fish as the periwinkle

and the appalling whelk, which is a miracle of toughness

and indigestibility.

Following up a theory very largely held that the

herring, the Sprat, and the sardine, are one and the

same fish, serious attempts have been made to serve

Sprats in tins i la sardine. But no one of the slightest

discrimination can fail to detect the difference at once.

There is no doubt that an enormous number of Sprats

art preserved in inferior oil such as cotton-seed oil,

and sold as sardmes at fourpence to sixpence a tin,

sardines of undoubted genuinene» costing at the

same time one shilling and twopence per tin of the

same sise, and there is equal certainty tliat people

who have grown fond of fish preserved in oil do eat

and enjoy these tinned Sprats in the belief that they

are sardines, utterly oblivious of the fact that they

are paying from eight to ten times more than they

need for the dainty little fish, which when smoked,

may safely challenge the whole fish world in point

of flavour, but does not take kindly to preservation

in oil, as do the sardine and anchovy. But, except

for the fact that these Sprats are sold as sardines

when they are not, this is nobody's business but the

sellers' and the buyers* ; I mean, that no one is done

any great harm to, and so it is not necessary to interfere.

It is perfectly certain, however, that the name * Sprat

'

has so low and vulgar a sound that, if ihebe litiiicd
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Sprttf were offered for tale at tuch, no ont wmild be
found to purchase them at all.

The habitt of tlie Sprat at far at they can be known
are identical with thoM of the herHng. Both feed
in tlieir '"Cfilculabl.* hmtt in the deep water ofl our
coattf i.' iig in the.r turn fo<Kl to a mighty army
of Irn?.

'
wh of I w tpetiet. Then when the time

dr»' iip.il f-r uiem » tpawn they come thorewardt,
dr.4V,.u^' c\ Hst logrih until tliey appear hke a solid
wui' i»<ii m. iv VI thick and hundredt of yardt
.'••r.^', h»; r, V" u' '»y one common impulte towardt
vhuev-r s mw tiiifc ground they may happen to be
•etkinj, t; ay I, ,ve no Icadert, and It pattet the wit
of man t ) lino wa d why they vary their tpawning
placet her i is the weather, the temperature
of the sea. or the quantity of food to be found which
actuates them. The amaxing thing is that every
individual of the countless millions feels the same
Impulse, obeys it at the tame moment, and needs no
other guide.

For the sake of the humans who depend upon them,
It is a wonderfully valuable dispensation of Providence
which compels them to seek the surface and the com-
paratively shallow waters near the shore to spawn,
since otherwise it would be perfectly impossible to
catch them. No other means could be devised which
would be so effectual in garnering this rich harvest
of the sea as that universally employed and invented
in who knows what dim, far-off age of the world's
history.

And yet the method Is not, as might be supposed,
universally understood. Very briefly It is this: of
stout well-tarred twine a net is constructed about
twenty feet wide and in one hundred and twenty feet
tengths, making up for one boat about two hunditd
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fathoms. At the top and bottom are stout ropes,

the lower rope beirig slightly weighted with sheet

lead lapped round it in places and the upper buoyed
with pieces of cork. The meshes are made just large

enough for the herring or Sprat, as the case may be,

to get its head througli. Tlien it is caught, for the

pectoral fins and swell of the body will not allow it

to go any farther, while the opening of the gills prevent
it from moving backwards. When the nets are shot,

as it is termed, they oppose to the passage of the

army of herrings an invisible fence through which
it is impossible to pass, but which is, of course, at-

tempted. Presently an enormous number of fish

arc entrapped by the neck, but so lightly are they

held that when the net is hauled into the boat a gentle

shake is quite sufficient to dislodge them, and they

fall into the boat dead, for the herring dies almost

at once upon leaving its native element.

Meeting this invisible barrier throws the school

into terrible confusion, atid it breaks up, its units,

no longer homogeneous in mass, rushing aimlessly

hither and thither. A catastrophe has taken place in

their world far greater than the swift passage through
their mass of a whale with vast jaws widespread

swallowing many thousands of them at a gulp, or

the incessant incursions of the porpoises and sharks.

But the barrier once removed and its goodly load of

victims transferred to the boat, they soon re-form

again and, obedient to that compelling impulse,

resume their steady march towards their objective.

Much to the discomfiture and loss of the fishermen,

it does occasionally happen that a whale in pursuit

of his prey comes gliding on to where the nets stretch

right across his path. As the fishermen can easily

see his approach, even on the darkest night, it is an
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anxious time for them, and all manner of strange
devices are resorted to for the purpose of turning
him from his course. For should he pass through
the nets, while he would hardly feel them, it would
be nothing short of a disaster for the poor men earning
their hard and precarious livelihood. It might con-
vert a fairly prosperous season into one in which a
dead loss was made, for those nets are costly, and
a whale can easily carry away a whole flight.

Scarcely less destructive are the sharks and dog-
fish and porpoises, all of which are far too strong
ravenous, and reckless, to be safely hindered by the
envelopment of herring nets. Also it is not an un-
known thing for a ship to blunder through the nets
and cause much damage, so that, apart altogether from
the chances of severe autumnal weather, the herring
fisherman's life is a very anxious one, and he deserves
all the efforts that are being made by good people
ashore for the furtherance of his spiritual and material
welfare These fishermen are, taking them all round,
a splendid race of men, and entirely worthy of our
deepest regard.

/^,T.^^ ^y ^P^""'^^ °^ ^^'"^"g '^nown as Whitebait
C/«/>M alba) is taken in small bag nets just beneath
the surface of the water in the estuaries of our rivers
principally in the Thames, in spite of the pollution
which has robbed the beautiful river of most of its
fish, even in the high reaches. But the tiny wanderers
only come in with the flood-tide, getting out again,
those that are not caught, before the poisonous matter
brought down by the ebb has had time to overtake
them. The catching of them is a very small but
fairly lucrative industry, there being always a brisk
demand for them at high prices, since they are what
may be termed a fashionable fish. Yet. as I have
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said before, there can be scarcely any question but
that the vulgar Sprat is of much better flavour,

although it must be admitted that the Sprat is a
trifle rich for delicate stomachs to deal with. There
is little doubt but that other young fry are frequently

brought to market and sold as Whitebait, or that

they are just as good, no one but an expert ichthyo-

logist being able to tell the difference between them
and the Whitebait. So that the substitution may be
quite innocent, and in any case does not inatter.

The Sardine, while a veritable herring, is a very
well-marked variety, having distinct qualities of its

own, and keeping rigidly away from the shores of

Britain. It is caught at various places along the

coasts of France westward from the bay in which
are the Channel Islands, but the chief fishing port

is L'Orient on the northern shore of the Bay of Biscay
in Brittany.

But of late the Sardine fishery has fallen upr evil

days. The natural enemies of the little fish, such
as wliales and porpoises, have increased so greatly

that the shoals no longer come near enough to shore

to be caught ; indeed, there do not seem to be any
shoals of Sardines at all, and the poor Breton fishermen

are in such dire straits that public help has been asked
and obtained for them. And a paternal government
has, at the request of the fishermen, granted the use

of torpedo boats to hunt and destroy the porpoises,

in the hope that thus will the drain upon the supply
of Sardines be stopped.

But it seems very doubtful indeed whether such
measures are of the slightest use. Except for some
terrible submarine calamity, such as a sudden lowering

of the sea temperature, or a volcano suddenly becoming
active, the numbers of such a fish as the Sardine would
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not be affected. The natural checks placed upon their
increase m the sea by the Creator will never do more
than they should do, when unmolested by man It
IS only when man thrusts his hands into Nature's
work that any great unbalancing of natural resources
takes place. The Sardines have just moved on a little
that is all, and will, I hope, be as plentiful as ever
round the Breton shores again soon.

The dainty little fish is also found in the Mediterra-
nean on the coast of Africa and about the islands of
Corsica and Sardinia, but in these localities is more
a matter of local consumption than of preparation
for export. This seems strange too, seeing that from
the latter tsland it takes its name, and its pi ,nty thereB beytwd question. But the Bretons have made the
Sardine fishery peculiarlv their own, and nothing
apparently bat a continuance of the present dearth
can take from them their premier position as the
world's purveyors of the finest brands.

The Anchovy is also a Mediterranean fish of world-
wide reputation as an appetiser, its piqniant flavour
and the rather large quantity of r^t considered
necessary to its preservation making it a much desired
adjunct to other fish in the shape of sauce Its
pecuhariy coloured flesh, too, helps it for this purpose,
the dark red of the An. uovy contrasting weU with
the white flesh of cod, turbot, etc. In this respect
It differs widely from all of its congeners, and except
for the assurance of th<«e who have made fii»h their
social study, I should hesitate to accept the statement
that it belongs to the herring family at all. In any
case It is but a distant relation, for the prefix Clupea
is dropped, and a totally dissimilar one, Engraulin,
is given. The principal fisheries are along the Riviera*
where the fish are pickled in tiny barrels and sent else^

1*1
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where to be made into sauce or paste, or eaten au naiurel
as the Dutch eat the pickled Herring. But the fish

frequents the whole of the adjacent coasts eastward,
being caught all down the Itahan shore as far as Sicily

as well as on the African shore.

Of the Large Herring frequenting the inclement
shores of Labrador, alluded to in the early part of this

chapter, there is very little to say, except that, like

the Menhaden, they are far too full of oil to be relished

by us, even if it were worth while to send them over,
which it emphatically is not. They are, however, in

great demand in America in their pickled or salt

condition, and are to be found all over the interior

of the United States and Canada. Scattered members
of the herring family are found in many parts of the
world, none calling for comment but the Fresh-
water Herring of some Australian rivers. Many of
these I have caught with a hook and line from the
wharves on the Clarence River, and do not remember
that they presented any essential difference from the
herring caught in the British seas. But then I did
not attach any importance to the fact that I was
catching them in fresh water, a point which should
have claimed my attention even at that eariy age.

I have left to the last the mighty and majestic
Tarpon, beloved of wealthy anglers and frequenting
the shores of the Gulf of Mexico and adjacent islands.

He is undoubtedly a herring ! But such a herring !

Specimens have been caught weighing two hundred
pounds, and the sport of landing such a monster as
that with an ordinary salmon rod and line calls for

the highest skill, strength, and patience on the part
of the angler. It is such a splendid game fish too,

leaping high into the air like a huge bar of silver when
hooked, and endeavouring to shake the galling hook
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out of its mouth. In this it very often succeeds,
much to the chagrin of the fisherman, whose utmost
skill IS powerless to prevent such an accident unless
by great good fortune the hook should have penetrated
the only vulnerable part of the jaw.

One night in Barbadoes, fishing with ordinary
tackle I hooked Tarpon over twenty timos, and lost
them before I had gathered in half a dozen fathoms
Of the line. For whenever they sprang into the air.
which they did as soon as they felt the hook, they
leaped towards the boat at the same time, and my
hooks being of a very inferior tvpe and not at all like
the keen slender hooks sold for Tarpon-fishing, they
would not hold, especially as I could not keep a strain
on the line. But at last I did succeed in catching one
(he fell off the hook the moment he entered the boat)
and immediately examining his mouth I found it
apparently entirely devoid of any place where a
hook could enter except the edge of the lip It
seemed to be all solid, polished bone. I thought
I had never seen a more beautiful fish. Its eyes
were very large and full, and its scales, each as big
as a crown piece, were just like planished plates of
mother of pearl. Of the quality of its flesh I can say
nothing, as I sold it, and so did not assist at the eating
of my prize.

,
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THE BARRACOUTA

IN
dealing with this fish, tlie last upon my list, I have

one great advantage : knowing him very well, in-

deed personally, 1 am not hampered with what I

may call museum details. Strangely enough, the Barra-
couta, in spite pf the large extent of his range, his great
numbers, usefulness as a food-fish, and other strongly
marked qualities, has been much neglected by ichthyo-
logists, Messrs. Goode and Bean's monumental work,
for instance, having no mention of him. Lydekker
mentions the name, spelling it ' Barracouda,* as being
indifferently applied to the genera Thyrsites and
Sphyrocna. But that di)cs not .shed a dazzling light
upon the habits of a most interesting deep-sea fish, and
one that is found in nearly all tropical and temperate
waters around the world. I should hke though to
say at the outset that, in my experience, the Barra-
couta of the West Indies differs in very important
respects from the fish known by that name around
the South African coast and in Australasia

; yet the
habits and contour of the two are so exactly similar
that I am convinced they are very closely related, and
the difference probably due to climate and habitat.

My first acquaintance with the Barracouta was
made in the small reef-protected harbour of Falmouth,
Jamaica. A native fisherman brought one on board
for sale, and the steward, after some httle haggling,
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bought it and hun^ it up beneath the boat on the
•kids. Being at that time of an age when imiuisitive-
ness is the nor nal fnme of mind, i.*. about thirteen,
I soon found an opportunity of examining it. It was
about three feet long with scarcely any bulge to its
body, whi<:h was about eight inches wide and five
mches thick, tapering of! very Uttle to the tail. Its
head was very much hke a pike's, with a lower jaw
considerably prolonged btyond the upfn-r one. an
enormous gape and cruel-looking canine teeth. Indred,
but that it was more symmetrical, it reminded me very
much of the head of a crocoJile. TIte eyes were
large and well situated for seeing in every direction,
bemg set prominently, one on either side of the widest
part of the wedge-shaped head. The fins were rather
small for the si/e of the fish, ali except the caudal or
tail-fin, which was large, fleshy and lightly forked,
having a very wido area of propelling surface. The
body was covered with inedium-si/ed scales, which
vere easily detached, showuig in a marked dcRree
Its difference from the mackerel family, whose scales
are few and most lirmly attached to their bodies. Its
colours were simple, a dirty brownish blucK above
and livid white below, the two meeting at the lateial
hne. It was long afterwards when I first saw a hake,
a common fish around our south-western coasts, and
I was immediately struck by the great rtaemblancc
between it and a Barracouta-6o great that I feel
sure they must belong to the same family, although
I do not believe the hake has anvthing like the ferocious
cliaracter of his great southern tongi ner.

While I stood studying the contour of tliis, to me,
new and strange fish, the cook, an elderly nepro
belonging to the island, sauntered up, and after
handling the fish, began in an impartial sort of way

I,
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to tell me anecdotes about the Bnrrarmita. I ref^ret

exceedingly that I am unable to reproduce them here
In detail. I can only lay that, if true, and the narrator
evidently believed them to be so, they stamped the
Barracouta with a mali''»-»ncy of character in its

relations to man compared ith which that of the shark
is personified amiability. It must suffice to say that,

according to cook, the vicinity of a Barracouta to
a swimmer meant death, death by Ungering torture,
since the terrible fish only took one bite, but that a
diabolically efficient one. No wonder, believing what
they did, that the negroes should have called the
Barracouta the * devil-fish,' one among the many
denizens of the deep sea to which this grisly name
has been given.

A few days later I had an opportunity of seeing
how firm a hold this belief had upon the darkies.
By accident a pair of can-hooks had been dropped
overboard, and although the water was forty feet

deep, such was its transparency that they could plainly
be seen resting upon the smooth white sand. There
were several sharks prowling around as usual, but the
offer of a shilling to whoever would dive for those
can-hooks was quite sufficient to bring forward in-

stantly half-a-dozen eager candidates, who cared
no more for the presence of a shark than they did for a
sprat. One by one they went overboard, making first

a bit of a splashing to keep the sharks at a res|)ectful

distance, and then swimming down to the bottom.
But the can-hooks proved too heavy to lift to the

surface, although several divers tried, and at last a man
was going down with a hook on the hand lead-line to
attach to the chain of the can-hooks when suddenly a
cry of • Couter,' * Couter ' was raised. There were at the
time eight negro^ in the water gambolling about and
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tiking at little heed of the fact that there were many
fharks in the vicinity at of one another. But at thai cry
there waa a frantic rush to get out of the water. De-
mented, they tore at one another for the posseation of
ropes that were flung over, and for a few moments it

looked as if a tragedy were imminent. But, fortunately,
all got safely on board, although their demoralised,
panic stricken condition was painful to witness. And
their dismssion of the situation afterwards savoured
more of tlie proceedings of a bevy of Bedlamites than
anything eW\

The vessel was wrecked on leaving the port for
home, coming to grief about two miles outside the
harbour, and consequently I had an opportunity
of studying shore life among those cheery amiable
darkies. One day four stalwart ebon friends of mine
foregathered on the beach, and I, coming up with
them, learned that they were going Barracouta
fishing. I asked if I might come too, and was immedi-
ately made welcome, nay more, I was allowed to sit

in the stern of the canoe and hold the line, a stout
cord about sixty yards long with one two-inch hook
baited with a whole fish about six inches long, of what
kind I do not now remember. I sat upon the gunwale
right aft and held the line, which had been allowed to
run out about half its length, while my four friends
plied their pad<iles with all their might, making the
canoe fly through the water, the object being to make
the bait appear alive.

It was most exhilarating for me, although the
exertion under that blazing sun must have been most
exhausting to my frienils. For some time no fish

came, as we careered to and fro across the bay, and
presently taking a couple of turns round my hand
I looked for^vard at my energetic paddlemen. Suddenly

!|
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314 The Barracoota

I described a confused sort of somersault, and struckthe water far astern of the canoe. For me the rest of

lomftin.J'n""''^
'°""^ ""y"'^^ "Sain in the canoe,

vomiting gaUons of sea-water. as it seemed, was onehur y-burly of noise and rushing waters. I was toldthat m their haste to rescue me the men had capsized

but had delayed things a bit. However, as s^n as

T ^,!^
*o .take an interest in mundane matters again

li LinT -^^ P"o' ^^'^°"«^ "°"^ °^ the creditwas mine) in seeing a Barracouta nearly five feet longlying m the bottom of the canoe. And I learned wi?hdeep satisfaction that evening that he had made 4s. 6d

ZJ^^ ^^h«™f .
who had peddled h..i around thetown. From thenceforward, however. I was rigidly

debarred any participation in the chase of the Barra-
couta. earnestly as I pleaded for another opportunityMy next passage was to Kingston in a small schoone^.when a great deal depended upon our being able tocatch a Barracouta, for our provisions ran out, and wewere becalmed a long way off the land. But whether
It was owing to the light wind not giving the schoonerway enough through the water, or oSr clumsy attemp s

IZ Tu' \'^Z ""*' "^^^^ * S^r^-^^-ta could

Tnthl Mk^' ^*^°"«^ ^^ ^^ °^^y swimming
^ stfIthy mamier round and round our vessel

imr^^ ^'^^ ? "^^ "^"^^^ ^^ * Sh^k, which wasimmediately cut up and cooked. And although myhunger was fierce. I have a vivid recollection of thenauseating quality of that food-I can recall its horrible
flavour now although it is thirty-three years ago

Savanna le Mar and replemshed our stock of provisionsand consequently had no need of fish, we caughi
several fairly large specimens of Barracouta. by trailing
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Lsrbrecz™
'^^*'" *^^ schooner was running with a

From Kingston I went to Port au Prince in Havti
and in that wonderful harbour watched the sharks
and the Barracouta prowling ravenously about, taking
never-ending toll, the former of aU that fell from the
ship, the latter of all sorts of fish. It was like watchine
a contmual battle, and, indeed, the warfare of the
submarine world is unending, whether we can see it
or not.

Then I returned home, and after a season in
Liverpool sailed for the East Indies in a ship wheremy hshmg experiences were widely extended The
strangest of them was in the Indian Ocean some dis-
tance out of sight of Mauritius, to the eastward of it.
Ihe mate had been unsuccessfully troUing for dolphin
with a piece of red bunting, the ship saUing about
four knots an hour. And to my great dehght he
permitted me to attend to his line while lie went to
take the sun.' I sat on the wheel grating holding
he line, as happy as I could be, and fully expecting
o succeed where the mate had failed (I had done so
t>efore), but without any success until eight bells, when
Uie mate went below to work up the ship's position.He had hardly disappeared when I felt a tremendous
tug at the line, and springing to my feet I hauled
with aU my might. But my surprise was too great for
words, when, on landing my fish, I found it to be a
goodly Barracouta of about ten pounds' weight
and Identical m appearance with those I had been
acquainted with in the West Indies.

Fearful lest I should be superseded in my pleasant
task, I unhooked my prize as quietly as possible, got
the relieved man from the wheel to take it forward
and resumed my fishing, landing two others in quirk

1
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succession. When the mate returned to his line hewas astounded to see what kind of fish I had caughthavmg no idea that they were a deep-sea fish. Much

iLrl^.r^^'^'v T T' """'" "^"S*^*- ^'t^^'- then or
afterwards. Not onJy so, but that was the only time

sea. But, of course, I do not suppose ours was aumque case. They must be a pelagic deep-s^a fish

l"ter'allTh.'"
"""'.^'- '"^ ^°»^^q"^"% seldom seen.'Af er all the opportunities that ordinary sailors have insaUmg ships (they have none in steamers) ol becoming

acquainted with deep-sea fish are very scanty And
If a man has no liking for natural history study hemay be like a man who sailed with us in the ' Cachalot

'

the whole voyage, and as he asserted afterwardsowing to his being short-sighted, never saw a whale !

'

After that well-remembered encounter with theBarracouta in the Indian Ocean, it was eighteen months
before I saw another. The next time was while I wa.s^mp-tnmmer m a small steamer called the ' Helen

Grafton Clarence River. I had been told by a fellow

.r!^J "^i" TT, *"^*^''* '^^ °^ th« ^^^ company,

IL t''. f'"^/ *^"* '^ ^ ^°* ^ ^°"g «to"t line andgood hooks I might get fish on the coast sometimesby rolling especially between the North and South

T ohf^'^ ? r '• ^^^^y' enthusiastic about fishing.
I obtained the requisite tackle at the first opportunity
although I felt very sceptical as to any fish comhfgnear enough to the wake of our screw

However, that next passage, having secreted a
little white and scarlet bunting from the store in Sydney
1 mounted the poop when the vessel was off PortStephens just after daybreak one morning and startedlo my great satisfaction after only a few minutes'
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waiting I caught a fine fish, not a Barracouta. but amuch more elegant and beautiful creature, called
trivuUly a yellow tail.' from the bright gold colour
of ,ts fins and tail I was delighted at my success,and as soon as I had disposed of my prize to the cook
(s rangely I never cared what became of my fish after
1 had caught them and gloated over them for a little
while) I tried again, shortly afterwards capturing
a fine Barracouta. ^

But now I was sorely puzzled. There was between
this and aU other Barracouta I had ever seen one
radical difference, it was practically scaleless. at
least as much so as a mackerel, while the others had
been all completely clad in scales. In every other
respect as far as I could see or remember, they were
Identical. This, however, was so great a difference
that I could only account for it by supposing that they
were a different species. Certainly they were bothknown as Barracouta, and no one has seemed to notice
that thepj was any difference.

While I remained in that small steamer I cauehtmany, caught them right up to the turbulent edge
of the Clarence River Bar, and I have no doubt might
have done so in the salt estuary of the river itself,
but that once inside the Bar I was always too busy

7'^^ ""lu^l T^^'''
^°' ^'^^"S- I "°t'«d, or I thought

I did that these naked Barracouta were finer-flavoured
than the West Indian variety, but that may have been

Then I left the Northern Australian trade and went
south where, though I doubt not Barracouta were
plentiful, especially between Wilson's Promontory
and Queenscliff. Port Philip Heads, I was not allowed
to fish over the taffraU, and was compelled to limitmy sport to ordinarj^ bottom fishing whUe still io

n
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Hobson's Bay or Auckland Harbour, the latter the
most prolific place for fishing in that I have ever
known.

But getting tired of good living, good pay, and light
work, I shipped for England via Burmah, and having
put into Port Elizabeth on the way home, we coasted
round Cape Colony, at no great distance from the
land all the way. And for an ordinary merchantship
we caught a surprising number of Barracouta, ' Snoek/
as they are called locally, which I found were naked
of scales like those of Australia. This was very strange
to me, as those caught in the Indian Ocean off Mauritius
were identical, as far as I could sec, with the West
Indian variety, certainly in point of scales they were.

These South African Barracouta, or Snoek, were
tremendously voracious. I have known them to snap
at the bare hook, and I have little doubt but that
they are responsible for the frequent losses of patent
log-propellers, the smaL four-bladed fan that revolves
on a patent log, faster or slower according to the
speed of the vessel behind which it is towed, and
•agisters the number of miles travelled on dials.

My next experience of Barracouta was in the
Cachalot,' where, indeed, I made the acquaintance

of many new kinds of fish, and vastly enjoyed the
pleasure of noting their habits, apart altogether
from the joy of making many a good meal when
without them we should have gone hungry. On the
coast of New Zealand, the Maories taught us a novel
plan of catching Barracouta, but only possible to any
extent where the fish were as plentiful as they were
there. In no other place have I seen the Barracouta
swim in shoals of hundreds of thousands, almost as
closely packed as mackerel. But then I do not believe
that there is any sea in the world so full of fish as that
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which washes the shores and fills the harbours of New
Zealand, the beautiful Britain of the South.

All around the coasts of the Mid^'V and South
Islands, according to the season of the year, the
Barracouta swarm, in great schools as I have said
and the orthodox method of entrapping them, invented
by the Maories, is as follows :—Take a stout rod,
say eight to ten feet in length, or rather a pole, fairly
rigid and tough, but not too heavy. To the end of
It secure a piece of strong fishing line five or six feetm length. To the free end of this line attach a lure
made as follows: A piece of red pine (rimu) four
mches long, one inch wide and half an inch thick is
scraped smooth and bright so that it will glow crimson
when wet. Through one end of it is driven a two-inch
nail, which is carefully bent upward and filed sharp.
Then this lure is fastened to the line in such a manner
that, m case of the splitting of the wood, the fish shall
not be lost. Now the boat, in which two fishermen
sit to windward facing forward, is sailed briskly to
and fro, the fishermen meanwhile whipping the water
occasionally untU a Barracouta snaps at the bait, and
with a dexterous swing is flung into the boat where,
as there is no barb on the hook, he immediately falls
off. At the same time the peak hdv.rds are let go,
so that the boat's way is deadened and the fishermen
ply their poles energetically.

If they have struck a school, the fish rise and fall
mto the boat with a rhythmical regularity, every
sweep of the bait into the water securing its fish. So
rapid is the process, that I have seen thirty dozen fine
fish, none under six or seven pounds in weight, shippedm an hour, and but for the fact that the fisher-
men's arms refused duty and imperatively required
a little rest there was no reason why this wholesale

n
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capture should not have gone on. Before, however,

the wearied arms had rested sufficiently the school had
moved off, nor were any more caught that day. But
as the fishermen sold them to curers at an all-round

price of eighteenpencc per dozen, the catch, forty-five

shillings worth, could not be called a bad afternoon's

work. We, however, found our whaleboat scarcely

handy enough for this fishing, and, moreover, as

bottom fishing was so good, and the fish caught in

that w.iy were much superior to the Barracouta,

we did not trouble them very much.
As with the dolphin, I discovered that after all

it was not absolutely necessary to have a moving
bait in order to catch Barracouta. It so happened
that, during our stay in Stewart's Island (Port William)

I was made night watchman, and it was my pleasant
pastime every morning to watch for the first breaking
of day, and begin fishing. While it was yet dark not
a nibble would be felt, then as the first tender streamers
of colour spread over the heavens, a stray tug or so
would be felt, and by the time the sun himself appeared
fish could be hauled up at a tremendous rate.

One morning, for some reason unknown to me,
the fish were slow at beginning to bite, and I determined
to let them have plenty of time. So, leaning far over
the taffrail, looking down into the limpid depths,
I saw several Barracouta stealing along. For several
minutes I watched their stealthy movements with
great interest, until suddenly I saw one of them swim
to a piece of fish I had dropped overboard and swallow
it. I was much surprised, but immediately reasoned
that as he would swallow a still morsel, there should
be no reason why he would not take a quiet bait with
a hook in it. So I hastened and got a strip of fish,

put it on a hook, an^U^Jt drift slowly astern with the
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little ebb that wan gliding pa«t us. In very leisurely

but whcr ' struck he opened his mouth and I nulledhe ba:t o. • Chagrined, but still hopeful. I slackedaway ..gam with the same result three time.. Th „
r thought I m,uld let him swallow it. and I waited to*ee .f he wouM do so. But no. he waited quite two

nnin^?V '" **'• ^PP'-^^^^ntly. whcth..; I wouldpul ,t out of h.s mouth again. F.nd ng that I did nothe turned round to swim away, and I had him. Andby pur.umg the same tactics I secured the wholeparty m less than an hour, eleven of them. aU over tenpounds weight each.
. *« u>t.r icn

While in New Zealand I heard of an exploit on

^Z"1 "\u'
^'"''''''^ "^*^»^ ^'"^d meXsy^"pathy for the persons affected by it. It gives one

?1a A TT""^ hmdrances with which public-spirited
mdivjduals have often to contend in their effo^rt todo good to their fellow-men generally. For ver^

he ,^^ln
enthusiastic pisciculturists to introduce

Zealand 9,?^ ^^^ '° '^' *^""*'^"» "^^" «' New
2;, nf Vk r^''.y

*"°"S^' ^^'»« the engirdling

JTd 1^ )T^ ^°^'^r
^"^""^^ P^^"^^ ^"<^h a varietyand bountiful supply of fish as could be excelled by

Sued trbrth?»,'"
'''

T'^' *'^ ''''^^'' ^"^'"enSymted to be the homes of such valuable food fishes as

anv'raVth
*''"*' ""'^ ^"°^* ^^**'*"*^ ^^ ^^>

'

of ^i?h f '
"""" "°"' ^°^*^ ^^J^'^g ^ny account

«nH ! °' 'P^'^ °' ^°^' So. at very groat costand with an immense amount of care quantitiesTf

In these days of swift colonial-going steamships
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univcrially fitted with rrfrigerators, the tafe carriage

of ova scientifically packed in trays of wet moss to

the Anti|H>de» is a comparatively easy matter, but in

the days of which I write, because of the difficulty of

keeping the ova at a uniformly low temperature, not
so low as to kill the life-gcrms. and not so high as to

hatch out the fry prematurdy, it was no uncommon
thing for a whole consignment of many hundreds of

thousands of ova to arrive in New Zealand or Australia

putrefied. And in any case the consignees were over-

joyed if they were able to place in colonial waters ten

per cent, of the Uving ova which had been despatched
to them.

Then came the long and patient development of

the ova into fry and of the fry into mature fish, a
work which could only be carried out successfully by
the aid of an intense devotion to, and perfect knowledge
of, the business. Such a work had been success-

fully carried out in the upper reaches of the pretty

little river Clutha in Otago. Step by step the embryo
salmon had progressed until they had reached, a goodly
company of them, the ' parr ' stage of their career.

Then, following their natural instincts, they journeyed
towards the sea, and in due course reached the estuary
of the river, which was guarded by a bar, as indeed
are most if not all the rivers of New Zealand.

Gaily the juvenile salmon disported themselves
in the salt water before making their exit into the

vast Pacific smiling without. Then there crossed

the bar into the river a school of Barracouta, their

long lithe bodies darting hither and thither in quest

of prey. They met the young salmon, and, oh the

pity of it, in o. few minutes not a solitary parr was
left to reward the patient watchers up the river with
tlie sight of a full fed young salmon returning to his
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blrthplice from the fattening wa. The destrurtion
was complete, nUnmt inst.mt.incoiis, and was indeed
a heavy blow to the high hojws that had been raised.
Of course the fJarracouta were not at all to blame.
They did but obey their predatory instincts, but it
certainly was nuM unfortunate that they should have
fallen in with so helpless and withal so valuable a
company of young fish, when there were myriads
of others in the sea just as pleasant to their taste, and
that would never have been missed by anybody.

Of the life history of the Barracout.i there is little
to tell, for the usual reason—utter inability to g.t at
the facts. But there is considerable ground for believ-
ing that in Australasia and South Africa at least,
the scaleloss variety follow much the same routine
of domestic arrangements as do the mackerel at home.
Only of course in vastly reduced numbers. For it
must not be lost sight of that so voracious is the Barra-
couta, and to such an imposing size does he grow, that
his numbers must be kept down, or he would speedily
depopulate the seas which are his favourite resort.
Compared with the dolphin, bonito, and albacorei
I should not call the Barracouta a swift fish. I
consider him, for instance, no match for the flying-fish
in point of speed, and I think if he were driveri to feed
upon flying-fish alone, his numbers would speedily
dwindle. But there is always to be found in the
ocein for such fish as the Barracouta a never-failing
supply of stjuid, and upon these unhandsome but
most useful molluscs the Barracouta of the deep sea
must largely depend.

Those which we caught in the Indian Ocean had
their maws fairly full, but not of flying-fish. They
were small fish about the size of a sprat, but evidently
belonging to some variety of the mackerel tribe, and

!.
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squid. Evidently our visitors had been in no danger
c ' starving. But that is perhaps a superfluous observa-

tion, since it would be hard to point out any fish that

is, so vast and universal is the provision made by the

Creator for their supply. Along the South African

coast and in its spacious harbours, the Barracouta
revels in an infinite abundance of food, supplying

himself in the enormous quantites of his own young
fry the needs of others. And incidentally feeding

himself of course, since like all other deep-sea fish,

except the shark, it makes not the slightest diderence

to him which he eats, his own young, or another's.

The Barracouta of the West Indies and the Gulf
of Mexico, like the hake of our own coasts, is a com-
paratively scanty species. Not only is he distinctly

different from the Southern Barracouta by reason

of his armour of scales but also in his habits and
numbers. Like the shark he is an apparently morose,
solitary fish. Very seldom indeed are two seen t(^ether,

as if they could not bear to share any spoil, needing
all they can obtain for their own capacious stomachs.
And it is abundantly evident that they do not breed
in such numbers either, since shoals of them at any
age are never seen. Also the great size to which they
attain is not even approached by the scaleless Barra-
couta, which from a comparison of their habits is just

what might reasonably be expected. Like restiess

phantoms they roam those beautiful seas, bringing fear

and destruction with them both for their own kind
and man. But whether the terror in which they are

held by the latter has any foundation in fact I have
been quite unable to learn.

There are several varieties of Barracouta inhabiting

the deep sea, that is to say, living at very considerable

depths, but naturally they are seldom seen. Such
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specimens as there are to be found in museums present
all the ferocious characteristics of the West India
vanety, but in none is this more marked than in a
species to which the appellation of Thyrsitops violaceus
has been given by the American ichthyologists,
Drs. Goode and Bean. The type-specimen, however,
was caught as far north . s the Le Have Bank, off
the New England coast, at a depth of one hundred
and twenty-five fathoms, which goes to sho,/ that
the range of this fish is quite as extensive as that of
tne mackerel, with which, indeed, it is said by some
naturalists to be allied. And with this brief allusion
to the deep-sea varieties of the Barracouta we will
bid the whole predatory family farewell.

With this chapter I conclude my sketches of deep-
sea fish. Not, as it will be at once observed, because
of the exhaustion of the subject, but because of the
limitations of space. There are a number of other
fish inhabiting the deep sea with which, when they
have ventured near the surface or the shore, I have
had the pleasure of acquaintance. Chief among
them, in my estimation, is the magnificent Halibut
or gigantic fiat-fish, which inhabits the North Atlantic
and has been caught at the immense depth of two
thousand five hundred feet. There are few more
satisfactory sensations at sea than that of finding
one of these splendid succulent fish on one's line
and after a quarter of an hour's most serious toil
bnnging the great buckler-like body, despite its
dogged pulling against you, to the surface and trans-
fernng it to the ship.

These are the events from which the amateur
fisherman reckons. How far down in the ocean's
vaUeys the flat fishes reaUy wander no one knows
nath any degree of certainty—that they have been

I
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brought up in the trawl from immense depths is well

known. And not outre forms either, like the majority

of the deep-down fish, but familiar flat fish such as

soles and flounders. It would seem as if the peculiar

shape exactly fitted them for the strange conditions

of pressure and the necessity for concealment which
certainly are characteristic of profound ocean depths.

But it is not to be expected that, however valuable

as food the fish may be, any fishery can be profitably

carried on which necessitates the working of the

gear at such great depths. It is altogether too tedious

and expensive to be profitable. Therefore the in-

habitants of ocean's profundities are likely to remain
undisturbed by man until the end of things, although

it be unsafe to prophesy.

I conclude my remarks on fish by a short account

of an extraordinary day's sport I once had on the top

of a mountain (a submerged one, of course) in the

middle of the South Pacific, as showing how colonies

of fish are formed in apparently the most unlikely

oases, if one may call them so, of ocean. This particular

place was well to the north of New Zealand, and some-
where in the deepest part yet discovered of the ocean.

I do not know its exact position, but I heard the

skipper say that it was part of a mountain range

to which the Himalayas must yield place for height,

and so I suppose it must have been part of the

Kermadec Group.

One afternoon, as we sailed gently along before a
very light breeze, we suddenly noticed a change in

the colour of the water, an infallible sign of shallowing

or of a shoal of fish. And as we entered upon the

discoloured area of sea, which came so abruptly that

the edge of the deep blue was very plainly marked,
the wind died away to a flat cahn. The deep-sea

-K/;, "lassiSi'
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lead was cast and gave us sixty-five fathoms, sand and

shell bottom. The skipper, being a great fisherman,

produced a line, and baiting the hooks with a piece of

fresh beef (we were only three days out from Auckland)

dropped them overboard. The moment it touched

bottom he began to haul up in the greatest state of

excitement, calling at the same time for any and
everybody who had any suitable fishing tackle to get

to work fishing. At which there was a great rush,

intensified when the skipper pantingly hauled on

board two magnificent fish of a kind I have never seen

before or since. They were like a glorified perch,

superbly coloured and weighing over twenty pounds

each. The mate, who had his line down next, ex-

ultingly hauled up a pair of Kauwhai, the huge New
Zealand mullet, of about ten pounds each. And then

all hands except two joined in the fun.

Such a variety of fish I never saw at one time.

There were all the well known New Zealand favourites

except the barracouta and the rock cod. Snapper,

cavaU6, groper, the last a monster with a mouth like

the opening of a coal sack, but in all other respects

like a huge cod, except that he had big scales and

a cod has small ones. Yellow-tail there were and

trumpeter, and at least as many more species of

whose names I have not the least idea. We were

becalmed for about three hours and we caught at

least ten hundredweight of fish in a shallow area of

certainly not more than a square mile in extent,

which was the summit of a mountain that rose

almost sheer from the sea bed for over thirty

thousand feet.

The event was a fruitful topic of conversation

among us all the rest of that voyage, for none of us

had ever known of the like before, and we could not
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help wondering and wondering how so vast a number
of so many different kinds of fish could have gathered
in that lonely spot of shallow ocean in the midst of

those mighty depths.

a
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CHAPTER XXIII

f I

THE ALBATROSS

NO bird that flies is more rightfully entitled to the

proud name of King of theSea Airthan is the beau-

tiful subject of the present story. Nor are there

any of the inhabitants of the air whose home is about
the raging billows to whom more mystery, more poetical

personality, can be attached than the Albatross. There
is something about him which differentiates him from
all other sea birds, yes, from all other birds that fly.

Principally because, in spite of his great size, he is at

home only on the wing, and does not seem to require

rest. In this latter particular he is even surpassed
by the tiny stormy petrel, but one can hardly compare
the little untiring flutterer that siips so bUthely from
crest to crest of the waves with the great calm bird

that hovers majestically in mid-air, needing not to

give one single flap of his wide-spreading wings in

order to maintain his position against the utmost
force of the storm.

Nothing can be better calculated to impress the

beholder with the marvellous wisdom of the Creator
in fitting His creatures for their position in the world
than the sight of an Albatross bearing a ship company
in the lone Southern Ocean. Let the vessel, handled
by the most courageous and skilful captain, put on
what speed she may before the tremendous thrust of
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the westerly gale, level with her mizenmast head and «
little to windward is poised her snowy companion,
apparently motionless, except for an almost imper-
ceptible bending of the wings or tail for steering
purposes. The bird seems to be held in the vicinity
of the ship by some non-understandable magnetic
force, for in no other way does his effortless main-
tenance of station appear possible in relation to the
ship while the latter is fleeing over the ocean at the
rate of from fifteen to seventeen miles an hour.

And then, if aught be dropped from the ship,
the great bird gives a sudden swerve, sometimes
rearing in a horizontal position and, stretching forward
his wide-webbed feet, descending almost straight
upon the spot where his piercing eye can see something
that may be eatable. If that something has sunk,
the Albatross will dive, despite the hampering of his
huge wings, and by great exertions swim downward.
Then, when the food has been secured, or vhatever is

there found to be eatable. +he bird takes off from
the crest of a wave, just meits into the air as it were,
without any exertion, and although the ship by this
time may be out of sight, an inappreciable portion of
time serves to bring her attendant into station again.

Or in the midst of his steady accompanying of
the vessel he will suddenly swerve to one side or other,
as the case may be, and disappear, so swiftly yet so
easily that the eye can barely follow him. The time
passes, there is a sense of loss, for indeed in those
latitudes during a heavy gale, their normal weather,
the sea seems very lonely ; when presently, behold
our friend is visible in his old station, his beautiful
snowy head with its dark solemn eyes turning gravely
from side to side in keenest watchfulness. As he went,
so he returns, so he remains, without effort, and the
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mind grows bewildered In the attempt to understand
how he can, apparently with such consummate ease,

resist the fury of the wind.

Not that it would be correct to say that the Alba«
tross never does flap his wings. When rising from
the sea, if the latter is calm, it appears necessary
for him to put forth all his undoubtedly great strength
in order to effect his purpose. Spreading his wings
wide, he commences to run along the sea-surface,

the beating of his feet against the water being audible

a long way off on a calm day. At the same time the
great wings flap heavily as do a pelican's, until, by
one supreme effort, the body is lifted into the air,

and immediately assumes its normally calm pose,

that makes it appear as if the bird by the slightest

alteration in the plane of his wings and tail were able

to make the air bear him whithersoever he wishes to

go, even in the teeth of an on-rushing storm.

But before we go any further, a little description

of the bird is necessary, for I have discovered long
since that it is not wise to take for granted that readers

know the appearance of even the commonest of sea-

birds, although almost every good general museum
possesses one. The Albatross is about the size of a
medium goose, but not so ' stockily * built, and with
a much shorter neck. The beak is pale yellow in

colour, from eight to ten inches in length, with nostrils

on the upper mandible about two inches from its root.

This upper mandible has a formidable-looking hook
at the end, which curves down over the point of the

lower mandible to a length of one and a half inches

and tapers to a very keen point. At the junction

of the mandibles with the head they are capable of

great expansion, permitting the bird to swallow

masses of food, such as blubber, at least four inches

1
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quare, although I believe I have seen them swallow
larger piecet than that.

But the peculiarly distinctive feature of the Alba-
tross is its great pair of wings. They have three
joints, and when wide-spread the front edges make
almost perfect right angles with the body. And
their extent from tip to tip is sometimes as much as
sixteen feet, or over five yards. Their breadth from
front to back is about eight inches, but at the last
joint they begin to taper off to a point. The colour
of the upper part of the wing is invariably a dark
brown, which often extends across the back, while
that of the rest of the body is pure white.

The feathers are very thick and deep, and beneath
them there is a coating of the softest down, as fine
as the best of that obtained from the eider duck.
But I regret to say that this pure soft white fluff
is the home of a multitude of parasites, from which
none of the birds are free. The flesh of the bird is,

as might be expected from its habits, exceedingly
tough

;
in colour it is nearly black, becoming quite

so after a brief exposure to the air. Also it has a
very rank oily flavour of stale fish, making it quite
uneatable to the ordinary person. French sailors,
however, with the culinary aptitude of their nation,
hang it until it is nearly putrid, and then make stews
of It, which they profess to find excellent.

The Albatross seldom obtains a meal of fresh fish,
his movements in or near the water not being smart
enough to secure them. Consequently he is confined
to feeding upon offal. And such offal ! The carcase
of a whale a few days after death as it floats upon
the sea is extraordinarily offensive, but whenever
one is found it is always the centre of a clamorous
multitude of sea-birds, and when this happens to be
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n he haunti of the Albatross, these birds are alwavin the major, y. for they angrily drive away all others.
It seems rather a p.ty that so splendid a creature
Jliould be such a foul and greedy f^der. but so itYs

should have so loaded its stomach that it cannot rise

now and then g,v.ng utterance to a harsh scream

virl /, *•!
^^ '**. '"^^"'^y *° *^* «"y "^"r'^- And

what It has swallowed, and immediately rush upon
the carcas again as if eager to renew its rapaciousdevourm at the same time dealing savage blowsnght ^ . left at ,ts neighbours. It seems to think

buVit"s^lT
"^^ "*^' *° ^ ** «'*^* ^^"^*

Dr. Hartwig says that the Albatross alights in
considerable numbers upon the body of a dead whaleand there tears its food from the giant carrion, li.t

alon. thrA?J?\
" the southern hemisphere, where

alone the Albatross is found, the only bird that canand does alight upon the body of a whale is the evil-
smelling fulmar or giant petrel, an ugly bird as big
as an ordinary duck and armed with a dirty greenish
beak, with which it tears and rends the blubber, tothe envious disgust of the other birds who cannot
perform the same feat.

I would not like to assert that the Albatross has

birdThT
dcve opment of the senses to other sea-

birds, but I believe that he has. At any rate incommon with all soaring carrion-eaters, he posse'sses

InrnfTr
""^ ^'^^"^'"g- either by sight or scent, or

sorne other sense unknown to us. food at immense
ais ances. Again and again I have noted when whaling
to the Soutncm seas that during the chase there has

13*^1^
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been icarcrly a bird viiible anywhere, even from the
crowVnest. But by the time the whale was dead
the number of Albatrossei around the ship was count-
lest. They drifted towards us out of the vast void
•nd settled upon the water until oftentimes we seemed
to be the ccntn^ of a great snow-field. And there
tho%c feathered hosts awaited patiently, silently, the
preparation of their banquet. Yet in this prom >ti.
tude of arrival they were far behind the sharks, who
appeared upon the scene from thr- solitude o*" ocean
directly the flow of blood had tainted the water,
and, as soon as the whale was dead, began to tear at
the limp body of the huge mammal.

But when once we began to cut at the carcase the
eagerness of the birds could no longer be restrained.
With hoarse shrieks they crowded over one another,
even under the blows of the sharp spades, and I have
several times seen a man, who with a bowline round
him has been lowered down upon the whale in order
to insert a blubber hook into its throat, overwhelmed
by a rush of Albatros.ses borne by an incoming sea
right upon him, and he has had to grab armfuls of
the ravenous birds and hurl them away from him
before he could accomplish his task. But unless by
an accident, such as the piercing of the case and the
consequent Icakaije of the spermaceti, which floated
astern like cakt. of wax, the hungry hordes never
got more than an occasional scrap or so until we had
done with the body.

The Albatross is never seen alive north of the
Equator. Up to a certain latitude he can venture,
but he is essentially a cold-water bird, and no sooner
does he find the temperature rise above a moderate
degree of warmth than he retires south again into
his well-beloved regions of rold and storni. The
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ho.it of thf tropic* wouKJ be at oiwe fatal to him.
Many attimpt^ have been made to bring one of theM
wciiderfiil bird* home alive, but all have been fiilurei •

berause for one thinff it it imjHmible to indiu e the

. T *!* *•'•"* '"''*' "" ^*^''«*
»»»»P. ""r •' »'r did

eat could he retain what he had swallowed. The
first thmg done by the raptured AUutroM when landed
on terk i^ to eject the total content, of his Stomach,
as If the m«.ti.>n of the vis^iel, even on the ralmest
day. was sufficient to make him violently seasick
Other sea-bird^ are liable to the same disability, but
none in ?o marked a degree as the Albatross.

A j>„i,se he occupies a high place, except that
he onl- pairs for the seast)n. and the constant com-
panionship of tiie male and foiualc is pretty to see
He seems to realise his position of protector and
provider in the highest degree, and not until the
incubating period is over d .es this Icving union cease.
The female lays but or •

, about as large as that
of a goose, apparently . ,>,t suitable spot she
finds upon the island w.'c. ^he was born. But she
does not bother with ncst-building any more than
do the majority of sea-birds, a little hollow in the
sand or a leige of rock suffices, and there she sits
upon her single egg, fed and kept company with by
her ardent spouse, until the day when from that egg
here appears a funny little ball of snowy down withwo intensely black beady eyes and a gaping beak

that seems to split its head in two halves.
The father now departs, disgusted apparently at

the sight of this rival in the affections of his wife
bhe then devotes all her energies to feeding the baby
no easy task, one would think, where there are often-
times several thousands of her own kind, to say nothing
of mynads of other sea-birds, close at hand. But
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she succeeds so well that after six weeks or so the

youngster is bulkier than herself, looks, in fact, like

a large and almost shapeless, 'ixcept for the head,

bundle of down, which retains its pristine snowy white-

ness so as to be almost dazzling.

All this time it is almost helpless from its fatness

and the weakness of its legs. But presently wings

begin to sprout and feathers to appear. Soon it is

ready for its first lessons in flight, and tremblingly,

with tottering steps, it toddles after its mother to

the sea. No sooner is it launched upon this element,

than it seems to lose its ungainliness of outline, and
to develop with amazing rapidity those characteristics

which will presently raise it so far above the other

denizens of the free heavens. At last it has learned

to soar into its proper element, the sky ; fully fledged

and strong-winged, it takes its place among its fellows,

and its mother, her work done, spreads her mighty
wings and departs, to meet it knowingly no more.

Hitherto I have spoken entirely of the Albatross,

the head of the family, but now we come to the other

two species with which I am acquainted. I do not

know the scientific names for them, have never been
able to ascertain them, but to sailors frequenting

the Southern Seas they are both very well known
by the names of MoUymauks or Mallemucks, and
Cape Hens. The first is an exceedingly beautiful

bird differing scarcely at all from the albatross, except

in point of size and a little more variety of marking.

It is also much more active, flapping its wings far

more frequently than does the albatross, and rising

from the water with much less effort and ( >nsequently

greater rapidity.

I have been told that it is sometimes found in the

Far North, but I have never seen it there, so that
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I cannot say whether the statement is a fact or not.
Personally, I should be inclined to say that it is not
found any farther north than its great relative. It
is exceedingly plentiful in the * roaring forties,' being
far more often seen by ordinary merchantmen than
the albatross. It is a constant attendant upon ships
for the sake of the scraps thrown overboard, but
except in a gale it does not keep anything like so stately
a poise about them. It is continually on the go,
wheeling about the ship, darting away and returning,
and oftentimes it may be seen snatching a morsel from
beneath the very feet of a descending albatross, which
drops into the water with an angry protesting cry
and watches grimly the quick fluttering away of the
interloper. It rarely exceeds six feet in the breadth
of its wings, and they do not stand out quite so
straightly froni the body as do those of the albatross.
It is so rapid in its movements that it is often caught
while the vessel is going as much as four knots an
hour through the water, when it requires almost a dead
calm to catch an albatross, the latter being so very
deliberate ir his movements.

The plan usually adopted, but entirely repre-
hensible, is to take a sail-hook, which has a long
stem, a straight jaw and no barb, and fasten it to
a long fishing-line. A strip of fat pork, raw, with
the rind on, is then fastened to the hook in such a
manner than the bow of the hook, though concealed,
is quite free from being hampered by the tough fat.
The bait is tied up the shank of the hook, so that
when the line is towing the hook shall be first seized
by a would-be devourer of the pork. The moment
the bird is seen hovering overhead, the bait is flung
out and the line let run as rapidly as possible. Thus
until the whole of the line is nm out, the bait is nearly

r
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stationary in the water, except that it is sinking.

As soon as the bird sees the bait fall he drops into
the sea and dives for it ; the moment he seizes it the
fisherman hauls in, and in nine cases out of ten the
sail-hook catches in the hook of the beak. The bird
spreads its wings wide, thrusts its feet forward against
the water and shakes its head vigorously, but to no
purpose ; the steady strain is kept up, and presently
the beautiful creature is landed on deck, all its grace-
fulness gone. It is a helpless arrival in a strange
sphere surrounded by ruthless enemies. Then it

is slain, but so that the snowy whiteness of the skin
may be kept unsoiled, the poor bird is usually strangled
or beaten on the head with a belaying-pin, both of
which barbarous methods of treatment have to be
persevered in for some time in order that the fell

purpose may be effected, as the bird is very tenacious
of life.

The Cape Hen is a busy brown albatross with
a dirty white beak, exceedingly plentiful in the same
habitat as the albatross and moUymauk. It has
no relieving tint at all, its sober plumage seeming
quite out of place among the snowy gatherings of
its far more beautiful comrades. In fact. I should
say that among the many aerial tribes of ocean it is

the most dingily clad. The sailor of old used to know
it very well, for it came much more readily to his
hook than the other birds, and the long hollow bones
of its wings made him excellent pipe-stems. So of
course did those of the albatross and moUymauk,
but they were much less easily obtained than those
of the Cape Hen.

Another fad of the sailor was to fashion a tobacco
pouch out of the feet of these birds, a task demanding
much patience, and the resultant bag being by no
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His Story 341
means serviceable. In fact, it was on a par with
the shark's backbone walking-stick over which so
many weary hours used to be spent, the product
bemg neither useful nor beautiful. The membraneous
covermg of a sea-bird's feet is double, and if the foot
IS cut off at the knee-joint by careful manipulation
the bones may be withdrawn, all but the nails at the
extremities, which are left for ornament. Then the ad-
henng webs may be gently separated, and so the foot
becomes a bag, the sides having a natural join which
does not require a seam. But it does seem a :rivial
purpose for which to slay a beautiful inhabitant of
the sea. Moreover, I can say with certainty that I
have never seen one used for carrying tobacco.

And now, as I have done before in the case of
Deep-sea Folks, let me endeavour to sketch for you
the career of the young Albatross. He whom we
saw but lately hatched out upon an outlying spur
of the • Crozets that tusk the Southern Pole.' Let
him tell his own story

:

How well I remember following clumsily my
mother down to the sea. Until then I had never
Stirred from the little hollow of sand which was all
my world. I was not even conscious that of my own
kind there was an enormous company near me. All
my sensations centred in one, hunger and its satisifying.
I felt myself growing, of course, and every now and
then would stretch out stumpy, down-covered wings,
but hunger was my only real feeling. My mother
fed me continually, as it seemed to me she had hardly
left me before she was returning, but even so I was
angrily squawking for her before she reached me.
And no sooner had the food slipped down my wide
gullet than I was ready for more. It was my sole
object in life.

•-
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342 The Albatross

But when the moment came that she called me
to come, and the great outside world broke upon
my astonished gaze, I instinctively obeyed her, feeling
in every muscle of my body a summons to action.
It was a rugged way we traversed, bestrewn with
youngsters like myself, many of whom were bound
on the same errand, but it all seemed in some curious
way familiar. When, however, we reached the sea's
margin and my mother fondly led me in, the water
greeted me with a roar and a dash of white foam that
flung me gasping and kicking back upon the sand.
Yet I felt quite unable to quit the attempt and wait
for a more propitious occasion. Again and again
I made a trial, encouraged by the easy way in which
my mother rode over those insolent breakers in absolute
supremacy.

And of course at last I succeeded. A smaller
breaker than usual let me pass, and I found mysv.lf
in the midst of a wide blue heaving plain, my mother
by my side, drinking the salt water with great relish.

And then to my horror she spread her great wings
and ran along the water away from me. Suddenly
she bounded into the blue above and circled over me
with infinite grace, gently wooing me to join her with
softest sounds of love. But I dared not. The imi-
tative instinct within me was very strong, but I could
not for some time obey it. When at last I did try
to run along the water after my mother, I only collapses
in a draggled heap. But that experience, instead
of daunting me, seemed to string up my nerves, and
I tried again almost immediately. Indeed, I could
not help doing so, for there was within me a power
pushing me forward irresistibly. At last with one
great effort I soared into the air. Ah ! the delight
of it, the unspeakable joy of finding oneself master

11
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of his own element ! I circled round and round slowly,
my breast swelling with the pride of life, and my mother
hovering by my side gave utterance to low, gentle
sounds of joy. Together we returned to my birth-
place, my first lesson well and fully learned. I settled
down upon the familiar spot, and my mother went
back to the sea to forage for us both.

I went away no more that day, but on the next
morning awoke and stretched my new wings crying
clamorously for food. But my mother was already
on her painful way down to the sea, and, except for
a reproachful look in my direction occasionally, paid
no heed to me. So I followed her quickly. I wanted
food, and I felt that I might get some sooner if I made
an effort myself. We launched ourselves together,
this time without any difficulty on my part, for I

had learned how to bear myself in relation to the water.
No longer were the smoothly rolling waves as they
swelled in upon the beach able to fling me, a much-
bedraggled bunch of patchy fluff with ungainly wings
and gaping beak, back upon the sand.

And moreover that morning wc had only flown
a short distance when the beautiful form of my mother
gliding along before me suddenly stopped, her feet
shot out before her, and down she came, I following
her. The water was alive with squid, and all that
we needed to do was just to scoop them in as fast
as we would. The other birds of all kinds saw us
drop, and before we had been eating a minute the air
was dark overhead with them hurrying to the feast.
My mother dealt fierce blows at an^ intruder that
came within reach, and I followed her example in-
stinctively, not that there was any need to drive
others away, for the supply was vast enough for an
enormous host of our fellows, but because it is natural

ii
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for us to suppose tl.at there will not be sufficient
for us.

Presently I found that by no possibility could
I squeeze in one more delicious morsel, arid after
ungratefully meditating awhile upon the curious
discovery that while I still desired to eat, I had no
storage room, I essayed to rise and fly homeward.
But that too I found out of the que-^lion. And mv
mother was in a like condition. Do not think us
greedy-if we do eat voraciously, and grumble that
we can hold no more when food is so abundant it
is because we know so well how often we must 'go
for days and days without anything at all to sustain
us but a sup or so o' the bitter brine beneath us. I
did not know this experimentally, of course but the
sense of its possibility was there, inherited mv
parents. ^

As we sat gently rocking upon the smooth . ;ell.
surrounded by struggling, shrieking birds of all sea-
kinds common to those isles, there was a sudden rushing
away of the nearest of our neighbours, a great shadow
came between us and the sun, and a mighty Albatross
of purest white descended gracefully by my side.He made a careless lunge at me with his enormous
beak which I only just evaded by a desperate effort,
for I could hardly move, and then leisurely folding
one vast wing after the other went on feeding, dis-
daining any notice of his fellows. None of them came
near, they seemed to have far too great a regard for
their safety to venture within his reach, so tY it he
had quite a large area of sea to himself.

I was terribly alarmed, but helpless to get away
as the others had done, being so much overloaded
with food But he took no further notice of me,
although I was so close, and I kept as still as possible
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lest he should. Presently he too had eaten his fill,

and I noted with terror that he was swimming steadily
towards my mother, who swam away, it is true, but
not with any vigour, although I could see her glancing
apprehensively over her shoulder at him. Presently
he was by her side, and laying his great beak across
her neck he caressed her gently, at the same time
uttering a pleasant little musical sound entirely unlike
the usual strident shriek of our people. What it

meant I did not know. Curiosity overcame my fears,

and I swam heavily towards the pair to see, if I could,
what this behaviour meant, when to my horror the
new-comer suddenly turned and, rushing at me, struck
me so heavy a blow with his hooked beak that the
flesh was torn off a portion of my back and my snowy
plumage became red. I tried to escape, but still could
hardly move, until suddenly the impulse came upon
me to disgorge a portion of what I had eaten. As
I did so, I felt ( sier and was able to rise. With all

the strength at i / command I fled away, nor even
looked behind until I regained the old spot where I

had been hatched. There I waited, full of miserable
apprehensions lest that terrible bird should come
and destroy me. Had I only known it, or my fears
ha^e allowed me to look back during my headlong
fli :ht, he was not pursuing me—I was altogether
beneath his notice, except when I came too near
him.

The day passed slowly away, but my mother
did not return. I became hungry, but I was afraid
to move. Flocks of my neighbours returned from
their labours and settled down on their respective
spots, inquisitive little birds and cunning crabs ran
all about me, but I was entirely alone. In vain I

strained my eyes longingly seaward, until the sudden
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dusk fell, the stars peeped out, and only a few white
gleams in the gloom arounJ me showed where restleat
birds were ttiU unable to settle down. Presently,
in obedience to a compelling need, I tucked my head
into the cosy underside of my wing and forgot my
new trouble and loneliness in a sound sleep.

Morning broke in storm, and with heavy driving
snow blotting out all sight of the surrounding land
and sea. I huddled closer down upon the sand,
shivering in spite of my warm garment, and missed
my mother. I was very hungry, and that fierce
sensation was driving me forth to seek food. But
when even the old birds were loth to leave their nests
what could a fledgeling hope to do ? Oh, how I longed
for the strong tender guide and careful provider that
I had lost f Never again was I to know her, and
presently, hardly knowing what I did, I gathered all
my forces and rushed down to the sea. A huge breaker
caught me, hurled me high on its crest in a smother
of blinding spray, from which I took off into the snow-
laden air, stretching my wings with a sense of power
that was exhilarating and uttering a long shrill cry
bom of hunger, anger, and defiance.

So I soared aloft and at right angles to the wind,
using it in that mysterious unexplainable way that
we have to speed me forward, but whither I did not
know, could not recognise the sense of direction I
possessed, yet I knew I was going right. And presently
a delicious scent, the strong odour of a decaying whale,
greeted me, and, with a prompt lowering of my pinions
and extension of my feet, I went down, down into
the midst of a great company of my kind engaged
in a mighty banquet. It was a stupendous scene,
for 't bcemed as if it were a gathering of all the tribes
of ail nd sea. The storm thundered, the birds
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screamed, the waves of the sea were all torn and boiling
with the myriads of hungry ft»h who were seeking
their share of the feast, and in the midst of it all

lay solemnly still, majestic in death, the body of
the fea^t. Heedless of {Missing blows, only lunging
back at the givers, I fought my way into the middle
of the tumult and found food, fat ; delicious, satisfying
food. I ate and fought and shriokcd with the rest,

all the time feeling sensible that I was now a free
citixcn of the ocean, henceforward able to hold my
own among my kind.

My hunger satisfied, I drifted away from the tre-
mendous clamouring crowd, and quietly rocking upon
the mighty billows which swept up from the South
Pole like walls of water, I slept as peacefully as I

had ever done beneath my mother's sheltering wing.
I was not in the least disturbed by the incessant
coming and going of multitudes of birds, any more
than I was by the uproar of the storm or the hissing
of the spindrift about me ; I was in my own rightful
realm, and fully conscious that it was so. No necessity
was laid upon me to rise from my rolling couch, so
that the mass of food I had eaten was fully digested,
and when I at last became conscious that it was time
to seek more food I felt splendidly grown and fit for
action. I rose on the wing and returned to where,
very greatly reduced but still enormous, the body of
the whale floated surrounded by vociferous birds as
thickly as ever. The sight invigorated me, and with
a long scream of triumph and defiance I again took
my place at the great meal.

Another feast, another rest, and I began my long
roaming. I followed one ship for many days, easily
keeping up with her at her utmost speed, in fact my
motion was so easy though so swift that 1 was barely

m
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the muturet on deck, at they certainly got lo know
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Then, having thus disfigured me, they flung me over

into the sea again, outraged, dishevelled, and be-

wildered.

Nevrr again have I been foolish enough to eat

any'Miiij ii"ng from a ship in a calm without closely

exa lining it ; u.ieed, I do not care to go near ships

at .*. But nia^ i I have never been able to rid myself

of that ga^Iii^g chain, which for a long while made me
an outcast among my kind. Fortunately we do not

crave company, having great powers of self-enter-

tainment. Also we feel our royal state, and do not

suffer the intimacy of those beneath us. At last,

however, I found me a beautiful consort, who rather

regarded my collar as an added adornment, singling

me out from all others of my family as one who had
seen and endured strange things not given to the

general to become acquainted with. Together we
roamed the round world, enjoying life to the full and
supremely happy in each other. Then we retired to

a lonely crag in the South Shetlands, whereon my
consort became the proud possessor of a beautiful egg.

And I watched over her, fed her, cheered her in her

weary period of sitting, wondering much in a dumb,
wistful way why she would not again come roaming

the wide sea with me. But she did not, could not,

and when presently a fluffy white ball with gaping

mouth appeared, she forgot me altogether, and I fled

angrily away.
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CHAPTER XXIV

CAPE PIGEONS AND WHALE BIRDS

THE Pintado Petrel, as the Cape Pigeon is some-
what pedantically called by the naturalist, is a
most delightful and cheery little bird, although

his habitat is one of the loneliest known. If I dared
I would say that the Cape Pigeon is the marine
counterpart of the peewit or plover. But an unscien-
tific observer does get dropped upon so for a casual re-mark like that, that perhaps I had better go no farther
than to say that in colour, in flight, and in voice; yes
and m sue also. th. e is a very distinct and striking
similarity between the pretty black-and-white citizen
of the great South Sea and the peewit of the newly-
ploughed land in our own dear home. In vivacity of
movement the difference is in favour of the sea-bird—an overmastering energy seems to be continually
impelling it to action, and I should be quite prepared
to find that It does not sit quietly upon its eggs.

But perhaps before I go any farther I must try to
give a little description of this, to southern-going
seamen, exceedingly well-known bird, though to
naturalists hardly known at all. In size it is between
an ordmary tame pigeon and a wood-pigeon, not quite
so elegant in its outlines, and with a somewhat larger
head m proportion to the size of its body. Like aU
the petrels, it has a hooked beak, which is reaUy an

3S0
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absolute necessity, considering the rapidity with which

it must seize its slimy food. Its plumage is just white

and black, white as regards the bulk of the body, breast,

neck, etc., with a curiously regular and conventional

pattern of black across the upper part of the wings

and body. Its head is like a ball of black velvet, its

feet are like the wings of a little bat, so silky and
nervously energetic are they.

Like all its congeners, and for the same reason,

it eats whatever it can get that is eatable—that is

to say, eatable in its very wide idi as of what constitutes

really edible food. It samples everything, rejecting

only that which is obviously impossible, like wood or

pumice-stone, of which latter produce of submarine

fires there is often abundance floating in Southern

Seas. But its chief characteristic is its cheery vivacity.

In lovableness I cannot give it the place of honour,

when I remember the little darling of all the wide

oceans, the Mother Carey's chicken, but It is a close

second. And I am filled with sorrow when I remember
how many I have seen caught or wantonly shot by
passengers for amusement. The necessity could never

arise, except in case of shipwreck and consequent

starvation, for these deep-sea birds are all practically

uneatable except when overpowering hunger compels.

Their flesh is rank, oily, and hard, the muscles being

indurated by their amazingly active life.

The Whale Birds, so-called from an utterly un-

founded superstition among the whale-fishers that

their appearance in large flocks heralds the approach

or the immediate vicinity of whales, are almost mys-
terious in their aloofness from man. Whereas the

albatross, the moUymauk, Cape hen, and Mother

Carey's chicken, with especially the Cape pigeon, act

towards passing ships as if they too realised intensely

1
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the grim loneliness of the vast Southern Sea, the Whale
Birds are content with their own company, but that

is always in large numbers. Again, a great distinction

from all other Southern Sea birds, who, while rarely

abiding in entire solitude as regards their own kind,

almost always confine their companionship to one or

two chosen chums with whom to scour the wide free

spaces of Antarctica, Whale Birds are never seen but
in flocks numbering some hundreds, and that only

when there is much food about. Yet I never saw them
feeding at such a time. I have often seen them
hovering about above the crowds of vociferous roy-

sterers assisting at the demolishment of a dead whale ;

but it seemed a pu.c absurdity to imagine them de-

scending into that dread arena within reach of lethal

beaks and mighty wings, for they are tiny birds,

scarcely larger than the stormy petrel, and more
elegantly built.

The sandpiper is, I think, the nearest of possibly

familiar birds with which I can compare them. White
and dove colour is their plumage, their main charac-

teristic timidity, and their voice has a gently cooing

note in it, as if deprecating their enterprise in thus

apparently coming into serious competition with the

far more strenuous inhabitants of the sea spaces. It

is principally for this reason that I have called them
mysterious. I cannot at all understand how they are

able to hold their own, to live and keep plentiful in

those stern regions.

In the particulars which follow I hope it will be
understood that I am describing entirely from memory,
my mind must reach back a quarter of a century for

detail unobtainable elsewhere. Imagine a thrush,

almost pure white except across the wings and the

top of the head, and with wings half as long again.
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Timid Sea Citizens 353
pointed almost like thoso of a swift. The beak is

straight and nearly white, the eyes, in common with

most sea-birds, full and dark. The legs are long in

proportion, and of a yellowish hue, feet small with

delicate webs, and tail slender and tapering. In spite

of the shape of its wings it does not fly with the darting

sweep of the sw.dlow, nor has it the bold, decided

action of the thrush when on the wing. In company
with a band of its companions it flies slowly, almost
heavily for so slightly built a bird, the whole flock

rising and falling like a wave at a fairly level distance

of some thirty or forty feet above the sea. Their
movements are as unlike those of the ordinary sea-

birds as one can imagine, they appear to have no
objective, and to be so timid that they hardly dare
to descend and feed. Yet, as far as one can tell, there

is no ground for this excessive fear. They do not
appear o have any enemies, as indeed may be said

of most of the Southern Sea birds, among men or birds

or fish, so that when they die it is almost always by the
operation of some peculiarly natural force.

'The only time that I can ever remember seeing

these tiny sea-wanderers feeding was once when landed
upon an outlying cuy of the Loyalty Islands for wood
and cocoa-palm leaves for making brooms. We had
toiled very hard for some hours, and had at last been
graciously accorded a short rest for a smoke. I lay
separated from my shipmates under the shadow of a
great rock out of the fierce noon-day sun, dreamily
puffing at my pipe, and gazing over the dazzling stretch

of sand before me at the bold landward rush of the
mighty breakers. Suddenly there appeared a small
flock of Whale Birds gliding undulatory towards me
from seaward, and with many a graceful flutter,

settling and rising again, they finally folded all their

23
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pretty wings, and appeared content to remain. At

the first I took them for terns, but remembered their

flight and also their voices, which, instead of being

sharp and penetrating hlic the cry of a tern, were soft

and appealing ; to one's imagination they were de-

precating being alive at all. And then to my great

interest thoy Ix^gan to feed. Mincingly, delicately,

they pattered about the sand near the sea-margin,

prying with the fine points of their beaks into crannies,

evidently finding much food of some sort, and that

greatly to their taste.

For an hour I lay and watched them until, with a

hurried scampering together, they rose in a little cloud

and swept away out to sea. It was a shipmate of

mine who, strolling leisurely along beachward, had

startled them, for which I felt I could willingly have

flung a stone at him. As soon as he saw me he asked

if I had seen the birds, calling them by the correct

whaler's name. Whale Piidc, and when I grunted

assent he inflicted upon me a foolish tedious yarn of

there being something supernatural about Whale

Birds. That they never ate and never rested because

they had no feet, and other skittles of the kind. To

which I replied that he might, had he used his eyes,

have seen them both eating and walking a few minutes

ago, and so have been able to enjoy the great pleasure

of putting anybody right upon the subject who came

to him with such a story. But he did not seem to see

any advantage in that.

There can be no question about the right of the

Whale Bird to be called one of the Deep Sea People

proper, that is to say, as much so as the albatross or

stormy petrel, because it inhabits precisely the same

regions as they do, although not so frequently seen.

But there i« a certain amount of mystery attaching to
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the little wanderers, from their never hoing seen to
feed at s< or ever to ahglit on the water, althouph
their feet are dehra»» ly wehhed as if for swimming
purposes. Added to all tliis is th»'ir apparontly fei'hU-,

undecided Hight, which seems so unnatural in a bird
th.-it is met with a thousand miles from lnn<l, and that
doc; : ot avail itsilf, as far as can be told, of the rcr-t

a^'ordcd by the sea-surface. I have never been able
to imagine what becomes of them in a gale. In theory
they should be hurled along like dried leaves without
power of direction, whithersoever the storm-wind
ch(X)se8 to carry them. But knowing wliat wc do of

the truly marvellous way in which all sea-birds can
and do manipulate their pinions in the tremendous
presence of the tempest, it is utterly unwise to suppose
that even the feeble Whale Birds are unable to main-
tain their position and prosecute their mysterious
business, no matter how fiercely the gale may rage
about them.

As to their place of resort for breeding purposes,
I know no more certainly than that they frequent
at breeding time the same islets in the Southern Seas
as lo the larger pelagic birds. Also tliat they are to be
found in warmer climates than the albatross and Cape
pigeon, being in this respect, indeed, more like the
dainty little Procellaria, which is equally at home on
the Equator or amid the table-topped icebergs of the

great lone Southern Sea. I should say, however, that

they would breed in colonies, as they are so very
gregarious, and that, judging from the little I have
been able to see of their habits, they are as addicted
to polygamy as is the domestic fowl, a cirrumstance
which differentiates them at once from all the other

really pelagic sea-birds.

Before we return to the Cape Pigeon, whom, after

i
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a very brief introduction, I left for a while in order to

do ample justice to by-and-by, let us take a passing

glimpse at a truly wonderful sea-bird which is fre-

quently seen at great distances from land, but scarcely

ever in company with ar>ther bird even of its own

kind. I allude to the Tropic Bird {Phaeton eiherius)

which all sailors used to know as the ' Bo'sun,' for

they said * he carries his marlincspike for a tail.'

This is in allusion to the two long, slender tail-feathers

which stream out behind the bird as he flies, if the

term flight can properly be applied to the stately and

dignified way in which this beautiful lonely bird floats

along in mid-air. In size it resembles a partridge,

but in colour favours most sea-birds by being soberly

clad in black, grey and white—white as to the breast,

neck, t!.d head, and grey spotted with black on the

back and upper surfaces of the wings. These latter

are large for the size of the bird, but somewhat narrow.

They are rarely flapped by the bird, who, in common

with the albatross, prefers to float in the air, and uses

that element to propel it wherever it wishes to go by

dexterous steering, to the fussy flutterings of less

dignified citizens of the upper atmosphere. Its legs

are very short and its feet very small, which, taken

in conjunction with the length of its curious and delicate

tail, has led to the assumption that it spends most of

its time on the wing. Yet it is supposed by naturalists

that these birds make a point of visiting the rocks of

lonely islets which are their homes every night, and

this because they are not seen to feed at sea. That I

cannot believe, from the immense distances which I

have seen them from land, and also because on going

aloft to loose a royal on a fine night I have often heard

their peculiar low cry, and seen the shadowy creature

flit past like an uneasy ghost.
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Bttt I admit that I have never tctn them feed.

In the crow's-nett of a whaler, when lazily turning to

and fro on the Line grounds, I have often been kept

pleasant company with by a bon'un, who juit floated

near, suspended in the clear ether, apparently fully

engaged in the endeavour to decide what sort of strange

bird I was. All the two hours' spell he would remain,

hardly moving a feather, and when, after my four

hours' watch b<?low had been spent and I mounted

to my lofty perch again, there he was still. I never

saw such a bird descend more than a few fe#«t ; never

saw him manifest the slightest interest in anything

except the mastheads of the ship. And I have won-

dered, until my curiosity has been almost unbearable,

how the pretty solitary lived—in fact, despite com-

L.Dn-sense and re.isoning power, there would obtrude a

feeling of the uncanny, especially after gazing stead-

fastly into the deep dark eyes of the bird floating so

near that I could almost touch him with my hand.

I do not recall any instance where two of them thus

accompanied a ship, but I do remember that whenever

other birds came about the bos'un soon took his leave,

just floated away and disappeared, with a fine aristo-

cratic air of disliking any society but that which he

had chosen for himself, a suggestion of being perfectly

content with his entirely lonely life, and needing no

external aids to comfort or happiness. In the tropical

seas, however, at a distance from land, except for the

tiny petrel, bird-life is comparatively scarce, and

apparently this is just what the Tropic Bird desires and

enjoys, with an occasional calm and serene criticism

of the uncouth mortals who penetrate into his lonely

realm.

Except in calms or very light winds the Tropic Bird

is seldom observable from the masthead of an ordinary
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merchant sailinfr ship, hardly ever from a steamer.

The first may be accompanied until the breeze freshens,

when the bird, apparently disliking the speed, quietly

melts into the vast emptiness around ; the second
poisons the surrounding atmosphere so vilely that any
bird, to say nothing of the dignified bos'un, would find

it an impossibility to retain even the semblance of

fellowship and live. Except of course those busy
birds that fly low, and keeping thus out of the befouled

strata of air are able for a time to gather a little of the

rich harvest of eatable scraps being whirled astern in

the foaming eddy of the propellt

I am exceedingly loth to leave the Tropic Bird, as

he possesses for me a fascination greater than that of

any other of the deep-sea birds. But he does so

persistently and successfully maintain his aloofness,

his mysterious independence of all those external aids

to living which we must look for in the creatures we
study, that unless I were to invent something about
him I must come to an end of my talk about his ways.
The question of how he breeds, and how—unless he
builds a nest in a tree, as suggested by some naturalists,

but which is to me a thing unthinkable of a sea-bird

—

he protects that long beautiful tail of his from defile-

ment is an unsolvable mystery to me.
Undoubtedly there is a species of Tropic Bird

which breeds, petrel-like, in holes of the rocks, and while

ashore is gregarious, but it is not the species of which
I am now writing. Perhaps it is well that there should
remain even to-day some creatures of the upper air

whom the lonely sailor can meet and admire, whose
comings and goings are without observation, whose
habits can only be guessed at, and whose lives, as far

as may be seen, are from their beginning to their end
bound up in the enjoyment of perfect unmolested peace.
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And now to return with some relief to my dear,

merry, busy little friend, the Cape Pigeon, or Pintado

Petrel, although I cannot feel at home with him under

any other name than the first. Shame upon me, I

first made his intimate acquaint. ince when outward

bound in the • Western Belle' to Bombay, so many
years ago that recalling the date makes nie feel quite

old. I had only known him to look at for a few days

when there fell a stark calm, in which ho and dozens

of his kind flitted joyously about us, exhibiting every

graceful poise of their trim little bodies, and now and

then showing what they could do in the way of di\ ing.

With wide-eyed wonder I watched a couple who had

swooped upon a pork-bone I had flung overboard,

pursue it down through the limpid blue, their wings

widespread, flashing back the sapphire light, and a

whole stream of turquoise bubbles ascending as they

sped downwards. They rose unsuccessful, the prize

they thought of securing was too hard, too heavy for

their efforts, but with hardly a pause they sprang into

the air again and recommenced their mazy whirl about

us as if entirely unconcerned at the frustration of

their keen desires. We have a monopoly, apparently,

of the foolish occupation of fretting over what might

have been.

It was then that an evil counsellor whispered to

nie that I might, an I chose, catch one of tho_e dear

desirable birds and have it for my own. Not only

so, but he placed the means to do this ill-deed

m my hand—a ball of roping twine, a little hook

attached thereto, and a piece of fat. The poop was

deserted save by the drowsy helmsman, tlie second

mate (my bitter enemy) having taken advantage

of the skipper's Sabbath siesta and the utter absence

of wind to go below and do something in his berth

Ij.
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So I stole up on the poop, and leaning over the taffrail,

cast my lure. It sank slowly but not out of sight

of one of the busy little birds, which was presently

in my trembling hands. I took it down on the main-
deck and played with it, no doubt to its intense misery
and the bewilderment of our two big dogs. The only
excuse I can make for this cruel behaviour to one of

the free and essentially harmless people of the air

is thoughtless youth.

But the bird was presently avenged, for an elderly

American seaman, whom I only remember as Nat,
came noiselessly behind me, and seizing my ear in

one hand, took the pretty frightened creature from
me with the other, saying solemnly :

* Boy. hasn't

anybody told ye that the meanest and lowest thing

ye can do is to worry, amioy, and kill these lovely

feathered things ? They do no harm, they're not good
to eat, and they brighten up and make cheerful the

great ocean soUtudes.' As he spoke he cast the bird

into the air, and giving my ear such a tweak that I

almost thought it had come off, stalked solemnly
away. He was a pretty good man, was old Nat. I

ran to the side and peeped over to see what had become
of my late prisoner, and there within a biscuit's throw
of the ship sat my late captive calmly restoring his

feathers to their usual unruffled condition after their

disarrangement by my rough handling. I have never
molested another Cape Pigeon, although I have often

seen it done.

During a tremendous westerly gale the great

company of sea-birds which had so long followed the

lumbering, heavy progress of an old barque that

certainly should not have been sailing in those stem
latitudes at all, had gradually dwindled away until

only one faithful pair of Cape Pigeons remained.
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Usually, under such circumstances, the last birds seen

about a ship, nay, those that never desert her while

she swims, are the stormy petrels, but now these

Pigeons alone were left. As one by one the last

rent fragments of canvas flew from her yards and
disappeared into the deepening gloom like wisps

of cloud, the position of the barque became more
and more critical, and it was evident that unless

almost a miracle happened the enormous waves rolling

up so relentlessly from the westward must presently

overwhelm her, since she could not possibly under
bare poles keep ahead of the sea.

But the brave, bright spirit of the skipper never

faltered, and with great skill and coolness he succeeded

in getting, by the aid of his good men, a tarpaulin

lashed in the mizeu rigging. Then carefully watching

fo'i the smooth after a ninth wave he let the old tub

swing up into the wind, which caught and brought her

into that comparatively easy position in a gale which

we know as being * hove to.' And as she lay there,

sometimes almost head to the mighty waves, and
rising upon their crests imtil it appeared as if her

stem was about to be buried, or falling off into the

deep trough between two billows, until it seemed

as if she must be rolled bottom up, the two constant

attendants upon her, the pair of Cape Pigeons, hovered

about her as if they were guardian angels deputed to

preserve her from the destruction which seemed
inun'nent.

The old vessel now made such good weather of

it, considering, that the skipper's wife brought up
their little boy, who was very anxious to see what
made the naughty ship tumble about so. And the

first thing his bright eyes lighted upon was the pair

of pretty birds hoveiing easily to windward over the
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broad, smooth eddies of the ship*s sidelong drift,

and watching keenly for scraps as usiuU. He clapped

his hands with glee, and cried shrilly :

* Dada, those little birds don't mind the storm

a bit, do they ?

'

• No, dear,' ^ lid his father gravely, ' the sea is

their home, don t you see ?

'

The child meditated foi a few moments, and then,

his face brightening again, he cried :
' Well, dada,

it's ours too, isn't it ?
' Then, without waiting for his

father's reply, he said slowly :
' If Gentle Jesus can

keep those pretty Uttle birds in the midst of all this

lot of water and big wind, of course He can keep us.

I did feel 'fraid down in the cabin, but I don't now.

I know what mumma meant by the story about Gentle

Jesus and the five sparrows sold for two fardens.

Not one of them can fall in the sea without your

Father.'

The man at the wheel passed his oil-skinned

sleeve across his eyes to wipe away the salt spray,

the skipper turned away and cleared his throat, and

the mother, tightening her hold upon her boy, felt

a tear trickle down her drawn cheek ; but all three

realised the value of the message brought them by

the child, entirely independent of their knowledge

of the inexorable operation of natural forces. And
it is safe to say that thenceforward, in spite of the

walty state of the almost worn-out vessel, of their

sorely hampered condition for fighting the stem

elements in that nigged quarter of the globe, they had

all gained immensely in the essentials for fighting

the good fight which brave sailors are often called

upon to wage, and, as in this case, with, metaphorically

speaking, one hand tied behind them.

Within a few hours the gale blew itself out, and

'*•
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shifted capriciously with snarling squalls round against

the sun into the nortli-east. And this change seemed
to bring to the minds (or what fills that office in birds)

of the two Pigeons a duty that must be performed
without further delay. For no sooner had the old

barque been put upon the other tack, and all hands
set busily to work replacmg such sails as were essential,

than they took two or three quick turns round her,

as if fixing her outline? in their memories, and then
mounting high in air, poised for a moment, and shot

off due south for Prince Edward's Isle. They reached
it before dusk, and a bleak, forbidding, storm-lashed
place it was, to all human ideas. But the pretty little

seafarers swept together into a sheltered corner between
two gigantic boulders quite out of reach of the biting

blasts and fitful showers c ' snow, and there for the

first time for many weeks they nestled down together

on the firm earth in closest companionship away
from the surface of the never-resting sea. Little

twitterings sounded contentedly through the gloom
of the place, and bright eyes twinkling from snug
crevices revealed the presence of many companions
here on the same conjugal and familiar errand. And
so the rugged savage rocks ;came beautified by the

presence of happy life, and their usefulness as a shelter

overtopped the sense of their exceedingly terrible

aspect.

That night the little visitors slept soundly and
unusually ; for it is a per^iliarity of the lives of fish

and birds—at least sea-birds—that sleep, which is so

urgent a neces.sity to all land animals, is with them
a luxury which may apparently be dispensed with
for long periods without causing them any incon-

venience. At least in any reasonable quantity, for

one can hardly call the exceedingly brief snatches
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of slumber taken, say, by sei-birds on the wing, or

riding easily the surface of gale-tormented billows,

by the sweet and restful name of sleep.

Morning broke coldly and drearily. The low-

hanging sky was full of snow, the moaning of the wind

presaged storm, and the rocks bared their fangs like

black icebergs. But in the tiny crevice, open to the

heaven above, though shielded from the direct blast

of the bitter wind, the two wee birds nestled side by

side, cosy, content and warm. The beautiful garments

of fealliers and down wherewith Infinite Thought had

clothed them were impervious to outer cold and wet,

so long as fuel for the hot little body was forthcoming

in sufficient quantity. And they had each other, a

delightful companionship wherein every desire, every

intention coincided, not one jarring note or cranny

for unhappiness to creep in and kill peace. So since

there was no need as yet for active search for food,

they sat gently communing, in tinkling notes quite

unlike their shrill cries at sea, and frequently caressing

one another with their beaks with a tender smoothing

motion.

Meanwhile outside, the tremendous elemental or-

chestra tuned up, until about noon the awful concert

began. The sea, outstripping the wind, as it often

does down in those latitudes, hurled itself mountain-

ously at those sullen rock-bases, sending sheets of

hissing spray hundreds of feet into the air, and uttering

a deep earthquake note more pervading than thunder.

Then the gale, angry, shrieking and searching, burst

upon the island, tearing the crests from the billows,

and drenching the whole area of land with briny spray.

And simultaneously the deep-keeled clouds, torn into

massy fragments by the frantic storm, cast forth

their burden of water, which, passing through the

I*
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bitterly cold air beneath, mingled with the flying

sea-spray in the shape of large flakes of snow. By

mid-afternoon the tempest was at its height, raging

with utmost fury. And the pretty littlo hen-bird,

fully occupied now with her maternal cares, looked

appealingly at her sturdy mate, who puff«*d out all

his feathers and chirped a brave response, as if he felt

honoured with the commission to provide for his

cherished one. Just a minute or two of careful

preparation by sleeking down the close-lying feathers,

a quick caress, and with a sudden fluttering spring

he was gone, passing out around the precipitous rock

barrier almost like a larger snowflake caught in a

returning eddy and whirled backwards out to sea.

Here he was in the very heart and tumult of the

storm, and no flap of his wings was needed, only careful

and instinctive steering in order to keep in the right

place for the reception of the propelling force to carry

him whither he would go. It was a strange and

strenuous quest. Now poised awhile in mid-air so

thick with snow and spindrift that the seething ocean

only a few feet beneath was invisible, now dartmg

confidently along the green curve of a monstrous sea,

unheeding the curling snowy crest above his head.

Anon a meteor-like dash into the creaming smooth

between the hollow of one sea and the broad round

shoulder of the next, a poise with swift fluttering

wings like those of a butterfly hovering over a flower

in the momentary calm, a sudden plunge into the

whirl, and forceful descent into peace, a delicious

mouthful and a triumphant return. And all the while

the keen black eyes never ceased their quest or grew

weary. For over an hour this fierce search for needful

food continued at utmost strain, then suddenly the

brave little bird shot into the air from a wave-trough,

1 i
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i

a large squid squirming in the lethal hook of his boak.

Almost instantaneously he got his bearings, and like

an arrow from a bow, with drooping wings, but driven

by the full force of the gale he s|hhI shoreward, round
the rock, and settled quutly by the side of his patient

mate. She gently opened her mouth, and into it

he dropped his prize.

And thus in the midst of storm and stress the tiny

pair took their annual varation from sea-wandering,

and the stout-hearted little husband his delight in

ministering to the wants of his dear partner, at present

incapacitated from bearing her part in the ordinary

business of daily life. He was supremely happy,
for who can doubt that, at times like these, even what
we are pleased to call the lower animals realise fully

that it is more blessed to give than to receive ? And
she was happy too ; for clasped closely to her soft,

warm bosom were four precious treasures, smooth,
rounded morsels of herself, upon which she gazed with

eyes humid with love, as she turned them so that the

sand beneath, though warmed somewhat by the over-

flowing heat of her maternal breast, should not chill

them and frustrate her fond hopes. The quiet hours

sped on, marked now and then by a heavenly day
of tender blue above and placid sea beneath, teeming

with easily won food. But whether fair or foul,

the sweet marital solicitude of the cheery husband
never failed, any more than the motherly patience of

the little mother.

And then came the climax of joy, when four odd
little balls of down with wide-gaping throats suddenly

appeared, and demanded with one querulous voice,

* Food, food, food.' Indeed, the father, now somewhat
doubtful of the magnitude of his task, had all his

work to do, and do as he would he could not quiet
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that hungry wail, except .it niglit. (or more than a

few minutes at a time. But gradually it became possi-

ble for his patient partner to accompany him for a

little while, then for longiT, imtil finally the whole

family might have been seen out upon the restless

billows, the childn n lieing taught their life-lesson.

Then, as is right and inevitable in the lower animal

kingdom, the natural affection of the offspring waned

as the htter became fit to fight lif'^'s battle unaided,

and one fine morning the faithful pair flew north-

ward, while their children took independent paths

and went their sicveral ways.

I I
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CHAPTER XXV

¥

THE PETRELS

PROPERLY sfwaking. several members of this

great family of marine birds have already been

dealt with by me, under the heading of albatross.

But I am not a stickler for adhesion to any scientific

division of birds into their ' uieties, and in considering

the Petrels my mind is mainly fixed upon one species

only, the tiny creature known as the Stormy Petrel,

or to sailors most affectionately and inconclusively

as the Mother Carey's Chicken. Why Mother Carey
or why chicken is a mystery. Who Mother Carey
may represent m the seafarer's mind I really cannot
imagine, unless she be Davy Jones's aunt ; but even
so, to compare the Stormy Petrel with a chicken,

either Mother Carey's or another's, has always seemed
to me a great error of judgment. I know and love

chickens thoroughly, but between them and the Stormy
Petrel there is not one single point of resemblance,

except that they are both birds. For the chicken

is essentially a domestic creature, delicate, full of

Uabilities to ailments, needing great care and a snug
roosting-place every night, if it is to be kept alive.

But the Stormy Petrel ! Tiniest yet sturdiest

of all sea-birds, ranging all over the wide, wild ocean,

lilting fearlessly under the curve of a mighty Cape
Horn sea, or skimming swallow-like over the glassy

surface of the Equatorial Current ; equally at home
SM
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A Lovable Sea-Bird 369
on the weather scarp of a frowning iceberg, or around
the pleasantly lapped beach of a coral atoll in mid
Pacific; cheery, indomitable little waif, who with
a heart as big as a grain of mustard seed could help
lovmg you ? I could not wish the Bible other in any
respect than it is, but somehow I have always longed
that mention of the Stormy Petrel had been madem It. I rejoice to note the gentle Saviour's reference
to the sparrow, to the dove, to the hen gathering
her chickens under her wings; but I have never
seen the Stormy Petrel flitting between crest and
hollow of the mighty storm-waves in mid-ocean,
when the great bhip was being tested in every fibre

her build, but I have thought how much I should
have hked to see that dear wee brave thing mentionedm the best of all books.

The Stormy Petrel {Procellaria pelagica) is a black-
and-white bird of about the bigness of a thrush. Its
wings are somewhat broader and sturdier than those
of the latter bird, and its legs are longer—very long,
in fact, in proportion to its size for a sea-bird. With
the tiny webbed feet attached, they look as if made
of black sUk, and they are much more in evidence
than those of any of the other pelagic birds, from an
inveterate habit this Petrel has of stretching them
out one after another, and just touching the water
with them as it skims over the surface. For the Petrel
does not fly high ; no one ever saw a Stormy Petrel
twenty feet above the sea unless it had been taken
there, or was at its nesting-place, of which more anon.

Its prmcipal characteristic is, I think, insuscepti-
bUity to fatigue. It does seem to have solved the
secret of perpetual motion. In the course of fifteen
years' voyaging, scarcely a day of which while at sea
has passed without seeing these dear little birds, I

i\ 1
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have never seen one at rest. When feeding they do

not settle on the sea ; they hover over the wave and

peck at their food, whatever it may be, much as a

butterfly hovers over and sips at a flower. But the

idea of resting upon the sea-surface never seems to

occur to them, either by day or by night ; for on a

fine night in the middle watch— that is, from twelve

to four—I have often watched the little dark shapes

still flitting around, and heard, by listening closely,

their low, twittering cry. This faculty alone would

in so smaU a bird have given them a mysterious

importance in the eyes of sailors, but in' addition

to that there is the fact of their constancy to ships

everywhere. There are parts of the ocean where

no birds but these are ever seen by the sailor ; but

I have never sailed anywhere, from Behring Straits

to Antarctica, from Labrador to the Crozets, where

I have not seen these little nomads of the sea. Of

course, and I am rather tired of pointing it out, they,

like the dolphins and fish, cannot accompany a swift

steamship as they used to the leisurely wind-jammer,

and in consequence future generations of seafarers

will not know them at all—a very serious loss.

Naturalists declare that the Stormy Petrels in

one ocean differ from those in another, while at the

same time admitting that varieties from the Southern

Pacific have been seen in Britain. Common sailors

like myself prefer to believe that all this nice division

into sub-families, except for purposes of high science,

has no value, and, indeed, very often we know that

varieties have been tabulated between birds and

fish of exactly the same character on account of some

little peculiarity. One property of the Petrels, both

large and small, has often been noted, their peculiarly

musky smell, which extends to their eggs both outside
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and in, and may be recognised, no matter how long
a period has elapsed since those hollow shells were
added to the collector's cabinet.

Here I feel that it may be pardonable to digress
for a few lines into considering the extraordinary
fact of the universality of the scent of musk. On
shore we are, of course, very familiar with it in its
most delicate and delightful form, namely, that
emanatmg from the pretty little plant, Mimulus
moschatus, which will, with such slight encouragement
perpetuate itself year after year, and make the whole'
garden fragrant on summer evenings, especially after
a light rain-shower. But for the needs of the per-
fumer the Himalayas are scoured in order to secure
the musk pods of a certain kind of deer, which are
so intensely odoriferous as to induce bleeding at the
nose in many people who take an incautious sniff.
The musk rat's tail, not even his scent sac, but his
tail, will suffice to perfume a drawer for a musk lover
for many years; in fact, once that scent is diffused
It IS improbable that the receptacle containing it
ever loses it again. The cruel and hideous saurian
that slimUy awaits its prey at Indian village fords,
in South American creeks, and Australian back-
country brooks is redolent of musk, pungent, nau-
seating, and never-to-be-forgotten odour that it is.

The marvellous ambergris of the sperm whale, although
only faintly smelling of musk itself, has certainly
one quality amidst all the fabulous ones credited
to It, of enhancing tenfold tht power of any perfume
to which it is added during the process of distilla-
tion. And any one who has ever had occasion to
use a tube of sepia or stick of China ink, has probably
tested its genuineness by smelling it, the faint yet
penetrating odour being immediately apparent.

I t!
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Now as far as the genesis of musk in land animals

is concerned I am unable to offer any opinion. But

the power of ambergris, the scent of sepia, the muski-

ness of Petrels and their eggs, are only to be referred

to one origin—the squid or cuttle fish in all his varieties,

and how numerous they are let Mr. Edgar Smith, the

erudite curator of the moUusca at South Kensington,

tell you—I cannot. Again and again I am conscience-

smitten at having ever said a word against the squid,

for at every turn in discussing the hves of the Deep-

Sea People aerial and marine, I find that without

the squid the other creatures simply could not be.

He is the basis, as it were, on which they are built.

This is most especially the case with regard to my

tiny friend the Stormy Petrel. So feeble, so small

is he, that any competition with the ordinary sea bird

in the universal struggle for food, or any capture

of fish in mid-sea, are alike out of the question. But

the languid Loligo, the little squid of an inch or so in

length, is always handy on the surface, easy of capture

by even so slight and weak a bird as the Stormy Petrel,

and in this way the latter little hungry creature is

fed. More times than I can remember I have seen

the little fellow in the midst of its dartings to and

fro in the wake of our flying ship, well on one side of

us, where it cjuld not have been possible for anything

dropped from forecastle or galley to float, pause sud-

denly, and with fully stretched legs and quickly

fluttering wings reach down to the creaming surface,

and snatch something therefrom with a shrill cry

of satisfaction. That something was invariably a

little squid, a boneless succulent morsel created to

that end, without prevision or possibUity of feeling

pain, and consequently perfectly happy even while m
process of transition into other forms of usefulness.
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The ' Foul ' Petrel 373
For a brief space, and before entering into the

family history and sea-going career of the tiny wee
wanderer I love so well, I must pay the compliment
of notice to an almost unique member of the family,
the Fulmar Petrel. Its front name indicates to those
conversant with Scottish idioms the prevalent cha-
racteristic of the bird. The word has been crudely
translated by the practical Americans into an un-
pleasant but entirely appropriate Anglo-Saxon equiva-
lent, Stinker. The reasons for this coarse cognomen
is self-evident ; the bird is really the skunk of the
feathered world ; and on the principle, I suppose,
that the more unpleasant the remedy the more certain

the cure, the islanders of St. Kilda seize the living

bird and squeeze from its throat a little oil, a table-

spoonful or so, which is considered to be an infallible

remedy for c*^ronic rheumatism. I will not say that
the remedy is worse than the disease, but certainly

those using it deserve to get cured. It almost helps

one to understand the Chinese predilection for the
application of the moxa, a red-heated iron, to an
inflamed part for curative purposes. But Pennant,
that entirely unreliable but most delightful writer,

says, that no bird is of such value to the islanders

as this. It supplies them with oil for their lamps,
down for their beds, a delicacy (!) for their tables,

and a medicine for their distempers.

In the Southern Seas among whalemen it is

notorious as being the only bird which, in the midst
of waiting thousands, will fearlessly perch upon the

body of a dead whale, and begin tearing at the skin,

in the hope of getting an advance subscription to its

dinner fund. It comes down with a thud, and hence
the terrific threat of the Yankee whaling officer

:

' I'll light on ye like a Stinker on a carcase.' Not
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even the most enthusiastic of Nature lovers could

truthfully profess to see any beauty in a Fuhnar.

Its colours arc nondescript, dingy; its beak huge

and cabbage-water green. In numbers south of the

Line it is to seek, only up north, in those untilled

regions of cold and storm, does it flourish in vast

flocks, and provide a patent medicine for St. Kildians.

Among the almost inaccessible rocks of the Hebrides

it breeds, but nowhere in such numbers as at St.

Kilda, affording to the hardy lonely islanders, who

have long learned not to be fastidious, a never-failing

means of livelihood. Although one would have

thought that a Fuhnar's egg for breakfast would act

as a sure discouragement against any further experi-

ments in the direction of egg eating, from the ex-

ceedingly rank and inimitable odour thereof, these

dainties are so highly thought of by the St. Kildians

that the collecting of them forms the principal occu-

pation of the islanders. In it they continually risk

their lives, as the bird roosts in the most inaccessible

places, on ledges a few inches wide, worn in the faces

of perpendicular or overhanging precipices. In like

manner also do the islanders collect the live oil from

the bird's stomach ;
just a few teaspoonfuls of clear

but intensely fetid oU, which the bird vomits when

seized, into a vessel held for the purpose. But all

this is a many-times told tale, and one perhaps which

is not strictly within the limits of my subject. It is

exceedingly strange, however, that while the northern

Fulmar i^ so very abundant, and is, moreover, never

seen far from shore, his southern brother is a solitary

bird as far as his own kind go, and is met with as far

from land as any bird can get.

And now, as it would only be tiresome repetition

to go over the small difference between the varieties
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olProcellana, and besides quite contrary to my usual
rule, I gladly return to the Mother Carey's Chicken
biographically, giving first of aU son)e few details of my
own personal acquaintance with them, ever gratefully
remembered. How timidly on mv first voyage did
I ask the mate, a big gruff Norwegian, what those
pretty little birds were. How could I tell that I was
comrotttmg a serious breach of etiquette ? He re-
plied very gruffly and unintelligibly, • Stem Fitter

'

I ventured to say, • What ?
' and was at once bidden

to shut up and look out for myself, as if he had
been msulted by my not understanding him. I took
the hmt ana asked no more, nor did I learn that ' those
httle birds ' were Stormy Petrels for a very long time
although, like other sailors, I of course knew them as
Mother Carey's Chickens.

But they were always a source of never-ending
delight to me whUe at sea, and of wonder too. for I
could not help feeling that they had indeed solved
the great problem of perpetual motion ; never needing
or desinng rest apparently, and always sticking to
the same ship to which they had taken a fancy in
calm or storm, whether flying before a gale or stag-
nating through many days of windlessness, as wag
common with the old sailing-ships. I was glad to
see how the sailors generally regarded them as birds
of good omen, and in nowise to be meddled with.
Indeed, in my day not a few seamen really looked
upon them as the spirits of departed saUors. who
never weary, flitted over the bright pure sea eternally.'
But then many seamen thus regarded the albatross
also yet I never saw the same sincere reluctance
to do them harm as was always evinced towards
the Stormy Petrel.

Once I saw a man, a second mate, wearying for
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something to do, catch one of the pretty creatures

by means of thirkly-tarred roping twine attached
to a bait of pork, which was hooked on to the end
of a fishing-line. The little bird, fluttering over the

meat and continually touching the water with its

feet, as is its wont, got them entangled in the sticky

twine, and was hauled in all bedraggled, its bright

vivacity gone, and presently lay panting and helpless

in the grip of its silly tormentor. Fortunately the
captain coming on deck at an opportune moment,
saw the shameful deed, and gave that second mate
such a wigging as I hope did him good. It was the

only time in my life that I ever rejoiced to see a sub-
ordinate on board ship receive a public reprimand.

Even to the last day of my sea-service I was unable
to divest myself of the feeling, when watching the

movements of the wee Petrel in a gale, that they were
sent to the sailor as an object lesson of the all-per-

vading care of God. The mighty ship in a heavy storm
does look so insignificant in conflict with the ocean,

all man's skill and genius and courage count for such
a little against the immeasurable power of His sea,

and is so dependent upon the faithful co-operation

of all concerned, that it comes with a wonderful relief

to study the tiny wee seafarer alongside coquetting
with the wildest waves, and untroubled by the fiercest

storm. In nothing, I think, under heaven is the
wisdom, love, and care of God more manifest than
in the behaviour of a Mother Carey's Chicken in a
tempest. But let us associate ourselves more in-

timately with a pair, for only by so doing can we realise

what a wonderful thing their life is.

That was a very lonely morning when I discovered

that my father and mother had both left me. Ever
since I first found mj^self in the cosy little rock timnel
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In Kerguelen Wand, my only sensation that of being
ravenously hungry. I had never been out of their
sight, one or the other of them, for an hour by day
or by night. At first they used to come and go almost
contmually. always dropping some delightful morsel
down my gapmg throat, and scurrying away through
the tunnel again as if they had not a moment to spare.
And they would hardly be gone before I began again
loudly lamenting my lark of fofxl.

Bui let me tell you about my home, for I never
forgot It m nil my long joumeyings ; when the time
came at the fall of the year for me to return thither I
did so over the thousands of miles of intervening sea
as straight as the wind blows over those mighty open
spaces. As perhaps you know, Kerg.ielen is. for those
people who use the land continually, just a desolate
mass of rock and sand, with hardly a sign of anything
growing but birds and seals, far down the slope of
the Southern Sea. At one place there is quite a moun-
tain rises straight up from the sea facing the south,
but this mountain is split in half ; right in the middle
of It there is a crack a.s wide as a porpoise that runs
through from the sea to a quiet little plateau beyond.
All around this little flat patch, which is flooreo with
black sand, there are round holes in the rocks which
run in about ten times my length and widen out a
httle when you get as far in as you can.

Here, in this cosy shelter from st^ria and wind
which I never felt the need of at an, time after I
left it, I first knew I was alive. And when first,
after a long stay in that darkling warmth, I w s lured
slowly along the passage by mv gentle little mother
(I was 50 much bigger than she was) I trembled so that
I could hardly move. You see, I had never before
mov-d except in the tiny litUe hollow where I was
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born. But at last we reached the opening, and to
my amaxeroent and (ear my mother floated away
into space, leaving me shivering there, and watching
h«r with starting eyes. Feebly I cried to her to come
back to me, but she replied with gentle twitterings
of invitation, in response to which I felt an earnest,
an almost fierce desire to do as she was doing, to join
her in those graceful airy circles that she was making.

Then my father flashed on to the scene. Where
he came from I did not sec, but there he was joining
his entreaties to those of my mother, and every little

while caressing her with his beak. Oh, how patient
they were I It does make me ashamed when I think
of the long time during which I resisted their invi-

tions to join them, to try those nfw wings of mine,
which indeed were working jerkily of their own accord
at my sides. How many false starts I made, until
at last, quite by accident it seemed, I found myself
in the air, full of fear, but working my Umbs frantically
in obedience to some hidden, unknown, compelling
power.

It is all a blur, all full of mystery, that first flying
lesson. All I remember is that presently I found
myself on the ledge at the mouth of the tunnel again,
with a new strange feeling of triumph all over me,
almost overcoming the trembling which had so dis-
tressed me. I was trembling stUl, but part of it was
due to joy. After that, I was coaxed again and again
to try those wings of mine, and no more food was
brought into the tunnel for me. I found myself
growing apparently stronger, lighter and lighter. I

did not know, of course, that the latter was really
the case, the mass of fat with which I was encumbered
when first I tried to fly having become absorbed in
my tissues, and muscle having taken its place. It
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had been necc^ry ir, order to keep me warm when Idid not move, but now as I needed it no more it had

So day by day I became stronger %nd more darinff

openmg between f n..<jhty rock* and was on the
irb„oa,.ea my r. - r.y -,i., sc home. And

t

the delight of •

,
rr. n nv ngh. place and mast?

le^fs Th . .' '" ^'^" ^^-'""iate myparents to d vhui .;,. ,. .J r.t do. although in-.tmcfvelyl ' w. th :r .very ,n.,vem;nt. A^th^
surprise and an h- ..

. .i-, pi,. , ,„, one ; aa my father.wooped down the s... .. a .a. .. , .a'w him snatch
•t a httle white wn^ji;,, thv

j, there and swallow it.There was another by its side at which I dashed•eued It, and gulped it down. Delicious first morsel'how sweet It was to feel that I had gained it. and that'
all this wide feasting ground was mine I

For a few days this finishing portion of my edu-cat^n went on. I growing more and more im^tient

o..r^"l f*V""*''
**"' ^y "^y ^^^^'' *nd I hooked

our beaks into the same squid, a bigger one than usual,and I fought savagely with him for the possession of

From henceforth he was no more to me or I to him

ZT w7 *r
chance-met members of our family,and although we returned to our home that nigh

t was for the last time together. I slept soundly
tUI dawn then waking to instant activity, as is thecustom of all our people, sped outwards to sea to find
myself, as far as my two parents were concerned
quite alone. As I have before said, for a little time
It was very lonely. But soon the natural adjustment
took place, pnde m my ability to do as my parents

h
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^1

had done, even better than they, took the place oi

my first sense of loss, and I went on with my task of

getting food whole-heartedly.

But now I felt no desire to return to that quiet

little nook which had hitherto sheltered me. I did

not feel the need of shelter at all. Nor did I feel the

necessity of companionship. Blithely I fluttered from

wave to wave intent on finding food, nor noting how
the grim peaks of Kerguelen were fading, even from

my keen sight. I felt as if I had just been released

for a long, long holiday, the mighty ocean for my
playground, abundant food at my feet, and the possi-

bility of weariness withheld. Ah, I was so happy

!

I flew on and on, unheeding whither, taking note of

an occasional lordly relation, a huge albatross, or a

flight of Petrels of much greater size, but, as I noted

with satisfied pride, far less vigorous than I, only with

none of them did I speak or stay for one moment.

What had I in common with them—I, the self-

sufficient, the weariless one ? They must perforce

rest upon the waves now and again ; I, never. They

could not feed as I did, their great bodies disdaining

the tiny succulent morsels upon which I feasted so

royally, and I was glad, so glad.

When night fell and the sky darkened I still re-

joiced ; when the mournful wind began to wail over

the great spaces, and the waters snarlingly rose in

protest, I hovered twittering, content. I was satisfied,

why not they ? Steadily rose the wind, higher mounted

the waves, what cared I ? I was master of the whole

wild scene, the tumult of the elements was but a

hillaby, not to rock me to slumber, but to please my
delighted ear, as, unconscious of effort, I still sped to

and fro in the darkness of the great night.

By morning I was hungry, so eager for food that

I*
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all other sensations lay waiting. The storm was at
its height, the sky nearly touched the sea. The waves
rolled long and sullenly, unable to rise to their desired
size, for the pressure of the wind held them down.
The air was full of wetness, it was hardly to bt- known
from the sea itself. But I was shut in from it all by
a downy envelope, my body (you could hold three
in your hand at once), hot, fully sheltered, palpitating
with eager Uving. I skimmed along the hissing,

curdling surface of the sea. eating my fill in peace,
and utterly unheeding the war of wind and wave as
I did so. But when my hunger was appeased I felt

no slothful desire to fold my wings and sleep. Added
energy, ecstasy of movement impelled me, and filled

me with great content. The bliss of living possessed
me entirely, and although not another of my kind was
near, I felt no need of one. I was satisfied with myself
for company.

But presently I saw, looming up through the gloom
of the spindrift, a vast shadowy bulk which for the
moment gave me a strange sensation of dread. I did
not know it ; was it my island home that I had un-
knowingly come back to ? I drew nearer to it in spite
of my fears, and then suddenly knew that I had nothing
to dread. It was a ship, a great vessel being sorely
beaten and battered by the mighty sea. How proud
I felt as I saw that gigantic bulk straining to keep her
place, quivering to the summit of her tall masts, and
rolling in the seething smother like a dying whale, that
T, whose body was almost as a grain of dust by her
side, was so absolutely safe, comfortable, and free from
all apprehension even of danger

!

I saw men for the first time. Strange beings they
were, tottering about that great thing as I did ere I

learned to fly, evidently not at home, evidently very
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If
much at the mercy of that vengeful sea, and fwlly

conscious of the fact. Poor men ! I knew somehow
that they would not harm me, knew too that I should

here find food. Felt strangely certain that in some

mysterious way we had been friends for many genera-

tions : that is, my forefathers had with theirs, and the

knowledge had come down to me. So I fluttered

about and about her, noting her every detail, and

especially the half-admiring, half-pitying glances cast

uf)on me by the men who stood clutching some support,

all over her.

As I hovered around her my liking for her increased,

and especially for the sweet, the delicious morsels

which continually floated away from her in the broad

smooth space she left as she drifted sidelong. I was

very busy, happy of course, but kept fully employed

because these morsels did not cloy, but rather tempted

my vigorous, healthy appetite. And besides I felt

prouder than ever, because I was sure that those strange

beings were continually admiring me, and wondering

at my familiarity with the terrible sea, which was so

threatening to them. And then suddenly there came

the great joy of my life. Had I been able to tell my
experience to any, I should have said that my joy was

full, complete, but I did not know.

As I fluttered around her for the thousandth time,

I met one of my own kind. For the moment I was

indignant. The ship was mine by right of discovery.

Who else dare intrude, and by what right ? And then

with a sweet, low voice the new-comer introduced

herself. Oh, the exquisite sound of it ! I flew to her

side, I found her, she was mine. The climax to my
joy was reached, it was love ! First hunger, then fear

;

succeeded conscious effort, sense of power overcoming,

and now love. The sea, the sky, the ship, the food.
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the power of unwearied flight were now all leading upand accessory to this, the greatest of all forces, over^bnmming with delights, the aU-embracing joy oMo^c
Henceforth our desires were entwined. Did I find adehcious morsel ? .t was hers, mine the exquisite
pleasure of seeing her enjoy it. Did she cdl me o anew treasure of food floating by? oh. th : Tap ureof shanng .t with her

! And when a little boy oTthedeck of the sh.p, the weather having moderated greatlysajd to h.s mother, standing by :
• Oh. look, m^mma'behev. that dear Uttle bird has found a wee wif^f

'

^"rso"""^ "'^ '^^'^'^' ''^' '^ ^- - -y
In dm inme we tired of the ship, for when thebreeze «„ted and afl her w,ngs were spread Tgarn

t W "'"f''^'
'''^''''y ^^^^^' ^^^t too 'that*^became irksome for us to flutter round and roundber as we loved to. And besides, her company wa5no longer to us the pleasantness it had been beforewe became all in all to each other. Still, for long w^flew side by side in perfect content, visiting many shir

seeing many new faces, and always happy for we we^never afraid. Our world seemed mEted ol b^friends We skimmed over seas th.t teemed with

ttoVrofV'^^^"'""^^"^" 'y '"^y ^"^ *^'-^'
violet of the sky by night, we saw many aew lands-

Tand ?
"^ ^"""" them-what needed we of t^

lid Until there came a day wiien we )mh, having allfeelings, not to say thoughts, in common, had the need

ol"r"/! ^'^ ^"^ '°"*^ ^^^'"- ^^ w^^*^ ^t'en tryingto be fond of a great ship that sped, unrestuigly as our

S7nd hT'' 'h
"^' ^'''' ^" --J-ting'Jhirlpool

behind that we did not like-I cannot say we feared

ii
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it. And with one accord we abandoned our pleasant

fluttering to and fro. Side by side we stretched our

wings and made haste, as never before, towards the

bleak South, nor ever paused until once more we darted

in between those mighty walls of rock, sheltering tlie

tiny nook where I was born. As we did so I felt just

one doubt lest it should be preoccupied, but I need

not have done so. It was ready for us. My sweet

one crept in, I following her, until, settling down,

she cooed contentedly, invitingly, and I. nestling

by her side, let all things slip away mto deepest

peace.

When I awoke my dear partner did not stir. I

knew, and, caressing her, hastened away, intent upon

what I understood as love's privilege to provide for

her. Out between the rocks I darted, found what I

sought, and returned. It was another added joy.

Oh, I was so happy ! Of all the delights I have ever

known—and my little life has been overflowing with

them—there have been none like this. I worked

incessantly, untiringly to feed her, my patient love.

I did not know why, nor could I enquire. But she

sat in darkness waiting for some blissfvd event, I her

only sunshine, her only means of support, the one

whom she trusted, and with reason. I could have

wished that time to have lasted but for her. I did

feel the need of her sweet company out upon the sea.

And yet I was content, for I knew in some strange

manner that all was well. But when she rose to meet

me, as one morning I returned with full beak for her,

her little velvety body swelling with conscious pride,

and I saw a strange gaping bunch at her side, I felt a

shock. Had I a rival ? Indeed I had, my son. I

had no joy of him, for I felt he separated me from her.

She was all I needed, no third. Still, with her I
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abourcd to teed him. to teach him. to launch him in

life. And at last I was rewarded, when, finding hewas well able to fish for himself, we two sped northward
again to renew our happy journeyings to and fro upon
the lovely sea.

*^
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CHAPTER XXVI

BOOBIES AND PENGUINS

UNLIKE any of the other birds ot which I have

been writing, the subjects of the present chapter

are really not pelagic, that is, they are birds which

must find a rest for the soles of their feet upon some-

thing hard every night, preferably at their proper homes,

although that is sometimes impossible. An almost in-

vidious selection has now to be made, but one entirely

necessary, since the varieties of such birds are very

numerous. And I have endeavoured to surmount the

difficulty by only taking those that are fairly familiar

to sailors in out-of-the-way parts of the ocean, and

almost unknown to the majority of landsfolk.

First in my mind comes the Booby, which is a

species of gannet, but varying in several important

particulars from the pretty, well-known gannets of

our own coasts. It has a reputation for stupidity

which I feel is hardly deserved, a/id is really only given

upon very slight grounds. But in consequence of this

reputation it has obtained this somewhat opprobrious

name, first by the Spanish seamen who, trading in

the Gulf of Mexico, made its acquaintance, and con-

ceiving but a low idea of its intelligence called it ' Bobo
'

or Stupid ; hence oi-r word Booby, both words deriving

from the same root.

Perhaps the sole reason for the idea of the poor
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birds shipldity arises Uom the fact that when it
alights upon any portion of a ship, as it often docs
n the vicmity of its home, it will sit still and allow
self to be taken, althoufjh it has only to tumble of!

Its perch to be free and far out of the reach of the
maraudrng hand of the sailor. But there it sits, with
Jts full dark eye staring full at its enemy, apparently
hypnotised mto insensibility, and only when it is
grasped and its doom sealed dors it begin to stniccle
vainly to escape. Really the reason for this immobUity
IS fairly obvious, although I have never seen it stated
Of all the sea-birds there are none that toil so tre-
mendously at their business of food-getting as the
gannets, and the Booby is no exception to tlie rule
The b,g somewhat ungainly bird, with liis long straight
beak and his gawky wings flapping heavily and con-
tinuously. IS. as I have said, a fairly well-known object
off our north-eastern coasts, and most observant
visitors have admired the wonderful way in which
while flying in utmost haste along at a height of over
a hundred feet, he will suddenly fold his wings and
drop, beak first, with a tremendous splash into the
sea, emerging almost immediately after with a fish in
his beak, and literally fighting his way into the high
air again. *

Now. no other sea-bird, not even the lively gull
or the ungainly cormorant, labours like this for its
living. The poor Booby oftentimes finds itself far
atield and quite weary, when a tempting opportunity
for a perch presents itself, of which it takes advantage
and having done so, seems quite unable to exert itself
further for some time, even in the presence of the most
imminent danger of capture. Why it should prefer
the yards or booms of a vessel to rest upon to the sea
at such times is a thing I do not pretend to understand It

I I 'I
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but the fact is that it does do so in pref- rente to reciting

on the water ; a thing I never remember to have seen

one doing.

There is perJiaps another and m< convincing

reason for the Booby's apparent stupidity. The lonely

islets and cays which it frequents are seldom visited

by man. Being naturally of a confiding nature, and

getting little opportunity of learning how unsafe it is

to place any confidence in the lords of creation, it is

unprepared for the danger of capture which attends

it upon nlighting upon any place to which he has

convenient access. And why sailors should take the

poor birds I do not know, except that the temptation

to lay hold upon a bird that is unable or unwilling to

fly away is almost Irresistible to most men. For the

Booby, like all sea-birds, is anything but good eating,

being rank, tough, and oily ;.,jyhile as a pet he is of no

use at all. And I am ashamed to say that all I have

ever seen taken on board ship were presently, after a

period of maltreatment, flung overboard, a piece of

cruel waste for which there can be no possible excuse.

My first acquaintance with the Booby dates back

to my first voyage, as a small boy in my twelfth year.

Of course, I do not know the exact part of the sea in

which we were cruising, but I know that we were at no

very great distance from land, for we were sailing—not

steaminjF—from Demerara to Santa Ana in the Mexican

Gulf. A\,d one night, being becalmed, one of the men
pointed o;;t to me a dark object on the cat-head clearly

outlined against the moonbeams on the sea. I don't

know why, but in those days any item of information

conveyed to me in a whisper with an air of mystery

always made my heart pump furiously ; and my feeling,

though perhaps not exactly fear, was not at all pleasant

as Joe stole away from my side towards that dark
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A Booby Farm 389
excrescence on the cat-head. I held my breath as he
crept nearer to it. and was suddenly relieved to hear
a loud squawking, almost like that of a suddenly irri-
taed parrot. Joe returned to me. exhibiting to my
delighted gaze a large white bird pitifully strugdinK
o be free. Then the other men came around, and
there was a long and voluble conversation about the
bird, of which I wearied and went away to sleep When
I again saw the captive it had been skinned, but tomy astonishment nothing was done with either skin
or carcase-after a short time they were both flung
overboard. °

Less than three months afterwards, in another shin.
I awoke one morning, to find by the strange sounds
and motions made by the vessel that she had run
ashore, and when morning dawned I saw that many
Boobies and menK)f-war or frigate birds were hovering
about us the former filling the air with their shrill
cries, and the latter calmly and apparently contcnip-
tuously watching us. Two days after we all left the
wrecked vessel (she was broken in half) for good, and
landing upon the little sandy cay which formed the
apex of the vast coral reef upon which our ship had
been wrecked, we found almost the whole sandy area
in possession of these birds, Boobies. They did not
venture over to the rocky side, for reasons which will
appear later. It was a most surprising sight to us
to me especially, a city-bred boy, to see the wide beacli
covered with vociferous birds sitting on eggs lying in
small depressions in the sand, or going to and fro
either waddling or on the wing, but none evincing the
slightest fear of us. It was an entirely new sensation
to have a bird as big as a duck, but with twice the
wing-spread, come flapping busily along and not
trouble to avoid one ; indeed, I was knocked down
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twice, and afterwards opprobriously assailed by the

infuriated bird for getting in her way when she was

hurrying back to her eggs. Of course the eggs were

a great treat to us—when did ever a sailor, rightly

constituted, feel indifferent to the sight of an egg ?

—

and we started to gather them, careless of the feelings

of the mother Boobies. But if they lacked sense they

certainly did not want courage, and those of us who
had not sea-boots on, soon found that a trouser-leg

was but poor protection against a driving blow from

a Booby's beak. So the majority of us retired to look

for sticks (of course no such ridiculously sentimental

notions weighed with us as consideration for the

feelings of the parent birds), and meanwhile the din

was deafening. There were many thousands of birds,

and every one of them seemed to be protesting with

all the power of his or her lungs against this piratical

invasion of a peaceful and inoffensive colony. I know
that I felt as if I should never recover my hearing again.

Presently, having armed ourselves with sticks, we
returned to the charge, and gathered many eggs ; at

least I say we, but I remember that being barefooted

I merely hovered on the outskirts of the war, and bore

the eggs away as others collected them whose feet were

better protected against the Boobies* beaks than mine.

I am sorry to say that in the struggle for the possession

of those eggs many of the protesting Boobies were

killed. Their bodies were brought into camp and

flung down, a doleful heap, for some one to prepare

for eating. But as the helots who were invited with

many unnecessary sea-compUments to undertake the

task sensibly observed, 'We've got plenty of good

grub, an' there's plenty more for the taking, why
bother about getting meat ready that nobody will

eat ? * So there was more waste. And even the eggs,

; 1
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gathorcd with so much loss of hfc <tn fh^ «,«. .

findmg them was mine, and m'^n. aloL
°"™' "'

break""„o7h'"^ ' "T r'""
••'"'' '''"^ before day-orcak. not because I then loved carlv riMn,. h,,,because my sleening-place was «„ m,.„ 1? '^' '

fortihip (h^i 1 1 -1 .
miserably uncom-

able because of the Ions cloth ol
^ ""=">' «ct-at-

down by the bodies afofcst^d If"™' "T " '"'''*

alon, t^e beach. :^!^t t'^m^uCs ^h dlnTolcommg hght m the sky, and listening to the mufLrof the wavelets against the sand and the low begrnZof conversation among the birds. And then 1attention was divided between the glory of the nTwday a ncver^easing source of delight in the ^,00!^and the strange sight afforded by%he host of bTsvbirds, parents present and prospective. A t g"ewfighter their cackling grew louder, until, when the fuHday swung like a fanfaronade of si v™r tamp "t

birsfint "'"h"!
~""™ "' ">^ heavens, hTy ^

nThln L fartl3d1r 0°/rA' T^ "'

before then, .hey tookttX shghTe tt"ed"VhS:with young ones hatched poked a! and preened Item
A.^ " '°"S beaks, preparatory to leaving therT

or .0 T.t"' '««' °"'y '"^' ^'^ '°* » part n| glanTeor so at them, preened themselves, and fiew-dean

free and common hunting-ground, the teeming sea.

(.1
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I was 80 fascinated by the busy scene that for long

did not stir, and so was able to witness the return c

some of the mothers, who had been almost immediate!

successful, with quite large fish in their mouths, whicl

dropping among their screaming young, they procccdc

to distribute, at the same time keeping a bright look-ou

upon those conscienceless, lazy marauders who con

tinually endeavoured to steal.

In an hour after full day they were practically al

away, although, as I have said, occasional stragglen

having been rewarded with an early catch, cam
dropping in with their prizes for their families. Thei

came my shipmates, bent on egg-collecting, but I wa
glad to see that now they were a little more discrim

inat'ng than on the previous day. They examinee
the eggs to see whether they were edible or not, an<

when they found a couple of helpless unfledged one:

in a hollow, they merely gave then momentary dis

comfort by taking them up and e:.;amining them
they did them no harm. Together we took a thorough

survey of the great space occupied by the nesting

Boobies, and admired the business-like way in whicl
the parents provided for the needs of their offspring

also the ease with which the food was obtained. Th<
sea over and adjacent to the reefs literally swarmed
with surface-lish just of a convenient size for the birds

to handle, and they, the birds, never seemed to flag

in their earnest endeavour to get their living and
provide for those dear to them. Of course they were
all very much alike, but after a time of careful watching
I was able to single out those who were most energetic,

finding that even here, where instinct ruled, there

were degrees in industrj* as well as among men.
The male birds had a reservation of their own, and

seemed to be held in considerable disfavour by both
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hatchinfi: and nursing birds, as if they had contracted
themselves out of any right to occup/ the same s^c^They certamly d.d nothing towards the maintenance

nrni^ '^"r'^'"' >^'"g apparently fully occupied inproviding for the.r own clamorous needs The mother
birds had their domestic cares to attend to as well as

MwTfr' "^'n'"'
""' *° ''^'"^ "^-^^ *han scorn!fully of the male Booby as regarded his affections

especially comparing him with the deep-sea bTrds oimy acquaintance, but rather highly as regarded hismiquitous cunning, which certainly did not Tustifv
h.3 contemptuous name. But there was one recurr n«circumstance which I continually noted, about wlch
I have some trouble. It does not appear very cl^arwhether I should mention it here or in a latTr artkkbut I do not see how I am to do the Booby full j ustice

"ar? iTf: ""^
^"^'^J *« •* '' P--t. and so

la^er on T
'? '!,'"'* *^' P""' of repeating myselfla er on. I noticed repeatedly that as the motherbirds were returning at full speed to their nests witha load of food (I say 'nests '. although, as I have no"

d

the eggs and young ones just lay on the open sand)

Ih'/. w ^vinced signs of great alarm, an^ dodged

ia again. '"^ '
''"^''^"'^ '"^'^"^ "^ht out'!.

K- I^t u^""""".
"^^ ^''^^^"*- H^gh above the busybirds fishing there hovered black wide-winged bkdswhose province it was apparently to hve Ipon th-

bounTh /^"-
""u"^

^'^" *^^y '^^ - homeward:

thZ ^'',^/^^PP»"g heavUy towards the land, one ofthem would by easy stages, yet with amazing Celerity
descend rom his lofty plane, drawing nearer andnearer to the labouring Booby like a kestrel descendingupon a pigeon, but in far more leisurely fashion a^
If perfectly confident of success.

u- *l
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The unhappy matron, foreseeing the sacrifice
her toil and her lledfidings' hunger, would strain evo
nerve, her angular wings working furiously and 1

whole body trembling with evident anxiety, in striki
contrast to the calm fateful approach of the bla
descendmg shadow. But dodge as the Booby migl
exert herself as she would, there would come a tir
when, like a thunderbolt, the hovering thief wou
descend, his wings nearly closed and his tail wid
spread Then, alas ! poor Booby, there was nougl
that she could do but drop her treasure and flee i
her ife. And the graceful villain with one great swot
would catch the fish ere it touched the water, and so;
skyward again unconcernedly, as if it was part of tl
appointed scheme of things that Booby should toil ar
he should calmly reap the fruit of that toil. Boob
meanwhile was scouring the sea again in search (

the much-needed meal for her family, and with wh
knows what ever-springing hope that next journe
she might evade the ravishers of her little ones' food

Such a sketch as I have endeavoured to give c
the life of the Booby may be accepted as applicabl
to all these birds wherever they live. They are neve
to be seen very far from land and never exterior t
the tropics, for warm weather is a necessity to then:
Their homely virtues, as will be seen, are many, if thei
beauty and intelligence cannot be rated very high
And, principally I think from a fellow-feeling fo
common-place folk, I have dared to strain a point
and include the essentially homely Booby in thi;
record of the statelier denizens of the deep-sea space
to which truly it does not belong, but still cannot b(
reckoned as one of the familiar sea-birds to any other
but sailors. And for reasons which I am tired oi
reiterating, even sailors, by reason of the displacement
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Cass 'r'."'b;;ir«S'".V'""."'^ ""•""'• «™

other truiy dce^"Sstjc re'^r^- "";.""
great gull tribe in any of Us v-fr ct r,

„*^ ^''°

far from land in .he'com,! ,1^^^ Ther.'",'deserved (and have eo,) . Action 'o uZiw^ 1:!''
essentially and birds ir#. «/«« /

"'^'nscives. tven

distances from the shor? h k""^
^^ tremendous

most unw CglXt The 'c? '"''!
r^'^*^''

^"^^
from Winter fo^S^l^r^Lcttir^^^
happen to sea-birds whose habitsknln ^^ "f''^'
touch with the land. Z. and I rnot'THV'"^apology is needed for introducing the matter't '"?
have actually seen, not once but severaHhir S.

?'
'

ing about a ship becalmed in the centre nT?K k ":

Atlantic, an ephemeral butLfly; The%lf'^^^^^^^^^hands a-wondering whence the pretty waif foLL

very properly kighed out of courr In m,V '

ship as a haven of rest in the midst of the wide ar.d

C"°riS;' 7^J td" r^v"
oarge, which hung from a bpim m »,- .* .

for fea. of the rats Ihich swa™':!!:,^^. ^Tfrd
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396 Boobies and Penguins

perched along its cdpe a dc/cn tiny birds. I d.ir«
at them, disbelieving my sight for a moment. th<
reachmg out I took one in my hand, and found th.
it was a tired-out httle swift that had thus take
refuge among us. and the fact moved me strangely.

Many such waif-visitors I have seen and in man
•cas, but most pathetic of all I think was one durin
a strong monsoon in the China Sea. The sturdy shi
under a heavy press of canvas was striving to ge
across to Manilla from Hong Kong. It was\ bleal
dismal day, and I stood at the wheel, my whole atten

vessel as near the wmd as possible without shakin
a Shred of her straining canvas ; when suddenly

]became aware of a large bird that, with heavily
flappmg wings, was striving hard to get on board
yet lor some obscure reason was afraid to trust itsell
to windward, lest apparently, it should lose command
o! Itself and be blown against something that would
do It mjury. For over an hour I watched its painful
labours alone, for the second mate was leaning over
the break of the poop in deep meditation, and it was
impossible under sea etiquette that I should call him
I cannot tell you how I suffered for that poor bird.'He came so close that I knew him for a stork-I saw
his long neck and beak, and his slender legs tucked
closely beneath him. And I did want him safe. I

as^'^l rtrf '?'; ^" ^^^verance. he made such a
gallant fight for hfe. But alas ! he would not trust
himself to windward, he would persist in coming up
under the lee quarter, where the eddy from the spanker
poured down strongly enough to sweep away the most
powerfully winged bird that ever flew. I saw him
grow weaker and weaker, still fighting vainly against
overwhelming odds, and at last in one of his swoopings
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fc'llKni, into Ihc l^lr • * ••"''"'"«) licap o(

cockroaches (we had nUn#„ ? 1 * '^^ '»»"» on
Cavite Bay let hfm 'o ^r

"* '''°*'^' '^"^ °" *"»-""«
find a home.

*''' ''^''"^ »^« »»« would soon

P«ss on to the quafntcS of lu ?h /' u
"* "' ^P^*^^ *<>

People really entitled m »k
^'^ leathered Deep-Sea

never founiTZ 'Jt'.T"' ']''""«^ ^^^^ ^^«

distance) from the sho^L *"? ^^ »^°" '^^^^
to the Pengurs Thet neJ/

/'^'"^' ""^ '''' ^ ^""^e
seas are th^ auks but the .Jr*'"^"'*^ '" "«^^^<^™

Penguin is not it is redit a'L.T
',^^^ *° '^^ ^^«

to all appearance, l^tween iVol and
°'

T^^""^'^'for the fact that fhl r f^^ *"** ^ ^*^d. and but
most lonely Ind inhosoltrnr

""'' P'^"**^^ ^* ^" *»>«

world. WO.L cttS;C^rotaV^^^ ^°""^

minatcd. This sad fafe h^s S.„ ?h
'" '**'''

whose eggs coming now and th/n ?
^^ ^*^^* ^''^'

command such fabulous pr'^^^^ "A''
auction-rooms

>nhab,ted places comparativereasv o^
'"""^'^^^

consequently, though it was of i^^h! ^.
'''''""' ^"^

and of none at all S^f^oc^ it Jj" ! T '^"'"'"^^'^"y

When rapacious ma" 'S?eiXTw"ay^rh^^^^^^^^^of the Arctic Ocean, ^ ^^® ^"nge
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The Penguin .lowever, has been preserved from
this fate, because the Antarctic regions offer little or
no inducement to searchers after wealth to come to
them. And in the days when seal-oil was valuable,
and it was worth while to make expeditions to the
barren shores of Antarctic islands in order to collect
it, the Penguins were only molested for edible purposes,
for they are just edible, with considerable culinary
manipulation. There are several kinds of Penguins,
varying in size from the diminutive Pygmy or Eudyptila
minor of a few inches high, to the Emperor Penguin of
as many feet. Most good museums furnish examples.
But all possess the same general characteristics.
First, their legs being very short and thick, and their
webbed feet wide and strong, they * sit up,' as it were.
It is really standing up like a duck stretching its

wings, but almost perpendicularly. And this is their
normal pose. They carry their heads, with short,
pointed beaks, very erect, and their flippers, for the
wing in these birds is nothing but a seal flipper covered
with feathers instead of fur, hanging down in a ludi-
crously pathetic and helpless manner. Sir John
Narborough, an old navigator whose voyages make
most entertaining reading, says that their appearance
as he first saw them gazing at him from their rocky
ledges was that of row of school children standing
very quiet with little white pinafores on. This because
the closely set feathers on their breasts are white,
with tinges of beautiful shades of purple and gold
around the edges in the Emperors.

Their movements on shore are almost as ungainly
as those of a seal ; compared with them a duck or
goose glides along with stately grace. For their land
promenades their flippers are perfectly useless, dangling
by their sides as if broken. Why they do not topple
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over I cannot think, although their webbed feet areso large and wide, for their centre of gravity certainly

ef^rtmLt'h
""''"' *'"^ '^^^^' and'great muscular

effort must be necessary in order that the erecf position

TZ ?
P';f.s<^rved. Yet they manage to climb

Th. Trf'J- ''^''''y *^^ ''^''' unfcaleable ky
cliffs of Antarctica, and may be seen ranged along thenarrow rock-ledges "n rows like vases on fhe sheWes o

ar a^e^/ h
' ''^'P* t° ^^'^^ "" '^'^ °^ picturesquelyarrangmg h.s wares. In places where materials fornests are to be found they build them or lay themdown (there is little constructive work possible) bu^where no vegetation is to be found, therjust choose

h3 a% ^^ ''^^'''' ^^'^^ ^^^s been supposed todenote difference of sex. If so. how evenly the sexesmust be balanced I What has puz.led many southed

disturbed and fearful for her eggs, will ma„;g?to

ie s. and in this it is supposed the mother carries thee^g. but how she holds it there is a mystery.

r.n Tf."^"'"
^" *" ^'' ^^"^t'^s has a very widerange. All round the southern hemisphere. TnJas

can off-shore grounds, Penguins are to be found andHartwig says that Humboldt's Penguin whkh"s

pTorbl^he"p " '^^° ^^^' '^ "^^^^" ^'^^ol^pet of by the Peruvians, who call it the pajaro ninoThis he translates 'little dariing bird.' but^the goc^
P ofessor's Spanish is weak

; it only m;ans « bab/bo^

w.th temis of endearment. At one time it seemed asIf the Penguin would be exterminated on all Uie

5:.

ij
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temperately situated islands, when once it was dis-covered that they were so fat that they wouTd y.dd

that the danger no longer exists. On Kerguelen the
Crozets. the South Shetlands. and such p5!cet awtW Z t:ZV'i''

poor homely Penguin has our

21rh ?, r f ^ ^^PPy *" *^^' ^t^te Of life untowhich It has pleased God to call him. And this isthe more to be desired, because in the remote AgL
tat ': oTilni'; "^'"^T

'^ ''"^y *^^ '^y -pr-n!

fa^nW !k^"'"
"?"S^^g^tes in his thousands, un-gainly mirth-provokmg in appearance, but happy

of hffrat^th*''" ^r''''
"^°"^ *^^ -^ 'S

death
^' '" appearance, a land of

Now in the foregoing I have spoken, it maybethough^ somewhat too slightingly of ^e of God's crea!tures because of its laughter-provoking appearanceWhy should our risible faculties be exciteTb^ anycreature perfectly fitted by its loving and i-wi^Creator for its life-work ? I do not excuL thela"
I only note It. and quite admit that to a sparrow fo;
instance, if he possessed the power of laughter a man

SYt^nW "^rj?5--^ fiVire on earth es«m a top-bat and holding up an umbrella. ButThough
I plead guilty to having laughed at the Pengu^I

laughed no longer. For that top-heavy body, that
pathetically peering head, those feCble-lo^king flip^rshad all come into play. ^ "'ppers

The first time I really knew the Penguin for whathe reaUy ,s was when, making a com^site^ea
urcle track to New Zealand, we reached latitude
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cold, and gaping aU aroa^ ™. .
**"'• "^"«M and

suddenly a Pen^in WD^"!„" «» »»<» '"y, when
W'de-eyed stare aVkeSuZH*'™*'^'' «»^« »«
But he was not satisfieS^J^'^.^P; '""'"PPeared.
to look, and so clear was the w^.* *T. J'

'^'"' ''ack
h-s eveo: movement benelth 1 „„,"' I'""" '""o*
"wauty and grace and ml . ,', '* ""^ exceeding
for ever having tCh7wm'' "f''*"* *° h™
» any way. I shoSd add hatTr'^ °' '"*'™'''
certainly about a thousand !,, .'"' """ *« *"'
'and, which perhaps wm?„^,,Sf'' ''?^, *<>» barest
Penguin among Se hon^f. X,

'"'' '""^'"''"n of the
Deep-Sea Peopll

'""""""e company of the

whiS-Mi^ ^mt'rte^ f
""- «'" -«•

explains his ama.i„g L^i.v
*
J""'"^. And this

would sei^e the livinf fish to k,, T "'^'"' '•"• *'"'
needs move withTfaStv , !i

'^' ''""'"'* niust
Which the most spfeS effo

"
*' "T'^ ^'''"' *°

are very, very slow and dufvt// T*" ^»'"'"
of the seals, and for probablvl^ '

''"^,. ^'" "''« "'"st
reasons, the PenguiHwnks inT'J"'^'''" "'festive
with boulders. Sir Jam~ Rn^" *? ''"^'° ^ beUy
"ach of one of theriTe fouM ,

°'" '""' " '"«' '"^
quartz, gra.ute, andTrap WeU th".

'"'""*. *"«'" »'
no doubt at too frequently recurtntr*'

"""«' '"^'•
to impart a sense of fless "h^ ' ""5 """'"''"8
stomach. For that or^^ 's not „ '.""""."j: '° «>=
n proportion to the build^f ,k"k- f^ °' ^"^^ «'«
n>on with the seals and VI "^- """ '"^- '" ">""
the Deep-Sea Pe^^e Taa^"h- ^^' ">" ""^i^rity of
<" dealing ahnost (as aS "i^'f/"™ '"'«^ "PaWe
nails. * '^' * "^" would say) with scupper

26
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Of the domestic virtues and daily shore life of the
Penguin I dare not speak, as I have no personal
knowledge, and my imagination recoils at the idea of
cultivating the Lares and Penates on the eternally
ice-bound shores of Antarctica.

^>4 I;;!'-;
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CHAPTER XXVII

THE FRIGATE BIRD

him n^' ^y quasi-scientific ideas concerning

in our own natural too^ 'i^K ^^?
^'^"'^^.^^

in a writer's it,t,^t , '"a' serene (a th

Yates-rb!:" i dSnUtv Ktr "' ^""«'"" '"

storv nf fK^/-
"^^"°^** **y Kipling in his wonderful

Sl^r^ff: ^though warned by hL
viperine h^ad^-^^^^^^^ ^™« 'o theperine head of the snake he held in his hand. Rein-
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404 The Frigate Bird

gelder, secure in his knowledge of what Yates had
written of those snakes, and calm in his faith in the
great authority, proceeds to examine the snake alive.He is bitten and dies, but with his latest breath he
moans

:
' Yates haf lied in brint.' Very sad. but quite

understandable. A new series of books will presently
deal with facts of natural history, wherein shall not
appear one single statement based upon the wild
romancmgs of the ancient naturalists, but all verified
by personal observation, with the names of the authors
given for easy reference.

Not that, except in the interests of truth, it matters
very much whether one speaks of the Man-of-War
Bird as subsisting on the wing through life and floating
calmly over hundreds of leagues of ocean remote from

ffu °I l?*"^*.^^'
^^ ^ compared with the condor

of the Andes 'or power of vision and spread of wing
or any other tale that might occur to so essentially
fanciful a raconteur as the romantic Michelet. Only
If we are to have facts, let them be facts ; if fiction,
let us understand and enjoy it as such. The Frigate
Bird IS wonderful enougl. to excite all our admiration,
without one scrap of fiction being tacked on to him
elegant and withal rapacious enough to be called
the eagle of the sea, although his size is so small that

with multitudes of other saUors, I have had many
ample opportunities of being quite familiar with
the Fngate Bird, and in what I have to say about
him I shall only state that which I know from personal
observation.

I first knew the Frigate Bird in the West Indies,
afterwards about Ascension, and after that again
all over the Gulf of Mexico and around its sandy
bays. And as I read Michelet's effusion after I had
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become well acquainted with the bird. I was the more
eager to substantiate my first observations, and by

from^ther"^
'^'""*'"' *° ^'* ''"''^'' information

nJ^'^Tu^
*"• " ^° **"* "^^^^"'^ '^"S<^ o' the FrigateB rd. Three natural history books lie before me.

?fn.^iT L»,^^l'^
"P°" ^"*'^^"^'*^ information

One speaks of the Frigate Bird soaring over hundreds
of leagues of ocean, another of its being seen fourhundred leagues from land, and the third, of its calmly
resting on the wing one hundred leagues from land
I have never seen a Frigate Bird more than fifty

i.t* ? •"'r^''^™
^^"^' '^^^ '^"^^' I ^™ sure.

is about their hm.t. and for the best of aU reasons.
The Frigate Bird is essentially a pirate, a robber.who preys upon the earnings of honest birds. I donot mean to say that he cannot fish at all for himself

because I have seen him swoop down upon a flying-n hm the air as a hawk does upon a small bird and carry
It off exultantly. But long, close watching has
convinced me that alone among all the sea-birds, the
Frigate Bird is unable to catch a fish under water

webbed feet will prove, although the webs are quite
rudimentary

;
but I never saw one swimming, norsaw one so much as touch the water.

And in this there is to my mind something very
rnystenous and wonderful. It seems to me that
these birds are really to the sea what hawks are tothe land, and this supposition is supported by the
testimony of a gentleman who has studied "them
very closely Mr. Palmer, the gentleman who made
the Hon. Walter Rothschild', wonderful collection
Of sea-birds and their eggs. He records that at
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Laysan he many times noticed the Frigate Birds
snatch a young one from a nest and eat it. Sometimes,
he says, the parent bird would give chase, but the
matter always ended by one or other of them eating
the young bird. They would even take young birds
out of the nest that were almost fully fledged. Now
this is a truly diabolic characteristic, not shared by
any other sea-bird, and hardly to be surpassed by the
all-embracing voracity and ferocity of the vulture.
There can, I think, be but little doubt that the Frigate
Bird is a close relation of the pelican, but his habits
certainly entitle him to be called the vulture of
the sea.

But it is high time that I attempted a description
of the Frigate Bird, seeing that, although of so romantic
and extraordinary a character, he is little known to
the great majority of readers. The body of the Frigate
Bird then is, when full grown, about as 1 ^e as that
of a raven, but more elegantly shaped, of course, for

it" gieat power of flight. Its colour is rusty, not
glossy, black, in none have I ever seen a white feather.

Moreover, for some reason I do not pretend to fathom,
it does not keep its plumage in good order, the feathers
never lying neat and sleeked, as in other sea-birds.

Considering the tize of its body, the wings of the
Frigate Bird may truly be called enormous, but to
speak of them as one naturalist of eminence does,
as being fourteen feet from tip to tip is just a wild
piece of exaggeration. I have measured a great
many, but never found one that exceeded six feet in

the breadth of its pinions, and it would indeed be an
extraordinary specimen that attained to a wing-spread
of eight feet. Even those I measured had the ends
A their wings extending when folded more than half-

way down the very long tail and overlapping one
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another in a particularly awkward-looking way, as
if they were only meant to be kept expanded. The
tail is a little longer than the body, and composed
of a few strong feathers, which the bird, when on the
wing, manipulates in a striking way. When hovering
high in air with wings wide-spread and motionless,
the tail is seen to divide in the middle, the two halves
separating widely and closing again to a point, exactly
as the blades of a pair of scissors do. In fact, if I had
been going to give this bird a trivial name based upon
his most noticeable characteristic, I think I should
have called him the * scissor-bird.' The purpose
served by this peculiar movement of the tail is, I

think, obvioiis enough; it is for steering purposes,
while the wings remain immobile.

The beak, as usual with raptorial birds, is long,
powerful, and hooked at the end. In colour it is a
dirty white, and the edges of both mandibles are
exceedingly sharp. Underneath the beak is a most
curious appendage of the colour of blood, glaring
against the dark background of the body. At first

sight it appears as if, like the pelican, the Frigate
Bird possessed a pouch for the holding of food, except
that the Frigate Bird's pouch does not commence
on the lower mandible or half of the beak, but just
below where the beak joins the head, on the neck.
Generally it is invisible, but whUe the bird is soaring
a watcher will see the crimson netlike bag suddenly
become inflated, until it looks almost portentous in
its size as compared with that of the bird. There
can be no doubt whatever that it is part of the creature's
provision for remaining in the air so still as it does
at great heights, just a bladder capable at the will of
its possessor of being filled with air. And yet I cannot
help thinking that there is some flaw in this argument.

:l

K!|
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If

becauie I fwl .ure that some Frigate Birds do not carry
one of these bladders. In watching nun^H-rs of them
I have noticed that some had it. and some had not

;

? «J m' !^**^ '*^***°"* ** ^"« y«""8 «"« or hens
1 am unable to say.

Their legs arc short and feeble, and although the feet
are webbed the webs are only about half way down the
toes. So that they are obviously meant to live practi-caUy on the wing. AU naturalists agree that they
are never seen swimming, certainly I have never seen
one domg so and as for walking on land it is almost

tH"'f^'''^'^'X
"^'^^ **'*'"• "^^"^y "« »^'d to roost

upon the branches of trees, a most unusual thing for
sea-birds to do. and I will not deny the possibility
of this. But whenever I have seen them ashore,
they have roosted and laid their eggs and incubatedamong rugged rocks, where, by the aid of their wings,
they could flutter heavily from one irregularity to

i/wTlii, '^?^*^°^ ""* '""^'"^ ^S**" " peculiarly
hawk-hke and different from that of aU other sea-birds

bo great an authority and careful an observer as

Fntof S*T"' "^^^^ "°* '*^**"« expliciUy that theFngate Bird snatches its food from the sea-surface
says that ,f the oflal. etc.. which they desire sinkimore than six or eight inches below the surface it is lost
to them, as they cannot dive like any other sea-fowl.He also notes, as I have done myself, that such is
ineir power of manoeuvring upon the wing that thev
can and do, snatch the just hatched turtles on their
toddling way down the beach to the sea from the pit
where they were born. To watch a Frigate Bird
poised say, a thousand feet above the sea almost
motionless, except for the slow turning of the head '

from side to side, and the wide-eyed glance of the
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eye beneath, wddenly descend in a scries of irrac ef..Icurves and snatch the hapless flying-fl^^ ^Tri^from the sea. is to reahsc how wonderful arc the ^w^
graceful motion, even the snatch which vcures tZfinny fugitive being made with such sw.fT a,"

„"
hat the eye cannot follow it. and the In^holder imag"^that the bird has missed its prey Ri.ini, {« . i

It was not in a good pojilior lor swallowin.;, and with

out really with tremcndo. i swidncjs, the falline (i,h

But. as I have been obliged to hint before th.mam business of life for i|,e Frigate B rd »rm, t^be that of a robber. When ,he mo.lerly^bi-

grounds, they do not see that floating, l.ke blackspecks m the blue above, the Frigate ofrd "ng
h Frigat:THr- 'r *'^ ^•"^"^-' ^^-^me Irrigate Bird is most unsociable. He is often

.n '"heTn''"^"'*'
°*'^" °^ ^'^ -" ^'nd. ttt« m J,e sense of propinquity, but there is ni sort

with another. Every p.rate singles out his victimwatches with keenest interest from his serene he
2'

the labouring search, imperceptibly descendi^ toa^ lower plane until when at la'st the h^rd workingmother, having secured the fish, starts for homethere is a swift descent as of a bhck shadow mdease, apparently effortless, yet restrained. It is nomore like the headlong plunge of the gannet than aman running is like a bird flying.

I

II
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I

Poor booby becomes conscious of the presence of
her aggressiir, as hastelcss. fateful, he ncam her ; labours
hardly, frantically to cs<-a|)c, !>crenms mournfully
and dodges. As well try to dodge a lightning flash.

The pirate it in no hurry, secure of his prey he draws
nearer, nearer, until with a wild scream of rage and
trrror booby drops her fish and hurries to sea again
for more. On the instant, the wide wings, only
partially extended before, expand to their full spread,
there is a tremendous curve through the air, and the
falling fish is caught with case and certainty, although
sometimes only just as it is touching the water, and
the graceful thief mounts again to his aerial point of
vantage.

The pathos of the whole thing seems to me that
it is invariably the hen boobies who are robbed, the
male birds devouring their fish as soon as they secure
it. But the mother needs her catch for the unfledged
youngsters at home, and is consequently precluded
from swallowing by the power of her maternal instinct.

With such power of wing and ability to swoop upon
their prey it docs seem a pity that the Frigate Birds
cannot ''onfine themselves to the work of catching
their own fish first hand. But then man is always of
opinion that he is wiser and - >re merciful than God,
Who hath done all things well. It is another.in'«tance
of human arrogance, which indeed cannot be trusted
to interfere in any of Nature's work without doing
harm that he cannot again undo.

One peculiarity attaches to the Frigate Bird which
I found very pleasant. On the occasion of which I

spoke in the chapter on boobies, when the men made
a raid upon t!»e boobies' nests (if their little hollows
in the sand could be thus designated), I, having no
boots, was compelled to stand aside or suffer grievous

nil
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harm to my feet from the powerful beaks of the birds
which they drove right and left like lance-heads at
he legs and feet of their aggressors ; and those of
the eggs which were not addled or nearly hatched

7nJlT\' 7'* '''^:,^* ^" P^^^^""* ^^ting. especially
for me. for whom a duck's egg is too strong. So my
n Z'^H''

'^^'"'^ *^^ ^^^' '"^° ^^^'"P' but finding
out what they were like. I determined to absent myselffrom the booby-egg-hunt next morning, and have an
expedition by myself.

Now the opposite side of the island upon whichwe were was of a totally different character to the
side where we camped. The island was divided
a most m half, our side being flat, sandy, and in many
places sparsely covered with a straggling sort of bind-
weed. The other side was composed of huge masses
of jagged rock hurled together in fantastic confusion.
as If they had been shot out of a chariot of the godsOver these tumbled masses I c'-.Tibed with considerable
pain to my feet, which only the intense curiosity I
felt could allay, until suddenly I came upon a series
of hollows, m each of which were two large eggs, large
that is. as a good-sized turkey's egg and much thesame in appearance. I was delighted, and immediately
very busy collecting these treasures until I had asmany as I could carry back in my cap. In the course
of my researches I saw many hen birds sitting on
their eggs and while I took careful note of them,
watched them in fact with an almost painful intent-
'""

»/ T ^ ^° ^^y ^ "^^^'" disturbed one of them.May I say m passing that I hope my readers will
appreciate the almost painful delight that all thiswas to me ? I had never known anything before this
but the sedate quiet of a London suburb, sheltered
from all outside influences in my aunt's quiet home
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ii.

(*•

and afterwards the strange nomadic existence of the
London streets, and here I was in fairyland. Ah,
there was nothing of the nil admirari about me. Only
one thing was wanting, the coping-stone of all real
enjoyment, some one to share it with me. But in
this imperfect world the ideal is always just beyond
our reach, and my already great happiness was by
just that miirh incomplete.

Another thing I noticed, the pathos of which com-
pletely reversed the severe judgment I had already
passed upon these birds for what I considered their
really infamous behaviour towards the poor boobies,
the mournful closing-in of their lives. And as I have
never since seen any sea-birds under the same con-
ditions, the extreme characteristic impression still
remains with me, not to be obliterated or even altered
in any way. On many of the rock points around sat
Frigate Birds, whose active life was over. Some grim
disability had seized them, rendering them unable
any longer to soar on high in proud superiority,
monarchs of the tropical skies over the sea. There
was for them no help, none of their kind came to feed
them or sympathise with them, just contemptuous
neglect was accorded to them. They could not be
said to have any enemies; yes, perhaps one, the
wonderful tenacity with which life clung to them.

Oh, the pity of it ; after such a life as theirs to sit
through the bright day and the sweet night doomed
irrevocably to die, but unable to reach that blessed
change except through the long agony of waiting

!

Their feathers hung limply down, their useless wings
trailed, the joints gleaming whitely through. Those
once piercing eyes were glazed, the proud heads
drooped, and only the slightest motion, a sort of
shudder, showed that they were conscious of my
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presence and unable to resent or avoid it. And aU
around them were the bones of those of their com-
rades who had m like manner sat and waited for deathM If to assure them that although the way was long
the goal was sure. An added pathos came from the
lact that commg and going birds paid not the slightest
attention to these silent candidates for sympathy
niuch

) s help. But neither would they assault
the helpless ones, and thus open the door of relief
to them. As I stood and gazed I felt the tears stream-
ing down, for young as I was. the spectacle was
sufficiently sad to compel all my sympathy. But
It never occurred to me that I could do anything

Very sadly I gathered up my eggs and took myway back, my spirits rising as the distance betweenme and the dying ones increased, until, when I reached
the camp and produced my find, I was quite r^adv
to be puffed up with a sense of my own grea -m-
portance to the < ommunity. It was nearly breakfast-
time, and my contribution was immediately put in
hand for cooking. They were boiled, those eggs
and the first man to taste one shouted joyfully!
Why, they re better than chickens' eggs.' I cordially

endorsed his statement. They were reaUy delicious •

and what is more, there was not an addled one among
them, which I attribute to the fact that I had not
disturbed any of the parent birds from their sitting
The whole of them were eaten for breakfast, and
afterwards, since there were no immediate duties to
perform, all hands started for this new treasure field
greedily intent upon rifling it completely, not at all
because we were in need of food, our store being very
abundant, but-weU, because I suppose man is natur-
ally greedy.

But this raid was, in a litUe expected sense,
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entirely beneficent. For when the men reached the
rocks and saw the monumental poses of the dying
birds, they, forgetting for the moment the quest for
eggs, rushed upon them with sticks, and slew until
the last of the sufferers had been set free. It was
done in a very brutal and thoughtless way, but the
result was entirely good. Still, I felt glad even then
I had no hand in it. so perfectly unmerciful may some
of our most merciful restraints be.

A great gathering of eggs was made, so great that
the whole of the laying ground was completely cleared
of them, and also, with a wantonness for which I

cannot find sufficient condemnation, the eggs upon
which the mothers were sitting were also taken,
none of them fit for food. So we had a grand feast
of eggs for two or three days, after which we had to
go without, for we could not go back to the rank
eggs of the booby with the fresh, sweet taste of the
Frigate Birds' eggs in our mouths. And then the men
lamented, as usual too late, their extravagance. I
noticed, however, that every day one or two of the
men would go over to the rocks and have a busy
search for a stray egg or so. Seamen are, of course,
passionately fond of fresh eggs and vegetables, because
they come their way so seldom. So that their voracity
may perhaps be excused.

I am loth to leave the Frigate Bird, because he
is the last of the Deep-Sea People with which I have
to deal. And yet, somehow, I do not feel able to
treat of his life in an idyllic fashion. Having stated
what I know about him, I fear I have left myself
little room or reason so to do. He seems to be entirely
free from all those pretty traits chara; .stic of most
other sea-birds. So destitute of natural affection
are they, even for their you'^ , that it is no uncommon
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thing, I am told, for the hen and cock to fight furiously
over the body of the poor fledgeling until it is torn
to pieces, which pieces they devour with the greatest
avidity. Now there are sea-birds as well as land-birds
which will eat each others' eggs, but no sea-bird
except the Frigate Bird will ever devour the young of
even other birds, much less its own. It is a horrible

practice, but one, I suppose, that has become common,
owing to the birds' curious limitations in the way of
food-getting.

I may just say in passing that one of the most
comical natural history scenes I ever witnessed was
enacted among these rocks, under my very nose
almost. A bird was sitting, and for some reason
I did not understand, kept looking anxiously first

at me and then down by its side at a crevice in the
rocks. I stepped a pace or two nearer to see what
might be the matter, when the bird, apparently unable
to endure my presence any longer, soared away,
exposing two eggs. Immediately there appeared
over the edge of the hollow in which the eggs lay the
points of a row of claws, and a large crab hoisted itself

hurriedly by means of them. It at once embraced
one of the eggs, and turning to carry it off, tried to
trundle the other one after it by covering the eggs
with two of its feet. I had no stick, and a wholesome
dread of the nippers of a crab like that, so I stayed
where I was and watched the poacher's antics. They
were irresistibly funny. He tried to look at me and
where he was going at the same time ; he wanted
both of those eggs, and they hampered his movements.
While he was cuddling the front egg, he tried to keep
the other big claw ready for attack or defence, as the
case presented itself; and on top of all his other
troubles I could see that he expected the proprietress
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of them would be back again directly, and that she
was much more to be feared than the featherless
biped that was watching him. The upshot of it

all was that he fell of! the edge of the rock, a distance
of about four feet, on to a small boulder. There was
quite a smash, for when I looked after him I saw that
both eggs were split, some of his claws were damaged,
and there was a crack across his carapace that looked
as if he would need a new one at once. But the tumble
did not seem to worry him. He was making the
best of the t'me at his disposal loading his reservoir
with the contents of the eggs, while I watched him,
laughing more heartily than I had done for a long time.
I know that the recital of his adventures has little

humour about it, but his antics were as comical as
those of any clown.



CHAPTER XXVIII

SEAWEED

AND now. having come to the close of my pleasant
ask. I would like to take the hberty oLayl^n

within ^r
"^""'^ "P°°. ^ '"*'^'"* ^^>^^' ^^iie not strictlywithm the compass of my subject, is so closely allied o

t that I hope I shall be forgiven for alluding^o it tw about Seaweed. I cannot pretend to have made thegrowths of the sea a matter of study, although I amwen aware how fascinating the subject is; but I hav^noticed very closely how important Seawe;d is to fishand especaUy the fish of the Deep Sea. Not as a mat erof food, of course. With the exception of the managesand possibly the turtle, as far as I am aware, noneof the Deep-Sea People eat Seaweed, but use it forpurposes of shelter and breeding.
The most important of all. as weU as. I think

to sailors as Gulfweed or Sargasso Weed, and tooceanologists as Fucus natans, because it fl'oats andgrows, needing no settled abiding place or .oot-hold
It IS confined to the North Atlantic and Gulf ^MeS'
folfd '".H

^" ^''''''' ^"^"*^*^- ^" *^- vast eddyformed on the eastern side of that ocean between theGulf Stream and the Equatorial Current. A wholesenj of romiances might be built upon this wonderful
^ed-covered portion of the ocean. One or two havebeen based on the supposition that the enormous
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masses of closely knit weed are impenetrable by ships,

and that by some curious centri|)etal force the majority

of derelicts in the North Atlantic, unless destroyed,

find their way into its solitudes sooner or later.

I do not believe that it is anywhere packed suffi-

ciently closely to prevent a sailing ship getting throuj'i

it, given sufficient wind. But then that part of the

North Atlantic is subject to many calms and light

airs, and there is seldom a breeze of sufficient strength

blowing over it to enable a sailing ship to force her way
through. I have several times sailed through parts

of the region where the sea look"d more like some
vast ripe cornfield than anything else, and no matter
what wind we had there were no waves, they simply

could not rise because of the weed. Steamers ot course

give it a very wide berth, since the great masses of

weed hampers a propeller dreadfully, and that too

when so much more power than usual is needed to

force the ship through.

The Gulfweed is, I think, the most beautiful of

all Seaweeds. It is of a light golden hue, with delicate

leaves and berries, both of the same colour, and bearing

no resemblance in shape to the ribbon-like wrack
of the coast. It certainly looks tempting enough to

eat, and it may be also that, unknown to us, some
of the sea creatures do eat it. But that is certainly

not its primary use. In it myriads of the deep-sea

fish breed, its close-knit fronds affording shelter to

the young fry when hatched such as they could gain

nowhere else in the sea. Not only shelter, but food

perfectly suited to their immature needs. It simply

swarms with life, and a bucket full of weed hauled

up almost anywhere would yield a splendid population

for a deep-sea aquarium.

It is the home too of myriads of crabs, which I
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do not think ever crow tn an., «; *

bottom r^f *u "P^"' whether t be the

o^aTrel ct'' N^' l\
^'""' f "^^^' ^ ^'^^ P'-^s

the Gu fweed ar^'J n""""
'^'* *^" ^'"^^ <^rabs of

lanrer thTn fu""^" 'P^"'^' ^"^ ^o not grow

insist u^l^tlli g «;ofTe"so;hf " ^'"^

fathoms into th.... °""'"« ''"°"'"- "«"«and

a width nf o f * u .^ ^^"6*" o^ six feet and

All around an island such a forest will grow to a
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distance off thore proportionate to the steepness o(

the descent of the isliind's base. Within its limits

no sea can rise. The fiercest waves that ever roll

make no impression upon this natural brtMkwater,

whose piles are so flexible that one may tic them in

a knot, and so slender that they may be encircled by
a hand clasp. Through the dim recesses of this won-
derful forest the fish wander at their euso and in perfect

shelter from whatever it is that fish, surface fish that

is, dishke in a storm. In among its fuliage they find

infinite stores of food, yet in its deepest confines there

is safe shelter for the young fry that would otherwise

soon be annihilated. And for the navigator it often

marks outlying rock points that would otherwise

be passed unobserved, although it certaiiily prevents

the sea breaking over them in a gale.

Occasionally immense masses of it are torn by the

violence of the waves from the root-holds on the out-

lying fringe of the forest and take a long, long journey

by the aid of the sea and current, carrying with them
a microcosm of fish life to breed and multiply in some
far-distant land from their original habitat. Which
may account for the prevalence of precisely the same
fish in places so very widely separated. Take it

altogether, it is a curious plant, drawing no sustenance

through its roots, but merely anchoring in obedience

to some strange plant instinct for fear of being washed
away, and subsisting entirely upon what it draws
direct from the limpid but bitterly salt waters of

the sea.

And lastly, not because of the exhaustion of the

subject, but because I can only deal with deep-sea

weed ; that wonderfully rapid growing weed which
appears as it weu oontaneously in any part of the

ocean where there is a solid substance to which it can
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attnrh Itsolf. Kipling nllu<l.^* to it in his fine poem
of the DercUct :—

•Smith wh«r« lh« comli brwrf,
The footirM floating wpfd
ri>ldi mt and foiiU in«, itrakQ on strake uprrawHm,*

Its spores mf at be universally diffiisrd all over the
millions of square miles of fx-can. For mly Irt a
congenial surface be expo«-d to the action of the sea,
such as a wooden plank or a bare piece of iron (it
does not love the poisonous paint which is put on
the bottom of steel ships or yellow metal sheathing),
and in an incredibly short space of time the weed
will cover it with a bright green slimy veU which,
bemg scraped off and dried, looks like the very finest
grass. So rapidly df)es it grow that in wet ships,
as we call them, that is. vessels over whose decks the
sea is almost continually washing in heavy weather,
it IS absolutely necessary to give the decks a good
hard scnibbing every two or three days to clear off
this weed growth, which is so extremely slippery as
to make it dangerous to walk about the decks.

It is a very curious sight to see a sh-p. a sailing
ship that is, that has been out a long while rolling
lazily in a calm with the long dank tresses of ihe weed
on her sides lying closely to her as she lifts, and floating
out all around her as if alarmed when she plunges.
But It looks exceedingly mournful upon a derelict,
which naturally gathers more upon it than a vessei
which is being handled, since it is obvious that the
quieter its host the more rapid its rate of growth.
It will there be found growing thickly all over her,'
even in the cabins if the sea has easy access, and as
she wallows helplessly it spreads like a gloomy halo
worn by r j genius of despair. Only upon closer
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Jn«pfftion it is swn to be smmcwfiat enllvfnw! bv thr
prM«>nce of « multitude of |ivin« rrraturpn, nu«tly
cruttacr« or the spat of limpets and bamarles ; and
one feels that, instead of l)eing in the presence of
death, he is in the midst of abundant joyful life.

My pleasant task is over, and for all apology f

its many shortcomings I can only say that I have done
my best to put facts before the reader without being
tedious, so that if the instniction was slender the
interest might not fl.ig. I need scarcely say that by
the aid of text books it would have been quite easy
to expand each one of these chapters into a bookM long as the whole of them. But that, I take it,

would have been to defeat the object for which I

was commissi ned to write these papers, and which I

tried to foreshadow In the brief introduction to them.
If what has been here set down has in some degree
increased the reader's interest in and reverence for
the work of God in places far from his every-day kc .

and made him feel that it is worth while to cultivate
a wide and sympathetic outlook upon His world, I
shall be abundantly repaid.

TRF END
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numbers of, 46
life of, 47
southern, 48-co

Rock Cod, 287
Rockall Bank, the. 64
Rocklings, 275, 287
Rogers, Professor, on aea-ser-

pents, 172
Rondeletia, 155
Rorquals, the, 59-73

solitariness of, 60
value of, 62
tishing for, 62
omnivorousness of, 64
damage done by, 65
species of, 66
speed of, 68

Ross, Sir J., 401
Rothschild, Hon. W., 405
• Rotomahana,' 167

Sable Island, 279
Saccopharynxflagellum, 156
Saddle-back Seal, 90
'St. Helena Beef,' 253
St. Ives pilchard fisliing at, 298
St. Paul's Rocks, 190
Salmo arcticus, 280
Salmon taken to New Zealand.

321
Salting fish, 208-220
Sapphirine Gurnard, 235
Sardine, 306

decrease of, 306
range of, 307"

Sargasso Sea, 191, 227, 241
Sargasso Weed, 417

"*

Sargassum bacciferum, 242
Saw-fish, 98, 107
Scombn'dae, 100-103, 128
Sea, the temperature of, 11 r

life at bottom of, 147-164

I Sea Bear, 90
fc-^a Cow, the, 73
Sea Elephant, the, 83.39

description of, 83
nose of, 83
numbers of, 83
hunting for, 84-88
food of, 88
lot of, 89

Sea Horse. See Walnis,
Sea Hippopotamus, 83-89
Sea Leopard, 90
Sea Lion. 90
Sea Slug, 123
Sea Swallow. 123
Sea Turtlfs. 121
Sea Vitch, 77
Seal?, 90-96
speed of, 90
life of, 91
abstinence of, 91
contests of, 91'
young of, 93
range of, 94
enemies of, 94
hunting for, 95
intelligence of, 96

Sea-serpent, the, 152
various reports of, 165-181

Sea.veed, 417-422
Seton-Thompson, Ernest, 9
Shakespeare quoted, 68
Shark Thresher, the, foe of right

whales, 45
*

Sharks, 97-113
have no bones, 97
description of, 98
eater of human flesh, 98
appetite of, 99
life-story of, 99-106
superstitions about, I04
fishing for, 105
young of, loj
species of, 106
voracity of, 109
range of, iii
as food, 314

Sicily, 184
Silliman, Professor, on eea

serpents, 172
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Sim«nchelyi, 155
Sirenia, 73-76
vegetarianwm of, 74

Skate, 98. 113

• gigantic, 113
Skip-jack, 102, 133, 317
Sleep oJ" animals, 363
Smith, Mr. S., 373
Snapper, 337
Snoek, 318
Solander Ground, 36, 37
Soles, 326
South Georgia, 84
South Island, 35
South Shetlands, 84
Southern Right Whale, 48-50
Sperm Whale, autobioKiauhv

13-38 " ^ '

head of, 14
school of, 14
eyes of, 14
parasites of, 30
wound of, 33
contest with cuttle-fish, 24
growth of, 2;
warning of danger, 27
chase of, 27
prisoned by iceberg, 29
food of, 30
sexes of, 31
battles of, 32-36
boats destroyed by, 36
life of, 37

Spermaceti, 40
Spharga coriacea, 1

1

5

life-story of, 115-119
Sphyroena, 310
Sprat, the, 301

sold as sardines, 302
habits of, 303
fishing for, 303

Squalidae, 98
Squalus maximus, 180
Squid. See also Decapods.

facts about, 140
Stern Fitter, 375
Stewart Island, 128
Stickleback, 97
Sting Ray, no
Stinker, 573
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of,

Stork at sea, 396
Stormy Petrel, 368

desciiption of, 369
musky smell oi; 370
food of, 372
hfe-story of, 376-385

Strabo, 123
Stronsa, fossil in, 180
Suckers. 44. 103, 108
bucking-fish, 273
Sulphur Bottom Whale, 64
Sunday trading, 257
Swallows at sea, 395
Swordfish, the foe of right

whales, 44
description of, 263-273
fisliing for, 264
powers of, 264
life-story of, 264-273
enemies of, 267
contests of, 270

Tarpon, 308
fishing for. 309

Thalassians, 121
Thresher Shark, the foe of right

whales, 45
description of the shark, 98,

108 ^

Thynnus sarda, 217-220
fhyrsites, 310
Thyrsitops violaceus, xic
Tiger Shark, 98

'

Tile-fish, 159-162
Toilers of the Sea, 127
Tonga, 51
Trigla cuculus, 235
Trigla hirundo, 235
Tropic Bird, 356-358
Irout taken to New Zealand.
321

•

Trumpeter, 327
Tunny. Sf.e Albacore
lurtle, the, 114-126

description of, 1 14
range of, 114
life-story of, it 5- 119
egg-laying, n8
young of, 119
food of, 121

I
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TuTt\t—{cOHtfHMfJ)
fecundity of, 133
ufood, 133
hunting for, 123
vitality of, 125

' Up a Waterspout,' 1C6

Vau Vai;, 109

Walrus, THr, 77-82
description of. ;j, 79
food of, 79
•tomach of, 79
brain c*" 80
!>a:ental love, 80
bes of, 81

hunting for, 81
decreasing numbers of, 81

V/eddeil, Captain, 49
West Indies, the Barracouta at.
310

' West York,' 225
'Western Belle/ story of, 359
Westminster Gazette, 166
Whale Birds, 351

description of, 35a
range of, 35s

Whale, the, monarch of the
deep, 10

Whale, Dottle-nose, 66
Whale, Humpback, 45. ei-eg
Whale, Killer, 4,

^*' * '

,^I!^'•' H'* '*'«^'- 39-50
Whale, Rorquals, 59-73
Whale, Sperm, autobiography of

13-38 - r J

Whale, White. 66
Whale fishery, 46-48, 54-56, 62-64
Whalebone, 42
White Seal, 9, 10, 73
VVhite Whale, 66, 67, 70
Whitebait, 305
Whiting, 275, 289
Wilson, Dr. A., 173, 174
'Wm. V. Hutihings,' 159
Wyman, Professor, on sea-

serpents, 172
Xiphias, the foe of right whales,

44. 107, 263-273

Yarmouth herring fishery, 204
Yates, 403, 404

' ^
Yellow-tail, 327

Ztugioilon, 1C9
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